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This is a book nbout technologies that could help
cwxc a Less oppressive and more fulfilling society.
IT argues fcr the gowth of smal-scale  txhniques
suitable for use by individuals and communities, in
a wider social c”ntext  of humanised  production
under workers’ and consumers’ conno1.

The book is not a blueprint. We don’t imagine we
hare all rh.e  answers. Some irf the proposals mads
;na::  turn out to be misconceived. But we cannot
know in advance which GII, and which won’t. W-
&we kept the range as broad as possible, ranging
from the sensible and piecemeal (‘we used to do
that during the war’) through tie straightforwardly
radicai (for example, workers’ self-management) t”
the more-or-less utopian (say, repopulation of the
countryside). This gi.ves a considerable variety,
reinforced by the idiosyncracies  of the authors, who
each interpreted their brief in different ways. Some
of the articles are yew technical, others m”re
practical; some detailed, some giving just the broad
outlines. They often connadict  “ne another. This
simply reflects the state of the art: a crazy-holy
repertoire of theory and practice from which we can
grow what we think tits the dream.

It is nor a recipe book. akhougb it does contain
detailed instructions about 50-e things. Some
authors got carried awa! and wrote definitive mono-
graphs on their  subjects. W didn’t have the heart to
cnf all these, 5” there are sozw quite meaty pieces
here and there.  But t.4” t.“< wh”:e it’s a general turn-
on book, broad ra*-  ? I’ :R deep, aiming at making
clearer how te<“-::  ,:;i  ~ ~r?:ives might work in a
transformed society, 2-i; ;c part of the process of
creating one. We have r+ed to keep just enough
detail :u give you zn idea how it might feel to do
these dlings yourwhTs.

Some readers might feei tbar because we concen-
mate so much on small-scaie technology. we have
emphasised “nlv the home and nu.ehbourhood,  and

ed in :he factories is not change of technology but
of control, work-patterns, and products; and (b)
because we want t” show alternatives which will
partly replace factory production. The organisation
of factory work is beyond the framework we chose,
but we try t” show whe:..  :. possible, where the
present proposals relate to it. Other ‘gaps’ in our
coverage (for example medicine, education and
many others) are m”re sketchily filled in in the
Directory/Bibliography at the end of the book.

The “rganisation of the material is simple enough
It is laid out in sections, each with a s&xt editorial
introducing the individual articles and explaining
(if necessary) their claim 70 represent ‘radica1  tech-
n~logy’.  In between the sections are (metviews with
theorists and practitioners of radical technology,
which explain themselves, and a series of drawings
by Cliff Harper which we call Visions. The Visions
are a very important part of the book, because they
correct a bias toward hardware which any tech-
nology book suffers from. It is so much easier t”
draw tbhgs than relationships or feelings or organisa
tions. and the hardware always tends f” come “vet
more vividly. In the Visions, we have tried t”
express the social context of Radical Technology,
situations which, although they may look utopian,
really coldd be implemented now if,sufficiently large
groups of people got themselves together. Truly,
they are “UT visions (and Cliffs) of ‘bow it could be’,
and ‘pictorial theses’ t” be criticised,  modified or
taken father,  first in the head and then in the fields
and streets.

‘I!le  book begins and ends with attempts t” define
the scope  of ‘Radical Technology’. firstly with a
short  acc”unt  of its bastard origins and the currenrs
c~rf  thought which have influenced it, and finally with i
z ien@y  bibliographic essay and directory of
heroes, practitioners, critics, wdd ideas, and almost- ~
sober  intentions.

therefore the t&hnologies  of co&mpti”n,  at the It took a lot m”re hard work than we expxted f”
expense of the facr”~ and woikplace.  and the
techno!oeies  of woduction.  To some extent this is ~
~a’ue.  But-i: is ndt because we underrate the import-
ance of basic indusmT. It is %ecause  (a) what is need-

ger this wretched book together, and we’re SICK “t
the sight of it, so now we’re off for bit of
breakfast.

Over in you.



/! Gwen rhat modern capitalisr  industrial societies are
~n.orzily  contemptible, ruthlessly exploitative,
~ccologirllly  bankwpt. and a hell of a drag tc live in,
~IS thrx anything we c&n do to change them?
j Let us grant that remediai $mmzks  such IIS ecc-
~ comic growth jags, foreign aid, Billy Graham, cata--
l*:tic afterburners. and lobotomy on demand are not
~&ing w do the trick.
/ Let’s face ir, nobody has a!! tie answers. But
i somerhing  has got 13 be done, and this bock is a
~compilntion  ct propos&  which we think are going
1 in the right direction. ‘We’ are a group of friends
wh? fc: the past four )-ears  have be-n producing a
m.~garine (L’rufercut-r~n:?j under  the slogan
Radical Science and Psopie’s  Technology‘. It alw&ys
sxes a iot of rrovble rc ha-e a strong party line,  and
~trying tc rw.~k  &is auf. we are perpemally  tracking

the elusive xast \vhich  we mxv call ‘Radical Tech-
nologf in order to cage it once and for all. In spite

of a:1 cui efforts ir remains at large. Who  knows
where it will strike next?

But tc.vmxne  the hnr: the word ‘died literA
lr means ‘going to the root’, and accordingly ‘radical

j technology’  imF!ies a fundamental re examination of
~ the role of technology in modern societies. It also
lmpiies a cowmitment  tc the ideals of the pcliticai
Left. Let’s sav we’re into iihrmtion. We have to
break th;oug:1  the politic-i, economic,  social, and
~psychological  forces thz: constrain.  and oppress cs.
j~ x he troubie is these forces hold one another together
_ m a web of mutual reinforcement so ccnsistent that
: it’s hard to know where to begin loosening their
j grip: parterns of ownership, status games, the way
~ you work, what vou !earned at schocl, what the
/ neighbows  thi&, who gives the orders, what turns
~yo3 on, what vou see on TV, &at you can or can-
~not buy iecbnoiogy  is cne of these alto, but
we think it’s a good place to get your fingers in the
~crack. Out of tlut assumption a svncretic model is

1 developing which  is both descripiive and normative,
I and suggests that real socialism will requ;:c a teasses-
! ment of the whole bask of productive activity:
I machines, methods, producz, work-places, work-

patterns, training. allocation of work  loci of ccntroi,~
rrward systems, distribution, pricing, ecc,nomic
co-crdin&ion. attitudes, engineering pr:nciples.
ronxnrional  s c i e n t i f i c  theor\

Where doe? this ‘model’ come from, You can
only ever  see it out of the corner of yollr eye, so it’s
difficult to say. Rilt we can identify ~~;mmber  of intlu
ewes which have accumulated  over rhr years, start-
ing in the febrile days of :!le late ‘OOs,  whe? young
scientists and technologisfs  - and even some old
ones-were dropping at like flies into spaces of
personal and political discovery they never dreamed
existed.

CRITlCS OF INDCJSTRIA!  SOCIETY

lndustrialisaticn  hasn’t always been an easy pill to
swallow, and it has had its critics. In zhe past few
decades, as Western capitalism moved into high
gear for its assault on the consumerist  Parnassus,
a new version of 19th century pessimism
emerged, with critics arguing  from several different
standpoints that the whole thing was quite intoler-
able. Writers like Huxle:~.  Mumford, Ellul, Marcuse,
Roszak  and Illich hardl! constituted 2. coherent
school of thoug!.t, but they had in common a belief
that modern-technological-indusuial society itself
engendered most of the problems, not just particula
forms of it, such as capitalism. This implied dis-
mantCr~g the technostructure  and decentralising
into a sunpler. more spartan and generally n
form. Some critics wenr even further and ass
that the scientific world-view itself.- otjective,
analytic, reductionistic, dispassiorate,  manipu- ,
lztory ~ was the root of modern alienation. This ~
imphed ‘3 romantic, even mystical, reconstruction
that drew inspiration from pre-industrial techno-

~

logies and ‘primitive’cultures  isee Bibliography
2.52). Well, some of us fell for this and some of II,
didn’t, but it certainly made us think about techuo-
logy and ‘modern consciousness’ and wha; being
human was all about.

COUNTER-CULTtiRE

Meanwhile, it was hard to be ycun~ in rhe sixties
and not get caught up in the wild cu!tural  revolution
against the dominant values of indusrcial culture -
reliability, ambition, obedience, technical rationality
privacy, competitiveness, consuming, mask-wearing
etc - influencing and influenced by the anti-indust-
rial inteilxtuals.  The freaks were into relationships,
communalism. head trips, being rather than having
or doing. 7’Lwir  technologies (apart from domes.
beads. and candles) were inner rechnologies,  for
exploring worlds in the had, ;uvl  creating a mode,
a mood. a viswn, a way of seeing and feeling more
alive. It was true the freaks tended tc be paxitic
on society as a whole, living in the interstices. But
the? were cheap to run and tbcy pioneered a whole



(originall!. hv Schumx+cri  fh:l’ smaller-shale.
~ labour-inteil;ii;e icciinics basc~l  on locnl skills aiid
~ rcsou~‘ccs  ‘intermediate  technology’  would
~ allow more even development, production geared to
real needs, and greater self-reliance. This impressed
us as further testimonv of rhe evils of Rip Techno-

than essentials foithe masses, accentuated the
disparitv uf city and ~countryside. eroded old skills
and cxchnngc  @rtcrns,  and creared a tremcndons
dependence on foreign supplies of material. pars
and technical assistance. ‘IIevclopmmr’  did take
place, if GNP is an\ witness. but in :L hideously
distorted form. ,\s.an ;dternativc it was ~~17x5r~d

..,. :i,v: logy and of the remarkable ‘Taming Pow&  of the
~ Small’.
~ The only missing ingrcdieni  was socialism. At this

: point, inevitably, China enters the story. She wzs
practising many principles of radical technology in
~ a strikingly original way, revivmg the old arts and
blending them with the new; dccentralising  factories
~
~
judiciously combining big 2nd small technology so as
io get the best out of those; usir.g  natural materials

~ and waste-products; encouraging self-reliance at all
_ levels; and creating a balance of mental and manual
~ work in a context of riccr:ws  equality and
~ guaranteed welfare righis, Whatwas i&~portant to
~us was that the Chinese :x<-ned  to invert the convex

E2 ~rional strate,~. Instead of p”ring  the sole emphasis
new life si\.le of hedonic cavern-.  Some of us KX on economic growth and hoping that social benefits
into tha: r;ip and were nerer  rhb same again. - would accrue as a side effect, the Chinese set out

to establish social iustice and minirr.um living stand-

ECOLOGY ~ ads, and found th;t economic growth appeared as
~if from nowhere, They put people before economics

.!.nother  piape  of the izte sixtics was the .4poca- and the heavens did not fall down, even at a GNP
Iyptic Maaia. Some of us aught this wry badly. per capita of under $200  - whatever that might
We did get over it evenxaiiy,  but what remained ~ mean in China’s case. it can be done. The Chinese
was an wpateness  tie Old Left never had, and still ~ were, and remain, an inspirarion.
hesitates to take into account, of the physical and “f the rmatl

~ biological constraints on global human action. You
~ can’t go on growing fcrever; increz3sir.g  energy con-
sumption,  use of raw mater&. popu!ation;  and you

can’t trear the biosphere like an infinite rubbish
dump. Suspecting a basic incompatability  between~industrial rechnoiq and long term environmental

stab&e.  man\: people felr that the only really safe
technolqies  in the long run were those which imi-
rated ‘Zauie’ zs far zs possible, or at leasr  treated
~ her with appropriate de%rence.  This led them to
: ihe :dniliar  crirmiz  of rrcadian  rechno!ogy in small-
~ness; fn+Jitv,  an:iquity. aura! setting, use of natural
marerids. 2x2 the odt of ‘self-sufficiency’. .More

: pragmatica@  it spavaed  ‘biotcchnics’  or ‘Low-
,mpacr Technology’. and ail the familiar gadget?
of renewable-resource devices iike windmills, solar
collectors, mrrhzne digesters etc. of which this book
has it5 due share.



THE ANARCHOL’TOPIAX  TRADITI0.V sav - but later examples of local or regional economy
- ‘-! run hy anarchist collectives, although short-lived

Right from rhe beginning we were all socialists ot for external seasons,  encouraged us a great deal. It
one kind or anotker.  We didn’t need an!- pers,&.,ig 1became obj-ious  that there were no technical or
that capitalism had to go. And yet, marl ,i the economic reasons why decentralised,  participatory
tkings we felt were most wrong in cxb,,alist  society producer- and consumer-control production systems
were hearti]!-  approved b!; mm)’ others who called could nor be set up which would be quire ‘efficient’
themselves so&lists. Wr began  to rcalisc that there enough to provide all the necessities and a good deal
2x :“;:a  gxa: ?.t:c~“x  of soc:a!is:  :haugk:.  One. mo:r.  The nxin abstac!e to rea!ising it may be.
represented by. Marxists  and social democrats. how- merely that people hardly dare believe it could be
ever deep its disagreement  with capitalism, ar least
shared its rational, materialist values of Progress.

true. It became clear that part of our task was to
persuade them that it was. What do we do while

Science, Efticiency,  Specialisation,  Growth, Central-
ised Power, and fascination with the numbin?

waiting for&e revolution? We let our imaginations

achievemcnrs of smart-ass technology  like Apollo
off the leash and get on with building pas of the

and Concorde. .And  ta
post-revolutionary society wherever and whenever

‘1s 11”. They seemed to we can.
hdr 3 mdrl 3f so& .,opment  similar in maw
IPSX~ES  co the ideoioF  : corporate liberalism: What emerges from these varied influences is a
ix sciety chouid be organised for maximum pro- jdmhle of theories and elements:
duction,  wrh the products rhemselves  being rhe ) A theory of technology and society which insists
principal :ev.x;ds, of&red  as compensation for the ~that we can control technology, but if we don’t it
inevirable alienations of life and work in an will control us;
indusrrial economy. Of course, under these tough. Recognition of physical and biological consrraints
rind-reahstic  forms of socialism, distribution would on human activity;
he fairer, work S&I, products mote rational, and Social stwtute empkasising grou?  autonomy  and
oublic services much better. This was not in auest- and control from the bottom up;
ion. But the basic separation of production and
consumption, the assumption of akenation-wirh-

A bias towards simplicity ana frugality in life and
: technology wherever possible;

compensaricn,  and technocratic criteria for social
priorities, was broadly the same as liberal capitalism.
Even the projected future  v&a  similar. Provided we
all worked hard and behaved ourselves, eventually
a state would arrive (‘post-industrial society’, ‘corn-
mtinism’ ) in wkick  machines would take over most
of the work and we could ail go out and plzyy.

Prefer&e for dire& gratification in production
rather than through the medium of commodities;

But the other great stream of socialist thought,
represented by the anarchists and utopians, looked
at things quite differently. At first one could hardly
take them seriously-.  They seemed to believe that
the subtle hums satisfactions should be given
priority over production requirements; that i’fe
should be satisfying in all its aspects; that power
should flow from below: that the action is not all
in the city; tkat production and consumption need
not be segregated in the factory and the home, but
could be fused in the community; that revolutions
are born of hope, not despair.

It is probabiy  true that in the 19th century all
this was hopelessly impractical - premature as they

An exploratory rather than a dogmatic application
of the theory (suck as it is. );

Willingness to learn from unlikely somces  suck as
‘primitive’ cultures and technologies, ‘mystical’
experiences or abilities, and even liberal social
tkeory.

This may seem a strange chimera. Well, we have
no monopoly on radical technology. Make up your
own criteria if you don’t like these.

Two topics deserve more comment. One is the
question of romantic sensibility in technology, and
related to it, economic restraint as a positive and d&b.
crate life style. A focus on ‘inner life’ may be far more
rational than we think in terms of buzzes received
for effort expended. Neither need it be incompatible
with a fine command of the hardware - as Robert
Pirsig demonstrated in Zen and the Art ofMotor-
cycle  Maintenance. Likewise, frugal life-games may
be far more efficient than opulence-games in terms



of resources needed fo: satisfaction gained - down
there in the lower reaches of of the marginal uriliy
C”ILTS.

ihe other topic, in may ways complementary
to the last, concerns the nature of production and
how sm&scde  community technologies  can fit into
a wider national or re@onzl economv.  Some goods
wmsr be mass-produced centrally. It’is possible
but unlikely thzt ‘aiternarive  rechnologies’  could be
introduced in factories. What is really needed is
change of ownership; change in the patterns of
immediate contra!: change of work-organisation on
the shop Boor; and change of products. And this in
a context of vrduce.!  facro~ work, as useless pro-
duction is ?rogressive!y  cut out. and the output of
usefu! goods and senses increases at the community
and household levels. Of course. rotation of work,
adiustments of monev and other rewards. consul-
&ion with consum&,  variable  hours, and so on,
ali have to be contiauz& debated. The aim is an
oprimum h&xe of public, communi~,  and private
product&.
-

War’s the neu s:m? .Most of the ideas that have
ken around for somhtime  can be found in ihis
book. The programme continues in its ad hoc way.
We finish this little hunting parry with 2 few of the
ideas we are working onithinking about/wondering
if. There’s more in the Bibliography.

Comnmaity  pr+cts: self-building; community
workshops lsee Vision No 5,: community,gardening
bee  Vision No 1): parient-controlled  mc~~~cal  centres;
zero-profit enterprises; self-crganised pwjects by

; unemployed people; swap-shops and recvcling
i depo:s;  tool-sharing schrmesr food con$racies;
1 consumer takeovers of esxabtishcd  coops.

*Industry:  work& co-operative takeovers in
existing firms; alternative product possibilities;
campaigns for the right to do socially useful work;
community and consumer consultation; special
retraining schemes; support for strikes and sit-ins.
*Alternatives  for scientists and technologists: a nets
work of ‘free range’ technologists engaged in com-
munity work, repairs, evening classes, and research;
science based living collectives; wandering technical
tinkers; new courses in technical colleges, univers
ities, polytechnics, and schools; directories of alter-
native work for scientists and technologists.
*Land  reform campaigns for measures to tu:ak up
large holdings; forms of collective ownership, com-
munity land trusts;  repopulation of countryside:
national self-sufficiency in food; city allotments.
*Rural  communities: conversion of conventional
farms and derelict land to intensive husbandry;
new rural villages (see Vision No 3);  clearing house
for informatio? on available land; small industrial
projects; directories of part time work; exchanges
between city and country;  courses in new technique:
*Legal  and economic changes: campaign for
guaranteed annual incomelflexible  work tic.?% new
laws concerning commaal  groups and collective
ownership; a!ternative  finance, credit anions, com-
munity levies.
OAnnlysis: economic analysis of particular
alternatives; radical Technology ArseTsment;  ‘mal-
einployment  analysis’ - what work%  acmally use-
less? Planning for transition to a lowenergy  society;
encouragement OS radical technology and radical eco-
nomics thesis topics for students.

That’s all. There is 3. lot of work to do, but one of
the nicest discoveries one can maic  is to realise  that
work is the biggest turn-on of all if you think it’s
worthwhile and vou control it yourself. Kropotkin
said something nice about this:

‘Struggle that all may live this rich, owilowing
life, and be sure that in doing so ym will find
a happiness that nothing else CT” give.’



which may seem unorthodox, at $a>
least in the West, but which can be I ~,~ “~
highly productive: Tree Fanning,

,‘~d ~a

Fish Farming, and Hydroponics.
,~.,~

$f. :: ;
Hydroponic techmques

are rejected bv some gtow-
ers as ‘I”” artificial’,, even
though organic nutrients
can be used, and even
though in some urban
situanons where there
is little or no soil it is
difficult to think of
any other p5Ktical
\w.v  of growing food.
\\re think it is bevond
the sccpe of this.section
tb ~,ttUT,Ft  t” XSOlW
the conflict between
these views.

Neither do we feel we should atrempt to
resolve  the contlict between the unnslumedly-
cxnivorous view of John S e y m o u r  and the
forceful  p l e a  f o r  vegerarianism  ma& by ‘Ton!
Joycc~

I:sscnti:ll  fo :xm discussion on food is information
oil l~ow ,uiri.ir  fo&l. and what nrictics  of hd, xc



up in an attractive and palatable way. John ;
Seymcur  describes  some simple methods of
food preservation, and Monica Hill explains

i
)

the essentials Qf une of many appromhes to ~
cookery: R?,crobiotics. But we cannot pretend
rhzt in the few rhousand  words in this section
we can do more rhan scratrh  the surface of this

rr,,c#;’ vast subject.  Even the books in the Bibliography
@ ~;,#~,:,~qQ@#i! providr oniy stnrting points. Moreover,

techniques for increasing individual and regional
self-sufficiency in food forrr  only one

element ~ though a very imponant
one - in the overall struggle

for liberation from the power
of the State and Big Business
in all spheres. The various

,~ food production techniques
,i~‘~ described here all imply, in varying
;~ degrees, major political changer,

ot which Lxnd Reform is the most



The arciem  art of ~:inlirrrw  has today become the
modem ‘s&axe  of-&!wsiwss,  where culture has
been r&en out oi hnsbmdr!:,  2nd where ecologica\
principles have hecome  dommated by economic
principles. Over the 2”s: few decades, the replace-
ment of crafts end the continuous introduction of
innovation has ftmdamentally changed the nature
of food production.

The firs: innovation was the rcplacemcnt  of
labour by machine. The numLcr of ‘horseless’
machines on farms increased from 3 50,000 in. 1942
to over three million in 1953.  IMachines  increased
the effectiveness of the system by imposing an
apparenr technol+cal  order on the workforce. The
resulting increase  II? organizational efficiency. by
rzisio$  the proportion of output to input, appeared
to leqtuoate  the authori:arian  and hierarchical
relations  of producrion  that accompanied this

_ process.
’ A second basic innovation was the introduction

of the ‘oack,  dea!‘-ihe  combined use of
artificial fertiiiseers,  new pesticides and new plant
strains-during the Iare 50’s and early 60’s.  In the
UK, nitrogen consum+m  quadrupled and
potassium consumption doubled in the 20 years
after 1950. !nsecticides  were the fist pesticides to
be widely used, but now herbicides are used in
greea?eer  quantities. Rant breeders concentrated on
p:oduciog  strains rhat were resistant to the new
waves of pests. Corn varieties wzre selected to
produce less svaxv. A nini  ‘green revolution’ took
pIiKe.

IWHAT A R E  TKE ADI;ANTACES  O F
SUCH A SYSTJZM?

/ fnillion tons, during tlr: same period. These
mcreases  were accompanied bv extensive mow-

Above alI else agrihusincss is claimed to he efficient. ~ culturing of crops ani the est&lishment  of larger
But it is necessa~  to challenge the term ‘efficiency’. ~ farms as the main food producers.
Efficiency ix terms of,&rrr? ~ Since then, however, yields have stahilixd.  The

Nor in terms of ewrgy,  a.:yway. British wheat 1 five year average for 196670 of these crops was
growers produce 2.2 energy units for each unit dow;  on the previous five year average ix England
expended; potato gowets  produce 1.1 units, and : and Wales. ‘The yield per acre was 27.9 cwts per
sugar beet, &en refined to sugar. gailis only 0.49 ~ acre for barley, and 31.4 cpa for wheat. It is true,
units. Batter; eggs produce 0.16 and broiler ’ howver, that yields have not improved slightly,
chickens produce 0.11 units of energy for every ~the 71-73 average being 34.6 cpa for wheat, 31.3
one expecded.  Compare this performance with
that of Yuca-an maize fanners who produce 13-29

~ cpa for barley.
~ i? is not wen true to say that the ‘efficiency’ of

units of ft:od ecergy,  and primitive gardeners in New ~ agribusiness is determined solely by economic
Guinea who produce 20 units, for each energy unit criteria. Agribusiness is efficient by only one
expended. Enerp inputs into the agribusixss / economic criterion-the ratio of gross monetary Out

system are increasing enonoously, but the food put to input. All other considerations, including
energy produced is rising only marginally. For productivity, are secondary. Thus, following the
instance in K!X US, food energy consumed has risen
from about 150 kczl.10’  ? in 1940 to about 250

definition of the Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries

kcai.lOLz in 1970. whereas energy input rose from
and Food, -here are w/o sorts of farms: high-

700 kcal.10’ 2 in 1940 to 2250 kcal.lOLz in 1970.
~ perfwmance  (HP)  farms-those with the highest
ratio of output.per  EiOO input-which have “higher

Nor is agribusiness efficient in terms of prudzrct- net incomes, specialise  more and have lower Isbout,
iUit?-that  is. outout wr acre. Yields in Eneland rent and machinery  costs per acre”; and low

i and Wales of b&y aid wheat increased f&n 17.4
; and 19,Ocwt per acre (cpaj during 194044, to
I 28.5 and 32.1 cpa for 1961-65.  Production of
wheat rose from I’% miliion tom to 3.4 million tons,
/ ad output of barle>r  from 2.2 million tons to 5.7

perforwluncc  (LP) j&is-ihe  quarter of farms
with the lowest such ratio. The advantage of large
firms is clear-reduced lahour and machinery costs
per acre. But the productivity (i e. output per acre)
bears no relationship to this r.leasure  of performance



tVHAT  ARE THE OBVIOUS COSTS?

These can be cousidered  in three parts: exploitation
of nature; exploitation of labour;  and the associated

political costs.
*Exploitation  of Xatrrrc:  direct pollrrtion.  The

most widely known pollurive effect is that caused
~ by pesticides, the major undesirable properties of

which are persistcncc.  broad range of activity. and
widespread USC.  All the members of the

orgzmochlorine  group, which includes DDT and
I Dieldrin, are powerhd  and persisrent. It ivas the use
~ of Dieldrin, Aldrin. and Heptachlor as seed dressings
~ on whear thar first aroused attention 2s fo possible

side effects of insecticides irk this country. in the
springs of 1963 and 1961 bird deaths  increased
alarmingly, causing a public outcry. Game birds and
predatory mammals and bids were affected. It was
shown that the deaths were not solely due to the
oral toxicity  of pesticides, but that certain predators
had beer. declining in numbers since World War 11.
This decline was linked with a red&on in the shell
thickness, caused by increase in the production of
enzymes-which broke down the oestrogen
necessary for controlling  calcium deposition. Thus,
instead of simply asking rhe question “how much
pesti&;  will kill an animal?” it became clear that
the possible !ong term effects on animal populations
had fo he investigated.

Low-performance  dairy, livestock and cropping
farms produce outputs comparable to those  oi I
similar ‘hiih-performance’  farms, for most size

s I groups. Soclued  ‘low-performance’ mixed farms

’ ~
(of all sizes) consistently outyielded  ‘bigh-
performance’ farms during 1970-72.  LP farms

produced fB85 per acre, HP farms 165 per acre on
average. The greatest discrepancy occurred on the

_ larger farms Cove;  1800  acres), where high-
~performance farms produced c&y 70 per cent of
; the outpur of low-perfofmance  farms. High-
performance farms had, of course. a higher

return on labour  input (about L550 compared to
fZ410 per LIOO)  and highs  ner farm income (ahour

L29 compared fo L-7 per L!OO).  And rhese are the
determinants of efficiency.

_ Thus, talk of making our farms more efficient in

Attention was rhen focused mainly on DDT, as
it was the most widely used of the powerful and
persistent pesticides; The main cause for concern
was its build up in food chains, especially in aquatic
faunx The effects on soil famxa cotild still he
measured even 12 years after application. The main
drawback to DDT use became the build up of
resistance among insect populations to the chemical.
Thus, rhe withdrawal of use of DDT in the US was
due more to the recognition of its future non-
profitability than to the recognition of its harmful
effects on biological systems.

Long term studies concerning other pesticides’
effects on soil pcpulations have been notoriously
sparse, and often poor. Most soil micro-biological
work has been carried out totally ignoring the :oIe
of soil mesofauna. Thus, the long term effects of
medium persistent herbicides (eg.  Simazine)  or soil

sterilanrs have yer to be established. Much basic re-
search needs to be done before the bland reassur-
ances of the Agribiz companies can he accepted.

Serious short term probiems  have so far occurred
only rarely in p&rice. AU insecticides are highly
soluble in fatty tissues and kill by disrupting nerve
impulse transmissions. Schradan, an organo-

: order to provide for increased food demands is pme phosphate, caused many bird deaths in the 50’s,
mystification. Agribii efficiency does not produce but was replaced by more selective compxnds  of

more food automaticaUy,  nor is that a measure of i low toxicity.
its success. It produces more efficient labour,  more Fertilisers, foo,cause  pollution problems.
efficient capital, and if ir produces morefood, we!1 ~Artificial ?itrates,  unlike their organic counterparts,

j so much the bener,  hut that is a secondary consid- are not retained  by the soil. Thus, they are essent-
i eration.  The drive to increase the technical
~ efficiency of the food production process is in fact

~ ially ‘leashed’ into waterways. Nof only is this a
waste-which. considering that it takes five tons of

1 a drive fo maximise the creation of surplus value, or
1 pp.

~ oil fo prodwe  one ton of fcrtiliscr,  cannot he
~ afforded-hut it crewzs overfertilisation  of



vegetation in wten~;~~~s.  ‘this process is c&led
cutro@ic&w.  and it reduces rhe available oxygen
for tisb life. Nitmtrs  cm aLso be transformed to
nitrites, which are a tbrezt  to wate~out~es,  and ate
especially dangerous ro cbiidren.  This possibility is
likely to incease  as nitrates are being used io ever-
hxeasing  amounfs. despite price rises due to
mcrcased energy costs. .

The effect,; of continued fettiliscr  dressings cm
also cause two further sorts of damage to the soil.
When acidification, c-used  by Icaching.  is not
rectified by iiiing,  dan;age to soils may ensue.
Long lastin:;  damage has 38~0 occurred by excesrive
application  of micronutrients  such a~ Boron.

The rexnt change to uiog excreta as unamended
fluid slorw.  instead of good aid maw-composted
material (&nnyard  mmure),  has aiso b:ougbt its
pollution oroblems. T&w include ttansfer  of
organic &tetiai  to streams  via surface runoff,
xcumulation of eiements  m plants at concentrat-
ions undesirable to animal health, and further
!eaching  of nitmtes to gtoundwater.  If can also
block soil pores;  reducing xeration, ad thus

I reducing :be niaification  process. Carryover of
disease ic 3150  encouraged by the loss of oxidation
propenies.

Exploitatiori  of.Wature:  dqraddon  ofecosystems
While pollution &ens ecosystems directly, there

are other mys in which natural ‘xlances can be
affected. The most profound alteration is caused by
the very natxe of agric&x-rbe  aeration of large
areas of single crops. Without agriculture there
would be no such tbii zs pests.

That said, however, there is no need for @ibiz
to exaggerate the probtem  by its insistent mono-
culturing,  whether  it be by rbhe yellow peril of
.mon~tonous barley or by the green slums of
commissioned forest.

Biological controls hzve beea degraded in various
ways. The one thr has amactcd most attention is
the removal of hecigerowx. Although the president
of the National Farmers Union has been heard to
zematk that “evidence shows that there is no loss of
natural controls by removal of hedgeLows, providing
there ue other hedgerows nearby”, there is a lot of
evidence to the contrary.  In some studies yields
have been improved by 20 per cent. Another
method of degradation is straw burning after
sopping  This was only made ‘economic’ when the
carryover of stem pathogens, dtie to continuous
corn crops, increased. Such censures  are born of

economic necessity rather than sensible husbandr)
or sane ecolo,~. It is interesting to calculate the
ener,p wastage in straw burning.

Another csample  of how modcrn methods crate
probiems  rather than solve tbcm. is provided by the
use of inseciicidcs which may kill the natural
predators. thus giving rise  to nrw pcrts which avoid
tbc prinury insec:iridc.  A classic cx:rmplc  of this is
rhc appexancc  of red spider  miles in orcbnrds. as a
oujor  pest. Similarly, the ability of insects
continually to become immune to insecticides
means that ever-new formulations are required.
“Still_  it makes for good business-if what you need
is another pesticide. sir!”

A final word on the subject of natural controls.
lma&e  you do find that dream dome with a plo:
of land of your own; you may well be unable to
grow anything organically, especially if your land
backs onto a pea farm. Even ifs you manage to avoid
the spray. and your plats are kept covered, the
natural predators probably won’t escape the ugiy
fmgets of capitalism.
*Exploitation of Laboar In the part 20 yearsl half
of the workforce-a total of 400,000 people-has
moved from the land: a telling indictment  of the
outdoor conditions created by agribusiness.
Although some see this as a move to greater labour
efficiency, it is probable that the total number of
people involved with food production is still the
same-the test being employed in factories
producing fertiiisers,  pesticides, and lots mote
surphts  value.

Since 1956, according to the statistics, 2009
people (over two per week), including 334 children
under tbe scho&leaving age. have Iost their lives
through accidents on fatmsin England and Wales.
The largest proportion of these have been caused by
tmcton overturning, or from falls. Legislation has
now abed this figure. Since the introduction of
the Agriculmre Act (1952) there has been only one
fatal accident due to pesticide use up to 19i2.  Prior
to the bill there had been Light fatalities on farms.
But il; 1972 there were four fatalities.

Most accidents with pesticides, however, have
occurred away from the land. Nearly a hundred
people have died from accidentally drinking
Paraquat, for instance. The dangers of liver damage
due to long term, low level expocure to DDT (and
other chlorinated hydrocarbons) is most acute to
those mmufacturing  the compound.  The dangets
of liver damage have now been underlined by the



recent discovery that aorber  chlorirxred  hydro-
carbon (Vinrl  Chloride) cao~es bwr cmcer.  The
acute r”xici&- of “remonhosphrres  has Likewise
been associated I& d&gers of handiin~, rather
than long term ecolo+l dxna~~.

lr~~e~s::~  mrchaniszdon  has brought  with it the
Costs that hwe been ~~ssociared  with automation in
other industries. Regard fcr profin rather than
rrgonon~ics  has meant rbat mazi aider tractor
drivrrs suifcr  from back compi&ts,  and deafness.
Mure insidiously, machines have created job
spcciaiisation,  isoiarion, reperirlse  tasks. so that
conditions of work bear Pirtie resemblance to ‘the
ourdoor  !ife.’  .;t more re.&cic  view of modern
faming than contented COWS pom+d in butter
and cream adverts, wolr!d be of the dairyman in his
concrete and sreel ‘herrinng  bone’ pxlour milking
80 cows, three rimes a da:~_  with the only respite
king a visit from the veer.

Probably tie I.-orst exploitation is concerned
with housir.g.  Tradition has required that farm-
workers live at the place of employment, often in a
tied corta~e. Beczxx of this; and the acnte housing
shorrage ;“w feh in rural areas, workers have to I
tolerate housing condi:ions  that elsewhere would be
“nacceptzble;  conages  are to” ofrcn damp, cranped
and withour proper smitarion. There are also
geographic disadvantages regarding shopping,
transporr  and education.

Political costs. The tied cottage is also at the base
of the iniqtlitoas  diwibution of power in landed
circles. Rather  than being paid a respectable wage,
workers are accustomed I” having a tied cottage.
It means that they Izck bargaining power, since
their homes are ar risk iis wel! as their jobs.

The geographica  is&rim  bermcen workers on
neigbbouring  fzrros bzs been furthe:  exaggvated by
the division of labour w&in ezch  tarm. Whereas
previously many jobs were carried CUE communally,
&is is now confmed  to harvest rimes: and even here
there is rhc specialisation of drihg, gathering, and
bagging.  This In turn has led to weak oniociration.
with iittle militancy. The IJK area where significant
militancy has occurred seems to be in the orchards
“f r”y.-:---e  _.... L :-3. "“...A L,L"Yg1*  I" BcIgi-nrn  rcctnriy  4000
took to the roads with flails and bird scarers.

In the UK, however, farmers are now acquiring a
reputation for militancy. It is not difficult to see
“try. More and more  they are caught in a bind. I

-

Food prices continue to soar, yet produce prices
are control!ed  by other interests-the government,
the Common Market, and the food companies. Not
only are rb.:y shackled by world capitalist forces
and spesulation,  they are increasingly being reduced
to the status of technicians/sharecroppers for
industry. They hcl,e become depend&t  on food
processors (for exaLnple, pea industries) not only to
buy their crops, but also to tell them when to plant
and to supply the capital to buy their package deal.
Farms have had to increase in size (the number of
farms in Canada, for instance, declined by 20 per
cent from 1961-71) tti withstand fluctuations in
return on capital, and to make possible the
necessary investment in machines and fertilisers  in
order to guarantee high yields.

In doing so, farmers become f-xther dependent
on the farm supply sectors of industry. Ir is
dependency on virtual monopolies in each area;
Massey-Fergoson,  David Brown, Ford, and ;“hn
Deere  dominate farm machinery; ICI, Fisons and
Shellmex control fertilisers;  Fisons, Mzy and Baker,
Geigy and Shellstar are the leaders in pesticides; and
the infamous seven major oil giants, control the
fuel applies.

The xntralisation  of power from the land to the
boardrooms of Agribiz  is exaggerated still further by
the sy~.~~rn’~  dcpendencr  on one man for the suppiy
of phosptncy  rock. Mohammed Lamrani of
Morocco cor~rols a third of the exports, and m”r<
than one half of th$ cxport bvowth,  of phosphate
rock. And as for oil?



The influence of Agribusiness a!so dictates
governmental research to such xn extent that
tirmal!y e!! mnoe~-  in this field goes to ‘articulating
the paradigm of pesticide and ferriliser  usage’.
Rothantsted Resezrcb  Staticn  is built on super-
phosphate. ViituaIi~-  no research is undertaken on
organic husban$. and ver)-  little on biological
control mechamsms. Yet ~@n. the economic
merhod  is propagated under the guise  of the
scientific method.
PROSPECTS I;OR TtfE FUTURE?

1t is now recognised Aat enagy is power-that
energ  is just as lnnetqx&y  distributed as stealth,
and kc in the sane flew !a?~&. It is not so widely
recognised that rhis rmtb applies  equally to food.

The staggerhy mc:ezes  in food prices in the last
two vexs are nor due to a sudden increase in the
worih popularion. Sometbtig  new is happening to
worid food suppiies.  It started in 1972 wher. three
probic.lls emc:gcd. For the fxst time. the USSR
exe-red  the US market and purchased 400 million
bushels oi wheat. Secondly, rhe production
advances that came to be !umped under the phrase
‘green xvclution  began is Lvc! off. Finally, the
richer countries. ‘ali  crtpaiencing  boom times,
sharolv increased their consummion of meat. This

tnough Chile offered to pay cash. When Allende
\+.a~:  over thrown, the US approved the sale. and

even offered credit.
Meanwhile. as a few businessmen made money

and gained power from the aarkct’s  uncertainty,
pressure was mcreascd on producers to produce
more. ‘Thi\  was the cat in the UK jl:st as much as
clscwhcrc.  The recent inflation of land prices
(prices  tripled in two ycxs), coupled with the

annual loss of 50,000 acres of urbanisation.
cxaccrbztcs the problem still further. These
pressures will dictate that ‘efficiency’ must become

still more ‘efficient’ with all the Lsurd
contradictions that that entails.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?

‘Alternative’ forms of agriculture, as outlined in the
uazes that follow. can and do challenge maw of;a -_
the Implicit values of agribusiness. Fo; instance, we
: are constantly reminded that we iive  in a consumer
i society. The public’s willingness to accept an
~ homogenous  final product is indispensable in the
transition from !abour intensive agriculture to
high? specialised automated agribusiness. The
mampulation  is built into the final product itself.

Ems, by creating an apparent  choice in relatively
~ unimportant aspects, such as the size and colour  of

last &or may be ti.e reason u;hy the USSR ~ eggs, ;he real choice of nutritive value, price and
decided to enter the wheat market  at the time it I ecological impact is obscured. But by insisting on
did. The Russians needed greatly increaseAd  supplies I consideration of these factors alternative agriculture
of grain to produce meat; previous shortages had ) cau &s!Ienge the values of agribusiness.
always been accommodated, and the “/2 harvest was I However, it is not enough merely to pose the
rhe fifth hen ever for them. But as a result of ~ alternatives; it is necessary also to challenge the
Russian purchases  in ‘72, the grain reserves in t!le economic system Gthii which agribusiness is
US  fe!! from 120 nuilion  tons to 21 million tons. I founded. To do so from an agricultural perspective

The USSR’s entr) iato the consumer and ~requires certain novel forms of organisation.
capitalist market ha5 had two mai: effects. It has Organisation around and among farmworkers is
created such a sensitivity in the market that essential, but as we haxe seen, this is difficult
speculation is xvidespread,  and it is better to invest ~ because of problems inherent in the unusual
in food than in money. This sensitivity has exposed ; position of such workers. Hence other challenges
the weakners in the whole system. For instaxei ~ are also necessary. Two possibilities are oper.. The
when the anchovies recently returned IO Peru’s i formation of cofiperatiucs-not  consunler
coast it meant  that .:hc underdeveloped countries cooperatives alone, but also productive and
would be benex able to afford their own, much ~distributive cooperatives-needs to be encouraged
needed protein, but that soya bean farmers in the ) in order to redluce the control of agrimonopolies.  If
US  would suffer. ; will also be necessary to ignore al! the rules of the

It is clezr, bo~~:cv~r,  that underdeveloped
countries arc in gewral  noi going to benefit. The
change in the market has meant that the US has
assumed greater  control over disxibution. The US
was the main exporter for eight of the 20
conzodirier  wshich showed the greatest increases
in prices during 1972. The rest of the developed

capitalist game and Iusi t&&zb.  in or& . .
illustrate forcefully the inequities of lax
distribution. Both efforts should succee?  j
diversifying both the means of producrlon  and the
CROPS  thy ir i>Toduces.

couiEnes  controlled a further eight. The under-
devc!opcd count&j  controlled only four, but were
the main exporters of the 20 commodities with the
lowest price increzxs  of all the 67 world
comxnodities. \Vnich  isn’t much conrolation  for
countries like Mozambique which have been
‘cncouragd  to produce cash crops at the expense
of homeconsumed food crops. The increase of
control by the US :ziw, had more obvious political
effects. Critical supplies of wheat were denied to
the Ch%lea:: Goveramcz *;7d”,’  Allende-even

Indestd the en:phasis throughout should be on
diversification.  Dwersification  in under?:anding  the
problems as bein? no*  merely techni’zal or economic
but political too. Diversification in approach, not
merely being zxzrds alternatives but to challenging
the system duectly  in as many ways as possible.
And divcisification  in the end product. away from
monocultures and dependency on a few distant
technocrats, towards natural systems controlled by
the people working them.

-

Charlie Clutterhuck



It is absurd eoen to guess a: the screage necessary to
support a person. because land vxies enormously
in productiveness, and so do husbandmen. But it
may help to know that w&farmed land of good
quality. without imporred fertilizer but with
animal manure. wiil  grow two ions of wheat an acre
or cipht tons of potatoes. Vc~etablc  requirements
can be produced  on a very smalt acreage indeed but
Man (vegeta:ians included) ~ammt live on vegetables
alone-that 1s if you mean vegetables in the accepted
sense, excludins grains. .+yone who says “I am
compietely  se&suppo;iin~  Oecause  I pow all my
own rsgetabies”  is talking nonzenze.

The aim sboul?  be the imegmtion of soil, plant
ad animal Thai is found ir, nxule, but guided by
tie knowledge of Man l%e common urban belief
t&r zaimals are inefficient because animal protein
requires more iand to produce than vegetable
protein is x fallacy, as eve? countryman who’s
forked 3 hezp of animal manure on his potato patch
must know. For alrhougb it is irue that an animal
only transforms a small proportion of the vegetable
food :hat ii cats inro food for man ior other
predx.rors) it is not true that the vegetable matter
nor SO transformed is wzsred.  It is transmuted, in
fact, into a better manure fo; the land than it

5, wuid have beei;.
g, heap.

Yaa: FXEPE  is yew best composr

2: The stockless holding can onE?;  maintain its
? ferrility by importing fertilizer from outside itself.
= ; The amwtnt of waste vegetable matter that can be
s ~ composted  grow=  on tie holding is never enough to

maintain fertiiity. The great stockless agribusiness
/ farms of Eastern England and the grain belts of

America coniinuc  beczuse  of vast amounts of
lrnported  ammonium suipbate,  and the vegan seif-

supporter buvs or begs farmyard manure from his
~ mimal-keep&  neighbows  or his lad gradually
becomes sterile. The anount of shit produced by a
human is almost negligible.
~ If a Briton has his iair share  of B:itain he will
have about half an acre of good arable land per
member of his family, but zs most people elect to
~Live in towns we can at ieazt double tint and assume
five acres of iand for a family of four. To maintain
and increase the fertility and health of this area
without imported fertilizer, herbicides or pesticides
&mands  a great xr~ct~ of both plants 2nd animals.

A thorough rorztion  of crops must always be
przctised,  for one crop is not affected by the

diseases  of ulotber,  and one species makes different
demands on rhe soiI and puts  different residues back
ix0 it.

T!le sz.me  zpplies  to anim&.:  ail grazing,
browsing and rooting animals suffer from internal
parasites. Keer one species too long on one patch
i and parasites will build up to lethal proportions.
Follow one species b;;  another and each species’
i parasites will die when ingested by another
: specres,
i
i

Different species  also make different demands on
grazing. Thus adult c,trEe can eat long co2rsc  grass

and should be put first on to new grass. Sheep and
horses crop close to the ground and should follow
cattle. Goats like scrub and bush country and prefer
leaves to grass. Horses suffer on too lush grass-
they thrive on poor grazing. Pigs eat grass too but
will thrive in woodland and can mine deep down for
roots, underground insects and the like. Geese ~111
thrive on good short grass but need grain to fatten
them. Hens also eat grass and clover but need grain
to lay eggs. They eat weed seeds and insects, harmful
and otherwise. Ducks and geese of course thrive on
wet land and on water. To deny ducks open water,
as agribusiness does, is as cruel as keeping hens in
battery cages. Ducks eat the snails that cause liver-
fluke.

Let us imagine that a family takes over five acres
of saxbland.  First put pigs on to it, concentrated
say at half a dozen pigs on half an acre. Electric-
fence them or <:ontain them with pig-netting, or else
tether them, but if there are trees and bushes you
can’t tether. Take a small piece of land at a time,
pig it for three months, then burn the scrub and
level, and plant crops. When all the land is thus
cleared (pigs will clear almost anything) gradually
establish a proper rotation.

Put say two acres down to ley (this means
temporary grass-and-clover), an acre to corn, an acre



:o other crops. Subdivide your two acres of grass,
put young catt!e OTL  Fist (because it will be free of
lung-worm) fol!o\, them with old cattle, fo!low thess
with shee;  md you: horse, and <allow these with
geese. After three yean p!nsgh  (or pie1 07: TITS  of
grass and plant say half an acre of ,vheat:  the rest
with potatoes and jerusalem  artl&okes.  The three
years of grass will have improved the soi; enormous-
ly. After you’ve harvested the spuds and such of the
jerusalem artichokes (well-dubbed fartichokes  by
the irr+zrent) as you want for soup and seed, shove
the pigs on to clear the remains. Follow the roots
with spring barley and oats, the wheat with roots.
Undersow the spring barley and oats with grass-and-
clover seed and thus you WI&  have half an acre of
fresh ‘ley’  @ss-and-clover)  to run your calves on
next year. Follow t5e half that you have put again
to IOIXS with spring corn undersown  with grass-and.-
clover. The famous .Xorfoik  Four Co&e Rotation
is: wheat-roorrbarlw-grasrand-clover.  Follow
this on your four acres of farm-cropped land and
you won’t go far wrong. You will grow all the wheat
you need for bread, the barley you need for beer
and animal feed, and the grass you need for grazing
and hay and your land will improve in humus-
content, structure and fertility from year to year
until it becomes the equal of any land in the
world.

If it needs lime, lime it from time to time. Cut

ome of your grass for hay every year. Clamp roots-
odder beet is one of the best, mangolds are fine for
“ilk-production  in the winter. marrow-stemmed
;ale. rape and hungry-gap-kale are winter fodder too
-to be grazed off is situ. In the summer work for
he winter. Remember, Britain is not New Zealand
vhere grass grows for ten months of the year.

On your acre kept for gardening follow a rotation
00. Of course the fruit patch cannot be rotated,
wt it is better to plant standard (ie high) hard fruit
rers so that you can graze underneath them with
uminants  or ringed pigs, and necessary that you
heavily  muck (farmyard manure) soft-fruit trees
learly every year. Brassica (cabbage tribe: love lime,
o if necessary lime before them. Peas and beans
leguminosae) follow comfortably brassica. ‘Roots’
parsnips, carrots, salsify, turnips, beet) come nicely
lfter legominosae. Potatoes come well after them,
mt muck hemiiy  for potatoes. Alwa)-s  pig the land
lfter you have lifted the potatoes-the pigs will get
what you left. Th lime-then brassica again.
ianember  that in the garden and the field,
egominosae (beans. peas, clovers,  lucerne)  make
nitrogen, so the more you can grow the less you will
niss the artificial fertilizer bag.

Now, on such a holding, everything benefits by
xrything  else. Nothing is wasted. All crop residue
md kitchen refuse goes to either pigs, poultry OT
:attle. Straw from corn is uxd for litter for pigs
m$ cattle and turwd by them into !ovely muck.
3ats straw,  though, is fed to cattle and horses to
upplement  hay. All shit from all animals goes back
nto the land. Skimmed milk from butter-making
;oes to fattening pigs, calves, or young poultry, whey

from cheese-making the same. Pigs will fatten on
barley-meal and whey or skimmed milk. After corn-
harvest fo2ow the scythe with hens. They will eat
the spilled corn and also the weed seeds. Move hens
in movable arks over grassland-their manuring and
scratching does great good. Aim to grow all your
own protein-fish-meal is now El50 a ton and going
up and the fish-meal plants denude the seas. Pulses
of all sorts (the seeds of leguminosae) are high in
protein-especially soyz beans; good grass-and-clover
cut young and made into hay and silage is also high
in protein; fodder beet is fairly high; dairy by-
products are high; but corn , :lheat, barley, oats. rye,
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maize) is fairly tow. Expximent  tirh high-protein
crops and dee the d&r-collector  from the ‘farmer’s

Hens will iav eggs on young grass and grain
afone. Hens wiiU  ec brcchr  and rear their own chicks
much better than an incubator can. Let them. Sows
will farrow twice a year cut of doors with the
meaggcst  of shelters and provided you don’t keep
them on the same land more than four months at a
time will never get i!l. Two cows will provide you
with milk, bxtter and cheese, help the -igs and
poultry with their $=prcdocts,  help I lad with
their manure,  and gw you two calves d year for
beef, or for money if you are squeamis’h.  The pigs
will do much of your culti\~ating, but a marl also
will help enormously. She will live on what you can
produce on the holding aione,  work amazingly
quickLily and well  (she is ten timesfaster  than a
garden culrivatorj  and w;11  do what no tractcr  in
th< aorid has ever done yet - reproduce her
SPCCkS.

One snore thing. Plant trees somewhere on your
hoidin!,  md lezvc ~xne wilderness for wild plants
and ammals. T:;c  Earth was not created just for our
benefit.

John Seymour

Anything written on organic gardening must begin
with n%ing  a compost heap. This is the essential
recycler that makes it possible tc garden without
chemical fcrtiliscrs.

Thcrc arc many systems of comporting  and the
oldest axi rasirst  w:~s invented in China some four
thousand years age. Had the Chinese invented
water sanitation instead, they wcuid have starved
their land of potash as weii as humus. Today, we
can only hope that thej; wili not take a great ‘leap
forward’ ic chemical fertilisers for they could still
ruin the ferrility  of their soil by copying OUT  follies
rather than developing their own methods towards
greater ecological efficiency.

In small gardens some kind of compost bin is
desirable tc hold the heat in, for tidiness and tc
awid the need for turning. Those who have plenty
of bricks or breeze blocks can build one like a
square cornered ‘U’,  with slots in each side of the
open end tc take removable boards for the front.
Wooden ones can be bcdt like topless and bottom-
less ‘cold frames’ three tc four feet high, also with
removable board fronts.

if you are making a brick bin, dip your bricks in
bucket of water or soak them with a watering can,
! the cement will stick tc their surfaces. Set the
licks or blocks so the joir.ts  do not ccme one
,cve the other (any wall,prcwides  a model) and
ave  a few half inch wide’gaps  at intervals for extra
:ntilarion. Secondhand bricks are good bin-making
iaterial, but cctrugated  iron and sheet asbestos are
xx insulators. Wood is excellent and if it is
rosoted  and then given a ccat of black or green
immen paint, which, unlike ordinary paint, sticks
il top of this mcst preservative undercoat, it ccmld
St twenty years.
Start the hap by setting twc double rows of

rickends  running from the back tc the front of
le heap and protruding under the bottom of the
xrd front. These should be on the soil, for no bin
muld have a cement floor which prevents the
arms getting in, and which makes it impossible tc
~cve. Wooden bins (and those made with posts at
KZ ccrners and inch mesh wire netting with opened
St cartcns  string-stitched inside them tc hold in
le heat and moisture) can be moved round the



~3bOtxL  GeneTd ,ier ofmmporr  llcap.  The In* with me machine  i,

Choppins  “p s*fcmmy  cbryn*e.llum mm .ma” piecer  ready  fur de

compoa  heap. fi$” Gmcrai  \irw  or me inside of a c‘mlp”r* box

shuwmg  brkh \~kkrkm  un&me~*. spot  the black  cat

g&:c,  &$,np p:;za rich ps*ctfs  v~herewr  !:our

compost heap has rested.
On rap of the brick air chxmels, spread rough

refuse such as brxsel sprout or cabbage stumps
I smashed wiih XI zxe back on something hard so
that the\-  rot cvernuai!y. Add herbaceous plxnrs, or
tcm~fc  hauhn, to prevent  the !arm mowing5  or
sappy weeds b:ockmg rhe draught. Then pile on
your firs; eight inch iz;-:er  of weeds and garden
rubbish. climates, though in tropical countriec the eggs of

Compos;  makinp is Like  baking bread-there are the bilharzia parasite are carried.
many merhods but ali are ways of using bacteria and If everyone used this activator, (also known as

~ fungi ic make a product WC want-compost is as ‘Chairman Mao’s Favouritc’) we should save
/ unnatural’ as a flint axe. a Loaf of bread, a glass of thousands of tons of potash fertiliser.  and make
beer. or a chunk of cheese. An easy way is to pile better compost mcrc cheaply than we do. There
up your weeds in from of the bin and every are. of course, many organic and inorganic

morning rake dowm the compost bucket from under activators which can be used according to the
the kitchen sink and rip it on your heap, before directions on the packets that grow more espensivc
co-it-ring  ir with two or rhree forkfuls of rubbish to every year, but everyax  has his CT her private

keep off birds and dcgs. ThPn ernpry  over it a supply that cosrs  notking.  Chemical  closet contents
bucket fuli of what 5 pc!ikely known 3s ‘Household c;n be used as an activator, but the probkm  is fc
Liquid Act~vxor’,  which is one part of urine to get enough vegetable waste to go with this in
three parrs  of rarer. winter.

This is rhe besr zcii~~:or of aii because it supplies ~ Many people are working P:, designs  for a
nitrogen as ammonium carbonate-which favours methane gas generarot tha: will run on cur bodih

Verne  bighlv  efficienr  cell&x  breaking bacteria, &stes  and kitchen and gnrdcn rubbish. Such
and con&s Anost aii the pot:usi;lm we take in generators will enable us IO USC  the hear our
with cur food. .AnaIyscs  of sewage  and municipal ~ compost produces tc cook our vcgctablcs, and heat
compost only show 2 rracc  of potash, because it and light our homcs, yet still have enough left in
has been washed awa)-  in the cfflucnr  and waxed in the residue ro ‘power’  rhc carthw~xms.  soil ix~ctcr~:~
growing the algae tkar cause eutrophication  in / ;md :d the lift in our soils WI which fcrrilir!

w’afer-courses,  SC rec~dc  your potash through your 1 depends.  How (.s;t~:tlv  WI:  shall  LISC our mcth:mc
composr heap to fceh vcur  soil. Thcrc are no 1 :‘d ‘:’rcr~  UC\ m our g;~rdc;ts rcm;%s ro bc discavcwd by
disease bacteria car& by urine in temperarc : research.



Agood  composr hezp &xid reach 16@170”F
during its tirsr ten .A.-x. and rke heat will  then fall
as the fungi take ore;. This temperature will  cook
weed seed: tikis $rzi”T  ~ii rice a”4 ki!i  0”: the spores
of p!ant d%eases.  Ii you wish to improve  the
compost hrczkdow”.  iwt tur” the heap, forking it
out of the bin. ck&$ the air chmnels  and forking
it back :~gain. which proturcs .a second  heating ;and
better brcakd~w~;~  Ii !our heap ;icts too wet, cow
it with ;a qua-c of old carper whack  ~111 hold the
hext in mJ ICI the stczm out: ii too dry, cover  with
old poivthr”e  bags so that moisture condenses on
their undersides a”2 rux hack into the heap, which
will  also “eed ivircri”~ in in weitber,  In winter it
is easy to waste the purzsh and orhcr plant foods in
*tin\- or s*ovT wesker. so rig a permanent or
rencia:biz  r&f witi,. room m :et under for adding
the dli-zs conrriburicns.

The& cm inciudr  p*tL:e  peciings,  tea leaves:
coiiee eroundc. and 3;: kit&e” nastes other than
pizstic:. nylon.  “?anm&  fibrer, bones and vacuum
cir.mcr dust. iThis iast item used to be included,
hut nrodcrn ~actmm cleaners appear  to include lead
.dloys. which  add lead poliurio”  to your soil, apart
trwn rhc lcad from petro:  which blows in through
your windows if !-cu iive  in a town. Milk bottle
tops and the fait some peopic use raund  roasts can
be 149 parts per m&m lead, and the lead worn off
from type is the reason why the pro;ortion  of
newspaper in compost shocld  be kept below 10%).

hard @a This  is a “c-digging  rechnique involving P e,wer  bed

worthwhile,  especially if the garde” is on clay or
v:;as  part of a field. Clear the rough grass -with the
mower to use in your list compost heap, then
rctavate  it three times in dry weather with about
three weeks between each. This will kiU cut the
couch grass by letting the air in, and even destroy
some of the docks, but before each rotavation go
over and pick up any growing root sections for
burning.

~Mcost  garde”e:s can maage wc fillings of a
compost heap in a !-ear-one  made in summer for
atxumn  use, and an autumn and wilter  heap for
spring. If zou have large quantities of grass
avaliabie  trcm a playingSfieId  “se this mixed with
weeds, and add ia:-ers o: enough lime to whiten the
surface e\:-er)-  cighr inches. Then thruct  stakes down
into the air channels wkiie !-cu  are building the
heap, pulling them cut afterwards to give extra
ventilation.

This clean sweep policy is vastly better than
clearing small corners a”d dotting rose, currant and
gooseberry bushes in them, for it uses your one
opportunity to reduce weed roots to humus and
kill cm the millions of weed seeds that are waiting
to germinate under the jungle. Never have your
land plcughed,  unless it is also cultivated and given
two heavy harrowings, for ploughingonly  merely-
gives a ridged  surface through which docks will
*‘XV.

But if you hare dead Azves available, and these
are somctmxs  delivered  free by council roadmen,
do wi in&de  them in the compost heap. Instead,
make a wire actring  swrounded  enclosure and stack
it full of ieavcs, treading them down, and watering
them if the:-  :re in the tar place for the stack,
whizb is in dn~ shade  under trees where nothing
much aili -$row.  Dead Leaves  rake about two years
to deczy wtb the heip of woodland fungi, and
despite a!I that is said b,-  orthodox Gters with an
eye to tnr firms that adicrtise  peat, there are no
poisonous leaves. Oak and beech make the best
?e~~mouEti,  bitt pkzne and chestnut leaves wili  rot
in rime. taking +xaps three years. Lcafmould has
its plant  fcods locked up by the tamlins and is
available  :” providing the moisture-retaining and
soil-Iightenine power of humus. use it as well as,
not instead c?, compost, and those who have sandy
soils or clays that bake hard in summer should dig
or r%watc  all they can into their gardens.

If you have a bed of nettles, c”t them with the
rotary mower every six weeks. They make exceilent
compost material and you will kill them cut in
about two years.’ This policy also kills bracken in
time. Those who are short of compost material and
have spare space should buy the sunflower seed
sold cheaply for parrot food and sow this an inch
deep and a foot apart each way. pulling up the
plants when they are four feet high, before the
stems get too woody to break down easily.

Old gardens are often short of lime. You can
check the lime content with a soil tester, which
contains a kind of liquid litmus paper and a colour
chart to give the ‘pH’ of your soil, which is the unit
in which acidity or alkalinity is measured. Ne”3all
which is what you need, is pH 73, and though you
can compensate for deficiencies by adding slaked
lime t” the quantity indicated by the tester,
mushroom compost is a hexer  aswet. This
consists of straw, dried blood, horse manure and
ground chalk, and brings good humus as well as.I_
hme to gwe a good start to a new garden be*ore  any
compost is ready. Do not buy the more elaborate
kind of soil testing kit because these give their
‘ answers ’ in turns of what chemical fertilisers  are
‘ required ‘.

If you ht\-e an old gxdcn that is overgrown,
borrow or hire a rotyry mower Like a Ha);ter and B

Potatoes should have the best of the compost
which is ready in the spring, because  they show the
better flavour from compost most strongly. If yours

rctav~tcr. You may have to hire the service of the ~, 1s a small garden, plant Duke of York, bec~usc  it
operator of the Latter,  too. but it will probably be j can he lifted to scrape new when it is in full tlower,



can try Pcntland Crown  and Ulster Concord. for
~ baking in their jacke:s.
Spacicgs  and omantitles,  timings and sowing

seasons would rdce too much spxe to give here,
but detaiEs  arc available  free for a stamped

spring the roots 11~ wt go woody and strung. Khol-
rabi has a swoIlcn  stem, so it starts by looking like
a crazy turnip growing above ground. and its nutty

fiax,our  is wasted by cooking, as is the vitamin C,
which is 37 mg per 100 g”~ raw, but only 8.9 after

~

addresseii  enveiopp  in i>~~~~~r  S;irGd/  issued by the boiling for 30 minutes as directed by orthodox
Hen?; Doublc&  Resexch  .-&o&tin”, Bocking, cookery  books.
Brairatrse. Essex.  Ihis Association of organic Many vegetarians are organic gardeners, and all ~
gzrdeners xlso $ves ~\<--a!-  a bookie* on safe ?Pst vegetarians should be, for they gain mar by the
conrd metho&  caiied Iii Pl.ir~~ uf Poisons. flavour improvement from compost cultivation. i

& the potatoes  we dug, piant cabbages such as Parsnips. sown in April or even early May so they
\Vinter Mon;rcb  fbred for raw eating in salads as are not woody are also nicer raw than ccoked,  but 1
weil as cookiig) or Christmas Drumhead in August, ~ the finest value for root salads is Cook’s Delight
;and from July tiii the end of Augat put in leaks. beet, so called because it needs no cooking. Sow”
‘These  sholild have been zowa in April ana put in in March for summer eating, and in May to store

j

by merely dropping a plant, roots down. into a ~ through the winter (between ldyers of peat in a I
hole about eight inches dsep thrust in to the soil
with z ‘dibber’ or a pointed broke” fork handle.

1 box in a dry shed like carrots) it will grow mote
food value to the square yard than almost anything

1
, !

i FiU the h& with water and afrer perhaps two ~ that is easy in a small garden. Each stands up out of
_ the growd for up to a foot and can grow to 41b.

d&k from A&t pia&g”chey  provide an
~xcdlent  source  of vitamin C in the leaves if these

without growing woody. It never bleeds, so a large
one can stay in the fridge for,gwi”g day after day.

Another bargain for space IS Sutton’s Windermerc
lettuce, which is a frilly kind for maximum vitamin
C, with thic!< midribs for highest carbohydrate and
leaf protein that bring the average specimen up to
1:b. a lettuce. Their real garde” value lies in the
fact that they can last for m”te than a month from
a single sowing, if the thinnings are transplanted
about eight inches apart each way. Successive
growing from Match till August will keep up a
supply right into the autumn. In a very snail
garden a vegetarian who concentrated on
Widermere,  Cook’s Delight. and Chinese Rose,



kbol-r&i and :eeks for winter would  p:obably  grow
the most food for least trouble to supplement rice,
pulses, or pea tribe grains such as ientils or beans.

Another o&e vegetable is onions from sets
kmdl b;ilbs) p!anted in March an ;:xh deqp.  witt
w-ire  taken to pre,:eent  zn>- of -he bruw skm

showing the sparrows  \ibere  thev are, on well
: firmed  soil. They need none of &:e attention of

seed onions and are irmmme to onion fly. Dig them
and dry them in bunches in .$ugust with time to

piant  late CabCuTer  such 2s Janua;v  King after
them.

Vegetables of the cabbage family, brussel sprouts,
cabbage, cauiifiowers, broccoii,  savoys,  turnips,
radishes, Chinese radish ar;d khoi-rzbi should be
concentrated togcthtr  because they are all subject
to clubroot disease, for which *Acre  is no organic
remedy and no compietel~;  effective chemical one
either. Farmers conttoi it by rotating their crops
for it dies out in ibe soil &et nine years, and by
liming and keeping to pH 7.0 It can be kept down.
Gar4ewrs  can rarei\- :erz  their soil rhis long.

One old remedy is to drop three inch long
sections cf ri.ubaib  stem down the dipper holes at
piar&g ti;nr. wbicb  CZG  fir effective, but research
continues <a the Hen?- Doubiedz:~,  Research
Asvxiarionj  fo find a berter  one. Organic gardeners
should keep rhei; czbbas-e  crops together so the
soil gets some rest. and pi they have rrouble, grow
spruutingbroccoii,  which has some resistance.
Potatoes too shouid be Like lightning-never

striking the same place rwice,  but the onion 5amily.
peas aRd beans, and the beet and icttuce order ran

even ~ooL/o~.v each other for five years in succession
i wirhour  a build-up of disease probtems.

Whatever may be claimed about pest and disease

resistance from compost growing, this is never
100% WK. and caterpillars, cabbage aphids and i
white fly are problems for all gardeners. Organic (
gardeners however control them as far as possible
by sparing our friends so they may eat CG: foes.
The best all-round spray is nicotine, made by ~
simmering 2 oz. of fiiter tip cigarette ends (ask in ~
your local cinema if you are a non-smoker) in a
quart of water for half an hour, filtering through a
cloth and diluting with six parts of water for
aphids, and four for cabbage caterpillars. ‘I his
mixture is a powerful poison, but spares ladybirds,
their larvae and hoverfly  larvae, which are the best
aphid eaters, and is spent in rwenty-four hours,
unlike DDT, aldrin and dieldrin which keep on
killing towards Silent Springs.  Boil it up as you
want it-no child will mistake your tin of cigarette
ends for a soft drink, as 80 people so far have taken
Paraquat for coca-cola and died.

The ideal :emedy for blackfly, our commonesf
aphid, on broad beans. is to sow them in November ~
and take off the soft tips which the aphids attack ~
as soon as the pest appears. Take t!lem up when the ~
crop is eaten in JuIy, then plant sprouting broccoli ~
to enjoy from March to “fy, and pull out in time
for outdoor tomatoes, to upen mostly off the
plants for bottling to last the year round, and after
these cow broad beans again. This is the kind of
cropping I-outine that gets a quart of prodlwtion
out of a pint pot of room in a small garden, which
is as important as packing in the words into a tiny
upace in this book, in relation to all that there is to
say and iearn about organic gardening.

Lawraw  D. NilIs.



khol-rabi  and k&s for winter would p:obably  grow resistance from compost growing, this is never
the most food for least trouble to supplement rice, 1009/o  sure, and caterpillars, cabbage aphids and
pulses, or pea tibe gnins such as lentils or beans. white fly are problems for all gardeners. Organic :

Another value vege-able  is onions from sets gardeners however control them as far as possible
fsmall bulbs) planted in AZarch an ;::ch  deep, with by sparing our friends co rhey rray eat ox f-es.
sre taken CO prevent an!-  of the brew skin The best all-round spray is nicotine, made by
showing the sparvx~s eiicre  thev are, on we!1 simmering 2 oz. of iiixr  tip cigarette ends (ask in
firmed soi!. They need none of&e attention of your local cinema if you are a non-smoker) iii a
seed onions and are immune to onion fly. Dii them quart of water for half an hour, filtering through a
and dv rbem in buxhes  Ir Axgust with time 10 cloth and diluting with six parts of water for
piant  late cabbag~r  such as January King after aphids, and four for cabbage caterpillars. This
them. mixture is a powerful poison, but spares ladybitds,

Vegetables of the cAbage family, brussel  sprouts, their  larvae and hoverfly  larvae, which are the best
cabbage, cauliflowers. broccoiiz  savoys, turnips, aphid eaters, and is spent in zwenty-four  hours,
radishes, Chinese radish and khol-rahl should be unlike DDT, aldrin and dieldrin which keep on
concenzared  together because they are all subject killing towards Si!~nt Springs.  Rail it up as you
to clubroor  disease, for which there is no organic want it-no child will mistake your tin of cigarette
remed;; and no complerelv cffecriw  chemical one ends for a soft drink, as 80 people so far have taken
either. Farmers control  it by rotating their crops Pardquat for coca-cola and died.
for it dies out in the soil after ni.?e years. and by The ideal remedy  for blackfly, OUT  commonest
liming and keeping to pH 7.0 it can be kept down. aphid, on broad beans, is to sow them in November
Ga&wrs  can rarek  rest their soi! this long. and take off the soft tips which the aphids attack

One n!d remed?  15 to drop three inch long as soon as the pest appears. Take t!lem up when the
sections of r!.ubarb stem down ihe dipper holes at crop is eaten in July, then plant sprouting broccoli
planting riz~e.  which CZT. be effective, but research to enjoy from March to May, and pull out in time
conrinue!S  Cat the Hen? Doubled::. Research for outdoor tomatoes, to ripen mostly off the
hsociarion)  to find a better one. Organic gardeners plants for bottling to last :he year round, and after
shw&d keep their  cabSa!-=  crops together so the these sow broad beans again. This is the kind of
soil gets some rest, and I? they have trouble, grow cropping routine that gets a quart of production
sproutmg  broccoii,  which has some rtcisrance. out of a pint pot of room in a small garden, which
potatoes too shouEd be like iightniag-never is as important as packing in the words into a tiny
striking the same p/xc twice, but :he onion family, space in this book, in relation to all that there is to
peas and beans, and the beet and lettuce order ran say and learn about organic gardening.
even follow each other for five years in succession

wirhout  a buiid-up of disease problems.
: Whatever may be claimed about pest and disease

Lawrence D. Iii.



paid-m  loss of quality and &itional value,
disruption of ecological balances bringing
increasingly expensive problems of disease and pest
control, and a heavy dependence on fossil fuels and
other IIO~-PZIW~:~~  r2~  mar&is.

The biodynamic  approach to farming is an
alternative approach which has been under
development il many countries all over the world
since 1924. It is based on an cndernanding of
living nature deriving  from Rudolph Steiner’s
anthroposop~y. Its emphasis is on enhancement of
biological actwity  in soil, plants and animals.

Like any other tjrpe of farming, success depends
above all on good husband?-skill, experience and
much attention to derail. Blodynamic  farming has
mrch in common with good organic farming-the
use of carefully planned rotations, composring,
companion p!anting and so on. But it adds to such
practices the use of some special preparations and
jpravs (described in more derail below), and a
de&led  atrentioz  to rhe rhythms of szn and moon
in $xkng. cultivating an.1 harvesting. These
methods&e out of a conception of the farm as an
organism within the larger organism of the earrh,
v&ch itself lives uirhii  an organised universe. But
before considxing this, what makes for a truly
biological practice of far&g?

Natural plant  communities, undisturbed by man,
follow a law of succession, of step-bystep  changes,
until the ,ystem as a whole arrives at a climax. It
has &en achi%ed  maximum stability in relation to
outside influences, and ?7 nearly ‘self sufficient’.
Bl;t its productivity, in rerms of capacity to feed
human beings, is i;sually minimai. A rational
farming system must therefore learn how to
achieve a compxabie  stabi!+,  a healthy balance-
but at a much higher  ieve: of productivity.

It seems to be widely believed that the basis of
organic farming sysrem.5 is the use of orgmic
“la”llP:S.  These pky an important part, of course,
together with the use of crop residues, and the
inclusion; in :otztions of ieguminous  plants such as
clovers and pulses. These measuies  help restore
organic maner  broken down and released by

/ cuitiva:ion.
But equally important arc rhe balance of crops

~ which exhaust and crops whkch  renew the soil, and
: mixed planting within the farm area to control
~ weeds, so&borne pests, and sod-borne diseases such
as rht club root which afflicts brassicas. Mixed
stands of grains being grown for ieeding stuff

usuaI!y bring better yields and iowr risk of crop
: failure. Such grains can also be grown mixed with
j beans, peas or vexhes,  so that one field provides

both a concentrated feeding stuff and nitrogenous
fertilisation  of the soil.

Similar methods of intercropping and planting
can be used in gardens. Companion plants bring
enhanced flavour and improved pest and disease
control, if properly carried out. (Relevant literature
is referred to in the Bibliography). !

In preparing organic manures and composts, a
proportion of animal manures is crucial in humid
temperate climates (this does not hoid to rhe same
extent in warm humid climates), so that a healthy
farm will carry a mixture of crops and livestock.
The mater& available for comporting will vary
from place to place, but the essential principles
remain the same. The mixtures to be composted
shou!d contain carbonaceous litter and niuogen-
containing~materials in a ratio of about 25:one,
together wth, if possible, not less than 5% by
volume of soil. ‘The pile must be moist but not wet,
and structuxd so as to allow continued but not too
intensive aeration (good dimensions are 6-9ft wide
at base, 3-5ft  high). Biodynamic  treatment of
compost heaps will be described below.

applied at almost any time and tar any crop. Crops
which are heavy feeders may benefit fi~om partially
matured composts.

The above measures are fundamental to all
sound organic farming methods, as well as io the
biodynamic approach. But the I;ltter is concerned
with two pohu groups of factors influencing plant

Well-matured and ripened composts can be_



growth and the life of the soil. The terrestrial
factors include water, soil nutrients, and growth-
regulating and disease-conrr*Iling  factors in the soil
Cosmic influences inc!ude the light,  warmth and
rhythms of the atmosphere and the ,urrounding
cosmos. In a healthy farm, the terrestrial and
cosmic factors ye maintained in a harmonious
b4ance.

%i:t  tix biodynamic farmer has at his disposal some
Cornposts and sound husbandry are essential.

including dande!ion, oak and yarrow. These are
added to manures and composts after preparation,
and have the effect of improving the overall quality
of the resulting composts, including a higher holding
capacitv for nutrients, and improved growth-
regulating inlluence  on the root systems of crop
plan:s. These effects have been weli-demonstrated
in a number of experimental programmes.

When biodynamic (and sometimes organic)
farming is dubbed ‘muck and magic’, there might
seem to be an element of ‘magic’ in the careful
observance of certain cosmic rhythms in
biodynamic practice. This derives from suggestions
from Rudolph Steiner, which have been followed
up in quite extensive experimental progr2nunes.
Only recently has science at large shown signs of
taking seriously the possibility of detectable
influences of moon rhythms and solar cycles on life
on earth. But these are just one aspect of a variety
of cosmic rhythms which are not without effect on
the life of earth, which is itself organised in
complex cycles and rhythms.

be universal, the terrestrial ones are enormously

There is now some good experimental evidence
that by observing appropriate patterns in sowing,
cultivating, and application of preparations, definite
effects are obtained on the yields and quality of
cereal and root crops. It isnot just a matter of
sowing or plmting at new or full moon. A
significant factor is the sideral cycle of the moon
with respect to the constellations of the zodiac.
(A recently completed thesis at the University of
Giessen reports some of the latest findings).

This is obviously a significant and intriguing lie
for further research, and must in due course have
far-reaching effects on our conception of the
relation of life on earth to the surrounding universe.
Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that taking
account of cosmic rhythms, while it may be a
valuable  addition to, is no substitute for,

j conventional farming skills, good husbandry and
practical experience. And while cosmic factors may

speciz1  prel;&tions to strengthen and maintain this
balance. ‘??xse preparations, fist described by
Steiner ii: ir;~ !e.xures  on agriculture, are applied in
very smau qr.a::tities (it should be remembered that
life procesr:  can Lx affected by very small
quanrirics  of trace e!ements,  plant hormones and
other act&e ~nbstances  in soil and plant tissues).
The following preparations  are in regular use: Two
sprays, no. SC’0 2i:d PO.  501. No. 500, which is
prepared from rriw dung, is sprayed on moderately
damp soi! beicr~e  sowing or piantrng. It has a

variable from place to place, so that an essential
part of good farming is to acquire an intimate
understanding of the soils and the climate of each
particular farm.

When biodynamic methods are applied with skill
and care, the results are quite soon apyxent in the
general health of crops and soil, and (sometimes
even more markediy)  in the health and performance
of livestock.

NUTiUTIONAL  QUALITY -
quickening effect cn soil life. The second spray,
no. 501. is teased on silica. It is sprayed on growing
plants, and enhances the effects of light and
warmrh, increases resistance to fungal attack,
enhances flavour and ixnrprove>  ripening of fruit and
seed. 0llscrvat;ons  by growers, and quite extensive
programmts  of experiment, have led to specific
modes of applying this preparation in accordance
with stages of growzh  and cosmic rhythms.

A second set of preparations is based on the
flowers or other parts of several common plants,

The nutritional value of produce is most usually
assessed in t~rrns of quantities of protein, carbo-
hydrates, vitamins, minerals etc. There is nothing
wrong with such an assessment as long as it is
realised that it is a very partial view of true quality.
Products of narure are, in a sense, like works of art,
and thsu quality resides in the composition of
varr.)us elements into a whole. Our he.dthy senses
are an important and natural guide to assessing
these ‘works of art’, whose qualities :tre expressed,
among other things, in scent and smell, flavour,



/ rexture,  keepi”g quzditier  etc. Here the contrast
! between organically and chemically grow” produce
~ is immediately apparenr. The smel! of a cabbage
beinp cooked Immediztely  betrays its horticultural
his

: 9”’ ~.
It should not be mxgined &at these

Y mere frills ro the nutritional  value.
~ The acuvarion  of taste and smell $ay an important
part i” stimulating and re-gulating the %hoic

~ digestive process, in which there are subtletics as
deliate  as those in the life of the soil. We arc

graduaily becoming awa:e that the qualities of the
: serse impressions by which we are surrounded can
work into our mentzl ad physica! health. We
should “or ‘3e surprised if fsod which is inward!y
disordered in its composition (even if this is not
vex obvious as ~astt and smell)  brings disorder into
ou; physical znd mental hea!:h.  There is a large and
little er;pIore.’ rld qf research here, which will not
be properlv  api .eciated  until qualirative questions
about nu&ition are taken as seriously az quantitative

in purely qua”titative measures, orgamcally and
hiodynanlicrlly grown produce often shows clearly

~superior features in terms of vitaminc. mineral
coptent, and t.xc protein. 3ut a: least as significant
is the Sn!anie of these conmonents. Solne
experiments i;~ Sweden ha& recently highlighted
this by compxring rhe protein, nitrate and vitamin

content of s>inach  and other plants grow” in
varying- conditions of light and shade. The
cSe&i&lly  txated plan&,  even when grown in full
light, show characteristics of growth in shade-a
higher proporti r - >f crude protejl  and nitrate,
bl;t a lower co~.~ent  of vitamin C and true protein.
The organically grow”, and stil: more the
biodynamicaliy  grown plants, show a more
harmonious and mature balance of these
components which derives from a healthier balance
of the terrestrial  and cosmic growth factors.

Biodynamic  research has made considellble use
of a technique of sensitive LTsta!lisation  which
supplements convearional  quantitatiw analysis, and
shows somcthiig  of the quantitative constitution of

relationships between al! the members of the farm
‘community-plants, animais, man, soil, water, air,
light and cosmic rhythms. This is not a romantic
ideal, but quite simply the basis for a truly
ecological farming method. It will also lead to a
much healthier relationship to the total energy
resources of the earth. Some recent work at
Sussex Universiry and elsewhere has shown the
enormous dependence of modern ‘scientific’
agricultux  on huge supplies of energy imported
either as manufactured fertilisers and farm
chemicals, or more directly as fuel for enormous
machines. Irrespective of their effects on the soil,
plants and livestock, such methods are quite
inapplicable on a world scale for any length of time,
particularly in the less developed regions of the
earth. A truly, ecological thinking would long ago
have made this obvious. In so far as such thinking
develops, it must lead inevitably towards organic,

a plznt or a FIOdUCt as a whole. The test depends
on learning to ‘red’ characteristic patterns of
copper chloride crystal; fornied when water is
evaporated from a solxti6n  in a shallow dish. Very
different patterns resu!t  according to whatever
small quantities  of organic substances for test are
added to the solution. It is a highly sensitive
method which requires carefuily  controlled
condiriocs  and much experience to use prop+,
but there L now a considerable body of
experimect.,;  iiterature  on it. Ir bar proved a

_ wbuzble addirional  aid in exploring the difficult
I probiem of q~a!ky  in terms of the tot31 balance
I and composition of components. The illustration
~0” this page is given merely 2s an eXa”Ipl.5  of the
~kind of work in prc~ess.
~ The emphasis on the total compositlon  of
~%dstuffs  as ‘works of art’ is reflected in
~ bmdynamic  agriculture in the concept of a farm

I irself. Here, too, real he&h and lasting productivity
1 depend on creating the right balance 2nd

~ and then into b,ody”amtc agncutture.

! MARKETING

~ Marketing of biodynamic produce began in parts of
: Europe under the trade mark ‘Demeter’  as early as
1928, and despite severe setbacks during the last
war, has since expanded to a considerable trade.
The trademark is a guarantee of defined standards

of production, nutritional quality and storage
procedures. Various sraple  foods, fruits, vegetables,
! some animal products and preserves, are available
with this trademark, which involves annual
inspections of crops by a biodvnamic advisory
se&e. together with spy t tescig  and continued

~research. For a good many products, naintaining
the standards means developing region2 >ystems
~ for supply and marketing. (The elaborate
~industrialised  systems for food processing,
~ packaging  and long disrmce shipment, although
iP Yart1 necessary in present conditions, do not
~ support real quality). In Great Britain, a wcrking



lmkcapr  \,+ll fields. gT”E\.  UZTP.  hdpr. woods-and  biodynamic
fZ,XllC,S!

mwng those intcrcstai  in the organic movement of
‘self  sufficiency’. tlrre  thcrc arc obvious cdangcrs of
an opposite crtrcme.  lr*ding to 3 mu!ripliciry  of
smail, sclf.~cenrrcd  and fundamenrally  egotistic
islands looking after their own interests and
ignoring everyone else’s

‘True ecologica!  Thinking should bring a
rea!isarion  of a deep truth in a principle which
played a grcar pxr in the outlook of the Middle
Ages, namcl~ the fact that in the living world, the ~
whole  is found in each part, while each parr is a
member of 2 !arger whole: the microcosm is an
image of the rnacroco~m.

in practical biological terms, this means that
cvcry living  organism is in one sense ‘self-sufficient’. !
in that it IS a whole, self-replating and self-
mainmining. Rur ar rhe sxne fune it is an organic
~3;’ of 1 lqcr cnvironmcnt.  in il relarion of
imutual  depcn?cncc.  What applies  to a single living
urgxnism extends also to groups of organisms, to ii
farm, 3 l;mdscqx,  a rrgion,  and ultimately to the
:t!:olc txtb irrcli. Thcrc  is no such thing in reality
2s d complctcly  self-sufficient farm iunlcss
~omconc  succeeds in the science-fiction dream of
enciosing  rhcmse:ves  in a se&i plastic bubble).
For the biodynanic  farm. what matters is not self-
wfiicierq  for irs own sake, but the relirtir~~~hip~
heruren  the various pars of the farm. and the
rclntionship of the farm as a whole to its nearer and
iurrhcr  surroundings. The farmer will feel himself
responsible for a pariiculx part of the carrh, and
Gil try to make it into a healthy organism. a livirq
work of XL But at thr sarnc time, he will never
jor~c: that his f2rm is part of the lift of 2 region,
;tni 01’  the whole cxrh, .!nJ rhat rhc life oi the
:.xrth itscl:’  I!; part III’ :) wider  cosmic lift of which
rv(’  lir(’ lmlc. :,w2i  ;a, ,,*c\(‘,,,. No ‘“ldllr<!s’ of  .I,,)
kind arc likr:ly  10 I~11 lirll  fruit iinlcss I~:Ickcd  b)
.m .ilt.~rcr~~s~‘~~I~  1!1i5  liiilil.

,,r. ,l.f,. Kocpi  1110 ,‘,i,,i ,urv>



FOOD G&QRIOUS FQC
rhere are a few things which constitute eood food,Y
md many this whtcb zre eaten which are not
oods at all. One definition of food is “any non-
~oisonms, organic substance that we can rrans-
arm into living tissue” (IJ. No single food is able
:a sustain health. We require a mixed :md b&xed
liet.

A low energy diet aims ar conserving energy-
:hat is, raking the essential proteins, fats, carbo-
lydrates, vitamins, minerals, enzymes and water
direct from their sources wirhout wastage (2). These
<ey elements are contained in most of the foods
tia: you can grow and preserve yourself. Carbo-
xydrares,  vitamins, minerals and dietary fibre can
I” be provided by raw fruits and vegetables, prefer-
lbly fresh, and ott need for proteins and fats can
3e sstisfied  from plant or animal sources.

Food only becomes pan of the body after being
Ssmanrled  by the action of teeth, saliva, gastric
oices, enzymes. muscular  movements of the
intestines and absorption by the bloodstream. The
processes of chemical breakdown and build-up in
the body are called metabolism.

PRCJTEIN

Our bodies need protein for growth,  repair and
enzyme formation; any excess is wasted by
xidation  to provide energy or body far. But over-
consumption of protein accelerates the metabolism,
strains the liver and kidneys and can cause calcium
deficiency.

The total arnounf of protein in a food gives no
indication of the amount m&Lie  to thebody  and
there is a wide diz~eement  on protein requirement
But the importanr  thiig is nor so much to count
grammes of protein as to make sure we do nor vast,
it. We can cut down on our protein requirements by
eating plant protein instead of meat.

-If we exznine ?he efficierxy  of va-ious  food
production systems we fmd that lea@  crops such as
comfrey, zlfalfa, kale and spinach can produce 26
times more protein per acre than beef cattle.
Legumes average 10, cereals 5, and milk 2 times
more protei-.  per acre than beef. (3).

Plant proteins provide 70 per cent of the world’s
supply, yet people still believe that animal protein
is essential. But according to the HMSOManual  of
Mutrit~en (?I; “If protein in the diet is supplied
from . . a very carefully chosen selection of
vegetable foods, the amount required may be as
little as if it came from animal sources alone,
beaux the variety of amino acids available may
enable the body ro rum it economically into humar
protein.” Which means that in a garden or allotmen
of suitable size, we can grow all the foods needed
for a healthy diet.

The simplest sources of protein, in order of
diiecmess, are leaf and root vegetables, fruits and
nuts, legumes and cereals, goats milk, yoghurt,
cheese and free-range eggs. In leaves, roots and
f-its, however, the large proportion of inedioie
fhe, and the water-to-pro&n  ratio, makes them

losuitable as a protein sonrce-though  the protein
nn be extracted by processing (5).

‘ROTE/N COMBINATIONS

n the body, pwteins  are dismantled into the 22
unino acids. Ot these, 14 can be synthesized  by the
)ody, while the orhcr R. called essential amino acids
EAAs)  may be supplied in the diet. Growing child-
‘en also require arginine and histidine. Body protein
:an only be formed efficiently !f all the 8 EAAs  are
zombined  in one meal in correct proportions. A
neal slightly deficient in one or more EAAs will give
ess protein than a correctly balanced meal.

What is this correct amino acid pattern? Mother’s
nilk combines the EAAs,  fats and less important
nnrients  in ideal proportions for the nutrition of
abies.  Only wo per cent of cow’s milk protein is
wasted through incomplete digesdon and absorption
‘6). However, our requirements change during
Neaning  and when growth is complete.

Some nutritionists have taken the egg as the ideal
EAA pattern (7).  The egg is given a net protein
utilization (NPU)  of 100 per cent (NPU is the
proportion of nitrogen intake that is retained). NPU
values  for foods can be found in (8) and (9).  The
importance of NPU is stressed in G3J and its
:ompanion  volume (ZOJ,  which contains many
recipes  for foods combined to increase protein
ltilisation.  Fig 1 gives one example.

VITAMINS AND MINERALS

Vitamins and miner& are essential for good health
and are closely associated with the regulation of the
metabolism. They are found in most fresh, un-
processed foods, especially raw fruits and vegetables
and are needed regularly’ in small amounts. (Likely
deficiencies, however, are B12  and D) The water-
soluble vitamins (C and the B group) are easily
destroyed or lost, osual~y down the drain with the
cooking water. B vitamins, abundant in brewers
yeast and sprouted wheat, are concerned with the
release of energy from foods. Vitamin C, essential
for growth, the healing of wounds, healthy teeth
and bones is obtained if plenty of fresh raw fruit
and vegetables are eaten.

The body has a limited ability to synthesize
vitamin K and D. D is essential for calcium and
phosphorus absorption, healthy bones and teeth.

Of the B vicimlis,  Biotin can be synrhesized,  and
Nicotinic acid can be formed from the amino-acid
trytophan.  812 prevents primary anaemia  and is
made in the intestine by E.coli bacteria, but ~osually
too low down for absorption. Other sources are
brewers yeast, wheat germ, soybeans and comfrey.
Vitamins A, E and Pare all available from plant
SOUICCS.

Enzymes, regulators of chemical processes are
destroyed and minerals such as magnesium are
leached away during cooking.

FATS AND CARBOHYDRP.TES

These supply the calories of energy needed to move
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md warm the body. Though fats supply more
:ner=y,  carbohydrates are quite adequate and too
nuch saturated fat should be avoided. If taken in
xcess, fats and carbohydrates are converted into
lady fat.

The three essential fatty acids (EFAs) must be
upplied in the diet since the body cannot
;ynthesize’them.  They are needed for the utilization
,f carotene and the fat-soluble vitamins. Two
mportant  EFAs  are found (with vitamins A, D and
E) in the germ  of cereals, in nuts and vegerable  seed
oils. If eaten with fat, foods are retained longer in
the stomach, delaying the feeling of hunger.

Carbohydrates are sugars, starches and c&loses
milt up in plants from carbon dioxide and water
,y photosynthesiis.  Sugars  are starches broken down
into glucose (a simple sugar) to provide energy.

Cellulose is not digestible but provides essential
fibre or bulk to the diet. Lack of fibre causes
intestinal diwders.

HEALTH AND ECONOM k

Eat foods whole for a balanced diet. The core of
apples contains 24 times more iodine than the other
parts (I I) and the skins of fruits contain minerals
such as magnesium. I-larwsr,  rinse, scrub and pre.iare
food imnedi~tely before eating Digestion is eawr
if each meal is started with raw food. Enjoy and
chew food thoroughly; this is essential for good
Ggestion and kelps prevent over-eating. Drinking
at meal times dilutes and weakens the digestive
juices.

Don’t paaonise  supermarkets, their philosophy
is to profit from low-quality, over-processed, over-



packaged  food-substitutes. Refmed  carbohydrates
cm cause ihess. Tiy to get foods fresh froiil their
source. High water coment foods (organically
grown apples, cabbage, etc.) can supply better
liquid than taps, endless cups of tea, coffee, cola or
alcohol. Make a habi: of sprouting nutritious grains
and protein-rich legumes (2).  which are delicious
with guted. raw salads 1121. Make yo;r own
yoghurt (13)  and to make sure you get good food
value; grow your own fruit and vegetables (14).
John Shore



?JESTIOFd OF
ZE

Zen-macrobiotics is a way of nourishing yourself. It
is oart of a way of life commonlv  known as Zen-
biddhism,  or&atiog  in ancieniChina.  and practised
by Zen-buddhist monks in and outside of
monasteries.  The purpose of Zen-macrobiotics is to
keep your body’s b&chemical process operating at
full capacity with a minimum wastage of physical or
mentd  energy.

It was George Oshaw, a little Japanese fellow,
who fust brought Zen-macrobiotics to the West.
When he was 16, orthodox Western medicine gave
him no more than nvo years to live, as he was
suffering from TB. Indeed his whole family had
already died suffering from illnesses that could not
be cored by conventional ‘scientific’ methods.
Having nothing much to lose, he turned to ancient
Chinese medicine, and came up not with acup;lncture
but with Zenmacrobiotics.  He !ivcd happily to the
age of 67.

contractive  and inward moving. Yin is matriarchal,
cold, dark, rsccpt~vs,  earth and water, fluid, and
changeable in expression as the face of the moon.
Yang is patriarchal, heat, light, creative, air and fire,
rigid, and constant in expression as the light of the
‘un. It may seem odd, that Yin, or female motion,
is termed as both expansive and receptive, the latter
seeming to indicate impressionability and passivity.
The way it works is that Yin, by its very unformed,
dispersive drive to expansion, invites, and receives,
Yang rigidity and contraction, whereby a specific
form or shape is created, depending on the
integrational Yin-Yang pattern at that moment. In
that way, light divides darkness, and planets, by
pursuing their orbits in space, define time. By being
obstructed in its expansion, Yin is thrown back on
itself, and thereby regenerates, instead of dissolving
into nothingness. And by having an expansive force
to combat, Yang can actoally realise its formative
powers in matter. It is important to relate this Yii-
Yang principle to food, because physically speaking
you are what you eat, and like every other form,
the human body has an inherent balance, created by

When he started propagating this diet in the
Fifties, he very much emphasized its medicinal use
in curing ourselves from our welfare diseases, and
the fact that it is part of a philosophy and a way of
life was not made quite clear enough. Consequently,
the real purpose and principles of macrobiotics have
frequently been misunderstood. Like the idea that
eating macrobiotically  will increase your conscious-
ness. It won’t. what it inereaes is your senrm!
perceptivity. Or that it is a sober diet with very strict

roles to follow, whereas the whole meaning of Zen-
macrobiotics is to grasp a principle so basic and sq
essential to every form of life that it can be applied
to any individual sirnation,  circumstance, or
metaboliim.

This principle evabed from the concept of dual
forces, antagonistic and complementary, and it is
used to understand the laws according to which
these forces integrate and create. The Chinese term
them Yin and Yang, in the West we tend to think of
,&em as positive and negative, while bio-chemistry
defines them as acid-alkaline, or potassium and
sodium Yii is expansive. outward moving. Yang is

the interaction of the two forces.
Imagine your body like a see-saw, one end

extreme Yang the other extreme Yii. Keeping it
poised in balance, so that a constant harmony is
established on which you can base your (eventual)
increase of consciousness, can be done by fortifying
the centrc through eating foods whose Yin-Yang
balance is close to your own molecular structure.
However, most peop!e feed OE foods ths ordy
strengthen one end of the see-saw or the other. As
the body has to cope with these excesses, the came
is extensively strained, and thereby prone to all sorts
of diseases. WC are conditioned to believe that
physical suffering is quite natural, to a degree, but
that’s not really true. There is such a thing  as
physical perfection, practically attainable. It’s a
question of balance.

There are as many different ways to achieve this
balance as there are people, but whole grains, for
example, contain a lot of trace elements essential to
the well-functioning of the human system, and the
variety and quantity eaten can be adapted to any
individual’s needs. Brown rice, for example has a
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Yin-Yang  potassium-sodium ratio of 5 to 1, which is
the Yin-Yang ratio closest to that of the human

equilibrium. Wild bids, fresh fish and shellfBh are

body. Brown rice aiso contains protein, fat, silicium,
preferable in terms of balance.

magnesium, phospher, calcium, and vitamin B1.
In determining what is best for you, you use the

Oats and corn are rich in fat, oats and barley are
Yin-Yang  principle to analyse your environment

. . . . . . physiologically. A cold climate will produce
nch m mmeraI s&s, whole wheat and buckwheat
are rich in protein. AE grains contaio  iron, calcium,
phosphorous, magnesium, protein, sugar, and an
assortment of vitamins.

In choosing fruits and vegetables you can’t go far
wrong if you stick to what grows naturally (not in
greenhouses) witbin  a 500 mile radius. Avoid
potatces,  tomatoes and eggplant. The Yin-Yang
ratio in a potato is 512 to 1, so it’s very very Yii,
and known to be poisonous  when consumed in
excesses. Most a&al foods and their by-products
are chemicaIIy treated, and for that reason should
b-e  avoided.

Macrobiotics is not to be confused with
vegetarianism. and if you can find organic meat, go
ahead and eat it, just remember it’s nourishing the
extremeYang  end of your imaginary physical see-
nw, so if taken in large quantities it will upset  your

predominantly Yang feeds, while a hot, or Yang
climate,  will produce Yin feeds. Whether a fruit or

‘vegetable is more Yin or Yang can be seen partly by
observing its form, size, and colour.  If you cut
open an orange, for example, you’ll see the lines of
its flesh almost explosively radiate outwzwds,  and
it contains a lot of acidy liquid, which is enough at
first sight to qualify it as a fairly Yin fruit. If you’re
in Morocco or California it’s a harmonius  thing to
cat there, because that is where it naturally grows.
Up north you had better get your vitamin C out
of rosehip or hibiscus tea, as all that acidy juice
makes you prone to colds. The diagram shows how
most foods are rated on Yin-Yang terms, so you can
see for yourself what sort of balance you are keeping
now, and where there is room for improvement.
Experimenting is the best way to find out where
you’re at, foodwise  (or otherwise) and remember
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you are your own best medicizeoz-an  or woman.

Now for some basic recipes to start with: 1 CUT OUT THE TRIPE
4 Rice: use one cup brown rice
water and ‘h a teaspoon sea-salt.
a rapid boil and then cook slow1
in a covered pot for about 45
of pot is slightly scorched.

e number of cookbooks on the
seems to be a revival in interest in
As a mote or less strict vegetarian I’m

the most common reasons why
;one.  People have many reasons for

&&habit and there really isn’t such a
tarian. If there were it would
lain. Anyway, here are some

kept tightly enclosed in batteries
short lives. Within the current

this is inevitable, and the

BIOLOGICAL INEFFZCZENCY

We live in an extremely overctowded  world where
food shortage is a major problem, aggravated by the
meat eating habit, which in the short term could  be

for 1 to 1% hours. alleviated by widespread vegetariani<m.  This is
you can adjust it to your own taste and needs, mix because if you feed some vegetable food to an
it with raisiis, nuts, dates, sesame seeds, or, for animal it converts it into its own tissues very
crunch, use some flakes instead of flour.

If you’re a busy person with little time to spend
inefficiently.

With farm animals it is cxnmon  to talk of ‘Feed
on food, you should try chap& a quick to make Conversion Efficiency’. If you feed ten tons of
bread that has survived a lot of cultural changes. Mix
equal portions of wbeattlour  and cornflour. Salt to

barley to cows  it may be converted into one ton of

taste. Add water until dough doesn’t stick to your
cow, ie with 10 per cent Feed Conversion Efficiency.

fqers. Flatten with yoot hands or roll out and bake
As only half the cow is eaten the efficiency is in

in pan over low flame for about ten minutes. Try
fact only five per cent. This means that in this case

buckwheat flour and unbleached white flour, too.
you could feed twenty hungry people with the

Make chapati  extremely thin. When making pies and
barley that is needed to produce meat for one

pastries use more oil than you would for bread.
person.

4 Stews: vegetable stews are good when you use
The efficiency of most animal production systems

quite a bit of tamari (soya sauce) or miso (soya bean
is lower than this so that food production using

paste), and become very nice casseroles if you add
animals as an intermediary can be still mote

some floor. Take care not to make it lumpy. Always
extravagant. We can’t afford much meat in an

use vegetables that are in season.
overpopulated world. Generally speaking dairy

1 said earlier there were no roles to follow, just a
production has a greater biological efficiency than
meat.

principle to understand and apply, but there is one Much of the world’s wildlife resources are also
thiig you should never do, and that is use sugar.
Both brown and white sugat can’t be broken r’own

threatened by meat hungry people who can’t
produce enough of it on their farms.

into body sugar, so they dog up the bloodstream
and thev’re  plain poison.

Pea& and harn;ony to you.

Mm&  Hill .

There are several of these. The first is fat. Farm
animals today, like humans, are far too fat. lhis
means that when you eat meat you get much mote
fat than is natural and healthy. Wild animals just
don’t have those white streaks of fat that we see in



F all the ineat in butchers’ shops. Animal fat today is
s
$

recoLzgised  a a major killer. Thousands of people

$
in Britain die from hearr disease every year, 2nd one
of the m;lin causes is thought to be too much

2
6

animai  fat-particularlv  cholesterol. If ycu want to
be a survivor don’t eaimeat.

I::xm  animals, like most fruit and vegetables, are
not organically grown.  Because the consequences
of this xe gcnerall>-  less well known than the
consequences of eating too much cholesterol I’ll
mention ir in a bir more detail. Farm animals today
are subjected to mass medication on a grand scale
throughout  their !ises. Thev are dosed, drenched,
and qccred  wirb a wboie range of agrochemicals
des.igned  to keep the parasites of intensive
agr~ulture  at bay. Needless to szy, some of these
substances are present in the animal when it is
slaughtered. ALSO,  some animals are dosed with
other substances such as hormones and antibiotics
and so on that have been shown to have serious side
effects. These haven’t yet been demonstrated in the
people who eat the meat but it’s enough to scare off
some of os.

Farm animals, being grass earers, also consume
the agrochemicals that are applied to their food.
These may accumulate in their bodies, a~ DDT  is
shown to do. When we eat meat we may be eating
the accmnulated agrochemicais of huge amounts of
vegetable food-much more than we could ever eat
directly. Although DDT is no longer applied to the
land it IS still present in the grass and therefore in
the animals rhat eat it. Also,  there zre still some
agrochemicz! poisons bein? appticd to the iand,
such as cadmium in superphosphate  fertilizer, that
can accumulate in the meat of farm animals.

Animal foods often contain parasites such as
flukes and tapeworms. and disease-causing
organisms, whereas foods of plant origin do not.
There arc plenty of sick Germans who an attest to
the foolishness of eating raw meat.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS .--
Animal production, because  it involves  the
consumption of huge amounts of plant material
(much of which could be eaten by humans) is veq
expensive. Despite the sale of cheaply produced
foreign meat in Britain, it still costs more than plant
foods. People living on a stall budget simply can’t

afford meat. Although meat is a concentrated
source of several nutrients they are relatively
expensive. Whatever nutrient you need there is a
cheaper form to be found in the plant kingdom or
dairy products-so why waste money?

TECHNOLOGICAL INEFFICIENCY

Modern farming systems rely very heavily on
complex technology, as opposed to labour and
relatively simple machinery. Technology-intensive
agriculture uses large amounts of agrochemicals and
fuel to keep going. It is thus very dependent on non-
renewable resources such as fossil fuels, whereas
pretechnological agriculture depended mainly on
renewable resources of human labour.

In our small island where we eat more than we
grow, our sustained food production is very
precarious. We really can’t expect to be able to
continue oilr animal-based agriculture in a shrinking
world. We could however feed ourselves completely
on a predominantly vegetarian diet. The example of
the 10 tons of barley producing the half ton of
edible cow shows this. As the “post-industrial” age
draws closer it seems that vegetarianism offers the
only hope for the future.

Although animal production can be de-
technologised, this can only be at the expense of
reduced output. When resources  are tight we will
need all our spare technology for plant production.
In the past, whenever there has been a food crisis in
Britain, the first types of foodstuffs to be affected
have been the least biologically efficient. In 1940-
1945 the biggest cutbacks were in beef cattle, with
smaller reductions in more efficient energy
converters like dairy cattle and pigs. Plant
production actually increased.

I think we are beginning to see this again now.
Meat prices arc rising much faster than those of
cereals. Farmers are moving out of meat production
because people are now eating the grains that
previously went to cattle.

Britain :i slowl,y hut surely entering a vegetarian
era comoatiblc with its chronic food shortage and
the real&ion  that energy- and technol(l:y-intensive
agriculture  can’t last for ever.

Tony Joyce



I AFTERTHE GOLDFISH
In the fat Fast, ‘back yard’ &b ppnds are an
important  source of protein for many families. As a
result, one or two varieties of Tikzpiu and Grass Carp
f=b have been developed for this purpose; they
could, perhaps. be bred for conditions in this
country. Most Tikzpia  varieties need high day
temperatures in order to achieve maximum growth.
One type, namely Tihpia renddi,  has been
successfully introduced to the river waters of
St. Helens, Lancashire. It survives chiefly because of
the waste heat dumped into the river by local
industrial plam. Perhaps more importantly, Tihpia
ae resistant to high levels of pollution and low
levels of oxygen-a combiition  not u*wxnmon  to
this part of the world.

Tilapti  rend&, (also known as Tifapia
nzehnpleum)  and its cousin Tilapia  tholloni ate
two varieties which feed exclusively on low-grade
vegetable matter. For this reason they can be fed on
kitchen waste, such as vegetable peelings  and coffee
hounds, when they have grown bigger than 4-S cma
in length. in many fa Faster” countries, the habit
of throwing sewage into the fshhponds  is common
practice, and enhances the growth of the fish
(although exposed, untreated sewage can be
hazardous to human health).

For breeding 2 suitable variety of Tihpia  for this
diGnate,  it may prove protitable  to look firstly at
temperature control, since Tilapiu  are inched to

over-reproduction at their optimum temperatures
of 2&21,X  (68-70°F).

One omnivorous variety with a lower reproductive
potential is Tilapti  spnrrmnni which will tolerate
temperatures as low as SW (46-47°F).  Tilapia  grow

quickly if fed daily:: my pait of T. mossambica
(omnivores) grew from 1H inches to 4 inches in the
iirst six months, and to a fat 6 inches length in thei
second six months. Most fish automatically stop
growing when they reach a size related to their pon
dimensions (although I have seen Tikpia  almost as
bii as their tanks). By continuously circulating the
water in and out of their tanks, it is possible to ttic

-



~ fish into belie&g themselves to be in roomier
surroundings than they are. This has been achieved
: with Tihpia by Bill Mclarney  of the New Alchemy
Institute, and with Rainbow Trout by Fre T’.

Mitchell of the Instirute  for Local Self-Reiiuce  in
Washington D.C. Dr. Mitchell’s system works in 3”

urban basement cutaining.500 gallon tank,
artificial lighting and pumping equipment. 500 t;‘
1,000 trout are maintained il? rap water which is ‘..
re-circulated every hour by a ~.w-er~rgy electric_
: pump.
i
!

In the New Alchemists’ sysrem, solar-heated
pocds  ue stocked with young Tiiqitz at densities

: of 3,000 per hectare and achieve a harvest of up to
: 3,000 kilogrammes per hectare. Food for the fish is
ahnoct totally probided by phptoplankton  in the
water. These organisms are in rum nourished by the
manure of ducks which five  on the same pond. The

ducks are fed on fairly standard duck feed.
Sin&r  polycultnral  -q~s-stems  in Malaya make use

of several species co-exwing  on rhe same area to
oFtinGe local conditions. One example comprises
a 4.4 hectxe  pond next to pigsties. Running water
passes through the sties to carry their manure into
the ponds where Tihpin  and Chinese Cxp are
stocked. The fish thrive on fast-growing diatoms and
crustacea produced by the pig dung. The ponds are
also planted with a fast growing acquatic  vegetable
called lponrea Repem  which is hzrvested  by hand at
a rate of several hundred kiiogratnrnes per day.
These vegetable plants are fed to the pigs, thus
compieting  the cyc!e.  Overall, the farm produces
30,000 kilogrammes of pig-meat and 3,000
kilogrammes of fish each year.

John W~ood

Hydroponics is the art and science of growing crops
without xing soil, by feeding them on solutions of
water and nutrients which contain all the vital
elements necesswy for quick and healthy
development. At first glance, such a method of
cultivation might well strike the average householder
or gardener as being directly opposed to traditional
systems of tilling the ground, and indeed-following
the views of some schools of thought-as unnatural.

Yet, if we will but take time to make just a brief
study of the relevant facts we will soon see that
although hydroponics is of course very different in
practice to conventional farming and gardening. it is
actually a completely natural technique, based on
accepted ecological principles, and combining high
productivity with sever&l  important environmental
advantages for both plants and human beings.

In modern indwxial societies, few persons, even
if they are lucky enough to possess a plot of earth,
have the opportunity-or the energy after a hard
day’s toil in factory or office-to dig, manure and
weed the soil in order to produce green food for
themselves and their families. In addition, the
problem of space is fast becotiing  more serious and
there are millions of people who would lie to
gwien  at weekends but who have not got any room
to do so. Meanwhile, the prices of vegetables and
fruits sold in shops and markets increase rapidly
and constantly, putting ever greater strains on
already hard-pressed household budgets and
depriving men, women and children of the benefits
of fresh produce, always essential for a balanced and
healthy diet.

It is therefore not surprising that today more and
more persons are turning towards hydroponics as a
means of providing regular supplies of green foods
and fruit in their homes. Gardening without soil can
be very attractive to flat dwellers, people living in
apartments or in tower blocks, in overcrowded cities
and suburbs, or in other congested surroundings,
whose resources are limited. Because hydroponic
methods take up mush less space than soil gardening
would they are idea! for such situations. Moreover,
soilless  crop growing demands no hard manual work,
and there are no jobs to perform comparable to
those of digging, manuring and weeding the earth.
E’rovided  a few simple niles are adhered to, anyone
can operate a hydroponic unit successfully in
conditions where ordinary soil gardening would be
impracticable.

The term ‘hydroponics’ means literally ‘water
working’ and is derived from the Greek words budor,
water, and ponos,  work. It was first used by Dr.
William F. Guericke, of the University of California.
in the mid-1930’s. Since that time, of course, many
advances have been made in soilless cultivation. so
that we now find hydroponic techniques well
established in many areas of the world. Numerous
different methods of soilless  crop growing have been
developed, adapted to contrasting circumstances,



such as climate,  geography, fmance  and levels of i down by bacterial action before they can be
technology. Thus there are hydroponic systems for
Ixge commercial farms, others for desert or barren

/ a.+milated  by green Plants, the fertilizers are given
i direct  as solutions to the crops. Higher plants cann

regions, and still more for householders, amateur absorb immediately organic materials. A consider-
gardeners and those persons interested in self- 1able time must elapse before the necessary change:
&fticiency  and dive& life-styles.

Plants need certain essential items to grow and
produce harvests. These include: light, air. water, a
support for their roots, and food. Air is a gift of
nature; light may be too but it can also be provided
by man in the form of e!ecrricity;  wafer similarly
can come from rainfall or by pipe and well; a
support for the roots can be supplied through
different devices; while food may be offered in
convenient and ingenious ways, which are
completely acceptable and satisfactory to the plats.

In hydroponics. we suive  to create the best
environmental conditions for crops. Instead of
giving plants earth and manure to feed on or anchor
their roots in, we provide them with certain types
of substrares or growing media and nourish them on
solutions of water and fertilizers. Various misleading
statements are made from tirnc to time asserting
that hydroponic methods of culture are artificial
and that the produce from soilless units is lacking
in nutritional value. Now although it may well be
that food produced in factory farms is tasteless
and inferior, this is not the case with hydroponic
produce. In fax, the &vow and palatability of
fruits and vegetables grown without soil are
excellent, because  the plants receive maximum
feeding with a weU balanced range of nutrient
elements. Extensive tests and analyses have
‘indicated that the mineral and vitamin contents of
hydroponic crops are folly up ro highest quality
standards. Fioms from hydroponically grown wheat
have proved hexer  for bread making, while it has
been possiMe to incorporate extra iron and calcium
in tomatoes and other vegetables for feeding to
babies and invalids. On farms, it is now possibie  to
grow grass without soil in special hydroponic units,
for feeding dairy cows and beef stock, which
matures  in seven days after sowing. This green
forage is extremely high in protein and mineral
content and grealy increases milk yields and the
health and we!l-being  of cattle or other livestock.

Agricoltoral  scientists and farmers know very well !
that excessive artificial fertilizers, without the use
of any humus, destroy the tilth of,~and degrade, the
knd. But they continue to employ them alone or in
unbalanced quarxities  for purely economic reasons
to get money zs quickly as possible, without thought
for the future. This is the chief criticism that can
be made of modem farming. Evils such as erosion,
disease.  and destruction of the ewironment  follow
upon this abuse of the good earth. But in hydra
panics  there is no land to destroy, so any such
complaint cannot be made. On the contrary, by
creating vegetation where there has been none,
hydroponics performs a most valuable ecological
function.

‘The hydroponic method, in practice, means that
instead of applying organic or inorganic manures to
land, where they have to be, in the first case, broken

take place to make the nutrients present in such-
substances available to crops. What we are doing in
hydroponics is simply to shorten this period
dramatically, thus providing immediate nutriment
in well balanced form to plants. This is why growl
is so much more rapid in soilless cultures and the
crops thrive so well. The process is perfectly nanm
and is in fact much safer and ecologically more
sound than the current soil farming practice of
spreading vast unbalanced quantities of chemicals
over the countryside.

GROWINGMETHODS

Many different systems and methods of hydroponi
are in use dnoughout the world today. Whilst some
of these techniques are intended to serve the
purposes of large commercia.1  growers, quite a
number are ideally suited to the needs ol Louseho
communities and families, for self-support and
home production. Natcrally, it is advisable to
consider carefully the standard of education and tl
general social and technological development or
condition of any community-those which exists  01
those which may be desired-when recommending
hydroponic technique for particular circumstances
It would be useless to introduce certain practices,



perhaps well suited to a pcasam population living in
underdeveloped surroundings, to a more

advanced group in an industrial
I ntuarion.  Quite apart from differences in tastes and
I habits, there is a need to provide a viable level of

operations for each czsse,  or else skills present in the
people concerned would be wasred. This is eood

kc&g);-to  match the system to the sub&
concerned, so that a satisfying and balanced life-
style is secured.

Let UC now consider a few methods of simple
hydroponics for food production:
(a) Sand or aggregnte  cli!ture. Very cheap hydro-
ponic units catl be made by lining wooden greec-
grocers’ boxes OT similar conraimrs  with polythene
plastic sheeting or by Gag plant pots and plastic
uoughs. Normally, such receptacles should not be
less than six inches deep and not over two fet
wide, though they may be of any convenient
length. For larger areas, beds or troughs, some
eight inches deep by a yard wide and again of any
appropriate longitudinal dinension, can be prepared
by stretching the pciytheae  sheeting over the
ground  or bare surface available, and supporting it
at the sides and ends by bricks, stones,  boards or
other means. It is, however, possible to make almost
any shape of trough or container to fit in with the
circunstances  of a b&yard,  kitchen, rooftop or
other site. Many other good p!xes  exist for soilless
gardens around the home, such a? window siils,
verandahs, the sides of pavements, -nd waste  ground

Once the hydroponic container has been chosen
and lied with polythene, if necessary, a small
drainage hole should be made in the base, or if it is
a very large and lsng trough then several holes must
be made. In the case of pots, there will be no need
to do this because apertures will already exist in
their bottoms. Drainage holes are generally about %
inch in diameter and can be provided with removab
plugs. The purpose of these is to allow excess
moisture to seep from the trwghs oi pots. Gvtters
may he provided to catch tins liquid, or sawers  and
trays can be placed underneath pots.

The next task is to fill the container with growing
medium. This is the substrate which anchors the
piants’ roots in position and acts as a reservoir for
the water and fertilizers. Sand, fine gravel, well-
broken bricks, washed cinders and charcoal,
vermiculite, and many other materials will make
excellent growing media. Allow the substrate to
come up to aboilt  l/i iwh below the top of the’  sides
of the container. ‘Then smooth over the surface
carefully. Some hydroponic&s like to put an inch c
two of pebbles or broken stones of larger size at the
bottom of the troughs or pots beneath the main
growing medium to ensure better drainage and
aeration. Sands for hydroponics should be of
medium and coarse grades, while the best sizes for
gravels are !18th to 1%  inch.

The hydroponic trough or container will now be
ready and should be watered with plain water to
make the growing medium about as moist as a dam1
sponge that has been lightly wrung out. Excessive



watering is bad, the containers should not be kept warm, dry summer weather daily additions will
flooded or water standing in them beclose  this probably be needed.
prevents air from reaching  the plants’ roots. Sow The solution cm be applied in small units by
seeds not more than Lh inch deep in the substrate,

I .’
waterrng  can, but in larger rroughs or beds it is

or plant young seedlings by scooping out small holes i easier to place it in an elevated tank or drum and
in the growing medium and pushing back the ! allow it to run down through a hose pipe onto the
material gently around the stems so that they will
stand firmly. Spacing may be up to 50 per cent

i growing medium. Whilst applicati(,n is in progress,

closer than in soil gardening. It is a good plan to
i and for a short time after, keep the plugs in the
drainage holes. Later, these apcrtu:es  may be

raise seedlings at !tome for hydroponics by sowing opened, to allow CKCSS moisture to escape and air
the seed first in small boxes of sand and then
tramplaming  rhe young plants, when,they  are about
three inches in height  into the main containers.

After sowing or planring have been completed,
~ the tank.

to be drawn into the substrate. The seepage can be
collected in a bucket. tray or sump and rtrurned  to

Once weekly,  open the drainage holes, to permit
feeding  or nuaient application must commence.

1
~ surplus liqtiid to run off, and every two or three

Nutrient mixrues can be made up at home oi may months flush &Lough  the hydroponic containers
be bought ready-made. If the first course is adopted, with fresh plain water to remove any accumulated
the mixture shown in table J is a good general residues, and then start again with solution
purpose one for hydroponics. Weigh out these salts applications.
on ordinary scales and mix them well together, it is important to keep all hydroponic gardens. _ . . . . .r-. ._ stonng them m a dry sealed contamr.  larger

~ amounts may be prepared by multiplying all
: qusnrities by a constant figure, so that the
proportions stay the same.
1
~

To apply the formula to the hydroponic garden,

~
mix one-third  of an ounce, wti;h is about one
standard unheaped  teaspoonful, with one gallon of

I water and spray or pour as maay gallons of this
1 solution onto the rwface  of the growing medium as
: nny be mcessay to keep it continually moist, but
/ not flooded or too wet. Thii should be done as ofren
/ as necessary. In winter, application of nutrient
I solution once or twice weekly should suffice, but in

clean ana well mea for. uiirmg amx~ces, for
instance, on holidays, bowls, buckets or tanks of
solution may be placed beside troughs or containers

I.and strips of cloth or wicks, with one end dipped
/ mto the nutrient liquid and the other inserted in the
growing medium, to convey water and nutriment to
the crops

I * (b) Bengal method This is similar to the simple san$
or aggregate culture already described, except that
the growing medium or substrate is composed of a
mixture of about two parts of coarse sand and three
parts by volume of fine gravel, pebbles, broken
bricks or other materials, all well blended togetier.

! The substrate is kept constantly moist, just like a
/ damp sponge that has been lightly squeezed out.
The method was devised in India, where great
poverty e&s, and because not many persons could
afford solution tanks, the technique of dry
application is employed. This means that after
mixing up the formula the nutrients are scattered
evenly over the surface of the growing medium at
the rate of between one and two ounces of nutrient
per square yard of trough space. Spreading of dry
nutrients should bc done on average weekly.
Immediately after sprinkling the salts, they must be
watered with plain water from a can or hosepipe, so
that they dissolve and are washed down into the
substrate in solution, to become available as plant
food to the crops’ roots. In between the times of
nutrient spreading only plain water is given as
urlgauon to keep the troughs always damp.
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0 Cc! Sbarderprocess. In order io he!p people who
dislike using fertilizers, or rhose living in areas

where local conditions make it difficult to obtain
adequate supplies of inorganic nunients, a process
r:dled the Shader tec!iniqoe has been developed,
also in Bengal. Normal beds or contaioers  of
aggregate are wed, but to proGde the crop,  with
nourishment, manure shells or pots are placed at
intervals along the troughs. These consist of
earthenware vessels, lined with some kind of sieve
or screen and pierced by a number of tiny holes in
the bottom. The pots are ffied w&h a nutrient
sludge or semi-liquid manure, a rypical formula for
which is:

Fresh or dried dung ? handful
&&wed  oilcakes 4 teaspoo..fuis

Alterrtttively,  such materi&  as hoof-and-born  meal
bonemeal,  shoddy, or similar plant foodstuffs  can
be utiiised. Dried wood ashes are also fairly
effective.  To mature the oilcake (cotton, casior,
groundnut or o:her feed cake or waste) kr,ead it
with a little water, add ground bones together with
some potash (fresh wood ashes or saltpetre),  then
store in a closed container for about two mondw.
This disposes of any odours.

When the manure shells are placed in the
hydroponic troughs, and sunk a few inches into the
zggregxe,  b&h only rhe cpper  portLo”’ :emtitig
exposed, they slowly reie-.se their nutrient comae
into the substrate. Covers should be put (I Jer the
vess&,  and from time to time they may be refilled

Fertilizer OUM=2S

Ammonium  sulphafe 15
Potassium ruiphate 3%
Superphosphate 5
Magmsium rulphate 3
Ferrous  aulphate-enough  to COYel
the head of a match

Wkl”“,~ Ouncer

Hoof-a”“-horn  mea, 15
8O”Hflt?~l 8
Grwnd chat 6
Ground magnerian limestone 18
Fresh wood ashes 20
Scrapings from a rusty iron nail-
enough  to cover half a teaspoon

-

ith nutrient sludge or topped up. Every three
:onths, flush through the beds or containers with
.ain water to cleanse them. Normal irrigatiox with
ater is provided to keep the substrate always
aist. It shonld be noted that this process may be
assed  as organic feeding.
The formula shown in table 2 may be used in

wns or industrial areas. Mix weI1 together and
?we to a thick sludge with water. Place in pots
‘about % lb cap&y  each, prepayed  as already
wxibed, and set them lit intervals ofup to one
wd apart in the hydroponic units. The bottoms
add be sunk three inches into the substrate. The
udge will slowly percolate into the grxuitzg
‘edium,  providing plan: nutrients. See that it is no
10 thick and that the liquid strains slowly out of
w uessek  into the troughs or containers. It should
?t however  run tm rapidly. Top tip with wzter an
esb fowmd.a  monthly. Larger amounts can be ma‘
v increasing the total bulk, keeping the relative
wpo&ms constant.
Self-sufficiency, eco-houses and various forms oi

temative techndlogy,  are today of increasing
nportance.  Several designs have been proposed,
Id used, which include the hydroponic production
f green food based upon the adaptation of
>mestic waste matter for the nutrition of home
‘ova crops. Waste 2nd e.xc:etz, after processing ‘0;
laerotic  digestion, algae farming, and other
eatrnents,  can be employed profitably, thus maki
)r a self-contained lie support system. When such
rganic nutrition is favoured,  production of methal
LS can be undertaken as well, so providing heat in
,Id periods.
Ingenuity and inventiveness, together with

:chnological adaptations, have come to make
ydroponics  an ideal means of producing large
noiims of foodstuffs very economically in quiie
mp!e  ways, thus providing a significam
mtribution  to ecological living. The field is open
) fu-ther  developments and we should see
umerous such units in existence in the future.

by James Sholro Douglas
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/ .Most people have 3 picture of traditional farming as
i animals grazing in fiat pastures, or as golden wheat

~ bv different olant heights etc. The croos are

j waving in the breeze. But we have not always used
/ cereal husbandl?; zu our primary source of food. In
the Middle Ages. farmers of Westrm Europe used to
/

/
herd livestock into the deciduous forests where they i

/ could feed themselves on seeds. nuts and berries !
191I ~~~~from the trees. Larger trees such as Beech (Fagus  spj

i Oak (Quxus  rp), Wahut  <Jug/m re@), and Sweet
Chestnut (C.zrtune~  s~tiazz) would often tolerate the
growth of smalkr food-bearing trees beoeath  their

1 branches (for instance Hazel, Cor$us sp, Cobnuts
1 and Filberts etc.) making direct feeding easier for
1 the animals (mostly pigs).  This combination of
~ several laycrs of vegetation represents the most
:
:
productive use of ava&ble  sunlight and soil io a
given land-area. Manure from the anima,ls  would be

~ dropped where it \<:t;as  most oeeded,  automatically
ensuring that the woodland floor remained rich and
! fertile. .,4ny surplus food would be gathered by the
i farmer and stored as winter reed. Nutritional!y,  the
~feed from this pstem  is of a surprisingly*high  qualit:
: (see table 1) ano compares very favouxbly  with the
cereal feeds currently ilsed on our farms. Shelled

h&vested  spdradicall~,  according to d&to-day
needs, in order to maintain ucinterrupted  continuit)
of growth throughout the seasons. Nsw tree shoots
are carefully protected as they begin to grow
amongst the vegetables, since they allow the garden
to mature untended  without undergoing a grassy
stage. Because of their deep roots, the you:;&  trees
(referred to by the New Guineans as ‘Duk Mi’ -or
‘Mother of Gardens’) absorb the nutrients which run
away through the vegetable roots and which would
otherwise be lost. On bare hills, by the introduction
of trees, nutrient run-off can be &wed by a factor
of up to 100. The New Guineans seldom keep their
gardens for more than one year, moving to a new
location while the forest reclaims the last one. Pigs
are kept as a high protein investment for times of
sickness or stress, and represent their only method
of food storage. In this way, even though less than a
tenth of the forest is ‘used’ at any one time, it will
support 200 people per square mile in complete
ecological stability.

It is well-known that the major deserts were
produced by cereal farming on a large scale and
consequent erosion of the soil. Some experimental
work has been undertaken by James Sholto  Douglas
to reintroduce mixed economy tree-farming in the
tropics. Certain drought-resistant trees such as
Algaroba Yrosopis  juliflom)  and Carob (Ceratonia
siliqua) have been used to upgrade poor soils and to
provide food for livestock and people. Goo? varietie
of Algaroba can produce up to 50 tonnes per
hectare annually (see table 2) in addition to their
long-term payoff io the form of timber. The
Algaroba pods are nutritionally superior to maize
and can easily be ground into meal for both human
beings and for animals. Livestock may be supported
in this way on indifferent soil at densities of 5 to 12
large animals per xctare  (cattle etc.) or up to 62
smal!  ;mimals per hectare (sheep etc.).

walnuts, for example, contain up to 16 per cent
protein, in addiriorion  to fat, calcium, iron and
vitamins BI , &bof!avin  and Niacin.

However, since the Middle .Ages,  the use of cereal:
as a main crop superceded tree-fartig. As a result,
fan&g became strictly governed by seasons, with a
premium pot on plaming  one year ahead. Farmers
couid now settle in one area but were committed to
obeyi!q the rigid cycle of a handful of annual crops.
Modem agricolmre  now has these grasses trained to
follow a simple uniform geometry, tailor-made for
conveyor-belt machiiety on ow flat farms.

In the rtin forests of New Guinea, nomadic nee-
fanners stilI emolov B swtern of cultivation which
we caII  ‘swidde&~ (derived from an old Norse
word meaning ‘clearing’). Firstly, a clearing is made
in the forest and the cuttings are either burned or
composted to release their nutrients. A garden is
planted with a varied arrangement of vegetables to
ensure that variaticns  in terrain are complemented

Such abundance is not confined to tropical
regions; one harvest from a single matore
Portuguese Oak has been shown to equal the output
from a whole acre of Maize, 1200 litres of Acorns.

s



nce only eight per cent of the world’s land atface
sni:?ble for efficient cereal farming, it is diffklt

! suggested by conventional figures. Subsidiary ‘crops’

see -why Govemments  do not take a long-term
such as timber, hor.ey,  milk, chemicals, wool and

:w and reforest the land for food. The only
wild game are alI benefits which would result

witable regions would  be the ice-caps:- even
naturally from a well-run tree-farm economy.

eland has recently  p-d a bii in p=liament  for
Obviously, initial investment costs wouid  be high for

xensive aeepla%iti to reduce both land-erosion
such a long-term farming cycle, but there are one or

Id the price of food.
two short cuts possible. The Juglans sieboldiona

In an intensive forest system, many by-products
species of Walnut is a quick-growing, high quality

uld be profitably adapted for industries parallel
tree,  and Carob trees can bear crops within two to
three years from planting. Cereals and vegetables

ikh agriculture. Research carried out by NW Piie
6 she-w  that most ieaves coxnin  at iw as milch

/ should %ow adeyuately  where trees are not fully

,otein as most vegetables in common use (see table
established,  prowded  the leaf-cover is thin.

With intensive horticultural research and
8. It is a fairly simple process to remove the fibrous development, it is feasible that Britain could
atter and to produce a high-grade curd for become self-sufficient in food, whilst reducing its
pplementing  humm  or animal  diet. Thii would dependence on fertiliiers,  pesticides and fuel.
,ovide an even greater food output per hectare than -John Wood
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&en a deep freeze, and a constant supply of
:lecnicity,  any fool can preserve practically
tnything, and provided the maker’s instructions are
bllowed !ie air is excluded from the food and food
s not kept too long) the food is nearly as good as
hew. But deep freezes are very expensme, and likely
:o get more so, and do “or last for ever, and a: e a
xsourceconscming  method of preserving food.
rhey are, besidei, ““necessary, and you can
,reser,=z  all you oeed to preserve perfectly well
without them, and it is fat more fun.

in any climate benvee”  tropical and temperate you
10 not wed to preserve many vegetables, because
;?th giod bosbandrj  you can pick iresh vegetables
111  the year round, and the fact that you catlnot
uve any one vegetable fresh erey month of the
year is a good fact. It is excellent, for example. to
iave to go without peas for sevve” or eight months,.
tnd then have the reai gastronomic thrill of new
beam in June when they arrive. Brussels sprouts,
koccc!i,  C2U!ifIO~~~~.  ir hexrred  czbbage,  ‘roots’
:wnips, swedes,  beet), and above all celery can be
made to last right through the winter and it is very
nice not to have to eat them any mote when the
spring comes.

In cold cliiates people preserve cabbages by
clamping  them @“t&g in a heap outside, covering
with stmw or bracken ar.d cove2iir.g  tbii ;;;.:h CL&I.
but ieaving air holes alow and aloft) or-colder stil-
keepir.g  them in the root  cellar. In North America
the root cellar is universal, clamping not being
sufficient against the intense cold. In Eastern
Europe another method used is swerktaut,  which
is not ody a method of preserving cabbage but is
very “ice as a” end in itself. Wash the inside of a
wood ot earthenware crock with vinegar, line it
with cabbage leaves, shred 12 lbs of ca’bbage,  mix
with 8 oz salt, thump in tight, covet with whole
cabbage leaves. sri- occasional!y  for first three
weeks, then leave covered until you want it. To use,
&&,  &p j@ ho&T2  :.?,‘p’,  2nd b@Z for pE5
hours.  . -

A!l  ‘roots’ and potatoes can be clamped in
En&h-stve  d&ate-root cellared i” coider. The
too; cell& must be frost-free. cleaned out well and
aired every summer.

Peas, beans, p”!ses, soya etc can be well dried in
the svind a”d s-“n  -when they are quite ripe (ie brow
a”d b&k?>, and either hung in buaches  from a roof
(frost doesn’t imatter with them) or stacked in the
dry. xnresb with a fiaii or over the back of a chair
hen you want them, store in bins or crocks.

Onions should be well sun-and-wind dried, strong
and hur.g up, preferably in the wind but nbt too
much rain.

Tomatoes can be bottled when ripe thus: wash in
cold water, p”t ix bottles, fdl with brine of % oz
salt to a quart of water,  put screwtops  on loose,

place  in large kettle of cold water covering tops and
xrmg  slowly to 1900F  or 8E°C. Keep at this for
ha!f a” hour. Haul bottles o”t of water and screw
tops tight immediately. Kilner Jars, designed for the
purpose, are hard to get now, but OMCS (Old
Mother Common Sense) will suggest other methods
Pouring molten wax or fat on top of food in a
bottle seals the contents from bacteria for example.
Il~he  principle of all bottling is to destroy the
putrefactive bacteria of the food by heat-then
prevetzt  the entry of nxore  by zex!i”g. Green
tomatoes can be wrapped in soft st”ff 61 tissue and
laid in a drawer not touching each other. Some will
ripen and some will go bad. Cr they can be
chutneyed.  A pound of glee” tomatoes c”t up, half
a pound of onions chopped, an ounce of salt, two
teaspoonf”ls  cayenne pepper, 1% pints vinegar,
% lbs brown sugar or honey, H.lb raisins, simmer til
it goes thick, and bottle in hot sterilized jars. You
don’t need screw-tops-greased paper will do.
Chutneys ran be made of nearly anything.

Pickling is done by laying the stuff in salt tot a
day (to draw some moisture out),  rinsing and
covering with cold vinegar. Runner beans: shred a”~
thump down tight in crock with plenty of dry salt.

FRUIT

Peats can be quartered, put in brine (an ow~ce of

I

I I
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own brine in a tub). After 15 days for a big cod, but
less with smaller fish, pull out of heap and lay the
fish in sun and wind (not rain) for a few days. Soak
for at least 36 hours before you cook it.

MEAT

1
I salt to one gallon of water) for a minute (stops them
/ g?Fg brow) then dry OII  tray; tit lOOOF  (38%)
, raatng to 15BF (66@C)  for five hours. Plums etc
i can be turned into prunes by dipping in iye made of

5 j one ounce caustic soda in one gallon of wter for a,
2 1 few Gautes-then  washi very well and laying on
&
;

trays over stove at 120°F  (5BC)  raising to 160@F
(7J@C)  very slowly (or they% burst). Keep in heat

:. for two days. Soak for 12 hours before using. These
$ j are a rich source of vitamin A AppIes  will  keep if

! not hksed ztx? i&d OE sporefree  sheives not
touching each other, weU  ventilated, away from

! fmro;and  at an even temperature.

/ Salt herring, mackerel or pilchards by gutting and
I hying down in dry salt in barrel or crock. OMCS
I should tell how much salt. When required pull out
! ar.d sozk for twelve boors v&h changes of water if
(
j

under two months in sait, progressively longer if
~$ting has been iong’.  Sozk at ieasi  48 hours after

/ SIX months’  salting. ~lnen  cook, or pickle by putting
j
j

III co!d vinegar with onion and peppercorns etc for
P week or two. Pickled fish, such as rollmops

i (ptckled  herrings), will keep a month or so-no
/ longer. For thick white fsh swh as cod, split, rip
i out backloone,  pile in dry sait and let brine run
, aWay (cf oily fish where “ml 1-f + f&h lie in its,---  -._. -

-

Bacon is the side of a pig, ham is its hind quarters.
Rub in dry salt for three days, then leave bacon
heaped in dry sait for two weeks, ham for three.
Hang up. This sounds ridiculously simple but really
is all you do. A tiny pinch of saltpetre  sprinkled on
the cut part before you sal: fielps keep the colour,
and a handful of brown sugar rubbed on at that time
gives sweetness. But care and OMCS must be used
at all stages, otherwise disaster can ensue. You can
hang in cool smoke for a week, if you want to, after
salting.

Pickled pork, beef, mutton: cut meat up and put
in brine (salt and water) which is stronz enough  to
float a p&to. Boil thebrine  to steriliz:  and &solve
aII salt-then cool. Weigh meat down with a plank
with a stone on it to keep from air. Soak well before
coo.king. Large hunks of beef (eg silverside) an be
treated this way, then soaked and boiled.

MILK

Summer flush can be
preserved for winter by
making it into hard
cheese, but you must
get good advice or it
will be uneatable.
Butter  can be well
salted and flung hard
into a sterilized &aide<
then wind-dried)~  crock
or tub, rammed in hard
with the fist to exclude
all air. Cwer with
greaseproof paper and
leave. Wash 5y squodg-
ing in cold .~ tr to
remove excess salt
before eating. It wilI

keep ail through winter. In a hot climate makeghee.
Simmer the butter gently for an hour, skim the scum
off, pour into a sterilized container and cover. Cook
with it.

CORN

(Wheat, barley, oats and rye in England). Either
stack it in its straw and thresh when required, or
thresh it in the field with combine harvester and
then artificially dry, or do what the Ancient
Britons did-keep it in air-tight containers, when
its own carbon dioxide will preserve it from
moulds.

And may you survive the Hungry Gap as our
forefathers did of old.



ZACH PIECE OF LAND
pportunist  despots and capitalists are both
eating and exploiting our precarious water
aation. They intervene as custodians of the rain
at falls Out of the skies, attempting to ‘supply’ a
source which until their appearance was a natural
:pendence as free as the air.
The rain falls on every part of the Earth (weil

most) (I).  Where, then, lies the logic in collecting
infail in huge reservoirs and then returning it to
; various points of origii? Evaporation losses are
ss in a smd bore welI or storage tank than in a
rge and relatively shallow reservoir, particularly if
e well Or tank can be partly  sealed to retain a
11ume  of semisaturated  cold air on the water-
&ice. Although the supply system of our
uniticent  Authorities is undoubtedly bii, it is
llikely  that it is yet sufficiently vast to have any
al effect in balancing out local differences betwee
infall and demand G’). Which leads us to the
ucial question: at what scale does demand becom
nreasonable’ in exceeding the natural supply of al
ea? Megatechnology  knows no limits, and seeks
it only the maxima in both supply and demand.
Rainfall fanning, roof collection of water for

me and indusuy,  and all supplies of water from
#rings,  lakes and similar sources as found, all
present a ate of abundance and an enviably
lhampered  hydrodependency  akin to that of the
,imitive huntergatherer,  to the smali farmer of th
nnid regions, and now to the builders of
utonomous’  houzxs.  peoples of the tropic.al rainy
Id temperate  rainy regions are in a more fortunate
&ion to find 01 gather water aixd thus to subvert
e hydrocrats.  But in arid and semi-arid regions,
zter-supply  is a factor in farming, living, and
anufachxe  which has to be handled in league witl
any other people, because of scarcity of supply
id bulkiness  af need. Local tasks of diiging,

‘0 EAsti PIECE OF SKY’
damming, water-distribution, irrigation, and canal
building can be undertaken by a family or group of
neighbourc ‘each piece of land to each piece of sky’
(3), or (more frequently) they can be undertaken
with the superfluous guidance of a hydra-
bureaucracy. Kropotkin mentions the ‘syndicats
agricoles’  or peasants’ and farmers’ associations of
southern France, which were not until 1884
‘permitted’, as a ‘dangerous experiment’, to combin<
for the purposes of pumping wate:,  inundating
vineyards, and maintaining canals.

Integration of local water into an organic living
system-with, for example, a greenhouse-cum-solar
still; wind-powered water pumping; fans, or pumps
driven by the power of FaUiig water wherever
aVdzbie  (from the roof?)-Such  a System forms a
kind of,benevolent  water-works, and is a key part 01
the discorporate  vision of AT, with which we hope
to tempt you~from the false convenience of buying
municipal water ‘on tap’ and flushing it down the
WC. See  Fig 1 for ideas.

A divining rod, when used by a gifted
operator, wiU  locate underground sources of water
for almost no cost. However the water is obtained it
will most likely need some kid of purification if it
is to be drunk OI used in food preparation. A
favourite  solution is the solar still, Fig 2. This will
distill even brackish water, seawater, or poUuted
rainfail  to produce small quantities of p-are water.
Win Moorcraft  suggests that as plants ate known t(
catty Out  their  own water surveys, drill down to
water, pump it up and purify it; it might be as well
to ally ourselves with them. The solar stil: was
developed from a clothe-like arrangement, Fii 3,
and the use of the right plants  as a kid of
evapotranspirating  wick may be the best solution.
Lifting and moving of water from source to point o!
use may be most easily carried out if YOU  have a



I
solirce  with head above the pump location and/or
flow. A hydraulic ram or a noria wheel, Figs 4 & 5:
will raise water nitb its own power. Eiid-powered
pumps can be left permanently ‘on’  to raise water
into a tank when the wind is sufiicient. Self-
regulating water-sprinklers 07 simple drip-feeds can
also be let roll, supplying the greenhouse and garde

Lest such a direct state of dependence upon
wfurr bc alarming, let us consider for a moment tl
ability of thz big Water Authoritiss to provide an
adequate supply of untainted water for developing
industrialism. After the current wave of continentz
water engineering ends C), the transition I0 a
gradually g!obaily engineered climate will seem
inevitable (5). A possibly precarious water situatio
for some wiU  have been turned into a perilous
subordination to the artificial for all. Poison rain,
putrefying rivers and lakes, and dying seas are
inescapable effects and not ‘by-products’ of the
systenatic transformation of the material conditio
of life. But they ore at least tanporary setbacks or
the road to artificialiq-wbi<h  afford opportunitk
to big and small a&e. In aii states indwtrialiits  ha
the ambition (and in Gxmnunist  countries even th
ideological compulsion) to take over everything an
invade every phase of life. The prerogative of the
State’s water authorities is everywhere guarded.
There are now secrecy provixons  in British law
which make disclosure of details of water-polluting
manufacturing processes unnecessary (6). People a
I
, Fii 4. Hydraulic  ram, dO”bL *rriml.







INTERVIEW
In Califowia  during the early sixties a small group
of scientists, humanists and artists found that  they

JOHN TODD
shared a deep and growing concern about society’s
course of change  andgrowth.  They began meeting
for eonzest  discussion, searching for ways  in wbicb (I
nucleus of disquieted people might help to create (I

Pattick Riven saner world. Their basic premise was that science
and technology generally were lulling people
everywhere into II false sense of confidence about
the future, and that  one essential science-biology-
was being neglected. To redress the balance, they
aimed to switch attention to the need to reinstate
social and biological diversity, wbicb bad become a
casualty  of Progress. After years of searching for II
way to translate their concern into action, they

Around 1968 1 was involved with II network of
Ither people studying the direct effects of man’s
r&vi&s  and the environment, he recalled. We were
‘ookizg  at different forms of stress bebaviour  in
aquatic  animals.  I bed previously discovered hitherto
rnknown  levels of social organisation  in fishes.
lormaliy  considered exclusive to mammals and
birds. The team with whom he was working made
:he significant discovery that extremely low levels
)f stress could upset key social signals, and that the
:ffeca became mote marked among creatures with /

himself:  It was time to resign.

he highest forms of behaviont.

He told how, with his wife Nancy, Bill 0.
McLamqr-later  to become a lea&g  New Alchemist
-and a group of students, he went to work with
communards  in the mountains near Mexico. The
time spent there taught them bow little they really
knew.. ourso called modern education has
estranged us from the living world, he stressed. We
discovered that in spite of all the degrees and
so-called knowledge ve bad, we knew no way of
being able to tread rightly  on those lands.  They
realised suddenly that theit activities had to be

‘You talk of srress-.&at  kids of stress?’ I asked. : humble. They must learn how to make a microcosm
The effects of DOT,  oil, thermal pollution, he : which had all the restorative  qualities that nature
Eplied. We began to see the insidious effects of i had in its own ecosystems; yet for this the modern
man’s  depredation eoevywbere  -and we weren’t even 1 science of ecology offered them no guidelines. It
beginning  to study the synergistic effects of two or / was apparent that  we would b&e to travel light and
three diffeerent  kinds of stress, yet we knew that in j travel srml/, he said, working vi&groups  of small
the real world there were hundreds of different kinds / farmers. ‘Ihe few years of being diagnosticians had
?f stress affecting the system. The discovery ftied
them with a sense of panic and an urge to do

/ helped them learn how the world worked, but they
i stdl had seen only a natrow slice of it: inputs from

umethiig rather than merely record the approach ; artists and people in other walks of life~were still to
of doomsday. Ourfirst  opportunity was to set up
mtironmental  studies in Southern California with  a

i have their effect. In the end they found that their
‘think small’ philosophy came not out of someone’s

~
~

kwge budget from a couple of private Californian ’ political rhetoric, but out of direct experience. We
foundations; the National Science Foundation was ; con be criticised  t&t this may not apply to the

!
~

dso considering putting in a fairly hefty amoum. It world ot large, but a begin&g has ion be made
reemed n,golden  cpportunity,  but on intense romewhere.  We shall always be small, but we wont

to demystify what me do. Ho,xfuliy the ideas will
: spread throughout the world with people  like

I’ounelves.

probing & found?bat  no &sumptions were to be
cbullenged  or changed.  For example, me uere asked
to do a multi-million dollar  feasibility study on bow
to lower the impact of massioe amounts of sewage
on the Pacific Ocean. Howewr,  if one of us were  to
mggest tbot perhaps the way to deal with sewage
would be to treat  it ot its source use it as LI
resource rather than n polhtant, that kind of
remsumption  ms simply taboo. ‘We cannot change
society, we can only make  it better’, the rationalists
and pedants would quietly say.

Soon after the Institute cane in*m  being, John
Todd and some of the othei members moved east

We did hove  this one fantasy wbicb was to create
II small village, an academic community, primarily
to try to restructureand  recreate restorative
approaches to living. It got academic approval from
the University of California. and then I discovered
tbotyou’re  not allowed to Ihe on University land-
iur: II singk littk rule set up by the Governor

to Cape Cod and set up its first operational ~entre,
on eleven acres of leased latzd,  in a semi-rural setting
surrounded by middleclass suburbia. There they
rented homes close to the centie and began their
practical experiments. These activities, important
though they were, proved to be only part of the
picture: the existence of a community was equally
valid. I asked whether this ‘community sense’ was
lessened by their being scattered, and I learned that
it made little difference-in fact it allowed each
family to live its ow lifestyle, while still coming
together for work and social visits. Nevertheless,
the ten full-time members looked fotward to the

-



formed, in 1969, the New Alchemy Institute, with
the for-reocbing aim:  ‘to restore the lands, protect
the seas ood inform the Eonb ‘s stewards’.

Foremost among its founders ums John Todd, a

day when they could be assured of greater
permanence than a leased farm, as well as the chance
to concentrate on reducing their  inputs and outputs
from and to the world outside. I was reminded of
the institute’s declared aims: ‘We seek solutions that
can be used by individuals or small groups who are
trying to create a greener, kinder  world Among

; our maim tasks is the creation of ecologically
derived forms of energy, agriculture, aquaculture,
housing and !andrczpes,  that will permit a
revitalisation  and repopulation of the countryside.’
Implicit in this declaration was the concept of
relatively self-contained communities, capturing
their own power, growing their own food and
making use of their  own wastes. The group longed
for the day when they would be able to put all theti
aims into practice-not only at Woods Hole, but at
other centres throughout the world, each revealing
the special needs of the region in which it was
located.

John Todd showed me the three main research
activities under way, as well as a host of smaller
ones. Fist of the three is the Backyard Fishfarm
Project, directed by Bii 0. McLamey,  with the aim

~ of producing nourishing, palatable protein for a
community or family at zero cost (see page 36 ). The

/ African Tihpio  has been chosen-a fish which eats
/ the algae at the bottom of the food chain,
supplemented with vegetable  waste and insect life.
Two sources of insect life hzve  been found: midges
and gnats, attracted by Fght traps; and midge larvae
breed on burlap curtains hung in manure-rich water.
~From Spring to late Autumn. wtlat energy maintains
ponds at the 85oF water temperature which the
rropical  TiL+ requires; in winter the experiment

ceases, surplus fish finishing up in the deep-freeze.
The second activity is a search for food crops

with the genetic ability to resist insect pests. The
group is concerned about oversxnavagant  claims
made by organic growers, and they believe that most
_ chemical-happy growers would only be converted
i when the crops most suited to ecological
/ management had been identified.
j The thud activity, companion planting, is also
concerned with pest resistances Specific insects are
repelled by the odours of certain crops, and these

Conadion  with degrees in parasitology, tropical
medicine and oceanography, nnd n doctorate  in
psychology and ethnology. I met him in the autumn
of 1973 ot the Institute’s eastern  centre nt Wood’s
Hole, Cope Cod. where the small community which
comprised the Institute wes expetimenting  in
organic vegetable growing, aquaculture,  solar and
wind power, and waste-recycling. There, as we
walked over the form from one expehent  to
mother. this energetic, fast talking pioneer, with  o
rare blend of practicality and prophetic oision, told
me bow the ideo of the Institute developed, bow its
oh crystollised,  explained its progromme of
expm’ments  rmd the difficulties it faced. lie also
outlined his own philosophy.

crops are planted alongside those to be protected.
To find the most effective combinations, the
Institute had enlisted the co-operation of hundreds
o: collaborators across the country in a Science for
the People programme. Ihese groups and individuals
conducted their own co-ordinated  experiments to
ensure that local variarrw  were taken into account.
The same collaborators also worked on other
projects. Apart from these activities, John Todd
showed me solar crop drying systems; worm-
breeding in rabbit droppings for feeding to hens or
fish; wind generators, large and small, a Savonius
rotor water pump; and plot after plot of
experimental vegetables and other  crops.

Despite the familiar, recurring problems of lack
of funds, coupled with the serious handicap of an

i impermanent  site, Woods Hole has become a
valuable source of new knowledge which must be
~ made known. Under  Nancy Todd’s direction, the
Institute publishes books, pamphlets and a regular
Journal. The value of word of mouth, person-to-
i person dissemination is also recognised,  ar.d
~ Saturdays ate given over to visitors who work on
! the farm and share a picnic lunch. John Todd
; expressed the view of all the group, however, when
i he voiced to me his fear of over-exposure in the
mass media. This country bus o habit of creating

seven-day wonders: they get a lot of press and t.ben
die. We’ve found that our very best friends come
~tbrotrgb  o process we call ‘discovery: Television is
the worst of the popular media-it just gives you the
latest thing. In contrast, ifwe ore written about inn
magazine where people ore slightly pre-disposed,
.tbey  discover us. make  the connection on their

own,  ‘from them to us’, not ‘m to them’.

;
We need to know more ofbow  change  comes

~
about. Ourapproach is togive all we con to a small
and interested area which has fantastic spiritual and

requires the kind of
associate with  religion.

words: When you
i beg& to work with nature, you realise  the
, unknowingness of nature. You feel bumble. You
feel good about it 011.  You wont  to tell about it,
because it is the most meaningful thing that is
boppening  to you.



Conventionaiiy.  articles on energy begin with a
definition of what energy is.

‘Energy,’ they say, ‘is the nbilit,y to do work.  ’
The abiliry to do xv&.  Hmmm The ability, in

other words. to exert a force on a mass and push it
over a distance. Now although this definition is
perfectI)-  valid - and indeed extremely useful, in

that it leads to a quantitative method of measuring
the magnitude of certain kinds of energy - itr

unconscious implications are starkly reductionistic.
Energy co&,  equali!-  &I, be defined as the

ability IO slap a friend on the back, to enjoy a glass
of beer, or to make lo:e. since everyone agrees that
these activit’es  require energy for their performance.

Bur It is not. Instead, and significantly, energy is the
name given to our ability to do work  - to do our
johs properly, to fultil our production quotas, to

justify our existence in economic terms. It would he
hard ro think of a definition better suited to under-
pinning the puritanic;d,  life-repressing, goal-seeking

indusrrial  civilisation  in which so many millions of
us are compelied to subsist today.

Consider an alternative definition of ener~.

‘Energy’, said Wil!iam Blake, ‘is eternal deiigbt:
As Freeman Dyson points out: ‘One need not be

a poet or mystic to find Blake’s definition of energy
more satisfying than the definition given in text-
books on physics.’ (11 Blake’s phrase expresses with
exquisite conciseness the non-utilitarian, joyful
aspect of energy as we actually f&/ it in our lives.
What we need, It seems to me, is a concept of enera
which somehow achieves a fusion of the practical
and the poetic aspects. A concept which reminds us

i
i

that a solar collector, for instance, is not on/v an
alternative way of heating water for showers or dish ~
washing but also a corntam  reminder of our living
dependence on the benevolence of the great Sun

;
~

God.
In introducins  the Enera section of this hook, leti

me echo the ;Yords  of Nancy .Todd in her introduct-
ion to the Energy section of the Jo~~rn~l  of fiw .Xex
Alchnistr:

’ \‘#e  little thought, when WC chose the tirle
‘Energy’ for this section of the journal, dhow
many shadings of meaning the wor,I  could be ~
understood to have. I hsvc  seen it used to describe
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the positive force that believers in a New Age feel
is grcwin&  swiftly rms and will take us forward in
an Aquarian Era or ~:erenity  and heightened
awareness.

Energy is spoken of to descriiie the impact of
a personality or a group; of ones powe: to influ-
ence the people and events around one. It is still
an apt iurn for what children have limitless
amount5 of.

We are using it, in this section oi the Journal,
in the more traditional sense of the capacir,~  to do
work. At the same time, in doing so, we are deep-

ly committed to working with as opposed to
:zking from Nature, and, as this implies a con-
templative approac!!  of learning to listen to the
wind and sun and to growing things, then, perhaps
when we chose ‘Energy’ to describe our work, we
half-intended some of the more subtle  meanings
to he understood as well.’
Keeping the essentia! poetics of energy firmiy  fix-

ed in our minds, &en, let me turn back to the
physics of rhe subject. One of the most important
physicai principles relating to energy is the Law of
Conservation of Energy, alternatively known as the
First Law of Thermodynamics.

The first :aw states that enxgy in the Universe is
neither created nor destroyed. Energy may change
in form - from gravitational energy and mechanical
energy through electrical energy and chemical
energy to light energy, heat energy and numerous
other disguises - but the total amount  of energy in
the Universe stays the same.

Another key principle is the Second Law of
‘Thermodynamics. According to the Second Law.
each form of energy possesses a characteristic know)

-.



as entropy. The entropy of an energy form is j The practical implication of the Second Lari of
inversely proportional to the tempemture  associated / Thermodynamics is that it’s very important to

j
I

with that form, and is a measure of jts degree of
disorder.

match energy sources carefully to the tasks they are

For exrmple,  hot wa:er has a higher temperature I .::

to perform It’s bad thermodynamics, for insrance,

than lukewarm water. so hot water has a lower
to uce tugh grade (low entropy) elecrrical  energy for

entropy than luke*uarm water and its energy is less
prowdmg low-grade (high entropy) home heating.

disordered (or more ordered, if you prefer), than
And the high entropy hat of the sun is more effect-

that of lukewarm water. !if you’re confused by all
ive when used directly as heat than when used to

these double negawes and inversions, don’t blame
generatc  low-entropy electricity. N~urray Bookchin

me: blame Qairsios  - he invented entropy).
puts it more gracefully (3,:

Generally speaking, the lower the entropy of a
‘We should always have a diversified mosaic of

form of energy. the more useful it is. And the more
energy sources - utilising, as it were all of the

‘useful’ an energy sourc: (ie, the lower its entropy)
forces of Nature so tha they interplay with our

the greater the efficiency with which it can be
lives. In this way, we can develop a more respect-
ful - even reverential - attitude towards Nature.’

converted into less-useful (higher entropy) forms.
For instance, gauitational  energy has the iowest

Peter Harper dea!s in detail with the practicalities of

entropy of all and is the most useful. Gravitational
tailoring demand to supply in the secticn  on
Autonomy.

energy, say in the form of falling water, can bs con-
verted into mechanical energy (say, the rotation of a

Let’s look instead at where all our energy comes
from.

turbime) with ahnost 100% efticiencv,  but the con- 1
version of mechanical to gravitations  energy is a less / THE SLiN KING  (4)
efficient process. Next togravitational  energ.y  is
mechanical energy, which in turn is more useful than I -The source  of almost UN the enerp~ we xse on earth
electrical exrgy (and rherefore has lower entropy),
so the efficiency of conversion of mechanical to

is the Sun. The rate at which solarenerqy  is inter-
cepted by the Earth is .lbout 170 x 10” kilowatts,

electrical energy !in a dynamo) is very high; but the
efficiency of conversion of electrical to mechanica!

which is equivalent, if you like, to the power of

energy is somewhat lower.
170 million miliion continuously-burning single-bar

Lower still on the scale of usefulness is heat
electric fires - or, to use a more personal metaphor,

energy. Although efficiency of conversion of most
the flow of power which the 3,500 million people of

other energy forms to heat is very high, the
the earth would be consuming if they eac6 left more

efficiency with which heat can be used to generate
than 48,000 IkW electric fires burning continuously.

these other forms is pretty low. Heat CPD  be / .
Added bp over a year of 8,760 hours, the total

generated very efficientiy from mechanical energy
energy delivered by the sun to the Earth amounts to
no less than 1.5 x lo’*  kilowatt hours (kWh).

(in a friction brake, for example) or from electrical
energy (in ao immersion heater), but can only be

Compared to this enormous annuaJ influx, the

converted  back into these forms with relatively low
amount of energy we humans actual!y consume is

efficiency - -which  is one reason why the generation
extremeiy  smalt. Our total world consumption of

of &Xricity in fuel-burning power stations is such
/ a..enery per year - in such forms as co& gas, oil and

a wasteftii process.
, electrtc~ty (but excluding food) - is about
60 x 10’*kWh.  This is only one-25,OOOtb  of the
annual solar energy input to our planet.

About 30% of the Sun’s energy is reflected
stra *ht back into space. Another 47%,  it has been

~ ‘ia
calculated, goes to heating up the plmet’r  land
surface, its atmosphere and its oceans. This energy
is re-radiated to space more slowly as low grade
heat. And about 23% is used in evaporating, from
our lakes and oceans, the water which eventually
falls as rain and flows through our rivers back to
the sea. It has been calculated that the total
amount of hydropower potentially available from

I.
this source is of rhe order of 26 x lii’2kWii  per
year. Eventually, this energy too is degraded to
low temperature heat and re-radiated into space.

A little of the incoming energy, about 0.2%,
causes pressure differences in the atmosphere and
oceans, which in turn cause airand water to flow
from areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure.
These ‘convection’ flows manifest themselves in the
air in the form of winds. and in the oceans  in the
form of c~mxts.  And wheo winds react with the
ocean surface, they cause another indirect manifest-
ation of solar energy - wves.



The total amant of energy contained in the
Earth’s wirx!s, waves, and currents is estimated to be
about 3.23 x lO’jk\Vh per year. It would be impos-
sible to tap more than a fraction of this amount, of
course. In practice, tind power for example is
reckoned to be p~xentially  capable of delivering
something like 0.Xx IO”kWh  per year.

An even smaller amount of solar energy. only
about 0.02% of the total, is absorbed in the vital
process. photosynthesis, in which plants draw carbon
dioxide and water from their surroliading  environ-
ment and convert them into oxygen and carbohydr-
ates such as starches and sugzn.

The energy absorbed durmg &is process, on
which the whole of human, animal and plant life
depends, is stored in the chemical bonds which hold
the plant’s carbohydrate molecuies together. This
chemical energy is released when an animal eats the
p!am as food; or it can be released simply by burning
the plant, during which the plant’s stored carbohydr-
ate &acts with oxygen at high temperamre  and gives
off its energy as heat.

When plants die, their leaves are normally decom-
posed by ‘aerobic’ (air breathing) bacteria, m the
presence of oxygen, and some of the energy stored
in thei: carbohydrazs  is released to the environment
in the form of heat - which is why a compost heap
becomes warm. But some dead organic matter is
deposited at the bottom of lakes or in peat bogs,
where there is little oxygen, and does not decay
completely. When such partially-decayed matter,
over millions of years, btiilds up and becomes buried
under layers of sand, rock and sediment, it eventual-
ly turns into one or other of the ‘fossil fuels’ such as
oil or coai, or th? tar sands and oil shales now being
heralded as the solution to the US ‘energy crisis’.
These deposits, while undergoing decomposition in
the absence of air (amerohc decomposition) give
off large quantities of ‘narural  gas’, which is another
fossil fuel and is composed mainly of methane.
(Methane can, of course, be generated by the anaero-
bic decomposition of ordinary organic matter).

The fossil fuels represent, in a very real way, the
Earth’s ‘life savings’ of energy: they amount to the
planet’s non-rcnemzble capital because the geological
znd biological processes which formed them over
the past 600 million years have proceeded so slowly
that the deposits can be regarded as essentially
fued - at least in relation to any human time-scale.

By contrast, the energy flowing continuously to
our pfaoet  from the Sun is wneazble. or income
energy, because it uill keep flowing for as long as
the Sun keeps thing, at a rzte zhich cxcccds  by a
factor of aboui 25,000 the world’s rate of energy
consumption.

Apart from the Sun, there are two other sources
of income energy

One is the grwitational  pull of the Moon and Sun,
which acts on the world’s oceans and causes the
tides. The total amount of energy stored in the
Earth’s tides has been estimated to be about
26 x 10’ZkWh  per year, or about 0.0017% of tiae
total solx energy input. Some 0.56 x 10’2  kWh of
this energy is capable of being harnessed.

The other is ‘geothermal’ energy, heat generated
deep in the Earth’s core when radioactive substances
decay. ‘The  total amount of geothermal energy flow-
in,c to the Earth’s surtace, either by direct conduct-
ion through the ground or by convection through
volcanoes and hot springs is estimated to be about
280 x 10L2kWh a year, of which 0.53 x 10QkWh  a
year is estimated to be usable in practice. (Strictly
speaking. geothermal energy is a non-renewable
resource, but it has been calculated that even if so
much heat were taken from theearth that its
temperamre  cooled by one-tenth of a degree centi-
grade, the energy supplied would meet the world’s
present needs for four million years.)

Throughout history, mankind has found ways of
tapping these renewable energy supplies - by build-
ing sailing ships and windmills to capture the energy
of wind; by devising wa?er mills to harness the rain
that flows thrxgh rivers; by constructing houses
with thick, south-facing wails to store the Sun’s
direct heat energy; and by burning trees and other
plants to trigger the reaction with oxygen which
liberates the energy stored in their carbohydrate
bonds.

The energy stored in fossil feels can also be liber-
ated by reaction with oxygen, which is what we do
ever)~ time we light a coal tire, start a car engine,
switch on the oil-fired heating or light a gas stove.
But every  time we do so, we irreversibly deplete an
energy supply that has taken millions of years to
build up. Pre-industrial consumption rates were
negiigible, but at present consumption rates, we will
have used up the Earth’s entire supply or fossil fuels
in a few hundred years from start to finish.

This reckless expioitation  of our irreplaceable
fossil resomces  has, however, been accompanied by
exploitation of a different and more personal kind.
Man’s inhumanity to man has, of course, been a
characteristic of all epochs, but the advent of easily-
accessible concentrations of energy in the form of
coal, and later oil, has amplified many times the
power of the exploiter over the exploited, the
tyranny of the oppressor over the oppressed. As
Tolstoy observed more than seventy years ago (5).

‘If the arrangement of society is bad (as our is),
and if a small number of’people have power over
the majority and oppress it,-every  victory over
Nature will inevitably serve only to increase that
power and that oppression.’

The misery of the millions of labourers who worked
in the Dark Satzxic  Mills of nineteenth Century
England was made possible (although not necessar~~)
by the coal that fuelled the steam engines which
drove the pri&tive machinery of mass production.
And the alienation’of  the car workers of Detroit and
Dagenham today is made possible by the oil that
powers both the sophisticated production lines and
the chromium-plated end product.

Fossil fuels have unique characteristics which
make them eminently suitable for exploitation by
ruling oligarchies in the furtherance of their own



interests. ‘They are concentrated in discrete locat-
iens, on !and that can be bought ior seized). *like
the re”r.vable  resources, which in general are pretty
evenly distributeJ throughout the globe. Their
extraction from the Earth requires large amounts of
capital and a high degree of technical expertise,
which means that only Governments and the
largest corporations can afford to finance such
underrakings.

Moreover. since deposits ue usually located at a
considerab!e &stance from the consumer, vast
amoUnts  of profit and tax can be added to the cost
throughout the various stages of transport and distri.
b&o”  without the cus>omer  normally being any
the wiser.

So efficient, icdeed, ha\-: the properties of “on-
renewable energy sources been in enabling the “ding
minorities of society to preserve and extend their
influence that when the exhaustion of the Earth’s
fossil fuel reserves recently appeared as a prospect

I on the horizon, the search immediately began for
mbaitutes with simi!arly-obliging  characteristics.
The energv  Czars of the worid did oat have far to
look. Their friends in the military establishment hai
come up with just the answer, in the shape of

nuclear fission.
When it comes to shoring up economic and politi-

cal monopolies, nuclear fission is a well-nigh ideal
energy source. Like cord and oil, it depends on dig-

/ ging up something  solid snd tangible, namely Uran-
/ ium, from ground to which one can own the ‘rights’.

Better still, the retming and enrichment of Uranium
requires eve” greater amounfs  of capital and techni-
cal know-how thz” are needed to process oil. Best
of all, the technology involved in turning enriched
Uranium into usable energy is so esoteric, so costly
and so dangerous that the number of organisations
in the world capable of performing the feat is prob-
ably only about a dozen at present.

The development of nuclear power will bring in
its wake a” increased death rate from cancer and
leukaemia. and a higher incidence of genetic diseases
in future generations, even if there are no catastro-
phic accidents, because ‘small’ quantities of ‘low-
level’ radioactivity are routinely released to the
entironmedt  by nuclear power stations and fuel
processing plants.

And plutonium - a substance so toxic that just
! one kilogram of it could, if dispersed into the atmo-
i sphere, cause 2.7 million fatal lung cancer cases (6)-
wdl he produced in vast quantities to fuel the highly

I
unstable breeder reactors needed to make atomic
power a” economic proposition.

But all that matters to the ruling oligarchy is that
mdear &ion is potentially capable of providing
a large proportion of the energy needed to sustain
the status quo f0r.a few more centuries.

When pressed, the exponents of nuclear fission
admit that its exploitation implies serious problems,
but they fall back on the lame justification that
fission is just a ‘stop gap’ to tide us over until the
scientists succeed in developing nuclear fusion which
will, ‘hey say. enable vat amounts of energy to be

created from the ‘virtu~lv-inexhaustible’  reserves of
deuterium in ti,e world’sbceans.  Fusion rextors.
they say, wil:  be the ‘ultimate answer’.

What they do not say is why it should be
necessary for us to go to immense trouble ro create
our own fusion reactor when we receive one-and-a
half million million million kilowatt hours of energy
a year from the Great Fusion Reactor in the Sky
known as the Sun. Could it be becsuse  no one has
yet perfected a way to corner the market in sun-
shine? Is it because no one, so far, has been able to
channel all the sun’s energy into a small number of
outlets from which it can be divided up into units
and sold in packages, as has been done with virtually
every other natural commodity?

Science is working on the probiem, though. Peter
Glaser, vice-president of Arthur D Little Inc, the
international firm of management consultants, has
since the late ’60s been assiduously promoting a
megalomaniac scheme for a huge solar power station
in orbit round the Earth which would transmit its
power back ‘o ground level by microwave radio
beam (7). Glaser suggests thst an enormous panel of
solar cells, 25 square kiiomeacs in area, cou!d gener-
ate electricity to power a battery of microwave gen-
erators. These in turn would feed their power to a
one kilometre wide tiansmitting antenna, which
would be focused on a 7km wide receiving antenna
on Earth.

The microwave beam would pass straight through
clouds with little absorption. and the receiving
antenna  would be co”&ted,via  suitable matching
equipment, to the electricity grid system, to which
it would supply something like 5,000 megawatts of
power. The main advantage of the scheme, according
to (ariser, is that the ‘Sateiiite Solar Power Station’
would be abie to operate at till efficiency for 24
hours a day almost every day of the year, unlike ter-
reariai solar panels which cannot operate at night
and work at reduced efficiency when there is cloud.

Among the disadvantages, however, are that the
estimated capital cost of the SSPS (around ESZO!kW
l52OikWj is, eve” now, twice that of a conventional
central power station and also greater than the
capita! cost of other large, but ground-based, solar
energy col!ectors that have beenproposed. And
given that the whole project depends on the perfect-
ion of a number of technologies still at the develop-
ment stage-such as the Space Shuttle, cheap mass-
produced solar cells, and efftcient,  inexpensive
microwave generators - it seems inevitable that the
cost estimated at the moment are grossly over-opti-
rhirtic.  At the moment, development costs alone are
reckoned to be around 820,000 million. And the
problems involved in maintenance of an SSPS,
assuming it can be stationed in orbit successfully,can
at this stage only be guessed at.

More serious still are objections to the scheme on
the grounds that the microwave beam, even if accur-
ately pointed, is of sufficient intensity to cause con-
cern about its possible effects on living tissue; and
that the beam could accidentally (or deliberately,
for military purposes) be deflected from its focusing





point at the receiving antenna to a location where its ~ ordinary visionary, Aldous Huxley, nearly 30 years
;zdia:ian could h--m hum-n beings (8). Su: the ! aor: in his essav  Ssiencc.  Liberi),, Pmcc (1 I). I can
biggest objection to the SSPS is that to an even
greater extent than & rhe other high-:&hnology

~ do no better than to i?a!icise  the paragraph xwhich
seems to me the most important, and to point out

megzprojects. such srations could on!!; be consfmct-  that Huxley’s comments, though origin&y addressee
ed and operated by the richest corpornrions or to the development of the ‘tropical countries’, apply

with even &rcater  force to the future of the more
fl

nations of the world, in whose already over-power-
ful hands they would concentrate even more
control.

Some recent schemes far hxnessing wind power
have displayed a similarly-alaiming tendency
towards cemralised gigantism.  William E.Heronemus
professor of electrical engineering at the University
of Massachusetts, Amheist,  put forward in 1972 a
scheme for no less than 300,000 wind turbines to br
erected on the Great Piains i?J. Tine turbines, each
5Oft  in diameter, would be mounted 20 at a time
atop enormous 85Oft towers spaced at a density of
about one per sqare  mile. The output of such a
complex would be equivalent to that of nuclear
power sations of some 189,000 megawatt capacity,
just over ha!f the :otai  installed e!ectrical  generating
capaciv  of the United States in 1970.

:mpcratr  regions of today’s industrial world:
‘Unti!  recently, the direct use of solar power has
been impracticable. owing to the technical
difficulty of consrructing  suitable reflectors. A
few months ago, however, it was announced that
Russian engineers had developed a cheap  and
simpie method for .zonstructiug  paraboloid
mirrors of large size, capable of producing super-
hcaied stem: and wen of m&lug iron. This dis-
covery could be made to contribute greatly to the
decentralisation  of production and population
ad the creation of a new rype of agrarian society
making use of cheap and inexhaustible power for
the benefit of individual small-holders or self-
governing co-operative groups.

But such a scheme, even if economically com-
petitive with conventional energy sources, perpetu-
ates the cenwalisztion of energy in a msr,ner  which
may protect the investments of the electrical
Utilities but which ignores an essential characteristic
of wind power - the fact that it needs no distribut-
ion sysrem  aiid is capable  of increasing, rather than
decreasing, the self-reliance of regions and seal!
communities.

The centraiisation  of naturally-decentralised
enerc sources may not be the oniy way of turning
them mto commodities. however. Consider this
quote from a recent arricle on wind power (10):

‘Great co-rporations  have not as yet entered into
this fieid because wind energy has not seemed to
be monopolisable over a pipe or spire.  Enterprise
can he rewarded, however, in greater magnitude
thaiz er‘~.,  iw!?we,  by producing and renting world.
around wi;.d-harnessing  apparatus - following thf
models of the computer, telephone, car rental an<
hoteling service industries.’

In case you were wondering, the author of this
shrewd bit ofadvice  to our friends in the mu!ti-
national corporstions  on ho% they may best make a
killing out of what Nature @es for free is that sup-
posed hero of the connter-culrure,  Buckminster
Fuller. We can look forward, then, to rhe day when
&e regime of some izrrer-dzp AiIendc  is ‘de-stzbii-
ised’  b:j  the CIA in retaliation for ia attempts to
take into public ownership the local subsidiary of
11-T Wind Energy International Inc.

There are c!early two distinct modes of devtiop-
ment of the naturally-distributed energy sources: a
benevolent mode in which they are employed to

facilitate the decentralisation of political and
economic no.er, the redistribution of wealth and
tte liherat~on of the individual; and a malignant
mode in which they are used to prop up the i:cntral-
ised and authoritarian  structures  of our existing
industrial scriety These  two possibilities were
spelled out with his customary clarity by that exna-

/
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For the peoples of such tropical countries as
India or Africa the new device for directly hzrnes-
sing solar power should be of enormous and
enduring benefit -unless, of course, those at
present possessing economic and political power
should choose to build mass-producing factories .
around enormous mirrors, thus perverting the
invention to their ova centralistic purposes,
instead of encoilraging its small-scale use for the
benefit of individuals and village communities.
The technicians of solar power will be cowfronted
with n clearcur  choice. They tax work for the
cowp!+%er  ensiavemm of the industrially-back-
ward peoyles of the tropics, or for tbsir props-
~iue liberation from the twin curses of poverty
and smhaie  to political and economic  bosses.’
_



in agticulmre.  This is due to the unique abl;;+y  of
plants to convert O,O2% of incidect slsz radiation
into stored chemical energy by the process of photo-
synthesis. ‘Ine plants absorb water and carbon
dioxide from the soil and the air. and use sunlight to
convert these materials into carbohydrates : ch as
sugars and starches. The light energy is converted
into the chemical energy bonding the carbohydrate
molecules. Only the wavelengths of sunlight between
0.3 and 0.7 microns are used for photosynthesis,

compared with tht light from 0.3 to 1.1 microns
wavelen,ti  which can be used by a silicon photo-
rkciric cei;. if the pianr is eaten  by an animai  rhe
chsmicai bowis of the molecules are broken by
oxidation ar,d energy is reieased to power the
animal’s body. The oxidation of plant matter in an
animal in ?_n&g;o~~r ~0 burning fwl, -which is the
simplest way to use the energy of p!ants TV produce
heat, drive macbine:y,  etc. !f 2 p!a.nt deczys rather
than king eaten, its stored energy is released largely
w heat. An estimated thousandth part of total plant
matter produced each year is deposited in conditions
which do CC: fzvcur decay or comr;!et? ener~  loss,
and in these conditions the mat&l undergoes the

first stages 0’ fossilization. When coal, oil or natural
gas are burned the same chemical bonds are being
oroken as ii the original p!ants had been burned, and
tie energy produced is originally the ener-v of

photosynthesis.

!n !950 wood ftic! ~ti!! contributed 4% of the total
world energy supply. Of the earth’s original 4.8
billion hectares of forest, 1.2 billion are now under
management to produce a regular timber crop and
another 2 billion are still virgin forest (the rest has
been cleared for agriculture, cities, transport, etc). L
Eectare  of mixed forest with trees of differing ages
and varieties will  supply about 7.4 tonnes of usabie
timber per yea!, a pine forest 10 tonnes per hectare
per year, and a tropical rain forest 59 tonnes per
hectare ner war, If zl! the carbon in the 175 x 109
dry to& oi organic matter produced by the bio-
sphere annually were burned as fuel at 75%
efficiency, it would supply about 500 x lOI*
kWh, roughly 10 times the world’s energy con-
sumption for 1970. As a Fxl, wood has a
calorific velue of 4.2 kWb/kg.

The most effective way to use plants as a fuel is
by burning them. Good combnstion  can release a
greater proportion of the calorific value of p!ants
than any other secondary conversion of their
energy. Wood-burning appiiances such 1s heating
stoves and cookers can be obtained with efficiencie
of at least 75% (Fig 1). although none are made iii
Britain because of our lack of forests, and tradition,
al supplies of coal. The most efficient of these



2pphmS  have secondary combustion chambers i annod yieid per hectare per year of 2,000 tonnes,
where the hydrogen and carbon monoxide xlrased 1 although the system hs been tried only on a very
by the bumlng  wood are burned to increase the total small scxk. This technique could be used with such
energy obtained. Wood can also be used to iire high yielding crops as sugar beet to produce large
boilers for indmtri& use, as in a furniture factory in
High Wycombe, Bucki”ghamshire, where a boiier  is

quantities of fuel. Although beet could be converted
mto alcohol as a fuel it would also be ideally suited

filelled by wood offcuts  and the steam drives a for conversion into methane gas by the method
generator to run the machinery of the factory. ~ described in the following section of this chapter.

Wood and other plant materials can be converted
into more  conventional liquid and solid fuels such as

ANAERORIC DECOMPOSITION AND METHANE

ethyl alcohol and charcoal (usable as rep!acements !
GENERATION

for “em01  and smokeless fuel resoectivelv).  These When oreanic  matter decornooses  in the absence of
f& were wide!y used during thi war i”‘timber-
producing cow&es.  During  the Second World War
the forester Edward Lundh doubled the effective
annual wood fuel harvest in Sweden by improving
forestry praaices  and eliminating waste. Buses,
teats and tractors were fitted with wood g,as
generators which produced a mixture consming
largely of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
methane and hydrogen which was fed directly to
the engine as a petrol substitute. Wood was also
distilled to give motor lubricants, converted into
ce1lulosc  cattle feed and, when fortiiied with soya
flour and yeast, sold as a meat surrogate. These uses
of wood ceased after the war because they were
expensive compared with conventional sources of
materials, but they &owed how many of the
requirements of a conventional energy-using system
could be met by a renewable fuel.

PEAT AND DUNG

Two other fuels of vegetable origin deserve mention;
these are peat and dung. Peat is used in ireiand,
&many and the GSSR ad there are eve” F0V.W
stations fuelled by it Peat production worldwide is
35 millio” tonnes per year. The great advantage of
peat is that it iz a renewable resource, and a managed
bog wiii regenerate every !mndred  years. Dried dung
cakes are used in underdeveloped countries as a
source of fuel for cooking and space heating. This is
a practice which is ham&l  agriculturally and
medic&y  because the land is deprived of essential
manure and the smoke from the burning dung causes
eye disease. But as long as no other sowce of fuel is
available the bumin:; of dung is unavoidable.

ALGAL CULTURE

The wish to gain higher yields pet hectare of biomass
has encouraged researh  into microscopic single-
celled plants such as ChIoreUa  (a type of algae)
which can give yields up to 86 tonnes per hectare.
These plants can then be converted into charcoal,
combustible gases and combustible liquids by
pyrolysis (heating to 500y-900°C in a closed con-
tainer without air). A considerable amount of energy
is required to dry the water out of the organic
material, and the energy input could be higher than
the value of tile fuel produced. Some researchers
suggest that the higher plants could give yields as
high as algae, given suitable go*ai”g conditions.
Reports of rrials  in West Bengal of the Shader
process of hydroponic culture (using organic
“utrienu rather than chemical solutions) quote a”

oxygen (?e ‘maerobically’).  as can sometimes happen 1
in a poorly managed compost heap, incomplete
oxidation takes place to give a mixture of ammonia,
nitrogen, methane and carbon dioxide, and hence
the characteristic smell of putrefaction. The cycle
cm be completed by the addition of more oxygen,
the methane being oxidized to carbon dioxide and
water. It is this property of anaerobic decomposition ~
that could be exploited to yield another type of fuel ~
from biomass.

Anaerobic decomposition was originally developed;
as a means of rendering harmless the sludge from
the purification of sewage, and the methane

i

produced was treated more less as a byproduct. :
However, where the sewage works is of sufficient
size the gas has been exploited as a tie1 for
generating power in gas engines to serve the needs of
light and heat at the sewage works (this happens at

,

Mogden and Cambridge). Because of the research
behind the process for the safe anaerobic decom-
position of sludge, much is known of the becte:ia _
that produce methane from organic matter and the ~
conditions under which they best thrive. The I
generation of methane from organic wastes therefore i
has a strong theoretical basis. The organic wastes
must be maintained at the optimum temperature for :
the particular bacteria involved in the decomposition.~
Some digestion of wastes will occur between tern- ~
pem”Xes  of O’C  to 69OC  but generally there ate
ccnsidered to be two optimum temperature ranges.
Between 29°C and 41°C the ‘mesophilic’ bacteria
are active, whilst between 49°C and 60°C the
‘thermophilic’ bacteria ate active. Although

I

digestion occurs at approximately the same rate for
both these temperature  ranges, the usuai iange ~
allowed for optimum gas production with the least
expenditure of energy to maintain the temperature :
of the decomposing wastes is between 32OC and
3YC. It is quite common in small-scale systems for

~

some of the methane  produced to he burnt to ~
generate the heat required to maintain gas produc-
tion. Insulation of the digester, particularly in cold
climates, is also very important to reduce the energy
required, although in hot climates such as India,
where much work has been pioneered on small-scale
digestion, this is not so critical.

It has also been recognized that the acidity (pH)
of the digesting wastes is important in ensuring
optimum methane production. A pH range of
6.8-8.5  (ie slightly alkaline) is accepted as best. For
sewage  sludge decomposition a pH of 7.0-7.5 is i
generally established but the New Alchemy Institute



found from experiments of digesting manure and
digesTs.

plant wastes that a rwre aliiaiime  mixture with a pH
Fig h. Oil drrm
EU~P  di~esars;

of 8.S8.5 war better. The pH range is affected if raw
organic material for digestion is added while diges-

~$u*~;~~~;~~~

tion is taking place. The addition of excess raw
hddrr; Pig 2. Oil
drum .3igcsrcr

wastes encourages acid conditions as the first stage
of decomposition involves the production of volatile

“‘$~~;o$&~

acids. If these are produced faster than the methane
Pig &I. CO”fi”YD”E
production  mrthhsne

generating bacteria can break them down into the digerrer;
final products of ““aerobic decomposition then the Fig k. Combined

decomposition stops until sufficient methane-
dige.fer  and gan
holder.

gcne&ing  bacr&  have grown and the balance is
restored. It is “ossib!e  to add lime or ammorium
phosphate to iesrore the pH when it has become too / (O.l%), ninogen  (1.0%). oxygen (0.1%) and hydro-

~ acidic but alkaline sodium salts should  not be added
as these kill the bacteria. Raw wastes which are

gen sulphide (trace). This raw gas has a calorific

r$nrally more alkaline, such as horse and cow
: value of 5.6-7.2  kWhln?_  However, the gas can be
j scrubbed to remove the corrosive and nor-

manures, can be composted aerobically to reduce
the acids of the initial decomposition and hence

: combustible portions to give a product very sirmlar

keep the pH range at optimum for gas production.
to natural gas, consisting of 98% m&xne,  1%

The time a!lowed for gas production depends
carbon dioxide and 1% nitrogen. The carbon dioxk

upon the type of digester and wastes being used.
and any ammonia present can be removed by bubb

The original method was one of batch digestion
ling the raw gas through lime water, 2nd the hydro-

where the wastes were put into a tank, sealed and
gen sulphide removed by passing it through iron

left for a minimum period of one month. the actual
filings. As the gas comes from the digester

~ time aUowed for digestion depending on the six of
it also contains a considerable quantity of water

~ ‘the plant. During this time decomposition would be
vapollr which should be removed by pass&g  the gar

I completed and all the gases given off and colIected.
thwxgh  a desiccant t” prevent subsequent conden-

~ Only when all the gas had been given off was the
sation of water in the gas pipes causing corrosion.

digester opened and the residual ‘fertilizer’ taken
Many different types of organic matter have bee]

out (Figia,b,c).  Airernariveiy, digesters have been
used in methane plants in an attempt to fiid the

most efficient conversion of biomass, and hence
operated where the raw wastes are ground up and
added daily or weekly, with the completely digested

solar energy, into methane. To some extent the
mat&& used must br limited t” those available.

slurry being expelled ar the other end, gas product-
ion therefore being continuous (Fig 2d,e). For the

thus in India digesters ha.e been designed to use

recommended  temperature range of 30°C  to 35°C
cow dung and some plant wastes as the raw materia

the normnl period of decomposition is 1-2 monrhs.
~ The aim here was to supplant the “se of dried cow
dung as a direct fuel which involved the loss of

~
~

Once optimum conditions for digestion have been ~ manure to the soil. With the methane plant, althoug
established, rhe yield of gas depends to some extent -

on the raw materials being digested. As mentioned,
~bhe initial capital investment is much higher, the co

,., r. _ ~ dung is still used to produce a fuel but the slurry
w

/
: me mam constituents  of tix gases  of decompos,t,o”
are methane (54.60%) and carbon dioxide (37-45%1

~ temalnq once digestIon 1s complete IS a valuable

~ with traces of hydrogen (0.3%). carbon monoxide
~ fertilizer for the soil, only slightly less rich than a :
compost from ae:obically  decomposed wastes.



j Digesters have also been run completely on plant
~
I
wastes, although here the scum formed on the
surface of the digesting wastes by the undigestible

j plant materials can inhibit gas production, and for
I this reason batch digestion of plant wastes has
usually been recommended so that the scum can be

~ cleaned cut regularly. Because methane production
i from organic wastes has recently been viewed as an
/ alternative method of producing fuel on a large scale

rather than as a more sophisticated compost heap,
emphasis has been placed on the most productive
plant form to supply the wastes to be digested. Alga
yawn under cptimum conditions can give a yield of

1
86 tonnes hectare compared to the 2.4-24.0 tonnes
hectare of some of the higher plants. However, the

! algae must be harvested from the solution they are
grown in before being digested and this requires
energy. It has been argued that some of the high

iproductivity higher plants such as sugar beet and

~
sugar cane could probably achieve yields similar to
those of the micro-organisms if grown in comparable

/ optimum con&t.1 mns and, with their stc;es of avail-
: able sugars, may even contain more digestible
: material than the algae. There has so far been

insufficient research tc confirm either viewpoint.

In considering  any wastes for digestion the quan-
tities of available carbon and nitrogen in the
material are important. In anaerobic decomposition
the bacteria make use of the available carbon 30-35
times faster than the available nitrogen. If there is
insufficent available nitrogen present, some of the
bacteria die, thus releasing the nitrogen in their cells
and restoring the balance. The digestion process is
inhibited whilst this occurs. Once all the available
carbon has been consumed fermentation stops and
any excess available nitrogen remains in the fiial
slurry. This will be lost tc the atmosphere when the
slurry fertilizer is spread on the ground. Table 1
shows the carbon:nitrogen  ratios of various raw
materials that might be used for digestion. However,
the values for the C:N ratios in this table that have
been measured in the laboratory may differ
considerably from the actual C:N ratios of carbon
and nitrogen available for digestion and for this
reascn they can only form a very approximate guide
From experiments h India, cow dung with a
measured C:N of 25:1, richer than the recommender
30: 1, was found to be an ideal waste for digestion
and gas production. Water must also be included in ’
the ccntents  of the digester, which should be 7-9%
totai soiids, so the ground raw wastes shou!d be

1

mixed to a slurry w<th water. Urine could also be
used to mix the slurry but its high available nitrogen i
ccntent  sh,ould  be included in the estimation of the I
C:N ratio. Table 2, which shows gas yields from
specific wastes, measured empirically, may be a 1
better guide to expected results.

The type of plant used for methane production ~
can vary from the large-scale sewage works
digester, plants that can now be purchased for
converting intensive livestock wastes (pigs, hens)
into enough fuel tc run a farm (Fig 31,  to a unit
where a lorry inner tube is used as the digester and

I
i



enough gas can be produced from twc dozen back-
yard hens to boil 2 litres of water in 20 minutes
(enough to boil an egg but not enough to boil an ok
hen. Fig 5).

The digester designed for ‘TL?:e  Mother Earth New
at Madison, Ohio, by Ram Bux Singh  il!ustrates the
typical features of mcst  small-scale plants so far
constructed (Fig 4). The digester is a metal drum
3,000 mm in height and 1,200 mm in diameter,
surrounded by an outer drum which forms a water
jacket through which water heated by some of the
gas~produced  could be circulated to maintain the
temperatures of 320C-3j°C  for digestion. The
digester can either be batch fed, being loaded, sealer
and left for 30 days, during which time all the gas is
given off, or it can be operated by feeding the waste
chopped up and mixed to a slurry with water, at
regular intervals. As each load of fresh s!urry is
added, an equal volume of the digested fertilizer is
displaced, and gas production can therefore be
continuous. A 1.5 kW pump is incorporated in the
system both to pump the fresh slurry into the
digester and the finished slurry from it. It also
circulates the fermenting wastes within the digester.
Although energy is needed to run the system, the
plant is designed to produce 170 m3 of gas per
month, whilst operating the pump for 20 minutes
each da
10.2 m Y

to stir the wastes uses the equivalent of
methane per month and the gas required

for burning to maintain the temperature would be
slightly less than this amount. The gas is collected in
rive  floating cover of the digester and the weight of
this cover provides the gas pressure. From here it is
led to the appliances. Other systems use separate ga!
storage equipment like very small gasometers but in
all systems the weight of the cover either directly or
counter-balanced is the’means  of pressurizing the ga

Any discussion of actual digester systems must



take account of the fact that methane diluted in the attempt should be made to light it.
air in certain proporrions  is very explosFx  when Apart from producing methane, the anaerobic
ignited. The critical range is a mixture of 4%-14%
methane in air. When emptying a batch digester

~ &Tzion  of biomass produces a valuable fertilizer
e garden OT farm. It is best to let the fiial

system, the gas line must be shut off well beforehand 1 sludge stand for a while, so that any ammonia it
so any gas left in the system can vent to the air and / contains can escape to the air as this would be harm-
the remainii,g  methane can be fully diluted before ’ ful to plants. The sludge will be wetter than normal
the cover is removed and the sludge cleared out. In compost and also slightly more acidic so this must
the same way, the first time the floating cover  or gas I be considered when applying it to the soil. However,
holder is filled with gaz after digestion starts, the : some experiments have shown that the nitrogen in
covet should be pushed down so that all the gas is the sludge in the form of ammonium bicarbonate
expelled. It is then left to fill @t-i.  In this way any may actually be more available to plants than the
air originally in the system mixed with the first
methane produced will not be ignited. Even though 1 pbsting of bioxnass.

rutrates and mtntes  produced by the aerobic com-

the high concentration of carbon dioxide in the first I
discharge of gas will probably prevent its ignition, no j Robert  Vale

Insulation Brenda Vale

Insulating materials can be either man-made or
natural. Natural insulating materials of organic
origin. include cork, eel-grass mat, snawboard  and
sheep’s wool. These materials arc either expensive
07 require a considerable thickness of material to
give a high degree of insulation. They are also
adversely affected by damp and attractive to vermin.
However, if a large amount of free or very cheap
material can be obtained and suitable protection
can be given from moisture, natural organic
materials may be a good choice.

The main inorganic natural materials are mineral
wool, which can be obtained in slabs or quilts and
is made by extruding molten rock into tibres; and
exfoliated vermiculture,  which is made by heating a
micaceous rock until it expands. These materials
have an insulating value comparable to that of the
man-made materials.

Apart from glass fibre, which is similar in form to
mineral wool, most man-made ins&es ate made of
oil-derived plastics. The moss  effective of these is
expanded polyurethane, which has the advantage of
resisting fire and moisture, but this is the most
expensive material. Expanded polystyrene is cheaper
and effective, but it bums fiercely, giving off
poisonous fumes, unless a tire-retarding  grade is
obtained. The cheapest expanded plastic is foamed
urea formaldehyde, but this has no mechanical
strength  and cannot be made into slabs or boards.
It is this material that is pumped into cavity brick
walls to add insulation. The wa!ls provide a support
for the weak foam.

When insulation, of whatever kid, has been
installed, it must be protected against moisture
vapour in the air. If vapour  condenses in the
thickness of the material it will be made useless,
since the insulating effect depends on trapping dry
air. To prevent condensation, a vapour  harrier-
such as polythene sheet (with joints folded and
taped), vinyl wallpaper, 01 two coats of oil-based
paint-must be fixed oz the warm side of the
insulation so that the vapour  never condenses.

The insulating properties of the surfaces of a

building are measured in terms of their ‘U-value’,
which is defined as the amount of heat escaping
from the fabric of the building, measured in watts,
per degree centigrade of temperature difference
between inside and outside, per square mete of
surface area. The U-value of a surface is governed
by the materials used, their thickness and the degree
of exposure of the surface. A typical example of a
well insulated structure is timber-framed wall with
a cladding of shiplap boarding, a filling of 150mm
expanded polystyrene, and an inner lining of
plasterboard, which will have a U-value of
approximately 0.2 W/m’deg.C,  whereas the cavity
brick wall of the average British house has a U-value
of about 1.7 W/m*deg.C.

1

: j

1But good insulation in itself is not enough. It is
essential to realise that even a high level of StructLra
insulation can be negated by a high degree of
ventilation; each air change takes warm air out and
brings in cold air. A normal house may have three
or four air changes per hour, even though half an
air change per hour would be quite adequate. It
should be recognized that draught sealing and
weather stripping are at least as important as the
conventional forms of insulation.



/SUNSHINE
I SUPERPOWER
j Useful solar energy is collected simply and cheaply
i by plants, but the process is not very efficient in

terms of the proportion of incoming energy ccnvcrt-
I ed For many purposes it is mere efficient or useful
tc apply sol&&& directly  as heat, or mere rarely,
by direct conversion tc electricity. Solar heat is
collected either at high temperatures by ccncentrat-
ing direct radiation from a large tc a smaller area; or
at low temperatures hy allowing it tc heat up
materials exposed to It. The low-temperature
processes are on the whole mere efficient and permit
the use of diffuse sky-radiation as wel: as direct sun-
light.

HIGH TEMPERATURE SOLAR HEAT
The sun’s energy can be used to produce heat at
high or low temperatures. High temperature solar
collectors are typified by the French solar furnace
in the Pyrenees which IIFS an array of large
moveable mirrors to produce temperatures in excess
of 3,OOoOC  (Fig 1). On a smaller scale there are
many designs of solar cookers which will boil
water, bake bread, etc, by focusing the solar
radiatirq  cntc a small area by the use of reflectors
(Fig 2). Similar devices have been built using
curved reflectors tc ccncentrate  the radiation at a
linear focus. A black pipe carrying water placed at
this focus will be heated sufficiem!y tc produce
steam (Fig 3). The problem of ccncentratcrs  is that
they need direct sunlight and must he tracked tc
keep the sun on the required focus. The linear type
lessens this problem and need only be adjusted in
tilt cnce a week or less. The concentrating collectors

are fairly complex in construction as the ccrrect
shape of the reflecting surface must be maintained,
and their form means that they are very difficult to
incorporate into the fabric of a building. If free-
standing, they are liable to suffer damage from wind
and exposure.
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z / LOW TEMPERATURE SOLAR HEAT
2 :
z.i i The commonest use of solar heat is in iow

I temperature (up to 5ff C) flat plate collectors. Thes
I have a black heat-absorbing surface which is in

contact with the fluid to be heated (usually air or
~ water) (Fig 4). ‘Ihe absorber has one or more
: transparent covering sheets. The solar radiation
/ passes through the transparent cover and is absorhel
by the black plate, which becomes heated. The infr
~ red radiation. from the heated plate cannot re-
~ radiate through the transparent cover to the outside

so the temperature of the plate rises and the heat
I can he absorbed by a circulating fluid. The back of
I the plate must he insulated to prevent loss of heat.
~If the number of glass or plastic covers is increased
the heat lost by convection and conduction througl
the face of the collector can be reduced, but the

proportion of the solar energy reflected from or
absorbed by the cover sheets also rises.

Flat plate collectors will collect  indirect as well
as direct radiation but useful temperatures are
obtained only with direct radiation. It is not worth
trying to achieve high temperawes  with flat plate

collectors because collector efficiency falls off as
the temperature of collection rises. The collector
should obviously face South and be ilred m redive
i the maximum radiation. The tilt should be such as
i to collect the most energy during the winter months

trying to achieve high temperawes  with flat plate
collectors because collector efficiency falls off as
the temperature of collection  rises. The collector
should obviously face South and be ilred m redive
the maximum radiation. The tilt should be such as
to collect the most energy during the winter months

i

when the heat is needed. The usual recommended
tilt angle is the latitude of the site plus lY, which,
in Southern Britain, leads to zn angle of 67’:
difficult to incorporate into the fabric of a buildiig
Fig 5 shows how, with a building of a given volume
a large collector can be built to replace the whole
roof-covering at an angle of about 30”. If the
collector is as cheap as the rooting it replaces, this
design will give considerably more heat than the
smaller area of optimum-angle collector that could
be built within the same building volume.

‘IXERMOSYPHONSYSTEMS

The collecting system csn be either closed or open.
In a closed system the fluid flows in tubes or ducts
fxed to the black absorbing surface. Provided that
all the pipes slope slightly upwards, and, more
importantly, that the bottom of the hot-water
tank or heat stove is above the top of the collector,
the fluid will thermosyphon  round the system
without the need for a pump (see Fig 6). Early
designs of closed collectors used copper tubing
soldered to blackened copper absorber plates in
order to achieve good thermal contact between the
plate and the tube. Most recent designs in such
collectors use pressed steel central heating radiators
painted matt black. Points to note about
thermosyphcn  systems are that the pipes must be
of large diameter (for water systems, at least 28mm
diameter) so that the flow is not reduced or stoppem
by friction. Because the system is always full, the
water must contain anti-freeze to prevent trouble
on winter nights, or it must be drained at G&t and
refilled when the sun comes cut.

PUMPED SYSTEMS

The main problem of a thermqsyphon  system is thr
siting of the tank or heat stove. In order for the
system to work the tank must be higher than the
collector,  but the constmction  of a large tank abcv
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i roof presents considerable problems, and the
m tads to be used only for coUectors  that
ly domestic hot water to a conventionally
hot water cylinder. If a pump is incorporated

e circuit the tank and coUectcr ca” be sited
Tendently of one another. .4t the Sam: time
ollcctor  can be of the open type, where water
,tributed along the tcp of the absorber plate,
5 under gravity to the bottom and is collected
mmped through a heat exchvlger  to the top

K coUectcr used by BR.4D in Wales is of this
(see Fig 7); the absorber is dark grey
ized cormgated  aluminium  and the water is
hrough a perforated pipe at the top and
cted in a plastic gutter at the bottom. The
ctcr gives water at 58 C in summer. One
lem of open collectors, in theory if not in
:xe, is that water vapcur will condense on the
cover and lessen the amant of heat
cted. This does occur at BRAD but does not
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to affect the operation of the collector
Scantly. Another problem is that as the system
t sealed, algae, fungi and other organisms that
verm damp conditions will tend to start
ing. This can he stopped by putting a suitable
tide in the circulating water. The fungicide
Id not contain any metallic salts that might
Ide the metal absorber. Advantages of the open
ztcr are its cheapness and the fact that it is
raining and will therefore not freeze.
,e need to add things to the circulating water
icide,  black ink for increasing the heat
,bed,  anti-freeze) means that the collector

-

circuit shbuld be indirect, that the water flowing
through the collector is not the same as the water
which comes c”t of the taps. The collector water
should flow through a coil of pipe in the cylinder
containing the water to be heated. The same systen
is advisah!e for closed collectors to prevent any
build-up of scale in the pipes.

COVERS

The choice of material for the clear covering sheets
has an impact on the cost, efficiency and life of tht
collector. The usual number of sheets for year-
round operation is two, although the computer
programme of the solar energy research group at
the Central Lcmdon  Polytechnic indicates that
double glazing provides only a small increase in the
heat that a collector wills  contribute. The BRAD
collector mentioned above is single glazed but is
designed only for summer “se. Glass is the best
material for coverjng in terms of transparency and,
more importantly, long life, although it is relativel)
expensive, difficult to handle and breakable. The
main disadvantage of glass is that it requires a



supporting structure (such as glazing bars). The
ideal material would annc~r  at first sieht to be a

”

clear corrugated plasric’because  it would be light,
easy to handle and being corrugated would require
no glazing bars. The problem of transparent plastics
is that they are almost all quick!y  degraded by
sunlight and become brittle and opaque. The best
plastics from a degradation viewpoint are
pclymcthyl  methaaylate (‘Perspa’)  and
polyvi?ylflouride (PVF).  These are both more
expenswe than glass  in rigid sneet form. PVF can be
obtained bonded tc clear corrugated glass fibre and
this would be an effective collector cover were it not
for the wry high price. The degradation of plastics
is caused by the ulna-violet content of sunlight and
it may be worth using a layer of p&tic under a
sin& &ss skin to achieve a chewer  dcuble-elazedL c

cover than if glass alone were us&. The g:assLshould
help to cut cut the ultra-violet light and therefore
improve the life of the plastic. Care shoul i be taken
that the se&ted plastic does not melt or soften at
the temperatures that may be reached in the
collector.

PASSIVE SOLAR COLLECTORS

The simplest solar collectors are rhe ‘passive’ type
where the structure of the building itself is used to
coUect  heat without the need for pumps, fans, etc.
Such collectowcan  gecerally  be used oniy for
space heating. A typical passive collector is that
designed by Trcmbc and Michel  in the Pyrenees
(see Fig 8). It consists of a heavy (usually concrete)
wall with horizontal slots at top and bottom. The
cuter south facing surface of the wall is painted
black and double glazed,  leaving a cavity between
the waU and the glass. When the sun shines, the wall
heats up, the air in the cavity is heated and rises,
flowing into the building through -he slot in the top
of the wall and being replaced by cold air entering
the cavity thrcugb  the slot at the bottom. When the
sun stops shining the heat stored in the massive wall
continues tc hear the air.

A similar system is used by Steve Baer in New
Mexico, with a wall made of black-painted oil drums
ful! of water (see Fig 9). At night insulated shutters
are closed over the outside of the oil drum wall and
the warm water then radiates heat into the room.
These systems have little long-term storage capacity
and acre  best suited to climates with sunny days and
cold nights. but they have the great advantage ol
no mechanical parts to break down, and no need
for additional energy to run them. Water-heating
passive col!ectors arc on sale in Japan; these take
the form of a black plastic pillow which is filled
with warer in the morning and left on the rilof
under a clear plastic cover. In the evening the hezted
water can be drained off for use.

STORAG:E

A solar heating system requires a means of storing
heat for cvcrcast days. The ccmmcnest  storage
media are water or rocks. Water takes up less space
for a given heat storage capacity but the container
must be Leakproof; rocks enable heat to be drawn
off at the temperature it is put in without the
temperature being reduced by mixing. Both require
a large, highly insulated container, preferably inside
the building tc be heated so That the heat lost from
rhe storage gcoes  into the bdilding. To keep the
volume of storage as small as possible it is essential
tc reduce the heat requirement of the building by

good insulation. Given a very large volume of
storage it would be possible to store heat from
summer to winter. This was tried successfully at

Tin rhe 1930s but is expensive. Chemicals have
been used for storing heat-usually substances that
melt when heated and give up heat on resolidifying,
such as hydrated sodium sulphate. The problem is
that after a number of heating/cooling cycles they
cease to give up heat at the required temperature.
AU the chenicals so far tested for he?t storage are

1
mere expensive than water or rocks. A further
method of storing heat is in a two-vessel sysrem

I rather than in a single container of one mate&l.
For instance, a solution of sulphuric acid and water
may be heated by the sun and the resulting

steam condensed in a separate vessel. When the
remaining concentrated sulphuric acid cools and



the wpour  pressure drops, the water in the other
vessel will evapowre and re-enter the acid. When this
happens the water gives up its heat of condensation
and a:so the h?at evolved when it mixes with the
concentrated acid. If a valvr is plxed  in the pipe
connecting the two vessels, the heat may be stored
indefinitch~ xs fix warcr  will  onlv recombine when
the valve is opened. Such a system is obviously
ccmplex tc build but could have the advantage of
being smaller in volume than a water tank of the
same storage capaeiv.

S O L A R  P O N D S

*,
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Heat may also be collected and stored in ponds. A

::::,, pond is constructed with a black  lining and filled
”I; with concentrated brine. A layer of fresh water is

,i;i,,, placed over the brine. The solar radiation passes
l:\i ~, through the water and hca:s  the black bottom of

the pond and hence rhe brine. As the brine is much
heavier than water it cannot rise to the surface and
evaporate. A coil of pipe in the brine conducts the
heat away for use. This method has been tried in
Israel by Tabor to provide low pressure steam to
drive a turbine. The ponds must be very large in
area to minimize heat losses around th; edges.

TEMPERATURE AND EFFICIENCY

As flat plate collectors produce heat more efficiently
at low temperaaxes  there is a problem when this
heat is reqiircd  in a bllilding. k conventional central
heating system wi:h r.idiators operates at 80°C
whereas the collector 41 give hear at about SO’C.
A warm air system will work at 50°C or iess but
the necessarv  ducts and fans take up considerable.,
space, particularly  in an existing building. The most
effective use of 5O’C hat is in large radiant ceiling
panels containing warer. although  these give the
most comfcrrable  conditions of any scat of heating,
they are expensive.

HEAT PUMPS

The increased efficiency of low remperature  heat
colleaion  and the posslblbry of simplifying the
collector if it is ncr to collect a: higher temperatures
have led to the use of heat pumps with solar
collectors. The heat pump works in the same way as

a domestic refrigerator by absorbing heat at a low
temperature, doing work on it, and exhausting it at
a hig!rer  temperature (see Fig 10). In the refrigerator
heat is absorbed from the food, which is cooled and
exhausted into the kitchen, which is (slightly)
warmed. The quantity of high grade hear produced
is greater than the amount of work put in. This
apparently ‘free’ hear is gained at the expense of the
temperature of the low grade heat source, which is
reduced. Therefore, if one has a large volume of
something which is at a fairly constant temperature,
such as the earth, the air or a lake, heat can be
extracted from it without reducing its temperature
unduly. This is a method of using solar energy
indirectly in that the low temperature heat source
is initially warmed by the sun.

In the vapour compression heat pump (and the
electric refrigerator) a suitable rtfrigerant  such as
Freon 12, at the temperature of the low grade heat
source, is compressed as a gas to raise its boiling
point to slightly more than the temperature required
for space heatmg.  The pressurized gas passes through
condenser coils over which the air or water to be
heated flow. This cools the gas ro below its boiling



im so it condenses and gives out heat. The liquid
‘rigerant is collected in a receiver and passed
.ough an expansion valve which czuses the
:ssure  to drop and the temperature to fall. The
ol liquid then passes through the evaporator
Us, which are in contact with the low grade heat
urce. Heat is absorbed, evaporating the liquid
lich returns to the compressor.
The effectiveness of an ideal heat pump cycle is
xsured  by its ‘coefficient of performance’ (COP).
me higher the COP the more heat is upgraded to a
;her temperature per unit of energy put into the
stem. Obviously if advantage is to he taken of the
at pump, the COP should be as high as possible so
at the nxximum  amouoi of usab:e beat is
ovided for the expenditure of as little energy as
sssible.  To achieve high vabxs  for the COP the
fference in temperature between the low grade
at and the required high grade heat must be as
la.11 as possible. If a low grade source such as the
il or a river is being used, the temperature is fixed
roughly 50°C. This is about the lowest
mperature the soil wiU  reach at a depth of 1,200
m in the southern part of Britain.
The effectiveness of a heat pump system is
Juced by the fact that the circulating refrigerant
eds ro be cooler than the low grade source in
der for heat transfer to take place to the
frigerant, and hotter than the required
mperature  in the building so that heat can be
msferred  to the heating medium. This can add
l-200 c to the temperature difference. It cau be
en that the same problem of heat distribution
ises as with solar collectors, for if hot water
diators are used the temperature difference ,wiU
: high and the COP will be low. Furthei
ductions  in the theoretical efficienc$  occur
cause the compressor cannot be 100% efficient;
ause expansion and compression of a refrigerant

P a real installation never match its theoretically
.dezl behaviour; and because power is needed to
lrive fans, pumps, etc. For these reasons the overall
:ffectiveness of a heat pump system is measured by
,ts ‘performance energy ratio’ (PER), which is the
xtio of the heat output to the input to the heat
mgine system. In practice the PER will be about
30% of the predicted COP. PEKs of up to 6.0 have
oeen  achieved with units using waste heat from
power stations at 25’C, and up to 5.0 using air or
yound-water.  However these were large installations
domestic scale installations can usually achieve 3.0
at the most.

In order to reduce the temperature difference,
attempts have been made to use solar heated water
es the low temperature source, and then to upgrade
it. Because the solar heated water is rrot required at
a high enough temperature for direct use as a heat
source, the collector can be cheap and simple. A
house was built in Tokyo using this system; the
collector was not even glazed but merely painted
black. The system in the house was complicated by
the fact that heat was extrxted from the mains
water before it was pumped to the collector, and
also from the house sewage caught in a tank before
it passed to the sewer. In total, there were three
heat pump systems. If a solar collector alone has to
supply all the low grade heat input in such a system,
it must have a very large area.

One point not often considered in relation to
heat pumps is their efficiency in overall fuel terms.
Most domestic inrtaUations  are operated from
mains electricity  and may have a PER of 3.0,
meaning that for each kilowatt-hour of electricity
bought, 3kWh of heat are given out. However,
the conversion of coal or oil to electricity in a pow
station is about 40% efficient, and losses in the
transmission iines can reduce this to less than 25%.
A soiid fuel Or gas boiler or closed room heater may
be 70% efficient and therefore a heat pump with a
PER of ~3.0  is only the equivalent, with the
expenditure of a lot of effort and complex
machinery, of burning coal at home. A boiler could
be used directly to boost the temperature of solar
heated water to a usable level and would therefore
be serving the same function as a heat pump plus
solar collector installation at greatly reduced cost.

The heat pump comes into its own where it ran
be driven by a primary fuel or m ambient-energy
source, rather than by mains electricity (see Fig ll),
The high PERs obtained with large scale heat pump
installations are often the result of driving the heat
pump compressor with a diesel or gas engine, and
using the cooling water as an additional source of
heat. Here the energy of the gas (which could be
methane if the installation were on a farm) is used
directly to drive the engine and the heat produced
by the inefficiency of interilal  combustion is x!so
used, thus raising the efficiency of the total system.
The heat pump is perhaps trebling the value of the
fuel. Another possibility is to use a heat pump
compressor to absorb the excess power produced
by a large aerogenerator.  Wind-powered generators
must be governed to prevent over-running and

/
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subsequent damage, and much of the potrntiai
energy in winds of higher velocities is wasted. If the
surplus energy could be taken up by a compressor
the formerly wasted energy could be used and its
value increased. Obviously hear storage would be
required for windless days, and this could add
considerably to the cost, but this and similar
propbsals  (see Wind section) show a better use of
the heat p’xnp than simply as a means of using
mains electricity 2s efficiently as a boiler uses coal.

DIRECTSOLAR GENERATIQNOFELECTRICITY

Electricity can be prodow : dixctly from sunlight
using devices with 20 mot ing parts.
*Then-no  couples If alternate lengths of electrical
conductors or semi-conductors of different kinds xx
joined together, and one set of jucctions  is heated~._ ~ .

device, and the expense of the concentration have
tended to favour research into ‘photoelectric cells’
where sunlight is turned directly into electricity (see
Fig 13). The high cost of such cells, usually made of
silicon crystals, has confined their use to space
vehicles, but this cost is now falling with the
development of cheaper materials such as cadmium
sulphide, and simpler manufacturing techniques. It is
now thought that cells could be produced for about
E300  per kW (roughly comparable with the cost of
wind generators). A house has been built at Delaware
University (see Fig 14) using a 7 lm* array of thin
fdm CdS cells on a roof at a slope of 45“ (with con-
version efficiencies as low as 5% a 2Om’  panel would
be required to produce 1 kW). Air is blown through
ducts behind the cells to cool them, and this air,
heated to 24OC, is then used for space heating com-

wmle the omer IS cooled, an electnc  current 1s bined with a chemical heat storage bed. The cells are
produced (see Fig 12). The heat could bc applied by laboratory manufactured and no cost is given, but it
concentrating collector of some sort to produce a

a~

solar thermoelectric generation.
~ can be assumed that at present the use of solar power
~ to produce electricity is too expensive for general

*Photoelectric devices The problems of keeping the ) use, although new techniques for manufacturing
cold junctions cold while heat is applied to the hot
side, of maintaining the sunlight focused on the

, cells may soon alter this situation. ..~-
i ~~~~~ val.
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NATURAL,  -ENDLESS,  FE
The wind is a natmxllv-distributed.  virtually
mtzpped  and non-p&ring  sour&  of eoe,,.  As
iouch,  it offers many possibilities for the
lecenrralization  of power production, since the
lamessing of wind can be easily controlled and
naintained by the people who make use of its energ)

over the centuries since the first windmills-evn!ved  ’
from sailing boats and animal mills-appeared in
China and Persia around 2,000 BC.

Everyone knows that Gnd was once used to pu%h
ships  around the world-incidentally, some of the
mean crorring times of the old clippers were
competitive with the crossing times achieved by
modem freighters-and most people are fatiliac
with the Dutch use of windmills to drain laid
reclaimed from the sea. But few know of the many
other devices for harnessing the wind, developed

A lot of work on wind has also been done in this
century, but unfortunately a large prcportinn  of it
has consisted of research into large-scale machines,
which are both expensive and very vulnerable in
high winds. It is this preoccupation with large

_

power stations which has stopped wind power from
‘being fully expioited-quite apart  from the e~eotkil
foohshncrs  of tr,+g to centralize sod charge fo?

~

distributing a form of enerw which Natwe
:
:

distributes-fofo;  nothing. Burthere  is another and
more hopeful side to the wind power story.

EE I-t

One  categorization of windmills divides them into
vertical axis or horizontal  axis machines. Veitica!
axis machines (“panemones”)  can accept winds
coming from any direction, so do not require any
orientation system to turn them into the wind, but
usually have high drag characteristics. Horizontal
axis machiies  usually have to be tuned into the
wind (hence reqoixiig  special mechanisms for
orientation), but tend to have better perforrr;ance.

Wind machines can also be classified according to
the mode of displacement of the blades or sails.
There are two main types (see Fig 1): I. Windmills
in which the blades move in the same direction as
the wind; !!. Wbdmills  h which the biades  move
perpendicularly to the direction of the wind.
l 1. Windmills in which the blades mow in the
direction of the wind These machines are
characterized by a tip-spged  ratio (see glossary of
terms) of less than 1, ie ihe blades rotate at a speed
lower than the wind speed. The blade speed in
practice is rarely greate:  than a third of Jle wind
speed which means that these are ‘slow’ machines.

The axis of the rotor in such machines is
perpendicular to the wind direction and is usually
vertical. Generally only one blade or sail is actively
‘driving’, while one or more of the blades is rotating
against the wind-which retards the overall speed of
the milL The different methods empioyed  to
overcome this problem of retardation are what
distinguish the different wind machines in this
category.
a) Windmills with simple drag With these machines,
the blade nioving  against the wind changes its
position so that it offers minimal resistance to the
wind, or is screened off on the windward side.

1. Screen wind machine (see Fig 2). A suitably-
placed screen dispenses with the problem bf
retardation of the blades turning against the wind.
The screen can either be fixed or movable, the
former obviously being only suitable when the
wind direction is fairly constant. With a movable
screen, the machine can accept  winds coming from
any direction, although it can be a complicated
process to move the screen. Screen machines can
have a vertical axis (these are sometimes called

Fig *a. i

1
1 ‘merry-go-round’ windmills; see Fig Zb), or a
horizontal axis (these are sometimes known as

‘jumbd’ windmillqsee  Fig 2~). The Russian Stastik
windmill (Fig Zd), in which the whole machine was
kept oriented into the wind was a horizontal-axis

version.
~ 2.‘Clapper’ type wind machine (see Fig 3a). The

blades or sails are hinged, and swing about a vertical
; axis. A stop situated near each blade holds it back



~ when it is in the drive arc of its cycle, yet leaves it
free to feather in the wiod for the rest of its cvcle.
?,is ~irangement  has ihr disadvantage of inwIving
considerable machine maintenance because of the
continual shocks received by the sails or blades
when they bump up agahst the stops; it is this

bumping action which gives the ‘clapper’ type its
name. The clapper windmill is believed to hwe

been one of the first windmills; there ax some still
in existence in China (Fig 3b)

3. Wind machine  with cyclic variation in b!ade
angie (see Fig 4j. k?y means of an epicyclic
zecha?i:m Or s p,iste-  2f bdt: 0: ch-im,  the bi&s
of such machixs  chmge their angle in relation to
the wind, and turn round their  vertical axes through
half a revolution for each complete revolution of

the rotor. The effect is similar to the clapper type
without the shocks, but the complicated mechanism
l”vo!ved  meam that this mzchine loses one of the
main advantages of the simple panemones,  namely
that of cheapness and simphcirj  of consttucti>n.
b) Windmills with drag difference With these
machines the shape of the blade is streamlined so
that the drag is less in that hart o; its cycle that

i opposes the Cod. An important advantage of these
machines is that they do not oeed a mechanism for

srientation.
I. Cup-type wind machine (see Fig 5a). The “cap

anemometer”, used in metecrological  stations for
measuring wind speed, is the best example of this
type of machine The shape and number of cups

may vary-as can be judged from Fig 5h. Such
machines are not particularly useful  for harnessing

wind energy.
: 2. Transverse flow wind nxhine (see Fig 6a).
: These machines are analogous to the Banki water
: turbine,  and are a transitional type between Type I
~ and Type II machines, as the wind strikes the blade
surface  not perpendicularly. but at a small angle.

The ingoing w&d produces only a smaii part of the
driving torque, the main power coming from the
~ outgoing wind. Drag  ag+nst  the wind results in a

loss in efficiency, and furthermore, with increasing
speed of rotation, the braking torque inc~ases
more rapidly than the gross driving torque. There is
however an advantage in this apparent inefficiency:
no special devices are needed to limit the speed in
high winds. This type of rotor also exhibits the
‘Magous effect’+  perpendicular force created by
the z&foil-like  properties  of s cylinder spinning in
the windstream  Its efficiency can be increased by
the use of guide vanes, when high rotation speeds
can be attained (see Fig 6b). This type of wind
machine has not received the attention it appears to
warrant.

3. Savonius  Roior (xc Fig 7j. This machine
derives from the cup windmill, and bears a
resemblance to the transverse flow machine. It

consists of a vertical cylinder sliced in half along its
vertical axis. the two halves so formed being pulled
: apart about 20% of the original diameter  (there are

some variations in this distance and in the shape of
i the curvatwe  of the blades, from a fairly streamlines
i almost airfoil shape to a simple semi-circle). This



type of machine operates in light winds and is
ideally suited to pomping or mechanical drive

applications, but because of its low tip-speed ratio
~ (b:5 to 1.5), and therefore its slow rotation, it is
~not’really  suitable for electricity generation.
I Savonius  rotors have been in use for some time as

i ventilators on vans and as ocean current measuring
~ devices. The Brace Research Institute at McGill
1 University in Montreal, Canada, catalysed a recent
I resurgence of the Savonius with its “recycled oil
~ drum”  design for Third World waterpumping
I spp!ic&om.  The oil dn... II_ ______,  _._.. -~am S.unninv ~lrhrn~~h  it is
rather heavy and has the poor drag characteristics
~typical of these machines, can provide a cheap

sou*ce of power

/
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*II. Windmills with mtor blades moving
perpendicularly to the wind For these machines the
Cpspeed ratio xay often be greatsi than I-ie the
blade tips totate  at a speed higher than the wind
speed. They are, generally therefore ‘fast’ machines,
and can be divided into the following categories:
Machines having their axis perpendicular to
windflow;  Machines with axis parallel tc the
windrlow,  and kept oriented inro the wind.
a) Machines with axis perperidicular  to windflow

1. \rertical  axis wind turbine (panemone)  with
~rlir variation in blade angie (see Fig 8). The-I ---- --
blades are of airfoil sections. In these machines the
biade is propuisive  oniy in the arcs AR and CD (see
diagram). The wind traverses the blades twice, and
the variation in blade angk is obtained by a suitable
rotation of the blades. Darrieus.  a Freoch wind

,p’
lr

ower engineer, patented B version  of this machine
11n31.

2. Fixed-blade panemone  (see Fig 9a and b).
hese machi&s  only work nzhen the tip-speed is
n~h greater than the wind speed. It is necessary to
:art the machine in order to initiate self-sustaining
per&on,  (for example by using a Savonius rotor
1 provide an initial torque). Such a machine, also
overed in Darrieus’  patent, is much simpler than
le variable blade type, easy to construct, and
ppears to have many advantages and possibilities.

3. Vertical axis carenary  wind machine (see Fig
c), ‘Ihis  is another variation of the No.II.2.  type,
nd also covered by Datrieus’  patent. The airfoil
,lades are bent into the fotm of a catenary (hoop
hape) to avoid stresses and bracing. ‘This type of
nacbine has tip-speed ratios ranging from 4 to 7-
!most as fast as a p:opel!er  type ox&tie-but  like
6.112. it requires a starting device. A Savonius
otor at the centrc can be used. Interest in this



machine Ins recently been revitalized by work done
at the National Research Council of Canada by two
engineers, Raj Rangi and Peter South.  They have
carried out wind tunnel tests which show that a Sm
diameter turbine can produce 1 kW of electricity in
a 20 km/h wind with blades turning at 170 rpm.
They estimate that it would weigh 70 kg and cost
around EZO.  This machine is one of the types being
considered by NASA as part of its 100 kW wind&
research programme,  to he!p make the US
independent in energy (!). This turbine has many
advantages over conventional .windmills, the main
one being that it can receive winds from any
direction -without having to be oriented into the
wind. This appears to make it suitable for use in
urban situations where the wind direction is
constantly changing and where a propeller type
machine would spend a lot of its time chasing the
wind rather than producing energy.
b) Machines with  axis parallel to and oriented into
the zoind  Wind machines of this caregory  are: the
Mediterranean-type sail windmill, English and Dutch

windmiIIs,  propekr  driven -v&dir&,  and
multiblade fan-type windmills. These can further be

subdivided into high and low ‘solidity’ machines.

~ High Solidity Machines Low Solidity Machines
ohave a Ixge area of
blade proportionate to

/ phave  a smau ratio of

j 2 t0taa area swept by
, &de to swept area

~ ohave a low tip-speed

) elal;I~~il-section

/ ohave a high tip-speed
ra t io / rho

1 .cm start at low wind j wzinnot  normally utilize
~ speeds
@are  iess efficient con-

I low wind speeds

verte:: of wind energy
~*-cPyvert  energy more

~ than propeller-type  low
i etf!c!ently than high
1 sobday  tvoes

solidiry machines 0 are suifa’ble  for
@tend  to be unsuitable

i

~
~

fo: electiicit=y iiiilcss hi& ~
electricity generation

j gearing is used

j Because of their low rotation speed, their ability

to utilize low wind speeds down to about 2.5 m/s
(6 mph), and their ability to start under load, high
solidity machines are generally used for mechanical
purposes-such as pumping and corn grinding.

Low solidity machines, which are more suitable
for electricity generation, generally start to tom at
wind speeds in excess of about 5 m/s (11 mph)
though some machines with variable pitqh blades
will “cut in” a: just over half this speed. They have
a high tip-speed, often in excess of five times the
wind speed.

In all machines with their axes oriented into the
wind, the active surfaces of the blade are placed at
very small angle to the wind instead of being
perpendicular to it, and the driving force, instead o
being displaced in the direction of the relative
velocity, makes an angle with it (see F,ig  10jl

The airfoil profile is placed so that It makes a
large angle (4 + a ) with the direction of the wind
when it approaches the surface. The forces brought
into piay result in the surface moving, with velociq
v in a direction perpendicular to the wind.

High  solidity ma,chines
a) Mediterranean-type sail windmills (see Fig 11)

They consist traditionally of wooden blade arms
triangulated with ropes and (usually triangular)



canvas sails. Of simple construction, these mills will
work in slow winds, but have relatively low rotation
speeds. Many ax stil! in use around the
Mediterranean notably on the Plain of Lassithi in
Crete. The Brace Research Institute and Windworks,
a research group based in Wisconsin, are cooperating
to develop a machine of this type for use in the
Third World to provide mechanical energy for
pumping, irrigation and similar applications. Such
mills rarely exceed a tip-speed ratio of 2, above
which the curvature of the sails assumes an
unfavourable  profile and gives low torque.

b) ‘Battle Axe’ windmill (see Fig 12). This is
similar to the previous type of machine, except that
the sails tend to be wooden and can harness only
low wind speeds. It is suitable for mechanical
energy needs and is fairly simple to construct.
VITA (Volunteers for lntemational  Technical
Assistance of Maryland) have produced a
set of plans for a version of this machine.



Fig id. Multiblade. .4lnericm “’ Em
nindrni,,. Mai”lr  used *or pumping.

d) Multiblade ‘American’ or fzn-type
windmi!! (see Fig 14). This machine

has a good starting torque, and rotates
at tip-speeds about equal to the wind

speed. It is very suitable for use in
locations with low wind speeds, and is
typically used for pumping. This is the
most c~mnmn type of wind machine in
production, in various forms, around

Propeller-d&n wind machines ate tt
most efficient in terms of energy
conversion at the present and are th
most suitable for electricity
production. They perform best at
relatively high wind speeds,

and can seldom make use of light winds. They have
received the most attention in modern times because
of their  relatively high efficiency and because of the
enormous amount uf work done on airscrew
propellers for aviation. They are, however, also the
most complex, in view of the relative precision of
the shape and curvature of the propeller blades,
although once the shape has been i!esigned,  they are
nor too dift:cult to construct.  If you do not feel
that you car, design the blades yourself where  are
various sets of plans (see Bibliography) available for
small scale applications.

Some va&ions  on the propeller-type and i
&us methods of increasing its efficiencv  are now ~v i

le ~d<

il
r

<scribed.
a) Venturi tube (see Fig 15). An idea that has I

Ftten been sweested is that of oositioninz  the7
:opeller (or Indeed  any other type of &bine) in
me throat of a venturi tube. The tube increases the
leed of the airflow, hence the rotation speed of the ~

1
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rotor, the power and the aerodynamic efficiency.
Bat this technique is generally cwsidered
uneconomic because the whole venturi-rotor
assembly must be kept oriented into the wind, and
at IS usually easier  to maeaSe  the rotor diameter
instead to get the equivalect  increase in power.
Nonetheless, a fair amount of work on the subject
has been done by the Electrical Research
Association (see the ERA’s publication no.CIT119,
A Preliminary Report on the Design and
Performance of Ducted  Windmills, by GM. Lilley
and W.J. Raiibiid)  and by Windworks (see
Dome-book Two, p.121, 1971).

b) Depression-type wind turbine (see Fig 16).
This consists of a hollow-bladed  propeller with
holes in the tips, which acts as a suction pomp to
draw air through an air turbine directly coupled to
a generator. This is one method of increasing the
effective rotation speed without gearing, but it has
low overall efficiency. When the rotor is turned by
the wind, air is driven centrifugally out of the ends
of the blades. The depression created draws air
through the tubular tower, at the base of which is

a

the turbine which drives the generator.‘A  1OOkw
Enfield Andreau  wind unit which operated on this
princiule was installed in the 1950s on a test site at
‘st All&s, Hertfordshire.

c) Counter-rotating wind turbine (see Fig liaj
This type of machine has two propellers turning in
opposite directions, placed one in front of the other,
One of the propellers is connected to the rotor, and
the other to the stator in a generator. The two
opposing speeds of the propellers give an equivalent
generator speed of up to double that of one
propeller. But one drawback is the complex nature
of the transmission mechanism. A version of this
type, erected on the German island of Sylt, is the
NOAH windmill (see  Fig 17b).

d) Sailwing  wind turbines (see Fig 18). This idea
was evolved by Thomas Sweeney of the Flight
Concepts Laboratory at Princeton  University, USA,
who developed the sailvziog  concept for the wings of
gliders and lightweight aircraft. It consists of a
propeller-tjjpe ti-y.dz-ill  (although the idea could
also be applied to a Darrieus-type  machine) in which
the leading edge of each blade is an alumicium  tube,

and the nailing edge is a tensioned cable. Over these
is stretched a fabric sock which when loaded forms
itself into a high-lift airfoil. This technique results in
an extremely lightweight and efficient propeller.
I”ne first machine that Sweeney built had two 4
mefre blades, each weighing only 6.5 kg. In a 3 2
km/h wind it produced seven kilowatts: The
Grumman Aircraft Corporation in the US is to
manufacture sailwing  wind generators under
licence, but plans for self-build models will be
available shortly from William Flanagan, Flanagan’s
P!am.  Box 5062. Lone island Citv. New York
lllO$ USA.

,

A low-technology version of this~machine  has
been developed by Marcus  Shexun  of the Ne:v
Alchemy Institute, using bamboo, string and
canvas for the propeller. One of Sherman’s mills
has been used in India for water pumping, arid
another to drive a car alternator via a car differentia!



here are also several other wind energy conversion
:vices  which do not fit into any of the prwiously-
wntioned  categories. Two that warrant a mention
:e tree pumps, and kites. Current interest in both
f these is mainly due to David Stabb’s  research.
) Tree Pumps (see Fig 19). These arc mechanical
evices that harness wind energy via the intermittent
movements  of large branches and trees, which arc
:iangulated by means of cables and pulleys to a
Rain-driven ratchet mechanism which rotates a
laft to supply mechanical power. This is quite an
lgenious system, but it remains to be see” whether
K idea will prove its worth. Also, extreme care
louId be taken to avoid damaging the tree, and
dvice  from someone who knows about trees should
e sought.
CKites A kite has been developed that can climb
nd stall at a preset angle to the wind. It operates
y means of a set of ‘spoilers’ on the nose, which
pen and drive the nose sharply downwards. During
xis downward motion a small counterweight
xpidly winds in some of the tethering cable. During
le lift motion that follows, the tethering cable is
raw” out and rotates a ground-mounted ratchet
mechanism.  A majorproblem in the use of kites is
xe fact that they need to be launched whenever
nergy is required and that they require wind to
tay up. This obviously limits any possibility of
utomatic operation. This limitation conceivably
ould be overcome by using an airfoil-shaped
alloon filled with hydrogen or helium to keep the
itelballoon in the air during calm spelis.

David Stabb has also been exploring various
“orthodox types of kite, including a giant ‘raw
opter’  (a sort of flying Savonius rotor,see  Fig 20)
rhich would drive a” endless tethering cable which

,” nun would drive a ground-mounted mechanism.
Like the tree pump, the kite has yet to prove itself
as a” energy converter for static power supply. But
.t has at least one distinct advantage over
:onventional  wind power plants, namely its ability
to climb fo relatively high altitudes, where wind
velocities  are much greater than they are “ear the
Found.

FZARNESSZNG THE WIND

/
-1

Before installing a wind machine it is obviously
important to know whether there will be enough
wind to utilize. You will need to know:

a) The amount  of energy expected annually;
b) The distribution in time-over the day, month

year 01 longer.

; i

c) The probable duration of very high wind specs
or of calm spells, during a given period.

The estimated energy available from the wind.
globally, according to Gelding, is approximately 13
tillion  million kilowatt hours a year. The annual
available energy per square metre of swept surface
may vary between 1OOkWh  for calm areas and
5OOkwh  for wry windy areas.

The annual average wind speed available at any
site will depend on the following factors:

a) Its geographical position.
b) Its more detailed location, such as its altitude

and its distance from the sea.
c) Its exposure-in particular, the distance away

,

from any higher ground likely to give screening,
especially in the direction of the prevailing wind.

d) The nature of tile surrounding ground, eve”
though it may not necessarily he high; fork instance
wry broken ground, with rocks, woods or groups
of trees, canseriously retard winds near the surface



of the ground (Fig 21~1).
e) The shape of land in the immediate vicinity.

because of the increased wind speed at higher
altitudes, hilltops are very suitable locations for
wind machines. A steep, though smooth, hill may
accelerate the wind flow over the summit by 20%
or more, by causing compression of the layers of
air in much the same way as an airfoil or venturi
tube (see Fig 21~). If the ixil is not smooth, or the
summit is too sharp, turbulence can be created (see
Fig 18).

The most suitable areas for harnessing wind
power are coastal areas, ridge lines of hdls, and flat
plains such as exist in Ho!land.

WZND DATA AND MEASUREMENT

Before you can decide on a particular type of wind
machine, besides knowing how much energy is
required for the particular task you want the
windmill to perform for you, you need to know
how much power is available from the wind on your
site. You need to know the pxvailiag wind
directions, the mean average wind speed and the
most frequent wind speeds. It is possible to get a
rough idea for the general area from windroses on
Ordnance Survey maps (Fig 22) or from wind
contow  maps (Fig 23). But practically the only
dtailed data available in Britain is from a few
meteorological stations and for a few sites that
were surveyed by the ERA. So the only alternative
to taking m&surements  for at least a year with an
anemometer  (see Fig 24), is to take a chance, and
hope that the nearest available meteorological data
does not differ too much from that for your site-
OI evolve a design by trial and error, trying out
various models of different types to see how they
perform over a period of time.

Some enterprising person should set up and
coordinate  a wind (and maybe also solar radiation)
measuremem  programme to be carried out by ,
schools, along the same lines as the recent, very
useful, schools pollution monitoring programme.



For more detailed technical data see Golding’s
Generation of Electricity by Wind Power. See also
the ERA publications, especially: The Aerodynamic!
?f Windmills Used For the Generation of Electricity
(No.IBIT4);  Windmills for Electricity Supply in
Remote Areas (No. C/T120);  and The Potentialities
9.f Witld Power,for  Electricity Genemtion (with
Special Reference to Small Scale Operations) (No.
W/T16).  “Designng  Windmill Blades” by Alan
Altman in Alternative Sources of Energy (No.14),  is
also useful.

CALCULATION OF POWER
Power is equal to energy per unit time, and the
energy available in wind is its kinetic energy. The
kinetic energy of any particle is equal to one half
of its r.~ass times the square of its velocity, or
‘%MV*.  Since the volume of air passing in unit time
through an area A with velocity V is AV, the mass
M of that air is equal to its volume multiplied by
its density P or, M = P AV. Substituting this value
of the mass in the expression for kinetic energy
above,  we obtain the formula:

Power = kinetic energy per “nit time = ?4 p AV.V’
=‘hpAV3.

Assuming that the swept area of the mill A is
equal to jl D’l4 , where D is the mill diameter,
then the power = $4 pa D2/4  V’

Or, in general terms, Power (P) = k A V3
where k is a constant (equal to l/iv).

In im e&l units. the value of constant k is
53 x B1U , when the area of the turbine A is in sq ft,

the diameter D is in feet, the velocity V is in mph,
and P is in kilowatts. In metric units, k is 64 x 10m7,
when the area A is in square metres, diameter D is
in metres, velocity V is in meres  per second, and P
is in kilowatts.

Putnam  gives a general formula which, when
converted to metric “nits, becomes:

P=472.11J6.Dz.V3
Encyclopedia Btitkzica  gives a slightly different
formula, which, in metric uni,s is:

P= 484. lC+‘.  D”. v”
But the maximum  amount of power that can in
theory be extracted from an ideal windmill has been
show by Betz to be 0.593 times rhe theoretical
power Pin the wind, as given above. Hence, in
iheory,  the maximum p&r extractible,  P (max) =
0.593. 484. 106. D*. V’

But in practice this multiplying factor has been
shown to be no greater than 0.4 or maybe less, ie
the actual power P (act) 5 0.4. 484. 1U6. D*. V3
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ESTIMATION OF OUTPUT

The table relat%g wind speed and power from w&d
devices shows that there is, for example, more than
a hundred times as much power available from a
50 mph wind as there is from a 10 mph wind. The
tremendous energies of high winds can easily destroy
a machine built to handle lower wind speeds unless
special provisions are made for protection. Various
devices for “furling” or bringing machines to a
safe condition in high winds are illustrated in Fig 25.

To estimate a windmill’s output you need to know
its characteristics and the frequency of winds ar
various speeds. For each wind speed there is a
corresponding amount of power per unit area,
calculable from the formulae given earlier. Knowing
the frequency of each wind speed you can calculate
the theoretical amount of energy capable of being
generated by a wind of that speed. The machiie’s
efficiency will vary at different wind speeds and the
total energy available for each wind speed must be
altered accordingly. There in also a speed above
which the machine must be :fuurled  to avoid damage,
and this energy is therefore wasted. Below a certain
wind speed the machine will not turn at all, so there
is an energy loss at erch end of the speed specmm-
though variable-pitch machines can sidestep this
limitation to some extent.

The annual output of energy supplied depends on
the actual wind behaviour,  in detail, at the site and
upon the design of the machine. These factors
car?not  be taken fully into a4:count  in energy
estimations made from wind survey data giving only
hourly wind speeds. But one procedure that can
be followed, and that is nut likely to lead to any
misconceptions prov&d  you realize  its limitations,
is recommended by Goldiig  and is as follows:

i) Relate the results of the wind speed measure-
ments made during a reEstively short  period-one or
two years-to the long-term wind regime at the site
so that a velocity-duration curve can be drawn.

ii) Cube the ordinates of thii curve to give the
power duration curve for the site (since power is
proportional to wind speed cubed).

iii) Estimate the specific output, T, (expressed in
kilowatt hours per annum per kilowatt of installed
capacity) corresponding to a given ‘rated’  wind
speed VP.  The rated wind speed is that at which the
.tid-driven  generator gives its fuil rated power.

WINDMILL USES

+ Pumping and me&mica1  applications  For
pumping, any type of wind machine is suitable. The
specific type chosen depends upon whether the



most frequent wind speeds are low or high, and the produced the electricity directly for heating on the
skills, material and money available. premises.

2

If simplicity of construction is requited and the One problem with using wind machines to drive
2

wind retime is mainlv one of steadv,  low wind heat mnnos is that conuxessors  usualIv have to be 2

speeds, &en go for a.Savonius  rot,, Greek-type
sail mill, or one of the battle axe or multiblade
types. If the wind direction is constantly changing
with low wind speeds, then a vertical axis machine
&at can make use of winds from any direction, such
as (again) a Savonius, a simple panemone  (ll.a.Z),  ot
a transverse flow machine (I.b.2)  may be more
suitable.

If more money is available and steady, relatively
hiih speed winds are experieiiced then pmpeller-
driven machines wiIl be more suitable. If the wind
speed is high, yet the direction of windflow is
constantly changing, then the Darrieus vertical-
axis twbiie, or possibly transvers&low  machine,
may be the most satisfactory. For mechanical
purposes-such as driving inachiie  tools, milling,
compressing air and so on, the same basic criteria
as for water pumping apply.

and to avoid very high gear r&s, the pref&ed
apes of wind machines are limited  at the present

Ekctricity generation Becz~~lse  of the high
rotation sueed of most normallv  available generators

“me to the propeller and Darrieus  types-and
possibly uansverse-flow  machines. But these
machi-.es  do not normally cut-in at low wind
speeds, 50 liiht winds are effectively wasted. This
situation is unliiely to change until some clever

drive; at H constant spbed,  whereas a Admill’s
rotation is irregular-but this problem is probably
surmountable.

hydra& brake have a cube power braking

4 Heating water by hydraulic braking A mote direct

characteristic which matches the cube relation of

way of turning wind energy into heat is by creating
turbulence in a fluid-a wind-driven version of
Joule’s classic mechanical equivalent of heat
experiment. A simple way to do this would be to
couple the wind machine to a paddle rotating in a
weIl-insulated tank of water with inward-projecting
vanes to generate turbulence and frictional heat
(Fig 27). This wilI have a braking  effect on the
wind machine which at low wind speeds would be
a diiadvantage  (and anyway the smaIl quantities of
heat developed would not be worth collecting);
but at high speeds, such hydraulic devices could
simuItaneousIy  regulate the machie  and make good
use of the considerable amounts of energy. The
range of wind speeds over which the machine can
usefullv  ooerate  could be extended. Some forms of

wind speed and wind energy very well, and these
would seem to be particularly appropriate for use
in areas where high wind speeds are common. The
idea is being explored by David Stabb, Simon
Longland and others.

electrical engineer comes up with a slow-speed
generator which is not of prohibitive size and weight
(preferably self-built). ‘Ibis copId allow slow winds
to be harnessed for electricity production by slow
but high-torque machines I&e the multiblade,
Savonius, or Greek-type sail  miIl.
4 Vapor  compresion  Another use to which a wind
machine can be put is to drive the compressor of a
heat pump (see Fii 26). This overcomes one of the
disadvantages of the heat pump, namely that of
dependence on the National Grid for electricity to
drive the compressor: the efficiency of power
generation on the National Grid is so low that it is
probably more efficient to use the foe1 which



ORIENTATION SYSTEMS

Horizontal-axis machines need to be kept facing
into the v&d. Some of the possible orientation
systems are as follows:

a) A tail vane mounted downwind from the
rotor, which keeps the roror facing into the wind
by m action simile  to a rudder on a boat (see for
example Figs i 1, 12 and 14). Most small wind
power plants are oriented by this mechanism.

b) If the blades are angled to point slight!y
downwind of~the mast or tower, the wind preswre
on them makes rhe machine self-orientating. This

~principle is used in two of the wind generators
designed by Windworks, and on the wind generators
and wind pumps produced by Lubing (see Fig 28).

.’
c) Fanrails.  These are mounted on a plane

perpendicular to the main rotor, and are in effect
small windmilis, usual!y  of the mu!tiblade type.
Tlxy are rotated by any cross wind and drive a
reduction gear which orientates the main rotor into
rhe wind. Tbis was one of the main orientation
systems of the traditional tower mill (Fig 29),  and

is srill  used on some large modern wind generators.
~
1

d) Rotating mast. Instead of jus! pointing the

~
machiwrv  ar r_he top of the mzst into the wind, the
whole m&t can be rotated. The Brace Research

~Institute’s 32 ft diameter airscrew windmill is
~ oriented in this way (see Fig 33). But it does not

rum automatically, and has to be moved by means
of a hand crank driving a truck.crow  wheel and
pinion at rhe base. This method is obviously not as

suitable as the automatic control offered by systems
a ,  1, ani?

There are several other ideas for orientating
windmills-‘yawing’ motors, elecrrically  or
hyd.raulically driven: rotatable uipods with two of
the legs caried on bogeys which run around a
circular track, while the third rotates in the centie
of the circle; or even floating the rotating part on
waxer. But most of thex suggestions are rat!xr
comp!icared z,+ are rcalljr only suitable for iarge
scale machines-which are of dubious value in any
case.

BLALWS AND SAKS

‘Ihe b,lades  of w%dmill  propeller rotors are usually.._ _ _
~ shaoed m the torn ot one or ofher ot the

Juol (Gedser  Mill) Airfoil (similar to Clark Y)
Used on Gedser mill in Denmark in 1958 (the
profile is given in Vol.7 of the Proceedings of the UA
Conference on New Sources of Energy, 1961, p.233:

Data about NACA and Clark Y airfoils can be
obtained from Theory  of Wing Sections by Ira
Abbott and Albert von Doenhofi (Dover, New York,
i959) and data about the Wortman airfoils from
Stuttgarter  Profilkatalog  I by C. Althat  (Institut
fur Aerodynamik und Gasdynamik  der Universitat
Stuttgart, 1972). Details of the Lejay Manufacturing
cO.‘s  designs for 6 to 10 ft windmill propellers  are
given in Fig 24.

The blades themselves may be solid; faksricated
(skin covering a skeletal framewcrk);  or of the
sai!wing type described previously. They may vary

conventional  airfoils, some of which are:
NACA 0015 Used in the ERA’s 1OOkw  wind

generator, erected in the Orkneys  in the 1950s.
NACA 2418 Used in the IJS War Production

Board wind turbine project.
NACA 4415 Used in the Brace Research

Institute’s 10m diameter airscrew wind turbine.
Clark Y Used in Jim Sencenbaugh’s ‘02 Delight’

self-build wind generator design. (See ‘D&ping
Windmill Blades’ by Alan Altman,  Altematiw
Sou7cer  ofEnergy  no.14.)

Wortman FX 60-126 Used in Hans Meyer’s
10 ft diameter, self-build wind generator design (see
Popular Science, November 1972, p.103).

Wortman FX 72-MS150B  Used in Hans Meyer’s
12 ft diameter self-build wind generator design.

_
in number from two to &v&e  or more but &e
optimum number of blades is three. They may
either be tapered or of rhe same chord-width
d~roughout their length, and may be of plane form..-... . . . *..aor twstea. ~lnen pacn may oe var*ame  or rutea,  ;na
they may be rigidly mounted or allowed to ‘cone’
or ‘drag’ in the wind, ro relieve the stresses set up
by rapidly changing wind speeds.
*Blade  construction The material used for blades
must be strong and yet light weight, and must not
be subject to serious deterioration in bad climatic
conditions.
Wood is an ecologically-sound blade making
material although it is becoming harder to obtain,
and more and more expensive. Its use encourages
over-exploitation of timber resources-especially in
the Third \I’orld, where little replenishment is

-



taking place and soil erosion is the consequence.
Why not plant some trees and put some wood back?

Timbers approved for aircraft propellers are:
walnut; some mahogany; Queensland silk wood;
ash; iroko; and silver spruce. As a general rule,
timber used for propeller construction should not
wugh more than 40 Ibs per cu ft. Specifications for
walnut, mahogany, ash md spruce, together with
details of methods for testing timbers, may be
obtained from the British Engineering Standards
Association. Wooden blades need protection at the
tips, due to the high tip rotation speed, and there
arc several sizes of standard brass tip available.

Wooden blades can be made by anyone with a
plane, spokeshave and patience, and are wry
suitable for s~.all wind machines (see  Fig 30). But

various other materials and systems have been
~ developed to reduce the weight.
~Fabricetcd  blades The process of ma!&g this
rype of blade will  be familiar to any model aircraft
bui!der.  It cor,sisn  of covering a skeletal’frame-work
~71: a fabric ‘which is then toughened by aircraft
“-ye, pJ ..““.A-1 ./..I-- A+* pm.. yapcr, if ^ tT4,-$*  esF;gb.

grade is found. Great care is needed for this method
of consrmction  and it is generally not worthwhile

’ for propellers under 2 metres in diameter.
i Fibregloss  blades Fibreglass  is a relatively light,
i fairly easily manipulable and mouldable  material,
i %d fibreglass  skills are nowadays quite well
~dlstnbuted throughout the population, thanks to
d&t-yourself  cr .hody repairing and boat-building.
~
i

Sach  blades are ;eather-resistant  and fight in weight.
Expanded  paper blades in this method of

construction, honeycomb paper is cut with a
bandsaw to the required shape, then the honeycomb
is expanded along the length of the blade shaft
(usually a metal tube), and ‘jigged’ to give the blade
the desired angle of attack. When the honeycomb
is in the required position, the blade is covered
with a fine-weave fibreglass cloth, followed by
fibregiass resin. This simple and cheap method of
constructing precision airfoils was developed by
Hans Meyer and Ben Wolff of Windworks.
Expanded polystyrene and urethane core blades
‘Ihis method is similar to the previous one, and
consists c+ cutting  the core into the required profile
(this can be dorle with a hot wire), and then covering
it with fibreglars  cloth and resin. The process is
similar to that used for surf-board construction. ~
M&d blades Ma1 blades are not really suitable for
self:build,  smali-sca!e  propeller-type wind machines.
But simple, bent-metal blades can be used in
multiblade designs. Metals and plastics are not only
large consumers of energy in their production, hut ~
the processes involved tend to be very polluting, sa ~
thc.ca mq+a.Ll.. +,..,A hs .vrGAnrl  ac fsr 3c “os&!e.1.-1_ ...Y.LL.‘.L> _).  -II._ “. -.-......  I” _I. II r I
Otherwise, only recycled scrap metal should be
used.
*Sails  Sails usually consist of a sheet of &nvas-as ~
employed, for instance, in Greek-type sail mills, the ~
sails of traditional English mills, and sail panemones
of the Chinese type. But they can be of the

~

‘Venetian Blind’ type; or with roller shutter sails i
(some of the later traditional mills and early I
electric mills were of this type); or with wooden
rheas, as on the ‘battle axe’ or ‘Jumbo’ mills.



‘OWERS

he power available from wind increases with
eight and is more constant above the level of
lrroundmg obstacles such as trees sod houses. If is
at a good idea fo instal a horizonta!-axis  windmill
ermanendy  on a roof unless the roof has a
treamlined  top. So it is more-or-le%  necessary fo
ave a supporting masf or cower of some sort.

Telegmph poles (see Fig 31) if available, and
caffo!d lubes  to some &tent, are Gable for small-
ke machines hut otherwise a lattice tower will
!ave to be constructed.

The type of tower chosen should be one that calls
or the minimum of techniCal  ski in construction.
\ simple lattice mwer with three or four legs,
lependtig on relative costs, can be made of timber,
s in Jim Stncenhaugh’s  self-build design (Fig 32),
,r one of the Brace timber lattice masts (Fig 33).
X, more commonly, of steel (Fig 34)-although
his is nof so suitable for the self-builder, unless an
)Id electricity pylon or a floodlight, railway signals
)r radio mast can be scrounged.

Monolithic  concrete towers have been used for
nany of the Danish wind generators, and although
hey are relatively attractive in *9pearance (they
ewmble  somewhat the old rrad&onal  windmills)
hzy are rather expensive and suffer from vibration
problems (at least when constructed on a large
iC&).

llx Brace Research Institute has done some work
XI concrete block town. which worked auf
:heaper than steel towers, bur like masonry fowers
hey may offer from vibration problems, and
AwiousIy  they are more permanent and less  portabh
zha” lattice masts.

Hans Meyer has designed an attractive 30 ft tall
xmhedron module tower  made of 250 ft of one
kh electrical conduit tubmg @ee  Fig 35)~ it could
llso be made of bamboo suuts.

Another useful tower idea is to use a telescopic
mast, as Vllinger in Germany have done. Brace have
also explored the possibilities of these masts.

The actual erection of a mast can be made much
Easier  by the use of a ‘gin pole’, as shown in Fig 36.

GENERATORS

For small scale wind machines the most popular
generators are cai alternators or dynamos, both of
which are widely available from car breakers.
Another useful idea is to run electric motors in
reverse as generators.
9 Cm alternators  Car aiternators have several
advantages over dynamos for use with wind
turbines. ‘ihey sfarf producing an electrical charge
at low revs, tl?ey are lighrer, generally have higher
outputs, and offer less roraGnal  resistance than
dynamos.

They consist, basically, of a magnet within a
coil of ivire. When the magnet is rotated by the
rotor, an alternating current  (AC) is produced
which is then rectified to direct comeat  (DC),
electronically, by diodes.

--

Alrermtors  sho~mld not be used without a
at~ery in circuit, otherwise they may bum
lens&es  am. Some types of alternators need to
e ‘energized’, before they wiU start fo charge, so
xe battery used will have to have some charge in
:; in such cases a wind pressure operated micro
wirch must also be in circuit, which wiU  energize
he field coils from the battery.

Because of their greater sophistication and their
se of &cuon,ic  components, alternators tend fo
c rather more expemive  than car dynamos-
lthough  I bought a brand new PrestoIke 3 5amp
ltemator  for 615 and a second-hand Lucas 11AC
.5amp  &em*tor  for L8.
‘ypes of car alternator available in the UK Lucas:
,OAC-35amps; llAC-45amps;  JlAC-60  amps
uprated  version). AU w&k at 12 volts and are
battery-excited.  Lucas: 15ACR-28amp;  16ACR-



34amp; 17ACR-36amp;  lSACR-43amp;  ZOACR-
66amps These work ar 12 volts, axe self exciting.
Refer to Lucas manual on Alhmzators for details
(Joseph Lucas Ltd. Binningham  818 GAL: Eii&.d).
Restolite  (Smiths): 12?5-35amps;  1245-45amps;
1260-60amps;  all work at 12 volts and are battery
excited. Dodge Dart: 45 amp (max) at 12 volts,
battery excited. Motor&+:  85A2004R-85amp  at
12 volts, battery excited.

For outputs greater than one alternator can
produce, you can couple several to the windmill.
This approach has a certain advantage over the use
of larger generators-namely that you can run just
one alternator when the wind speed is low, which
offers less resistance to the windmill.
* Cm dynamos Car dynamos are more widely
available and cheaper than alternators (you can
pick up a reconditioned dynamo for E5) and the

circuits are simpler, but they ‘cut in’ at a higher
‘pm than do alternators, so higher gear ratios are
required. Their output is much lower (the maximum
output for most car dynamos is around 22amps ar
12 volts), they tend to be much heavier than
alternators, and they offer mcwe resistance to the
LS~OT. But they have often been used successfully
-it really depends &I how much power you want,
what’s available and how much you have to spend.
Dynamos are also suitable for reversing and running
as 12 volt DC motors, which could be useful for
providing 12 volt power tools.

The most common car dynamos in Britain are the
Lucas c40 range.

Another possibility is to cannibalize a peirol or
diesel generating set and use the generator, geared-up
sufficiently, coupled to the windmill. But unless
you happen to fiid a dumped one, such generators
are not cheap, zad they u&!y produce 240 vo!ts
AC, which is difficult to store in batteries.

Although scrapped cars are a good source of
alternators and dynamos, and although tbey are put
to better use on a user-controlled non-polluting
wind machine than cm a polluting and ener-w-
consuming motor car, the concept of autonomy in
wind-produced electricity is undermined by this
dependence on high technology industry for
electrical components. Until some progress is made
towards the construction of slow-speed alternators
and dynamos from scratch, wind generator builders
are net going to make much of a dent in the
capital-intensive industries, however much they
pretend they are independent of them.

ENERGY STORAGE

~Batteries At the moment, the main type of
storage available is the electric battery; and the
choice is more-or-less limited to batteries of the
lead-acid or alkaline (nickel-cadmium or nickel-iron)
type. Lead-acid batteries have the shorter life but
alkaline types are more expensive.

‘Ihe lezd-acid  battery can be designed to be
recycled easily. This still cannot he done with nmsf
of the presemdesigns  of cat lxttery, where the
cases have to be axed apart,  rben thrown away;an’i
only the lead reclaimed. Sewral  lead-acid types an:
available-to wit every applicaticn,  from cars to
tractors, lorries, buses ;md industrial emergency
power supplies.

The capacity of batteries is measured in ampen
hours (AH). A 3ooAH, 12 volt battery can supply
300 amperes at 12 volts for an hour, that is 3.6kWb
(12 x 300) of energy. The battery’s life will depend
not only on the sort of battery but also on the
discharge rate. If a battery has to supp!y a heavy
load, it discharges rapidly and it will have a short
life. The life of a battery is usually measured by the
number of charge-discharge cycles it can cope with.
If a battery has a lifetime of approximately 1;OOO
cycles (car batteries have a typical life of 750-1.200
cycles) and each cycle takes four days, then the
battery will last for about 4,000 days. For maximum
life, the lead-acid battery should never be more than
half discharged.



l R4mping  water uphill Because of irs fairly low
efficiency and the relatively large volume of water
needed t” store a given amount of energy, this
system seems t” be suitable only for use in
conjunction with a small-scale water power
installation, or on sites near to large volumes of
water, such as lakes, rivers and reservoirs, or sites
where there is a large difference in height, such as
wells, mine shafts, or quarry pits. Basically, a
pumped storage system works by raisi”g water from
one level t” another by means of a wind driven
pump, and then, when elecuicity  is required, letting
it drop to the original level through a water twbine
connected to a generator. The technology required
is relatively simple and fairly weU developed, but
overall  storage costs may be high.
4 Compressed air lhis method depends on storing
rhe wind’s potential as compressed air, retaining it
in a gasometer, and, when energy is required,
releasing it to drive air mrbiies, coupled to a
generator for electricity production or integral with
the apF&ance for which energy is xquired.  The
technology of air turbines is quite advanced,
especially in dental and mining equipment. The
main problem is the prohibitive volume of the
sttorage  a”d the need for a robust pressure-vessel.
l Fly-wheels Fly-wheels are a method of storing
potential energy mechanically, in the momentum
built up by a spinning mass. There have been several
developments in fly-wheels in recent years, mainly
on a high-technology level. High-speed fly-wheels
need stringent quality control in manufacture to
wzdd the risk of failure, which can be catastrophic.
Some work has been done on running fly-wheels
in a vacu”m,  which improves the efficiency
considerably by eliminating air resistance. But
fly-wheels are still ““eco”omic  for “lost
applications at the moment.
*Hydrogen  If the electricity produced from a
wind generator is used to break down water by
electwiysis, hydrogen is produced. This can be
used as fuel to drive engines (and if these are fitted
with water jackets to reclaim waste heat, their
efficiency is improve&). Hydrogen-powered  engines
may be designed for dual&e1 use, to operate with

methane or alcohol, produced from fermentation
3f organic wastes, as well as hydrogen. The engine
may be coupled to a generator  for electricity
production; or the gas can be used for cooking, and
Dossiblv  for limited heatine aoolications.
’ Hydioge”  can be storedm’tke  form of gas in
gasometers.  But the stuff has to ‘be treated with
extreme caution as it is extremely inflammable and
highly explosive. Work is being carried out into
storing the hydrogen in the form of solid hydrides,
which are much less inflammable. Hydrogen as a
fuel is more environmentally desirable than most
Dther  fuels as it causes very little pollution: on
combustion only water is produced.

Research is also going on into producing  electricit)
directly from hydrogen “sing fuel cells, in which
hydrogen and oxygen are brought together in a
chamber, and water and electricity are produced.
But because fuel cells use rare metals as catalysts
and operate at high pressures, the technology
involved is very advanced and currently prohibitively
expensive.

CONCLUSZONS

Well I hope that 1 have convinced you that the wind
has enormous potential which is totally under-
exploited. I’ve tried to cover most of the aspects and
some of the problems. But before you dash off and
build your windmi!l and tap into this new-found
energy, make sure your home is weU Insulated, re-
examine the appliances you really need, and which
could be muscle operated, and decide whether you
really require heat energy or electricity All these
decisions will affect the size of the windmill. The
other thing t” aim at is a combined  system of energy
provision-ie solar, wind, waterpower,  biological
waste fermentation, and muscle power, etc so that
the whole energy system i” the d%l!i”g  dner “et
break down when one s”“rce is not producing.

Finally make s”re your windmill blades and mast
are well anchored as a broken flying blade or falling
mast can be lethal and cause a lot of damage.

Happy windmilling.

Derek Taylor



ESSENTIALLY  CO-OPERATIVE ENERGY / ;
Biocosmeticians and ecologists, are currently busy

I.
increased rather than decreased.2Since  at least

recommending ‘safe’ solutions for the abiding
1936.1 2

: artlticial  earthquake tremors have occured near i
Energy  crisis, and hydra-electric  projects are dams, and there has been a full scale dam-induced !
frequently put forward as an environmentally- disaster with force 6.4 earthquake and at least 200 I
inoffensive answer. Airhough it is true that the : deaths.3
power which can be obtained almost everywhere i Transcendance of this nloomv lenacv of !
&II falliig water is gained not from p&ting and
limited resources of fossil fuels, but froT the
mmbination of the earth’s gravitation and the
xxporation  powr of the sun, artless large dam
tngineers have insisted that only large impounded
volumes of water can be economic.

This is not only inaccurate, but brings with it all
the calamitous environmental effects which only
!a:ge  scale projects can bring. The Akkosombo  dam in
Ghana illustrates the impotence of ecologists. They
warned of the danger of the dam spreading the
:hronic  disease ‘schistosomiasis’,  but were ignored.
This project was adverrised  as accelerating the
xonomic development of Ghana, but in reality it
has increased Ghana’s dependence on the World
Bank, the US government, and US private enterprise.
Kaiser Aluminium  now obtains cheap electricity, the
World Bank collects its 6% interest, and the
Ghanaian people suffer the outbreak of
icbistosomiasis.’

Flood and famine, contrary to the extravagant
publicity claims of large dam builders, are also often

hydropower will obvious& be ~~tr&&tic
experience, or an exhilarating one - depending on
your point-of-view. Neither collective control nor
biotechnic machinery aione seem at ali likely to be
sufficient to,overcome  the generations of removal

from nature and mutual dependencies which we
1have suffered. There is a continuous line to be draw
~ from the feudal lord’s or abbot’s privileged control
over water milling, through the capitaiists’  early
1
1
realisation  that control over n&al  dependencies
(such as water) was control over people, to the neo-

~colonialist Mekong and Cunene (Angola-Namibia)
~ projects.

What to do? ‘Alternatologists’,  with characteristic
~ moderation, tend to prefer to challenge Big Power’s
) use of the less ownable and weaker wind. There are,
i of course, a few country communes fortunate (and
1 affluent) enough to actually own a source of water-
: power. But can this count as a g2nuir.e threat to
/
/
megatechnology’s  Big Power Systems, even if it

j
should become possible to demonstrate total self-
sufficiency? To stage real confrontations in this area

/ a leaf must be borrowed from the squatters’
j han.dbook.
i
i

A possible hit-and-run squatter-power techno!9g/

/
is represented by all those rzeans of tapping water-
power which  do not require extensive co’nstruction
or excavation works. Power can be obtained from

i small sources without dam-building. The devices
i have to be light, quickly removabie and very simple
I to build.
:- I



wheel drives machinery carried aboard, to which
work may be brought and the product in due time
carried off. A floating ‘Noria’ wheel could form the
water supply equipment of a” itinerant community.

A spoon-tilt hammer would provide. a crushing,
beating or pump& action from the redirected flow
of a convenient small stream. It works like a
Scandinavian tirll-counterpoise  or Persian hand
shaduf,  but in reverse  ,-tie weight of a bucket of
water, constantly ffied and automatically emptied1
drives a hammer or a pump.

Waw power can be tapped with a series of floats
linked via ables  md pulleys to a flywheeL
Another method is by means of a Savonius  rotor.

In the cities the water mains tap should be used as
a” adopted source of water power. A small Pelton
wheel can be fashioned out of sheet metal (eg. tin
cans). This might save your electricity biis whilst
perhaps simultaneously hastening the &ii of
capitalisman  advantage not shared by most of the
‘ecological’ alternatives.

Under ancient law throughout the world “he who
owns the la”d owns the water”. Monopoly rights
over power source? can be challenged, just as :m”ch
as the more  easily recognised rights over land and
property. Water power is the archetypal  free,
endless, essentially cc~~peratiVe energy re~)u~ce. It
certainly says something of the compeuiig nature of
the forces concerned that even the normally
competitive small mill owners of the nineteen&l
century would co-operate to obtain the maximum
power from shared streams. The operators of a
succession of mills, making “se of almost evtiy inch
of available head (as in Sheffield, England), were
forced to acknowledp  the limits  of ‘backingup’
between the millpond and the upstream neighbow’s
dam. Closing of a sl-:icegate  at a mill not only
starved the apply to all mills downstream, but was”
alsO liable to operation of the “pst~eam neighbow’s
mUI, by reducing or eliminating  hi available head of
water. Maintenance  works after storm damage were

--

normdly shared bertwee” mill owners accordii to
head used. A group of individual&tic entrepreneurs
thus was forced to evolve a kind of coercive IItUNd
aid.,

Like almost alI :anxces  of reirewable  energy, watt
power cannot &ply be ‘huned  on’ to suit our
requirements (eg.  corn milling) but may have little
relationship to complex year-round industrial
processes. Workii  days at the mill were rarely
regclar,  it being quite usual  to knock off work whel
the nGll  pond was empty, leaving the sluice-gates
closed.ovemight  to collect the supply for the next
day’s work. Water must be regarded as a” alchemica
power source, unpredictable but n,ot quite as
notoriously fickle as for example the wind. Few
milk can get water, and hence work, on a regular 12
ino~th 24 hour basis. Depending om rainfall, season:
and the wisdom of the operators in sharing availabk



, p~+~cr with up-and down-stream neigbbours, a
mU can be operable year-round in humid regions of

the elobc. and seasonally in other  regions. Even
h&g the hard Scandi&an  winters a flow can be
qt up under the ice. It is only the advent of fossil
mergy industiialisation  which has introduced the
:omplete  supremacy of the clock.ovcr  the calendar,
md the abolition of the rhythm of the seasons.

Zcorge Woolston/I
Applications of water power



P In an actual engine, the heat supply could equally
as well be burning petrol inside the cylinder or heat

24 ( A prime nw~e? is simply a machine which consumes
fuel and puts out work in the form of rotational or

applied to the outsldc  of the ,cylinde;. The first type
is cal!cd an internci  cowrhustzon  u@ze, and the

reciprocating motion. Most prims movers are heat second an ester-?al  cvmbustiun  e+ne.
engines.  A car engine, a jet, a rocket and a turbine Unforrunately.  as with almost every ocher really
are all heat engines. good idea, the heat engine got in+o the hands of the

A block diagram of the simplest heat engine cycle voracious high technologists. I; soon became much
is in Fig 1, showing that fuel is the source of high more efficient in terms of the energy extractable
tcmpcrature  heat cnczgy  (A; and that when it is from the fuel to do work, but at the same tm~ it

supplied and burnt, the engine (B) does work either became much more  dlificulr to nrxke  and had a very
turning a shaft, pushing a piston up and down, or much shorter liictimc.
pushing something along. But then there is heat Two of my own engine: illustrate this point. One

rejected from the system(C), often spoken as low is a small air-cooled twin Lylindcr machine from a
grade heat, which is at such a low tcmpcrat=:e motor bike and the other is an old single cylinder
relative to the inside of the burning part of the gas engine built about 1927. Both engines develop
engine that it cannot be made to do any more useful about the same power.
work. This heat is normally wasted to the air. The small twin is a masterpiece of high
Obviously it would be ideal if this rejected heat technological skill. It is made up of high pressure
could be made to travel along path (D)  ro the heat aluminium  alloy castings. spccialiscd  lead-indium
siorc (A) to he reused, but broadly speaking this materials and weighs about 50 poundi.  The speed at
means that low grade heat would have to be which it develops maximum power is about 5000.
‘pumped up’ to a higher temperature to enter the RPM.The gas engine, on the other hand, is nearly all
heat store (A), and this would require more work. cast iron, its construction is as simple as it is possible

The simplest practical heat engine is shown in
Fig 2. A piston (B) is sliding tit in cylinder (A) and

to be, it weighs about 240 pounds. and develops its
maximum power at about 800 RPM. So we have a

brneath  the cylinder, which is a good conductor of
heat, is a gas flame and a block of ice. There is also

small, light, high speed, efficient engine and a large,

an arrangement for moving th- flame and the block
heavy, low speed, relatively inefficient engine.

of ice to and fro under the cyladcr. When the flame
If it possible to talk about ‘gqod’  and ‘bad

engines, 1 hold that the small twin is a ‘bad’ engine
heats the cylinder, the air uzpped  by the piston
expands aad pushes the piston up~w,ards  and so does

because it is made of sophisticated, expensive and

work by raising the weights(W). When the block of
energy-intensive materials, it will only run on high

ice is shifted into position, the heated air in the
octane fuels at a high speed-making a lot of noise
It is impossible for a small workshop to duplicate

cylinder loses heat to the ice and contracts, so the
weight comes back down again. But pushing weights

and its .r?ximum life is only a few years. Conversely,
the gas engine is a ‘good’ engine because it is made

~up and down is not very useful, so substitute a of simpie, non-energy intensive material, it will run
I crankshaft for the weight platform and yoil have an on almost any inflammable gas (propane, methane,
engine which will turn a shaft and do useful work. hydrogen). It runs very slowly, making only a slight I



noise, and it is easy to duplicate, given some iron, i
smal! foundry, a lathe and a drill. Its maximum Iif<
time is abmost indefinite, given only slight attentio

When the conventional engineer talks about
efficiency, he refers to the amount of calories 01
heat which can be extracted from the fuel by the
engine TO do useful work, and says that efficiency
the amount of work done by the engine while it di
the work. 1 believe that this idea of efficiency is
incomplete and that any definition relwant  to the
future musr include ~factors  which represent machi
lifetime, design simplicity and the anount of eneri
used in fabrication, as well as the anwant of energ
used to refme the raw materials used in constructil
(For example, aluminium  production requires
fifteen times more fuel energy than steel).

Going back now to Fig 1, we saw that waste lov
grade heat given out by a heat engine cannot be us
to do more  work, so the efficiency-in the
cowentiod  sense-of any contemporary engine
never rises above 40%. In other words, 60% of the
potential energy of the fuel is voided to the air in
the form of waste heat. But, if instead of just
demanding work from an engine, we say we need

beat as well, then we can begin to design very simple
arraagemcnts  which supply both.

These are sometimes called total energy systems.
I have built a very simple version (Fi;: 3) which
anyone  can copy and which has been happily
generating electricity and hot water for we,:  a year.
Its efficiency is over 80%,  since the normal 40% of
the original fuel energy emerges as rotational power
and is used to drive a dynamo, and at least 40% of
the normally-wasted remainder is recapwred  as heat
and is used to make hot water for space heating or
washing. The remaining 20% is istill lost through
conduction and radiation from the su:face of the
engine and dynamo, but if the r,ystem is within the
envelope of a dweiling,  even this heat loss can also
be used.

One quite unsuspected advantage of this setting is
that since the exhaust gases are cooled during their
passage through the car radiator heat exchanger, a
considerable proportion of the gaseous pollutants
condense to a liquid and can be removed instead of
voiding into the atmosphere.

-
Kit Pedler
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SIETZ LEEFL PJG :

III your project you seem to have already done
immensely more than anyone in Britain  to develop
and promote &em&e technologies.
Yes, well perhaps we have been a little too daring,
aied to do a little too much. Our future is still in the
balance. We have the feeling that we have just made
it, perhaps. But I am still not sure - it still gives me
sleepless nights. We have had a great deal of luck, of
course. We have ha.i huge bills, thousands and
thousa?dc  ,f Guilders, and no money to pay them,
and I have often thought, welI, now everything must
come to an end and we will be ballpt.  Blit Ihen,
xddcnly,  new money has come in.

How much money do you need to keep the
projen going?
Roughly about 150,000 Guilders a year, which is
equivalent to about t20.000  in British tams. That
is just the educational pan. The other activities we
can finance ourselves by publishing out paper De
Klein= Aarde,  by selling produce, by giving lectures,
and so on.

The Government of Holland gives the impression
of being very sympcrbetic  towards ecology and
conservation. Your project is getting some
Governwent  money, isn’t it?
Yes, partly. The minimy  of culture, recreation and
social work  is now financing  our educational
programme,  and there is also a possibility that the
tiistty for health  and environmental problems will

a l so  he lp  us.
What about the agn’cultund side of your work. I

believe youte  been doing some interesting tbivgs.
Well, our latest - and our most risky - nctiviic~  is
that we have set up a smzll food wholrsale venture.
We have bad to buy a big four ton lorry and to pay
someone  a salary to do the job.

You distribute the food to groups of conxmers?
Yes. We are getting more and more of these
“C’ -xner circles” iu Holland. They are something
strongly believe in, because they could be a fist stq
away from supermarkets and back to normal :small
shops giving persona! service.

How many of these consumer circles do you
sspply?
About fiie or six, but it is growing slowly. You can
compare each circle with a small shop - it has abow
the same turnover. We have a shop at the farm whid
has a very bii turnover  -- about ::5,300  Guilders at
least. If we could have more  shops lie that things
would be wonderful. Bilt i don’t believe that
consumes circles will last very long, because it is
always a few people in the circle that have to do the
work. It is a very big problem ,to get these people to
sell produce on a regular basis.

Have the actual agricultural techniques used on
your farm been totally organic - have  you used any
artificr:lfertiJisers  or insecticides?
NO.



I And IUU  have found ti~at the soil still maintains Yes, but are Dunlite mills really a consumer product;
2ts fertility? .
: Yes. I mllst  say chat the results are very co”vi”ci”g
i and really give us hope. We can see a kind of natural
~ balance coming back.
!
~

what emzt system of agriculture do you practice?
We are following at least three methods. We have a

, partially bio-dynamic system
i Pl~nti7;,  Gth :!;z pbax  CJ~ :hc moon, and io on’
j Yes and also we do companion planti”g.  And the
; third system is mulching-but we do not have much
_ confidence in *he  mulching technique because we
i have had so much nouble  with it.

show do you see the project affecting the life of
Holland in the short term and in the long term. ?
Is there any chance that Hollmd may in the near
future ant to become nwe self-sufficient. along
the lines which your project wo ..‘c’ advocate?
Yes, l would think so. Beca:;‘, .I: over-popalation.
the Dutch are probab!y a bit more interested in
these things rban other  people - it’s something to do
with a feeling that something is about to happen.

A feeling that the Dykes will break a sort of
crisis mentality?
I don’t know. They are interested, anyway. You can
feel it.

If there is a chri~zce ofHolland rejecting the
techno!ogicci  socxety and centralism, how would it
come about ~~ll:ically?
Wei!L we do c: forne help from certain political
parties.  The. ‘ta&A” party -the former Dutch
Cathoiic “F’olks Party” - is now a very “progressive”
sndi px~‘. They have one or two people in
Goverrmmt  4c are really interested in the things w
do, A j<;;; <,f ++ .<.. . 3pport  we get is from them. 0” the
other ka::.3.  thr Zocialiit party . I don’t believe
-hey real!y iyilii; to help “5 because they are more
centralist in ;:I~:%  way of thinking. Of course, some
of the thiigs  v:e ate propagating with the Small
Earth are, io 2 sense, very conservative.

In the strict seme of the word.
Yes. We want craftsmanship coming back, we want
small shops giving personal sewice to people - we
want ai! sorts of things which I imagix~e  a
conservative would lie.

On the other hand, aren’t these things which
various utopian socialists have advocated as well?
- the older kind ofsocmlists,  William Monis  types.
And anarchists - Kropctkin  for instance?
Yes, of course. I myseif  am IK)~ against sociaiism,
but I am against the central&d  variety of it. I am
opposed to the present capitalist system, but 1~ am
not against honest and simple business.

How will you stop the changes you wat being
coopted by the system that already exists? How will
you stop firms like Royal Dutch Shell and Szilever
and Philips sturring  to turn out windmills on a
production line, or staffing organic fn-ms on millions
of acres. that sort of thing?
I cannot believe that big firms like Philips will start
making wi3idmills.

But they are nlready  making them. They own
Dunlite,  for instance.

No. But what  about beat pumps. then ~ t&y m.ry
:uenrually  become ~1 consumer t;.-~&-~‘.
Nell if Phi!ips makes heat pumps or :aj.:rling  engines
which can be used on farms and communities like
he one we are building, then I would say okay,
make them,thenwe  canusethem:  why not?

But bow wi!:yoir ibeii stop tbrm from makirig
‘/me deoices  in rlrcb  n way that they will not km
?uite  as long as they should, so that Philips can sell
I new model in five year5 time? How will you stop
~11 the fami!iar  capitalist consumer syndromes being
vpeated?
3f course we cannot stop them. There is only one
thing that can stop them - and that is that it is not
feasible. Things may have to be made to last longer
xcause of resource exhaustion.

But is it not very possible for a firm to fly in the
face of ecological and msowce  necessity in rhe
inte7eStS  of short-term pyofit?
Yes, it cunid be. But in the long term, they will have
to bow to the natural law.

Do you see firms like Philips and Royal Dutch
Shell  #nJ Llnilever  actuaily  going out of business, or
changing radicaily?
They may lose a lot of money on techniques which
are “of of real value. For example, Philips are
building a “recycling house”, and they ate using
high-temperature heat storage systems. This,
developed by Schroeder, uses salts, and it is a very
“ice system. but I don’t believe that it is feasible.
But they are making it, and it is costing them a lot
Df money. On the other hand, the work Philips did
“n the Stirling  engine was very courageous. I think
it’s a mistake to see companies like Philips as great
nasty conspiracies. In great companies like Philips
there are lots of individuals pursuing their own
hobbies. But I do not believe in huge
intemauonal  conspiracies, They simply do not exist.
We have the existing system, that’s :rue, and I know
that huge concerns like Philips ay to have a
consistent policy. But they are completely
dependent on all kinds of individuals, giving them
tight or wrong advice.

If companies like Philips and Unileverdon’t  go
out of busiwss, then, how do you feel about the
problem of alienation? Do you go along with the
socialist ideal t-- the extent that you feel that
workers in factories should have control over their
working conditions and ownership of their
i n d u s t r i e s .  1
Well, that would happen automatically if you had
more decenualisation.  To force it upon the existing
factories won!d be very difficult because you
couldn’t control these huge systems.

That may be so, but surely it would still be
possible to have authoritarian businesses, even if
they were  decentralised?
Yes, but workers’ control is much more capable of
being practiced when you have decennalisation,
when you have small firms.

Godfrey Boyle



There are few cltiates so benign that occasional
protection is not needed from what they throw at
the people who live in them. There are two ways of
gaining i&s protection. One is to create a small,
personal portable microclimate. This is called cloth-
ing. The other is to create a larger, generally station-
ary microclimate. This is ca3ed buiiding.

In building, the assumption
is made that present patterns
of industrial building are inadequate’
They are expensive to to build, and

.

more so to run. Thev demand law
supplies of scarce material and energy
resources.  They do not lend themselves to

These two are to some extent alternatives - the
more of one, the iess of the other, but this does not
seem to be widely recognised. In afflwnt societies
the sheer functional necessities diminish and
clothes and buildings come to have other funct-
iuns - display, containers for possessions, express-
ions of craft skill and so on. People tend to have as
much of both is they can afford..^~

maintenance by the users. They become
territorial enclaves in which private Life turns into
pathetic isolation.

Three approaches have been made to the problem
of creating cheap, user-involved, pleasing dwellings.
The first concentrates on the mgmisarion  of build-
ing and maintenance, and discusses self-build pro-
jects and tenant-ccntrol in urban areas, particularly

But as 1ntl2 :ion  bnes deeper, and the non-renew-
able resources get scarce, the attraction of basic
functional design and basic materials increases. It
becomes rational to use more clothes and less heat,
to make we GG? clothes,  build ones own home,
and to create them from trauinon2 ..i,,L2,,!.,, ;--r:m  .z 3s far
as possible, aided b;; judicious inputs of modern
technology.

In this xction there are two articles on clothing.
One is a plain and simple ‘recipe’ for making shoes
out of a traditional material ~ leather - and a
modern waste  material ~ old car tyres. Easy. Cheap.
Anyone could do it ~ and should. The other cloth
ing artic!e is abcw textiles, spinning, weaving and
dyeing. Apart from more recipes (some very nice
ones on nature’  dyes) *Ge author uses the subject to
show how :echp4og)  and politics interacted with
each other  over rcx:ilrs in the early days of capita5
ism. New techniques were not introduced merely to
incr:ace  productivity, but to increase  control over
the workers. And if this happmed  iz textiles in the
19th century, where else in the ZOtb?  L’ircumspice.

!
I-

focusing on rehabilitation of existinrr buildings. The
second 7s essentially a stare of mind&d  a way of
life, and lyrically records the delights of ‘living
lightly’ in flexible, quickly-built, temporary shelters,
which are perhaps -he missing link between clothes
snd houses~ TOP  third zpptoach  is to Lre~rn’ (but
with modifications) to traditional building practices
and local materials: abundant, renewable, ISXF
energy, beautiful. There ate two articles on this. One
surveys typical examples of vernacular building in
Britain, and the other looks more thoroughly at
one importmt  method, the use of subsoil  - an
abundant and cheap resource if wer there was one.

The unorthodox but sound functional rationality
of there building principles should not allow us ro
overlook their sensuous poetics. Lloyd Kahn,
champion of traditional methods, and craftsmanly
impresario of alternative shelter, expresses the
sensibility in the following remarks:fl)

I
‘It took me a long time to realize the frirmuia:
Economy/Ueaut~/Uurabilit,y: l ime

I



You’ve got to take time tG make a good shelter.
Manual human  energy. For example,  used lumber
looks better than new iumber, but you’ve got to
pull the nails, clean it, work with its irregularities.
A rock wall takes far more time to build than a
sprayed foam wall.

Tbc best materials are those that come from close
by, with the least processing possible. Wood is
good in damp climates, v;hich  is where trees grow.
In the desert where it is hot and you need good
insulation there is no wood, but plenty of di:t,
adobe. Thatch can be obtained in many places,
ad the only processing required is cutting it.

Plastics and computers 2re  far overrated in their
possibie  applications to housing.~.

Walking amidst magnificence of Indian craftsam
with MIT dimly in mind, 1 realized that there may
not be any wondrous new solution to housing at
all. That there is far more to learn from wisdom
of the past and from materials appearing naturally
on the earth, than from any further extension of
whiteman  technoplastic  prowess..

-_____
Kzh”.  I.l”yi. .Shdlrn, Shrlwr  Pubiicario”,.  P” “OX WY. H”,i”l\.  c

In tim-5 past, people built their own homes, grew
their own food, made their own clotix...  Know-
ledge of the building crafts and other skills at
providing life’s basic needs were generally passed
along from father to son, mother to daughter,
master to apprentice.

Then with industriaiisation  and the population
shift from country to cities, this knowledge was
put aside and much of it has now been lost. We
have seen an era of unprecedented prospe+y in
America based upon huge amounts of foreign and
domestic resources and fueled by tinits reserves
of stored energy.

Aad as we have come to realize in recent years,
wz LXP mnning  out. Materials are scarce, fuel is in
short supply, and prices are escalating. 1~0 survive,
one is going to have to be either rich or resource-
ful. Either more dependent upon, or freer from
centralized production and controls. The choices
are not clear cut, far these are complex times. But
it is obvious that rhe more we can do for our-
selves, the greater will our individual freedom and
independence be.’



by Stefan Szczelkun

I Alternative? Only in possibility of usage.
There is often a certain threshold above which, or faster than which

~ the cultural enforcements that limit our activity cannot be effective.
Temporat)- dwellings can aiiow some kinds of no-compromise in the
~ face oi consumc~  culture. a fluidity thaf law despairs at. For instance,
~ if you can get your hippyhappy lifestyle into the back of a

commercial van and don’t mind being a little bit secretive, you can
live in the heart of area that would otherwise be fimbidden (or too

expensive, v/hid,  amounts to the same thing)~ This can be useful in
: Investigating and revealing A homebui!t  canvas tipi can give you a
~ dwelling that is noble and yet can avoid the prohibitive rates,
mortgages, rents and other restrictions oi a standard heavy property.

“.? primitive people Is not u backward 01 reisrdsd people; Indeed
it may possess in one rerlh or another, 0 genius for invention *I
urtion tht leaves the uchievements  ofcivilised  peoples far behind. ”

-LewStrauss
wh,. panic if you gotta move homes or jobs? Don’t be rushed into

something that is not right. Take time off to think. Build a dome in a
friend’s back garden. You’ll probably find you can live in it for several
weeks. Building 2 dome with friends can be quick but at the same
time rewarding experience; being a mathematical form, the emphasis
is between individual; working together (basic politics) rather than
other mrre  personal modes of structure where Lmutual agieements
over rtyle need to be made. This can be a long process if the fullest
creative involvement of each person is to he achieved.

This use of domes 3s social pivots, and their symbolic newness and
geometrical  simplicity is more important to us than their advantages
as a mass produced lightweight modular-component efficient hitek
commodity a la B. Fuller.

TecL. No’oie. Homebuiit domes have been notoriously leaky and
generally uncomfortable to live in over long periods. All those aiss
crossing diametric joints just don’t mak: sense when the weather gets

~ going. The best domes are seamless. For temporary usage choose
plastic or fabric cap over stick frame; fo: a more permanent job use

~ monocoque  consttuction  of ferrocement  or glassfihre x shingles. The
best cheap shingles are prL>babIy pieces of roofing felt with a drop of
~ cold bitumen on all the awkward bits. This technique i4 used on
standard housing all over the USA.

Council tenants in my area of South Wales stay together whilst
I their houses are being modernised.  It is an extraordinary sight, the
~?eo$e  live in caravans in their front gardens and their furniture is

1 stored in oid pantecbnicons  (cheaply obtained once they fail the MOT
~plating test). The householders are minimally displaced and are in a

~ good position to monitor their own conversion job, making sure
standards of conrtruction and fimsh are to their satisfaction.

Gypsy lifestyle has been increasingly outlawed in Britain and most
parts of Europe in the last decade. Gypsies are a big embarrassment to
the neat suburbanisation  of the Western world and its cherished ideals

of convenience and comfort. Much of the opposition to them has
come from local orgamimions rather than central government. What is
happening is the gradual destruction of minority lifestyle, different
from genocide only in that individual lives are spared. At first sight it

~ seems strange because gypsies aspire to modern commodities of their
own. A slick chromy cxavan full of vinyl upholstered, curved and
~
~
folding furnlrure  and cut glass mirrors will cost up to 112,000 new and

1
a cheap version secondhand is still E4,OOO;  but its still a challenge to
the Ideal Home as a commodity showcase.

: Fairground peoples are another group with an embarrassingly out
: of line style of life. The old four-wheel heavy living-wagon that
i developed with this lifestyle is one of the best (most enjoyable,



comfortable, functional, flexible, vibrant, rich, etc.) smah living spaces
ever designed for taking advantage  of the modern Western world’s
fantasti  road rjstem.  Fairgroun  ’ culture ha? a complex servicing
system 0.’ wintering grounds, repal; ;s and ,onmtdealers,  stores
and manufacmrers.  If the). didn’t h:;.: r&s h., rate realm to wander
about in they would, no aoubt, a!so I’ : destroy-ed. These wagons may
occasionally be obtained cheaply in a p< -1 ate of repair aii.~l it is
wort;~ the labour of lo!.e  necessary to resti re them as near to their
former glory as you con afford (mahogany panclling  and cut glass not
being amenable to five year obsolescence and investment return). An
interesting thing about these wagons is tile way they quickly
deteriorate if they are not lived in. Used regularly they last remarkably
well, but left unused, even over one winter, the deterioration due II)
damp and condensation will  be severe.

It is important to the makiig of nowhierarchical  networks that all
those involved in creating alternative: to consumer relationships, and
that are ‘Lucky’ enough to have property, make facilities on that land
available for nomads to stay, and also to have an open enough
econom);  ro enable the visitors to support themselves at least to some
extent (ior erxnple  an exchange of labour on land for food). Such
arrangements could lead to an exciting diversity of meetings and
exchanges of bkills  and information. People dropping in could live in
al: kinds of temporary or mobile houses, including sheds, caravans,
buses, vans, boats, tipis, domes, attics, greenhouses, dairies, barns,
caves Also us&l for worksharing exchanges.

Liberate land; don’t let it possess you. Clear distinctions need to be
drawn between territoriality and arbitrary ownership. Tough nut here.
Crack’ir now foiks.

Tramps have the simpiest and arguably most ‘flexible’ tent, the long
mackintosh. You have to be a very dedicated non-consumer to live well
with this little equipment; but remember it is skiil with simple
equipment that counts as much as the doubtful comfort and

convenieoce of the usual earful of heavy and expensive bright orange
camping gear.

Time is money nowad: ys-you can’t have it both ways.
The only way that camping and survival stuff relates to alternatives

in this day and age of the urban guerilla  is as an experience of what
life is like without all the modem paraphernalia; commonly
convincing those that go on such holidays that primitive life must
have been a fiction or at least dreary, damp and dismal, but you can’t
expect to go camping once a year in a continental chalet tent and get
any notion of what life was like for the North American Indian. My
point, amongst all this banter, is that our knowledge of life’s,basics  is
so confused by obtuse commercial criteria that perhaps we should
examine it all from scratch.

The mwe  from conventional forms into new spates that relate to
ideas of broader alternatives is best illustrated from current events.
Ihe pictures on pages 102-3  tha,t accompany this section were taken
at the Windsor Free Festival August 1974 on Wednesday when the
festival had been running successfully for five days. When rbz festival
started the previous weekend there were about 20,000 people present,
but by midweek numbers had dropped ro several thousand as people
returned home or to work, or went off to get supplies in readiness
for the next weekend, when large numbers were again expected. The
next morning we woke up to a military style police eviction by 600
constables in active service backed up by the rest of Thames Valle:
Poiice  and the local army barracks. 300 people were arrested
defencmg  their right to live as they chose.







I This section has been chosen to !x exrended  G +.&de  some
practical details because tree houses seem to have a specially favoured
~
i

place in lists of idealised  or fantasy houses. There is also a feeling of
working and living closely with one of the most remarkable and

agreeable structures of nature in all its seasonaliy changing aspects. On
i top of all this romantic slosh you also get a betrel view  (?), are away
i from ground damp, protected from marauders, use httlc space; and if
YOU  pick a reliable tree, have a solid foundation. And anyway ! had

1 ihis photostat of a secret government paper on 7%~ /lrhor~alisution  of
i Emergency Offices in Times of Cultural Regression hanging around
i for ages, so let me leak a little of it, just in case
i &lien setting out to build a tree house in earnest, selecting a
I
I
Farticular tree or trees is the first consideration. The choice may be
mfluenced  by numerous criteria (or the ‘criteria’ might be influenced

by the choice!). However you go about it there are certain trees such
as Elm that should be avoided, and certain situation:; such as lone trees
on high ground (lightning risk?! that might have unexpected

~ disadvantages. Oak is very oi:en a good tree offering natural platforms.
~Pie growing close together allow several trees to be used as
; supporting pillars. Probably the most i~partant  consideration will be
the amount  of cover or car.louflage  avaiiablc  to the structure,
~especially i’. wintertime.

!:aving  selected a tree, the p1atfoi.m is the firs: part to be
~constructed. Lashing is better than spikes or nails, which might
damage the tree. Other possibilities are various clamps using perhaps
~ nuts and bolts but the choice can be made on what is available. Start
off by lashing two poles to the trunk, either together or one at a time.
~(Fig 1). Do this just above some projection or bulge in the trunk, if
possible, to make certain that the platform cannot slip down the tree.
If the trunk is smooth at the height you require the platforn  to be at,
~t+ you must finish the lashing by going around the trunk several
tunes below the poles. A second ?air of poles are then lashed above
and at right angles to the fist pair. (Fig 2). Eight more shorter poles

I are then !ashed from the end of these ‘joists’ to the trunk. Ideally
: these bracing pieces c’,;lld be rested onto lower branches of the tree
i so as to g%e them more purchase. Other poles may be laid across as

.‘- ~ joists, and braced in a sin&r fa.shion.This  is then the foundation for rh
I floor which may be madeof more p,Gs or boards if they are available.
I When the basic platform is finished tar it thoroughly. The

.e
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~ superstructure can be made of almost anything that you could make a ~
shed out of on rne ground. Slabbing,  the name given to the outer

off-cuts made when sawing up natural ‘round’ timber, can be bought
~ very cheaply  as ‘fire wood’ by the lorryload, and makes good cladding
m~teriixl.  Wit,. a bit of care you could choose slabbing  of the sane
wood as your tree. O*&er  good choices to blend with the surroundings
~ are woo.‘m  shingles or shakes, wattle screens, (wickerwork could

1 we right into the structure of the tree itself), paper mache,
thatching, canvas or bark, especially birchbark.

! A roof framework can be made in a similar way to the floorframe
but this ti,ne the structcre  is braced from above with poles and/or i
ropes. Uprights for the walls are lashed between roof and floor frames.
Wall sections will probably be best constructed on the ground .md hoist-~
~ ed up unless  your platform ;s spacious enough to contain a workshop.
I A good hoist will be the most essential piece of equipment that
isn’t found in every common-orgarden  toolkit. A single block will
office, suspended well above the required height and worked from

ground level. A light guy onto the load should be used to guide it up. /

~
in summary, what you need to build a tree house is A

knowledge of trees generally, and of trees in your locality by
I

~ observation (sketching is a useful technique for making revealing
: observations), and climbing; a knowledge of knots (practice); rope, ~
iI b’as .mg cord, axe (felling axe and hand axe), hoist.

So once again it all col.~es down to ingenuity with what you’ve got
around, a few good pools and getting started.



.



i A dominant culture ensures its continued survival
~ by reinforcing  the aesthetic value of its essential
aitifacts and devaluing or ignoring aesthetic notions
I that relate to ideas that, if developed, would
undermine it. It is in this way that the modern
mownent of the early twentieth century, which

; tended to search for fundamental principles and
I achieve a purity and clarity of expression, was
/ quickly utilised ,as a means (an excuse) of increasing
) the efficiency oi accumulation by cutting out craft
work, decorative detail and anything superfluous to

measurable or commercial criteria (function is here
very close to being ‘commodity’). The

contemporary commercial image attempts to
become ali-pervasive,  giving to culture as a whole
the smooth, sleek modern look of dramatic
banality; but in this milieu there ax cracks that
~ give us an inkling of better times.





FOLK BUILDING

The cheapness of transport and raw materials, and
the high cost of lahonr (and especially skilled labour)
hzve combined to make traditional building practices
and materials hopelessly uneconomic. But times are
changing. Sharply rising costs of fuels and industrial
raw materials on tk one hand, and a variety of
social, aesthetic and environmental factors on the
other, now point to a time not far distant when
aaditional  methods-almost certainly hybridized
with suitable modem techniqxs-may  once more
play a significant role in construction. In this article
Brenda Vale reviews the tin vernacular building
methoda,  relating them to the local materia!s on
which they usually depend. In the subseqwnt
article, Colin Taylor describes one of the methods-
rammed earth construction-in greater detail.

Vemacu!,ar  building methods are often associated
with the use of on-site materials. These methods of
building were originally based on the use of
immediately-available, low-cost materials, exploited
during periods when labour on the land war not
required: most families it. a village would cooperate
to build or maintain &?r xm houses, sometimes
under the direction of one or two skilled people.

SCARClTY  OF TIMBER

Timber was once used to build the majority of
houses in Britain, but as the forests were gradually
cleared to make way for agriculture, other materials
came into use. America, with a proportionally larger
area of forest, ha a greater tradition of timber
building than Britzin.The scarcity of tinber for
building is also due to the fact that it is in demand
for pit-props, paper-making, chip-board ad box-
making. To supply the carcassing  timber for one
house each year would require between 1.2 Ha and
2.3 Ha of European Larch, worked on an eighty-yea
rotation.

It is therefore not surprising that the vernacular
traditions of this country cover a wide range of all
construction materials with timber framing reserved
for the roof structure (although timber-framed walls,
infilled with bricks or clay plaster on lathes or stmw,
do survive).

STONE CONSTRUCTION

The methods of stone walling in different parts of
the country reflect the type and size of srone
quarried in the area The granite in the houses of
Devon, Canwall,  Cumberland  and Wales was laid in
we@ sizes and heights of courses, just as the stony
came from the quarry, to avoid the extra work
involved in cutting it, since the scone  is~very hard
and expensive to quarry. In smaller houses and
cottager the courses, normally less than 380mm
high, were normally laid without mortar. Comish
granite walls, usually 610-760mm,  had the stones
laid more-or-!es  at random. These cottages were
frequently white-washed.

P.ll other stones used for building are sedimental
rocks. The walls of Cotswold cottages, never less
than 500mm  thick, were generally built of stone
throughout (Fig 1). The method of walling depend
on the way the stone came from the quarry and
varied from rubblestone, laid in thin layers, ro
thicker  courses of roughly squared and dressed
‘ashlar’.  The window jambs and quoins were built (
dressed stone. The seemingly solid walls were after
formed of an inner and outer skin of stone filied
with small stones and other rubbish, such walls
naturally suffering from frost damage and any
settlement of the building. The typical roof had a
pitch of 55 degrees and was covered with local sta
slates, graduating from the larger, thicker slates
placed on the eaves, to the thinnest and smallest a~
the ridge. The upper-floor rooms were made in the
roof with dormer windows forming a characteristic
feature. Northamptonshire limestone walling was
constructed in dsimilar way with a variety of colol
introduced by interspersing alternate layers of red
ironstone with grey limestone. The roof pitches WC
also often lower, as the stone slates quarried in
Northamptonshire  were generally larger than those
of the Cotwold area.

The limestone walls of the houses of York and
Tadcaster were made of large stones, usually place
in regular courses. In the Dales, the stones were
roogh-faced and small; and built into courses with
wide mortar joints. The typical building form was
single-storey,  long and low, and covered with a pla
roof of low pitch. This was hung with large stone
slates between 25mm-375mm  thick. Rye-straw w:
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also once widely used as a roof covering for these
house: Z;le houses of the local grey limestone of the
Peak District oi Derbyshire are vev similar, with the
roof pitch sometimes as low a 24 degrees. These
roofs were hung with heavy sandstone slates. Unlike
the Cotswoid  Toofs,  these low-pitched roofs were cut
as little as possible by dormers cr gab!es,  resulting in
the characterisric  long lines of ridge and eaves.

In tbc Lake District a hard, shaley, slate-like stone
was used in a characteristic pattern. The grey-green
slates were laid ‘water-shot’ or sloping outwards.
Mortar was piaced in the wall 50mm back from the
face in a 125mm wide layer. Stones placed at the
face and back of the wall were mterwoven  as much
as possible nod any rubble filling in the middle was
built in witbout  mortar. Thrwtgb-stones  were placed
laterally the full length of the wzdl  at 1,OOOmm
height intervais. The Lake District also possessed
slate, used for roofmg,  which looked like stone-slate
and was grey-green or rust in colour  (Fig 2).

SUBSOIL CONSTRUCTlO;%

In some areas where there was no available local
stone, the sob-soil was focnd IO ‘be suitable for
building walls. ‘Cob’, made by treading strav into
wet mud, is found in Devon znd Dorset. When
thoroughly  mixed, the mud was laid diagonally in
courses of 475.600mm wide on a rubble or brick
upper foundatim wall. The walls had to be left for
one to two years to dry out before applying the
protective exterior coating necessary fo prevent the
wall disintegrathg  when rain wetted the surface.
Wide eaves were also needed to throw the water off

the external wxlls.  The roof was often thatched as
the walls were not heavily load-bearing and the
thatch formed a light root covering (Fig 3).

Around Wiltshire the chalk below the topsoil wa
dug out and straw and water added, the whole mas
being well trodden to form a clxlk mud. The form
of the house using this ‘Winterslow’ method wan
similar to the cob houses except that the chinney
was traditionally built up through the middle of th
house, whereas in cob houses the chimney was bui!
on the outside wall. Another similar method using
type of white clay called ‘Witchert’, found approxi
mately 450mm below ground level, was used in a
limited area of Buckinghamshire around Aylesbury
Related methods for forming monolithic walls of su
soil are found in the East Riding of Yorkshire near
Homsea, in Cumherland (see Fig 4), around
Nortbamptonshire  and in Moray and Banffshire in
Scotland. Local variations in method are found
including alternating layers of mud and straw and
mud and stones.

The other major area of soil building is East
Anglia. ‘Clay lump’ construction i.- found in Norfo
and Suffolk and differs from the other methods as
the mud was first mixed and then pressed into

Ik

moulds without top or base. They were turned out
after two or three days and then stacked diagonally
on edge for a further month, after which they were
ready for use. The blocks were laid like bricks, using
a thin mixture of earth or a weak lime mortar
(Fig 5). ‘Marl lump’ is a similar construction method,
using the marly clay found in South Cambridge-
shire.
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ZINT CONSTRUCTION
I the Southern and Eastern  parts of England G
cars together with ebaik and gravel  deposits. In
le commonest wall form the flints were used at
lndom  and laid in lime mortax stiffened with
E~~I)L  A random flint wall was built up with a
rge external facing-flint  on both sides, the smallc~
intr b&g used for ‘ha&&flinging  the chips
gainst the wet mortar.  The use of rompletc  was-
em brick courses as well a~ brick linings to win-
ow, comas, ttcC.  gave  additional stability. Sharp
xners were always difficult whefi using flint and
eforc the widcsprcad  use of brick a tradition of
moded  comcr~ and corvcs  grew up. Squared tit!
me also used, hid in eonrsc~ with very thin molfi
Gnts or as a dressing for rubble walls. Pebble and
>bble  &Iii w= built  ir? the same way as randon
int (Fig 6).

.OCAL  BRICKS  AND TILES
;efore tbc mass-production of bricks, local brick-
arth pits, comb&d  with small facilities for m&iv
&cd  bricks, mcznt that the houses again had an
mediate  iink with the soil tbcy stood on. In the
me way, hand-made tiles and pantiles  were
istinctive  to caeh region. Tbc major brick-earth
eposits  in Britain arc found in the Midlands and
both England as well as sadl local deposits.

‘HATCH-.
i~,arr from band-made tiles and before the railw;
&Id bring cheap Welsh slates to tbc rest of the ’
otmtry,  the dy dtcmarivc  in areas where there
was no stone  was thatch in the varying fomu of
:ed, straw, heather, forze. etc. according to what
vas available. Of these, only reed and straw thatch

g is still practicc~:.  ‘~.~~gsz,w thatching is found
all major corn-growing areas and requires

retid threshing to avoid damaging the straw. ‘Ihe
ngth of the straw can be seen running parallel to
,e slope of the roof and such thatch has been dcs-
ibed as appearing to have been poured over tix
fof. The technique known as ‘combiicd wheat
cd’ is widely used in Devon and Dotset, although
lund elsewhere. The straw is pot on the roof with
e butt ends exposed on the surface, giving a neat,
osc-cropped app,xancc. Norfolk reed is found
owing in ihe marshes and tidal estuaries of Suffolk
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To envisage thatch as a universal roofing material  as1.it once was in the varying forms of reed, straw,
heather, fume,  etc, over the whole of England would
be impractical. However, to use thatch roofs near
the reed beds where the material and expertise are
situated might prove practical, as a well executed
roof of Norfolk Reed should last from SO-60 years
with proper maintenance, before the top Layer is
stripped down and retbatched. Even longer time

periods have been recorded. The ecological impact
of a thatched roof is negligible since the reed beds
occur naturally in suitable estuaries, and although
mechanical hvvesters  have been introduced, the
whole of the process is essentially one of harvesting
and using the materials by man-power only. Even
when the thatch is fmally rejected there are no
problems of disposal as it is simply organic matter
and CM be composted.

To build in materials that it is simple to recycle is
another possible approach, together with the use of
waste materials where there is a ready source of
these. Just as brick and concrete are reused as hard-
core and there are proposals for makiig  building
products out of crushed compressed refuse (Japan)
and glass (America), it may be profitable to use
materials either similar :o thatch and earth which
present little problem of disposal, or to use mattriak
like timber and stone in such a way that they are
preserved in good condition and can still be used
when no longer required in their existing form.
Before 1939 small houses continued to be built  in
Yorkshire using wall stones t&en from demolished
buildings, particularly old mills.

Were ‘autonomous houses’ to be built on unser
viced land, which would probably be relatively
inaccessible, a return to using regional materials
might fmd economic jostification, especially if we

1 are designing these houses for use in the future when
the demand for energy may have exceeded the
supp!y. Where clay suitable for fling for bricks
occurred, at one time it was automatically assumed
that one built a clamp on site and produced the
bricks to meet the immediate building  requirements.
Centralization, very broadly speaking, came only
with the cheap transportation that we still have but
which will almost certainly account for a growing

1 proportion of the costs of building in the finore.
/ Nevertheless, even if this economic argument is not
/ acceptable there still exists a case for designing
i houses that caz be built by their owners and this
i situation readily fits with some of the traditions
behind vernacular buildiig methods. Reconsideration
of our use of building materials should lead to theNorfolk, Essex, Dorset.  Hampshire and Glamorgan-

shire, the best reed being obtained from beds that
are cut regularly. The reed is laid in a similar manner

/ *sign  of l~w-energy buildings with perhaps more

to combed wheat reed and has a similar appearance.
thought going into the materials and constructional

The .Gdges  of Norfolk reed roofs are nearlv  alwavs
methods used so that it is possible to use parts of the
buildiie aeain. or at least remove the need for costlv

that&&l v&h sedge as the reed is too stik to b&d
across the ridge.

disposd.  -
If houses were built in Great Britain to fit all site

conditions there might even re-anerge  vernacular

Any return to such aaditional  methods, although
architecture which. judging by the current interest

they can be used perhaps with some modification, is
in nostalgia, mwy people would welcome.

of course limited to the amount of .material  available. Brenda Vale



arth, in one form or another, has been used for
:nturies to erect buildings in all pasts of the globe.
arth walls were common all over Europe, including
,ritain, until the end of the last century. Earth wall
xditions  declined as a resuit  of economic pressure
I produce more profitable materials, such as brick
r concrete. But many fme old earth buildings still
xist in this counq. Some are around 400 years
Id, which illusuates  just how durable properly
onstructed earth walls can be.

It requires very simple skills and equipment to
rensform raw soil into a wall of very high
onstrucrional  performance with virtually no capita1
est. Building walls of soil has many otber  points in
:s favouri  as a building material it is rot-proof, fire-
#roof, sound insulating and has notable thermal
haracteristics.  It is also independent of the
estrictions  of centralisation  since soil requires iittle
ransportation  and processing.

why then, with these obvious merits, has the earti
vail ceased to be one of %e most widely used
ndigenous materials in this country? Much of its
lownfall is due to unwarranted prejudice and the
opinion  that earth building is primitive, but it is true
hat earth walls buiit using traditional ‘unntabilised
echniques  in many cases cannot compete with
:onventional  materials because of their weakness to
vater Penetration  and instability; the) must be well
xotected  and require a fairly high degree of
naintenance.

.\ttenrion,  however, has in recent years been
:oncenrrated  on techniques for eliminating  these
,veaknesses by the addition. of ‘stabilisiug’ agents. It
snow possible, using these additives with a wide
znge of orherwise m&table  soils, to produce walls
which can compete with many modern materizls.

Earth used for building purposes is taken from
xlow the topsoil layer, generally 2-3 feet (0.6-0.9m
lelow ground level, so as to exclude organic matter
?rom the soil, as this may seriously affect the
hnxbiity  of the fmished wall, particularly where
rabilis&s  are used. The subsoii is then subjected to
me of rwo basic procedures depending upon the
proportion  of sand, silt and clay in the soil and its
general characteristics:

(a) Puddling. The soil is mixed with a sufficient
quantity of wate: (16-20%)  to distribute the
parrides  uniformly throughout the material, so
creating a homogenous  mass of graded particles.

(b) Ramming. The soil is beaten or compressed
to compact the soil particles tightly together,
forcing out excess wafer and increasing  their
natural attraction. The soi! is moist but the
moisture content should not exceed 12%.

Soil may be considered as a compound of solid
matter (silt, clay and sand), water and air; the solid
matter is rock at various stages of decomposition. A

.mple  test on a sample of the earth will rweal  the
roportion  o: each of these differing soil
omuonentr  (silt. clav and sand) and is known as
e&en: Test. ’

A transparent glass bottle with a constant cross
xtion. flat bottom and a caoaciw for not less th:
i litre is filled about quarter’full  with the sample
oil. Water is then added up to s capacity and is
:ft to saturate the soil. The mixture is then shake
igorously and left to settle. After about 45 minu
he sand layer will have settled the silt and the cla
till still be in suspension, settling at the rate of
Zmmlbr.  After eight hours the depth of each
ompooent is measured, relating each layer to the
otal depth (100%).

Many other tests may be used to assess the
aoperties of the fine fractions of the soil, which
uost cases have very active characteristics. Fine c
E smooth to touch, but silt-and to a greater exte
and-is gritty, especiaily  when gnashed between
eeth. After assessing the relative properties of cla
ilt and sand the soil may be classified broadly as
lelonging  to a certain soil type.

MONOLITHIC PUDDLED WALLS

Cbe exact composition of traditionally built pudc
nonolithic  walls varied slightly with locality, as
Ldjustments were made to suit loca! soi!
:haracteristics. A clayey or chalky mud mixed wi
ifraw was trodden into position, laid diagonally i

the
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1 Zin (300mm) courses or scars. The first layer or
‘course’ was built on top of a 24in (600mm)  high
basewall of burnt brick or stone, so that it overhung
an inch or two either side. Successive courses were
built with the diagonal layers inclined in opposite
directions to those of preceding courses. The base is
a;~eak point in any earth w-all  and should be well
protected from any rain splashes and knocks.Adamp
proof course, consisting of two courses of slates, was
also later adopted to prevent rising damp entering
the base of the wall. Each course was allowed to dly
out for 2-3 week; before it was built on, and the
wall was smoothed (pared) down flush with the base
Wall.

The term ‘ cob ’ is now used to describe puddled
monolithic mud walling. Three-storied buildings
have been constructed with ‘cob’ walls ranging from
l&n (450mm)  thick-es-  upwads,  but 2d’in (600mmI
is general for two-srorey work. Hipped roofs, well
tied, were preferred ro rhe gable ended type, which
results in large awkwardly shaped areas of exposed
wall. Openings could be cut in ‘cob’ walls for
windows and doors, or were formed as the work
proceeded using timber lintels with a minimum of
18in (450mm) bearing. Four men can generally only
build about 70ft i22m)  run of 24in (600mm)  thick
‘cob’ walling per day. it is therefore a slow process
with drying periods of abour a year after completion
When thoroughly dry the walls were rendered with
!ime ‘rough cast’ or ‘slap dash’. This consisted of a
YLn (37mm) undercoat of lime and sand with a top-
coat of crushed aggregate, slaked lime and sand.

Rendering is difficult to apply to ‘mud’ walls, so

horse hair was added to the mix as reinforcement.
Traditionally the base wall was finished with two
:ooats of pitch to make it impervious to moisture.
Occasionally the puddled walls were cast in
rhuttering  in rhe same way as concrete but this was
not common in Britain-apart  from certain types of
chalk wailings-as  the shutters tended to retard :he
drying-out process: although  in some cases the ‘cob’
was laid against the boards to provide a smooth
finish on the internal face of the wall. ‘Cob’ walls
rend to suffer severe shrinkage, cracking and require
I large wall thickness to be stable during erection.
They might therefore be better used as an insulating
infill material to a structural frame, because of their
inferior strength

An improvement on monolithic puddled walls is
to form blccks, generally known as ‘adobe’, or in
this country, ‘clay lump’. Blocks have many
idvantages  over monolithic walls:
e (a) Drying shrinkage takes place in the blocks

before they are built into the wall, reducing
cracking and eliminating long drying periods.

e(b) Blocks are easier to handle than ‘cob’ and the
thickness required for stibility  is substantially
reduced.

*Cc) Relatively smooth wall surfaces are formed
using blockwork and no smoothing (paring) of
the walls is necessary before piastering.

O(d) Discontinuities in the material can be spotted
early bv runnine  tests on specimen blocks to be
use2 in’the walr

*Cc) Prodwtion  of blocks allows walls to be built
in cavity form, increasing its insulation properties
(leading fo improved ‘U’ values).
The mixture is trodden together in the same way

as ‘cob’-although puddle mixers have been used, bu
mixing frequently has to be stopped for cleaning.

The quantity of straw to be added depends on thf
amount of clay in the soil. The higher the clay
coqt!nt,  the more straw that is required, although a
ma&mum  of 20% by volume is generally
recommended, as a larger percentage is liable to
reduce the strength of the blocks. Clods of soil
should be avoided in all earth building as they
produce differential drying, shrinkage and cracking.
Water is mixed gradually to give even distribution;
loss of moisture after mixing should be avoided. The
mixture is shovelled into moulds placed on the
ground and is kneaded into corners. A straight
edged piece of wood, dipped in water is used to
smooth the block, and the block is left until dry
enough to retain its shape. Moulds are generally
made of timber but with multi-block moulds should
he lined with metal for easy block removal. The
blocks are left on the ground in a shaded site, after
the moulds are removed, to prevent rapid drying.
They xe then cured for 2-3 weeks well protected
from rain. Adobe blocks can be moulded in many
shapes and sizes; wedge shaped bricks or ‘tubal?
(inter-locking, base-to-point) are a form from West
Africa but the most common are rectangular-
generally l&n I( 9in x 9in, 18in x 9in x 6in and
18in x 6in x 6in. The compressive strength of
Adobe blocks varies between lo-40  kg/cm2 and the;



have an approximate unit weight of 1 ,9LOkglm3
Similar principles to brickwork are employed for
laying Adobe blocks. They are tedded in a soft
mxtar of time and clay, or of. the soil used for
blocks mixed with sand. The blocks are wetted
slightly to prevent absorption of moisture from the
mortar and ensure good bonding.

The wall is then rendered or painted with
solutions which have a stabilizing effect, such as
boiled linseed oil, sodium silicate and casein white-
wash. Stabi!izers,  though, are not generally effectiv
for puddled mixtures, with the exception of
Bituminous Emulsions, and to some extent lime.
Bituminous Emulsions consist of about 55%
bitumen,  43.44%  water and l-2% emulsifying age”
the water is released upon exposure to the air,
leaving the bituminous bond. Solutions can be

~ ‘ersly’ or ‘late’ breaking, the latter being retarded t
allow time for mixing b&re the water is released.
The ptrcentage  of emulsion added depends on the
proportion of sand in the soil: 46% for soils with

m’er  5091,  sand; 7-12%  for 50% sand; and 13-20%  fc
under 50% sand. Lime can be used for soils with hi

clay conrenr,  but additions of cement are not
~ generally too effective.

~ RAMh4ED  EARTH (Pise  de Terre)

~ Rammed monolithic walls are formed by pounding
~the soil between shl;xers in 4in (100mm)  layers.
Traditionally buildings consnucted  from Pise de
i Tzrre are abundant in the province of Lyon, Frano

I Adobe’ block mould- 1 blueks .
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and parts of Spain, Belgium, and Germany. Most
soils between 40.75%  sand and gravel together and
18.24%  clay may be used for ramming. Rammed
walls can, however, be built with 24-39%  clay, but
these will be inferior and require a larger amount of
maintenance. An ideal soil would be sandy clay
loam containing 40% rounded pebbles parsing a
25mm sieve, 18% clay, 7% silt and 35% sand. Up to
45% gravel content gives a marked increase in
strength for rammed wa.lls, but strength is reduced
with greater percentages.

The ease with which rammed earth shuttering can
be taken dowr. and reset in position largely governs
the speed of eiection. There has been much
improvement in this direction, particularly in the US
Traditional wall forms have been heavy and
cumbersome, requiring ,a lot of bracing and
alignment. But at Texas Agriculture and MechanicaJ
College lighter-weight plywood has teen substituted
for the heavy planking usually adopted, and at the
Commonwealth Experimental Building Station in
Australia, roller forms with detachable wooden
clamps have been developed. A combination of
these techniques are shown-with the additional
improvement of metal hinges which allow the
c0rstrucci.x  of corners, at any angle, using only one
sh”r?er. l?ax and John Mzgdid  in ihr us have
developed an all-metal form where the sides are
released by a lever at the completion of a course.
They also eliminate tFe need for a corner form by
nnxnkig ccc course  we: zd 2 :ight 2zgles  :G
another-similar to a qwin of brickwork.

Rammed wails are built off basewalls  in the same
way as ‘cob’ and ‘adobe’. Soil with 12% cement has
been used to for= the basewall in low rainfall areas,
in p!ace  of burnt brickwork. On well drained sites
the soil cement mixture is rammed against the sides
of the trench on top of a bed of consolidated rubble
or a strip foundation of cyclopean concrete. In
Britain, however, these base walls would remain
almost permanently damp and soil cement might no,
stand up to frost attack, under such conditions.
Various treatments have been used to form a barrier
to rising damp, but conventional membranes will
probably give the best results. With the shutters in
position soil is rammed in successive layers until the
section of way’  reaches the height of the shutters 24i
(600mm) - 36in (900mm).  The shape of the rammin,



iron varies with the type of soil but flat rammers
weighing 5.l2!ns are most common, lifted about
ISin (450mm) with each stroke to provide an even
intensit>-.  NJ imprint of :he rammer should be left
when the s<)il  is properly compacted. A!though
stability can be achiexd with relatively thin wal!s,
14in (3 50mm)  is the minimum practical width for a
man to work between the shutters, which limits tt,e
minimum width for monolithic walls. Chicken wir:
or barbed wire laid zig zag fashion is sometimes used
as reinforcement, embedded in every other course.
The ramming of each course is done in an opposite
direction to that of the preceding ccares.  The
reinforcement also restrains shrinkage in a manner
similar to that effected by the planks cf timber
embedded in traditional pise walls.

The moisture content of soil lrGes  governs drying
shrinkage and the durability of the finished walls.
When soil is compacted, and inaeasing  proportions
of water are added_ th- unit weight of the soi!
increases. Eventually a point is r&ched where the
unit weight goes down. This is know as the
‘optimum moisture content’. P. soil compacted at
this moisture content will possess astonishing
durability and have maximum density. As much as a
storey height may be erected safely in one day and
courses may be built upon as soon as they are
completed. One man working between the shutters
can erect about 6ft (18OOmm)  square of pise per day
and it is thrrefore  a much quicker process than
puddled walling.

Cc,,“? is the most popu!zr stabilizer for rimmed
work, and has in the past been used extensively to
form road hases. Cement fcrms  a rigid skeleton
without chemical reaction from the soil, and
general!y  yie& much higher  strengths than other
stabiliztx  It is most effective for soils with high
sand con~nt, which in many cases are mechanically
unstable. Soii cement  mixtures should not be
allowed to stand for more than 10-l 5 minutes as
drying sets in, and they are kept moist after
compaction to allow the cement to hyd:ate  and gain
strength. Addition of 5% cement to the soil is usual
for building blocks. This produces strengths between
60@10001bs/in2  and stability even when saturated
for long periods.

But most stabilizers, inciuding cement, are
difficult to mix with heavy clay soils, and have little
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stabilizing effect. Additions of lime to such soils
make them more work&!c  a.ld generally prove mo,
effective than cement. They also reduce shrinkage.
Lime is increasingly effective with increase in c!a?
content as it reacts with aluminates and silcates  in
the clay portion of the soil, producing a chemical
bond (pozzolanic reaction). Reactions with lime an
slow and mixtures are not too affected by standing
time-usually 24 hours. Curing at high temperature:
produces B marked increase in strength, and when
using lime soii it is useful to build during the
summer to take advatage of warm periods.
Additions above 5% are not as effective as those up
to this point and there is a limit to the strength
attainable with soil-lime mixtures-unlike cement,
where larger proportions of cement correspond to
greater increases in strength.  The chemical reaction
may be increased with the addition r,i other
poaolanic  materials such as fly-ash but not enough
is known yet to manipulate soil-lime mixes in the
same way as soil-cement.

Other materials such as resins, wste sump oil,
and water proofing chemical solutions have been use
with limited success but they require much more
study before their hehaviour can be thoroughly
assessed.

d ~
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These stabilizers may be added to the soil mix fo
rammed walls but they may in many cases prove  to
expensive to incorporate into the whole wall, and a
4in (100mm) - 6in (150mm) surfacing of the
stabilized soil mixture may be rammed with
unstabilized earth used for the main portion of thr



wall. ‘Ihis process is known as ‘plating’ and in many
cases  has proved satis%ctory.

Big bwiness  has already shown itself to be
interest::d in stabilized building materials, following
the development of a pew&urn-based  stabilizer
known as BMX, which was dev&,ped  by Esso for th
industrialiscd  production of earth blocks using a
complicated processing plant. so illustrating a total
disregard for the almost unique qualities of earrh. A
yet BMX blocks have not been produced
commercially, however.

Building walls in monolithic, rather than block
form has a certain advanmge  in that the best pise is
formed with the soil incorporating pebbles which
make it unsuitable for block production. Generally,
though, pressed blocks are a better propositio::  thar
monolithic walls and machires  have been developed
to provide high-compaction, constant-volume block
Hand operated machines ,ch as the Cinva znd
Landcrcte  presses compress tie soil to 5@0-600lbs!
in’ and some hydraulic machines apply between
1000 and 12001bs/in’.  Blocks of soil-cement are th,e

hermai

most commonly produced. Permutations of the
moulding  boxes have produced other soil-cement
materi&  such as floor tilzs and ‘U’  shape?,, preca:
lintel sections. Soil cement tiles are rammed with
16% cznent and bedded in mortar  of a sin&r mi:
to the tile, with tile edges touching. The joints are
they stopped up with a neat cement slurry and thy
excess wiped off a fw hours later. loo-150 block:
per hour have been prcduced  with Landcrete
machines and Cinva claim 200-300.All  soil-cemen
products should be kept under covet after
production, watered for the fist 24 hours, and ke
damp for a further seven days. They may be used
after 21 days. The b!ocks built up with a soft mar
of I:? to 1:lO soil-and-cement, or a 1:2:8/9 mixtl
of cemeat, lime and sand, to reduce shrink:Lce  at t
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joints.
Many finishes have developed to protect and

stabilize wall surfaces. Rendering is the traditional
finish but it is difficult to applyio  earth walls and
many cases requires a mechanical key to prevent i
coming away from the backing. Cemrx render is
too short (brittle) and a mixture of 1 lime: ,3 sand,
ane xment or lime ‘roughcast’ are probably the b
re~%ring,  but inevitably requires high maintam

Slurries and paints arc therefore preferred for

i n
t
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rammed walls although rendering is advised for ‘Co

6
or ‘Adobe’ walls. Certain creepers also serve to
protect earth walls from severe exposure. Gypsum
piasters wii not adhere to the earth, and iime
plasters  are generally used to finish walls internally

All techniques require simple plzns with a
minimum of projections and care should be taken 1
evenly distribute loads ova a large area with timhe

plates or concrete pads. No lateral thrusts should b
tolerated and ‘pitched’ roofs should be adequately
tied, providing large overhangs for good protectien
Earth buildings should be designed with large areas
of walling unbroken by windows and doors.

f
Public resistance to the idea is probably the

I biggest obstacle to the revival of earth walls at the
2 moment, but with the inevitable increase in future
5 energy costs earth walls will, if properly developed,
2 provide a valid alternative to walls built from more
0 conventional materials.

/
Colin Taylor



Housin;.  is essentialI>-  a social and political process,
but most innoxation  concentrates on technological
and de@ questions, pushing the problems of the
asen into the background. It is exsicr to deal with
the technicai  questions tha” with people: models
can be n.xde of technical solutions and prototypes
built, but such ‘solutions’ to housing treat homes as
objecir  This reflects a wo:ld-wide tendenc;- to see
problems solved through production - the creation
of objects to be sold. The users of such objects
become consumers whose only activity is to bu,y
and passively accept what they are given. Housmg  is
usually seen as a problem of the production of
objecrr.

We may hope tbar ha\?---system  building was the
ultimate  in production Lizsed housing. every city
has its hieb flats ad deck access tenements,
architect&l  forms developed to juxiry the
enormous capital cost of system buildmg. This was
t;) be the answer to the housing problem - fast,
cfficienr  production ~ but the efficiency proved to
be a” illusion and we are now left with a legacy of
buildings that can only be demolished with
explosions. As a reaction more radical innovators
have come up with technologies with a lower
impact, flexib!e, adaptable and lightweight houses.
They are still concerned with solving the product-
ion questions first they see houses as objects
divorced from their social contest. We aren’t short
of ideas about how to build houses. What we must
turn our atrrl,tion  to is who is in conzol of ihe

resources by which they can be built.
Housing isn’t primarily about the production of

objects: it is a complex ner of activities and
~ processes  in which people  interact, social institutions
: are created and forcer of social iniustice  and

opPression  opera=. It is only~ by changing these
i factors that housing may be organised satisfactorily.

And, it can be argued, only the” can the
approximate technology satisfy needs. Autonomous
or flexible house technologies may then come in
ucefu!.  but ?m!ess they 2re zpproprizte  to the w”ay
housing is organised, they cannot possibly be

developed to their full potential.
Even people who claim to be concerned about the

‘i housing problem’ - homelessncss and so on - tend
i to see housing in terms cf production. Slogans such
as “We “eed 2 crast. programme of house building”
~are used by politicians and others of all hues who
! somehow assume that alI housing problems will be
~ solved by building more units. This tends to put into
~second place questions of management, organisation
j finance and dwelling needs when th:se are the main
’ issues. As a xsult more  housing is produced that is
r&idly  designed for the stereotype standard nuclear

~ family. Those who fall outside that category find it
harder and harder to house themselves.

Housing tends ro reflect the nature of capitalist
unequally distributed, it tads to

remforce  social divisions and conformity, and it

provides ample scope for investment, profits and
production.

While many continue to call for more houses,
some peopk :,re  beginning to understand that the
other questions are more important. Surprisingly
it is often those people most in need or most
involved in the process - the users or the homeless
- who realise the futility of appeals  for more
production and instead appreciate the need to get
the process and the activities right first. Homeless_
tamlhes ate t?egm”l”g  to reahse  that It IS the way

I

houses are under-used or left empty that brings
about the crises; those in substadard  houses or
clearance a”zlS may begi” to refuse the newiy
produced housing the council offers them and

I
~

insist on rehabilitation or changes in the procedures
of rehousing. People are beginning to question the
abilities of the main agencies in housing to get the
process righf: and this may bring them to a
confrontaticn  with the established forces in
society No longer are the local authorities, spec
builders and housing associxions  criticised only by
‘experts’, b3t by the people themselves who want
more control over rhe housing process.

!n tlx ia two OT three years groups have
emerged who are trying to control theh own
housing, znd there is 3 wide range of community
action campaigns, ‘user controlled’ projects,
self-help and squatting activities that represent a
movement of sorts. The idea of users controlling
housing isn’t a utopia” vision, therefore, but a
practical objecrive  of a significant and growing
number of people. The rest of this article looks
briefly at some examples of attempts to assert more
consoi  and the political potential and drawbacks
of such a movement.

0~ way in which people can get more control over
their housing is through ‘self-help’. Self-help usually
implies that people work on the construction of the
houses :hemselves.  By doing so they cut costs and
provide themselves with better housing at L lower
price than similar housing on the market.



Self-build housing associations have been
functioning for a number of years. No one has a
clear picture of how many cxst in Iiritain.  as many
have registered but, because of the massive
bureaucratic problems they face, have failed to get
as far as building. There are quite a few that have
successfully built houses, in Yorkshire and the
South of England for example. U&g  rules set out
by the National Federation of Housing Societies
they buy land, borrow money and do the building
work on a spare time basis, often with very rigid
rules, imposing fines on members who don’t do their
full share of the work. When their houses are
complete they buy them on a mortgage in the usual
way through building societies. but maybe getting a
houss worth, say, z&12,000  at today’s prices for only
L6,OOO.  Architects ma)-  fmd the work of such
groups disappointing bccauz  the houses rarely look
different from tbc average  spcc built ‘semi’, but of
course the self-builders are anxious that their houses
shouldn’t differ from the conventional norm because
of problems of reszlc.

acing a member of a sclt-bui!d  zssnciation is cot
always easy, and few would be prepared to put in
the work demanded for the dubious ‘security’ of a
mortgage and middle-class starus. What these
associations can teach us, however, is that people
with limited knowledge of building work can soon
acquire the expxtise  to participate in building.
There is no great mystery about the skills of
Building.

BLACK ROAD

Self-help building work has also emerged out of a
community action strugg!c  over a ‘rchabiliration
versus redevelopment issue. In Black Road,
Macclcsficld  (Cheshire), the residents of 34 houses
waged a two year battle with the council to
prevent their early nineteenth-century terraced
houses being demolished as unfit for human
habitation. Instead they got an improvement area
declared and undertook to improve the houses
themselves. Initially they had the work priced by
contTactors,  but then the residents saved money by
doing mary of the jots themselves in the evenings
or at weekends. Through this kind of s&help they
were able to save  on average  about Ll.500  a house

-

ard thus make optimum use of tbc improvement
grants available from the council. They were also
able io save a large  amount by working on external
environmental inxxovcments.

The success of ;hc Black Road project depended
a great deal on cc-operation from the lwal council,
the builders involved, the role of the architect, who
lived in one of the houses, and the commitment of
the residents - conditions that might be hard to
reproduce elsewhere. But as a precedent they arc
providing inspiration for local groups from all over
Britain. The Black Road Residents’ Association is
continualiy  hosting coach loads of visitors from
other worklllg-class  aras.

At Black Load the self-help WC-~ was done on
an informal basis ~ they didn’t fine each other as in
the self-build housing associations. Many of the
resident; were old people and tenants, and to
facilitate the scheme they worked out novel forms
of mortgage so that the old people could buy their
houses. Also the back garden areas were taken into
a form of common ownership and a trust set up to
admKstcr them. Persuadiiig  the wuncil  of the
feasibility of the scheme and setting up thee
organisational  questions were far more difficult than
the actual building work. The rehabilitation was
done in a year, whereas the campaign and
negotiations rook over two years.

The difficulties of setting up such a project arc
daunting. The system just isn’t geared to letting
people help themselves. It would be possible to get
enmeshed hopelessly in red tape and the
organisational and financial commitment may seem
unnecessary and frightening. For most working-class
people whose housing future seems limited to the
paternalistic provisions of a local authority, to get
involved in self-help housing is a big step, but some
people teem prepared to make it in order to achieve
a measure of control over their lives ad housing.

INNER CITY ARENAS

in many inner city districts community action
groups arc following the Macclcsticld  example and
developing new forms of organisation  to control the
renovation of properties. Many of the big cities like
Manchester, Birmingham and Glasgow had
embarked on massive slum-clearance programmes
and replaced old wxking-class  communities with
huge housing schemes whose faults have been only
too well documented. But these programmes have
gzound  to a halt partly because of government
pressure ar.d partly because of opposition from
residents and professionals to the local authorities
for example or at public enquiries. In Manchester,
arca like Chorlton, Longsight  and Ladybam  -
scheduled for clearance ~ arc now spawning locally
controlled housing associations, bui!ding
co-operatives and other groups dctcrmined  to
implement rehabilitation themselves. Similarly in
Saltlcy in Birmingham and Govanhill in Glasgsw
local groups have been formed to organist
improvements.

In Saltlcy the residents, maw of them
immigrants, came together to fight the councils’



condemnation of their houses md have now set up
a self-help building group and a tenants’
c@opcrativc.  They made an Open?  Door television
oroerammc  and were inundated with requests for* .?
ass,stancc.

It is possible ro see these dcvclopmcnts  as mainly
for the better-off members of the working. class.
Home-owners tend to form *he core of&y
campaign to save  houses from demolition. In some
cases not cvcryonc  favours  rehabilitation. In
Manchester for instance many residents in
Longsight felt they had lost the chance to be
rehoused because of the ‘saving’ of their houses.
They attacke,.  the ‘studcnrs’  and young
profession& who had come in ro organisc  the
opposition to the cour.cil  plans. Yet in some of
Manchcsteis newest council housing schemes (like
Moss Side District Centrc) the new tenmts  are
clamowing  to get out of them, and back to tiw
old-style rerraces.

TENANTS TAKE OVER .-.-
The imiiativc  for users control in the field of
public ;u:~!  housir ;-assocmtion  housing tends to
come from progressive thinkers rather than tenants
~emsclves.  Various,?rop::  have come up with
proposals for invoivmg,pco~~lc  ir the management
and organisation  of thcu housing (rather than
direct involvement in building and mairxcnance
work!. Some experiments have begun, particularly
i? the housing-association world.

The Holloway tmants  co-operative is an example
of this.’ Tine tenants/members of a co-operative
or~anisation negotiate with a housing association to
buy on their behalf and improve houses for people
in serious housing need. The ownership of the
houses remains with the housing association but the
tenants  are in charge of managcmcr.:, heavily
boistcrcd by paid professional community workers
and the like. It is questiunablc  whether  such a
scheme actually ,.&w mowy. but it does give the
tenants some say in what happens to their housing.
6 The Grairby felzants  co-~operative  in Liverpool
claims to be a step further on from this because the
co-ape&w  actually owns the housing it manages.
Several tenant co-operatives have been set up within
this area of Liverpool and they arc able to organist
their own professional help througil a Ncighbour-
hood Housing Service which they also manage.

The argument has been put forward for many
years by the Co-operative party and various writers
like Colin Ward’ that tenant management is
applicable to council housing also. The most
common model suggested is based on Scandinavian
experience where the local autbo:ity  sells housing
schemes to tenant-managed co-operatives. There is
no doubt that this idea is being considered by a
number of local authorities, and the Ntiister of



party to report on the fewbdq or otherwise of
dlis  idea. Significantly there are no reprtsentatives
of tenants’ qanisatibns  on this working party! The
G.L.C. is also considering proposals fa a different
kind of scheme ~ a form of extended participation
- for Thamermad, the ‘new towm’  to the south-
east of London.

What is important is that pressure for this sort of
scheme isn’t coming from tcnancs,  though there is
massive criticism of the ixfficien~ and poor
management of local aurborities. Tbe principle of
tenant management is that tenat%, organised
locally, can provide a better and more sensitive
service than cenualised  and clumsy bureaucracies.
Some local authorides  offer tenants :cnt ‘holidays’
and grants if they will repa;. and redecorate 1 house
when they mow mm it because otherwise the
x-letting delays can be faur or five months every
timr a house falls vacant. But this is only O.K. for
tenants if it is worth  their while financially; at
present housing finance is locked into such a rigid
system that it is hard for local aurborities  to, say,
lowe; rents in reum for te~lants taking over certain
management responsibilities. Many schemes a12
decaying rapidly and tenants may be unwilling to
take responstblby  for housing that the council
can’t cope with

S L’MNER  HO USE

But in areas of housing crisis ordinay workiig-class
fanilies may adopt the ideas of tenant

K3pposi*e  and Abaue, screev  demansation  by lkmzms. ml*u~
Emear  Mi. Ymmly of me svmma House  V”anrS  gcmp.

management and self-help as an answer to their
housing problems. Sumner House in Tower Hamlets
East London, is an exan;ple of this approach.

In the summer of 1974 &n organisation  of
homeless families on the council waiting list were
frustrated at the council’s lack of interest in their
plight. They moved into an empty counc;l block
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.s (called Sumner House) and jet up a tenants’
I co-operative. They said they would manage and

5 improve the block instead of the council. The block
~ had been emptied  for a very extensive and costly
; rehabilitation scheme, and when the council found
that ‘rquatters’ had moved in they set about
1 smaslGn,o up the remaining empty flats to make
j !hem unmhabitab!e.  Gradually the numbers
j occupying the block have grown until there are

now over fifty families there. The cc?op  has been
negotiating with rhe council to iegitimise their

I ”
posmon. claiming that it can carry out improve-
ments, to the tenants’ satisfaction, at a much
lower cost using self-help work. Many members of
the co-op are skilled tmdesmen and they reckoned
they could take on a great deal of the improvement

1work. In return they want the council to recognisc
~ them and leave them in control of the block, paying

over wider policy decisions or finance, but are tied
down with time-consuming administrative and
committee responsibilities which prevent them
from taking a more political path.

It is the cconomii  question  which is the most
serious, however. The use of time or labour by
working-c&  people to organise or build their own
housing may be a form of double exploitation.
Some of the surplus generated at work by their
labour is invested in housing. This housing is then
sold or rented back to the working-class and there
have been many hitter struggles over the level of
rents that have been charged. If a worker has also

i reduced rents. At the time of writing the situation
LS very much in the balance as the council is still
~holding the threat of eviction over the group.
Whatever the immediate result, however, the
impact of Sumner House will be far reaching. The
group has brought together the squatting idea,
tenant management and the use of self-help
building work to cut costs. It is sufficiently

credible to make the council seriously consider its
case. This could be a model for similar action
elsewhere, which would reduce the enormous
~ housing loss of empty properties awaiting re-letting
~and repairsor improvement.

j There is no clear movement emerging from all ihis
I activity. Many of the groups mentioned above have
i come together at various points to compare notes,

but there are many different ideas about objectives

to work on the building or maintenance of his 1

/
and strategies and there are many who are critical
of the ideas of user control and self-help.

i There are the usual criticisms from the Right
; that retlect  the authoritarian unwillingness to
! accept that ordinary people can do anything for
: themselves without the control of experts and
cent4 bureaucracies. For all the Tory rhetoric
1 about self-help, the capitalist institutions (th.
/
/

banks, building societies, building firms, etc) will do
little to help workingclass  people organise  their

; own housing.
’
i

From the Left is the fear that many socialists
have of community action, in general, that it is

part of the old fashione& voluntary movement,
papering over the cracks and letting the system off
the hook by doir.g job5 the system ought to do
a weakening of the W&fare State. The correct tactic
is to demand a better ad extended Welfare State.

~ Public housing, for instance,  was the result of
decades of stmggle by the labour  movement,

!

~

the thought of selling it off to tenant  managed
CO-ops  is horrifying to them. A more sophisticated
cnt~~sm reatises  that the Welfare State involves a

complex network of state and voluntary agencies
I that seek to dissipate and control working-class
/ discontent. Organisations thrown up by the
! xorkiig-class  from trade unions CO retail
I co-operatives to tenants’ associations can become

agents of social control, holding back the very
people they were supposed to liberate.

In a similar way tenant participation or
management may he offered in carefully
controlled doses where the tenants have no control

housing, then he is pay&g twice over for someone
to lend him the wealth that he produced in the
first place.

In the short term it can be financially
advantageous for some people to become involved
in self-help and user controlled scher.es,  but in the
longer term any movement for more control in
housing must confront the question of economic
and social justice and see their struggle in terms of
achieving a just distribution of wealth. However,
the many experiments in organising housing that
community action is generating must not be
dismissed on the grounds that, like many other
programmes for change, they are reformist. The
lessons that can be learnt from tenants’ co-operative
are that it is questions of organisation,  activities I
and structures that must be got right first, with
production and technology developing in the most
appt”pti=tC WY.

Such 2 movement a:w helps to demystify the
role of the ‘expert’. Housing is no longer seen as a
complex and difficult task that only architects
and housing managers and others can tackle, but a
simple process from maagement  to building that
anyone with a modicum of common sense can
take on. Such projects serve as models for the
devolution  of power and responsibility within
society and they also educate the participants  in thy
realities of wban politics and processes. If the
lessons are learnt, those involved will become aware
of the need for wider change and of the objective
of control over institutions rather than merely
demanding that these  in power do things better.



Reiting  (The term comes from ‘wetting’ and
, ‘rotting’ which in fact describes the basis of thebecoming j&t the

the pockets 3f the capitalists. it’s almost as
subversive to mention the ‘naturzi’ fibres, such as
wool, flax, sisal, jute and cotton as it is to mention
their important companion, cannabis or hemp. (It’?
even more subversive to examine closely the develop-
ment of the technology oi iabric production; it’s
hard to touch on a single area within the criticism of
modem industrial technology and the interests it
sewes without turning t” s”me phase within the
evolution of spinning, weaving and the production
of fibrc, to illustrate one’s case). We thus dedicate_.
uus Sectlo”  “A Nb”erSWe  coverage Of me covering
of man”. ts all those who may be in danrer  of
forgetting thilt wool grows on sheep audihat  cotton
is now almost a synthetic fibrc, considering the
amant of pesticide and fertilizer that is used t”

keep it as a commercia: monoculrure.
‘Natural’ fibrcs fall into four cateeories:  animal

~ fur (including wool, h”rse-hair, hcm& hair, goat
1 hair and rabbit fur. etc.); fibres in the stems of
plants (jute, etc.); fibres from the leaves of plants

(sisal, etc.); and seed or flower tibre sucl  as cotton.
This se&or, will deal only with the cultivation of

~ fibrcs which are suited to a temperate climate and
which hwe disappeared from c”mm”n use under the

~ pressure of ‘progress’.
Stem or ‘bast’fibres  Hemp, flax, nettle and

~ hibiscus all give  fibrcs from <heir  si;ems. In each case
j these are located mnning  length-ways along the srer~
’ undemea*h what could be called the ‘bark’ and
: surrounding the central ‘woody’ core.

FLAX (Linum usitatissimum)

2 There  are abour 150 species
$ ! of this plant widely
;f i disnibutcd throughout the

2 j Y;;;‘~; y$&

$ j climates has a greenish-grey

s : Ez”Exe::~;:r~P
~ branching at the top to
~ produce pale-blue flowers.
The seeds are crushed to

produce linseed-oil, but the
: extraction of tibre generally
I requires the plant to be
~ lifted before the seeds
~ ripen. The plant requires

~
ferti!e roil, weedless and
well worked, under which

1 conditions it will take abat
three months from the
sowing of the seed till the yellowing of the leaves
i it$cates  readiness for cutting. A moisr summer is
sad t” give the softest linen-hot, dry weather being
required for cord fibre. Once cut, the stems are
stripped of their leaves and sccd~,  and left to dry.
When  dry, the crop is ready for the process which
is c”mm”n t” the extraction of mat stem fibrcs.

process). The stems are placed in wata (often a
slowly moving stream) and the action of natutal
fungi and bacteria rots aww thr cells which bind th
fibres. This can take anythcng from days to weeks
depending on the nature of the fibre and the
temperature of the water. Retting  requires
considerable care. for if the process continues longe
than it takes the binding cells to disintegrate, then
the fibres themselves can begin to rot. Even though
the process is now understood scientifically in quite
considerable detail, and in spite of the advanced
mechanization of fibre-extraction, commercial
retticg is stiil carried “ut according to the intuition
of skdlcd personnel, with aimost  continuous sampk
t

;
I

xtraction and testing. In areas where the climate
msures warm spring days, retting is often produced
17 the action of the early morning dew and rain; th
slant being left in the field where it was cut and
umcd daily t” ensure  even exposure. Dew retting
generally takes at least three weeks, as much assex
reeks not being uncommon. This method has the
advantage that, as the process is slower, the chances
>f over-retting are reduced.
e Fibre extraction titer rettirlg, the extraction of
:he fibre from the stalks differs slightly from crop t
xop; generally, howeva,  the procedure involves
hying the stalks and then breaking or crushing :he
~“res which should have become brixle. The broke]
exn is then drawn  under a scraper or ‘scutch’  to
reparate  the wood from the fibre. In most cases.
iowcvcr,  the fibre can be stripped straight off the
item by hand.
I

scvtdl and r”rching  knife.

METTLES (Urticaceae)-
The main commercial fibrc from the nettle family
comrs unfortunately from a species quite removed
from the stinging netrle, “Rarn;e”  as ii is called
(from Roehmeria  Mveni can only be cultivated
successfully i,l tropical climates, although Laportia
canadensis,  which gives a slightly coarser and
stronger fibre has reportedly been grown in the

-



South of France with some success. The nett!e ~ use by a season’s planting with hemp, which is then !
familv oroduces  fibre that is oarticularlv  resistant to plounhed  back into the soil.
bacte% action, ensuring a v&y hig~h &t strength
and making it ideal for fishing-net cord.

The common stinging nettle !Uriico  dioicu)  is
reputed to have produced very high quality cloth,
although there is onl!~ one reference that i have ever
come across that mentions any details aboatcxtrxt-
ing the tibre (N.B. Dutt ‘Neglected Fibres’, /n&m
Text, 1937). Apparently boiling the dried nettle in
‘water and ash’ allows it to be stripped from the
stem. (This seems to agree with the description of
the normal procedure for the prcduction  of ramie
which apparently has to be de-gummed chemically

~ becaus:  the normal retting process is ineffective).
My own attempts to produce fibre from the

stinging r.erle have never resulted in a product
suitable for cloth; scraping the dried nettle stems
with a sharp knife removes  the fibrous layer but
boiling th!s with ash does not seem to break this

down to any subs*an.tiai  degree. However, carding
of the products after boiling and drying does give

coarse  but spinnable cord iibres.

It’s probably unnecessary
to say that this grows
quite successfully in a
temperate climate. (My
vo:urne  of The Vegetable
Kingdom 1890-a source

~ $x~;2$&;::“-

1 .-England; but if anyone should
1 offer you a map to the
I secret forgotten hemp-land,
remerr.jrr  the proverbial
‘I ,oot  of gold’.
~ Hemp cultivation requires
~ well-composted soil to
~ give good high rtem growth and hence good fibre-
i growing the plants close together (about eight inches

I
apart) causes  them to become long and spindly and
gives  a softer fibre more suitable for weaving. Plants

i should not be allowed to ‘ripen’ as the fibre is then
too tenaciously held to the stem for successful
~ extraction. (Ripeness is signified by the male Bowers
~fading and the stems turning slightly yellow). As it is
better-in terms of the fineness of the fibre-to err

on the side of youth, it is reasonable to use the
ripening of the first male plant as a signal to pull the
entire crop. The heads and the roots should be
returned to the soi! and the stems  left to dry before
i retting (which proceeds as for flax). This is proably
: the right time to warn you that “Honestly, Officer, I

iuas only gowing it for making rope” may not be
: sufficient defence  aeainst the olant’s roost

TKe book also mentions that hemp has ‘the ’
peculiar property of destroying caterpillars and other,
insects which prey upon vegetables’ and recommends1
the plaxing  of hemp borders around the vegetable i
beds. I’ve never seen that mentioned in a gardeniilg :
book. (Parenthetically, if you note that as well as all
these remarkable properties, hemp makes better
qxlity and longer lasting paper th:m wood-pulp,
and yields more per acre than forest, it’s hard to
avoid the conclusion that the plant is one of God’s
great gifts to humankind. It would seem that its
suppression is not merely a terrible waste, but Agin
the Natural Lzw. Eds.).

LEAF FIBRE

There is really only one leaf fibre suitable for
production io temperate climates: New Zealand flax
(Pbovium  Tenax). This is a plant with long, flat
leaves encircling the base of a straight stern several
feet high. It Ixopagates  both by seedy and by the
production of creeping rhizomes (suckers) which
branch out in a circle ,around the plant. Although
leaves may be picked after t5e first );ear  the plant
actually takes about three to four years to mature
and it seeins wise to keep the rhizomes attached unti
ir is three years old. In 1890 the Botanic Garden at
Chelsea  in London reported that some thirty-six
leaves were produced on average in those first three
years, each ieaf giving approximately one ounce of
fibre after extraction.

I/

A few days’ rating in stagnant water breaks down
the leaf cells sufficiently for an older mangle or
wringer to ‘squeeze’ out the non-iibrous matter.
Washing in running water and bleaching in the sun
gives a fibn: fit for weaving and excellent for cordage
and rope. Cultivation requires good soil and
protection from frost.

FROM FIBRE TO CLOTH -
Turning your mountain of fibre into cloth or cord
will generally require it to be spun, although in the
case of wool, and other hairs, very warm and
pleasant rugs can be woven with unspun fib:?.

The usual step preparatory to spinning is curding
when the tibres are combed to make them parallel
and overlapping. ‘Carding’ is often referred to as
‘teasing’, after the dried flower of the teazle which



: iormed  die earliest  carding  comb. Modern (hand)
1
~
carders consist of two flat pieces of wood with
handles. covered on one side with leather into which
rows of thin nails have been inserted and bent
towards the handle. They are used above and below
the fibres to pull them into line. Ur.less  real:y fine
yarn 1s required or the fibre is particuiarly  short,
carding-particularly in the case of woolLis  almost
unnecesary  once you have mastered the technique.
of spinning.
* Spiming  This is just as it sounds-the fibres are
twisted together so the microscopic protruberanccs
on their surface become titerlocked  to produce a
yam. The simplest technique for spinning ‘mechani
ally’ involves the ue of a rotaring  shaft on to which
the yarn is fixed. When the yarn is in line with the
shaft (slipping off the end) it is twisted and unspun
5bre can be added in as the yam extends. In its
Gmplest  form this ‘rotating shaft’ can be the vertica
axle of a ‘drop spindie’ consisting of a length of
wooden dowel inserted throueh  the middle of a flal

I
! wooden disc (see above). The swindle is stun with

the thread looped  around the ;“p of the Shaft, the
thread being drawn out as the device is allowed to
fall towards the ground. When one section of threat
is finished it is then wound on the spindle and the
procedure  repexea ~lhes.5  two separate actions
occur simultaneousiy  in the ‘modern’ spinning

wheel; the ‘flier’ rotates to give the twist, whilst tht
bobbin, which is also rotating in the same direction
but at a slightly greater speed owing to the relative1
smalle; diameter of its pulley, takes up the spun
thread. The process of spinning really requires two
hands, one in front ‘pinching’ off the already twist<
yam while the other is used to draw out a short

,Y I

:d ’

length of the unspun fibre into the thickness

yarn was able to meet the needs of the cloth mills. A
closer analysis however, shows that the motivation
for the mechanization of the spinning process
cannot be explained simply by the shortage of yarn.
Hargreaves  and Crompton both produced machines
initially which increased the output of yarn sixteen
to twenty-fold yet remained ‘skilled’ hand-operated,
wooden devices, suited to home use. There is ample
evidence to suggest that had the home spinners used
these machines in place of the normal spinning
wheel there would have been an overproduction  of
yam. Yet copies made ‘illegally’ by home spinners
were confiscated under the law when !arge patent
royalties were not forthcoming from their owners.
The machines insttiled in the factories were ‘second
generation’ ver+ons, much too heavy and expensive
for home use, and requiring no skilled operators.
Roberts produced a folly ‘automated’ water driven
machine which needed “no operators at all”. The
process of mechanical evolution has c!carlv  more
motives than simple efficiency or product&y. This
was openly stated in advertisements for the Roberts
machine and in Andrew Ure’s  weighty rrtiew  of the
Histoy  of the Cotton Manufacture of Great Britain
(1830). In fact Ure went on to e:aborate what he
saw as the ‘Philosophy of Manufacture’ in which he
extols the virmes of technological progress because:
“Whenever a process requires particular dexterity it

.equired. The front ‘pinch’ is then released so that
:he new length twists, the rear hand now performing
the ‘pinching’ function. It’s then only a matter of
qting  your foot to work (co turn the wheel) in an
:ven rhythm independently of the movement of
your hands.

The spinning wheel system with its flier and
?obbin  is only one of two basic techniques used in
ndusbial spinning. The other system derives from
:he ‘spinning jenny’ in which the action of the drop
<pindIe is preserved in a mechanized form, the
rhread moving back and forth between being in line
with a rotating shaft and therefore twisting. and ?
2eing  perpendicular to the shaft and hence being
wound on. Three famous names from The industrial
revolution ‘we associated with the progressive
kvelopment  of spinning based on the latter system:
lames Hargxaves, Samuel Crompton  and Richard
Roberts (so the uncritical history books tell)
imoroved mechanical winning  so that the outout of



can be withdrawn from the cunning workman, who
$ I.1s prone to irregularities of all kinds, and placed in

charge of a pecuiia;  mecnanism, so self-regulating

;l~:that a child may superintend it”. He goes on to
explam that co. siderations of this sort have given

1“extraordinary stimuhs to mechanical science” and
~ concludes that when “capital enlists science in her
~ service, the refractory hand of labour will always be
~taught docility”. One could easily rename  Ure’s
Philosophy uf Manufactures (1835) ‘Arguments for
~ an Alternative Technology’.

l Weaving
‘Weaving is the inter&zing  of two threads, the

: active weft crossing the passive warp  at right
~ angles. For easy Ir.hnipulation of the warp and

heating-down of the weft, it is essential that the
warp threads be kept under tension. All the
complexities that have been added to the loom
are only to save  time or make intricate weaves
possible. They do not alter the fundamental
function of a. loom as a wav-stretcher.’
That beautifully simple description of the

elements of weaving comes from The Techiques  of
~ Hug Weaving by Peter CoIlingwood (Faber and

Faber, London 1968) which justly deserves the cult
rating it is achieving. It is an indispensable element

in any serious attempt at weaving. For the less
serious, the price (around L8 UK) proh?b!y prohibits
~purchase but it’s certainly worth a trip to the
nearest library.
_ Tnere  are myriads of texts on weaving and it
: would be ridiculous to attempt to summarize the
~ detailed information contained in them. However,
; even the best books do have a tendency to assume
/ that equipment is merely a problem of ascertaining
j the type nf weaving desired, and notifying the
: nearest loom supplier. It is possible to he more
; resourceful. Any rigid frame can serve the purpose
) of stretching the warp. An old bed frame, a large
i picture frame, even an old deck chair, would suffice.
Try using existing furniture; for almost a year I wow
_ on the underneath of B couch using two sticks place<
I across opposite pairs of legs to give me the frame,

raising the couch end-on gave a good vertical ‘fold-
away’ loom-a simple answer to the problem of
fitting a !zx it?to a sn:ai! rocttx  .I ‘frxne’  !oon is

~ excellent for making rugs; you can use twine for the
I warp and almost any thick yarn for the weft (old
rags cut into endless strips make very warm and

1 hard-wearing rugs when used as weft).
The only other tip worth mentioning (because

/ most books don’t) is that you will be extremely
: unlucky if you live in an area without  a local Guild
i of Weavers,  S.~inners  and Dyers; full of people wt.0
; live. cat and sleep, weaving and spinning, have lanolil
in their blood and skeins of information at their
fingertips. Do not move without contacting their
secretary or attending ant of their (usually frequent’
j meetings. Write to the Asso&tion  of Guilds of
Weavers, Spinners and Dyers, clo Mrs M.J. Emery,

64 Holly Hill, Bassett, Southampton, Hams, UK, for
the address of your local branch.

“YEING

Now lastly for a little colour (naturally). Table 1
gives a list of the more common plants (and one
insect-cochineai) which can be used to dye wool.
Unlike ‘chemical’ dyes most of the ‘natural’ dyes will
not directly colour the fibre, it being necessary iilst
to mordant the fibre. In this process some inter-
mediate chemical is introduced, which has the dual
properties of combining with the dye colour and
adhering to the fibres. Mordanting is as important as
dyeing: a badly mordanted skein will dye badly.

In table 1 only two mordants are referred to,
alum and chrome. To mordant with alum use 302 ef
alurn and loz of cream of tartar to one pound of
wool. Dissolve the alum and the cream of tartar in
cold water and place it on a slow fire, When the
liquid is warm add the wool, bringing it slowly to the
boil. Simmer for an hour and then lift out the wool.
It can now be used itnmediately for dyeing, but it is
often better if the wet wool is left for a day or so.

For the chrome mordant  use %oz of potassium
bichromate to one pound of wool and proceed as for
alum.

In some cases a colour will be improved by the
addition of 6-7 teaspoons of vinegar and ‘6 oz of
potassium dichromate,  to the alum-mordanted wool
after it has been dyed. This is denoted by the ‘++’
sign in the table. (A single + is used to indicate the
addition of vinegar only). When preparing the plants
for dyeing it is often easier to boil them first before
cntering  the wool. \;viicn  thisis the cake the ‘time’
column has two figures (eg ‘10 then 20’), meaning
that the plant was boiled for ten minutes without
the wool, then twenty Gtb it. (When there is
‘alum++’ a third ‘time’ gives the boiling time in the
++ solution).
l Lichens These are substantive  or non-mordant
dyes directly imparting colour to the flbre and
producing vibrant, fast colo~~s. An equal weight
of lichen to wool is a rough guide for good results
when boiled for several hours (placing the lichen in a
muslin bag saves  having to comb out the pieces when
the wool is used for spinning). Some lichens give best
results when fermented. This can be ache&d by
placing the lichen in a bottle with urine (or ammonia
znd water) and keeping it in a warm piace for about
one month. Leaving the bottle half-filled and shaking
daily assi;sir:s the process. Even the most ordinary
rock-covering grey lichen (which gives a brown
colour when boiled) can Froduce  a beautifully vivid
magenta or puce when it has been fermented. It is
generally the crustaceous  lichens (commonly found
on rocks at about 1,000 feet) which respond to
fermentation. Even for simple non-fermented dyeing
the colour of the dye will often bear little resembl-
ance to the colour of the lichen. For instance
Pam&a  omphalodes,  which is a tight green leafy-
looking lichen which grows on rocks above 2,000
feet, gives a rust red when boiled for two hours.
Experiment with your iocal lichens. Try it, you’ll
lichen it.

Chris Ryan
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I ter van Uresser

When I called on Peer mm Dresser late in 1973, the
emrgy  crisis had just pene:wted public

consciousness. Throughout the hired S&%-s the
word ‘energy’ ws on everyone’s lips, and the

hmd*wagon  of altmmive energy soumxs am filling
up with  a mode-y  crowd of Dco-freaks’,  university

departments, small-n’me  entrepreneurs and spies
from the oil companies and orher  big,corporations.

But in the rbirties,  when  Peter mcldc  solarheated
domestic water beaters, and even just after the wm,

when  be built solarheated  houses and equipped
them with  wind-driven generators, be was a lone

and often niticised pioneer: no one bad given
thought to the prospect of oil we& drying up or
the demmd  for energy increasing exponentially.

Thermal pollution would have sounded like science
fiction. Van Dresser’s pioneering efforts to use the
sun’s energy were part of a transcending vision and

pbilosopby:  be saw naturally-defined geographic
regions which  might  become self-sufficient through

the skills and intel!igeme of their  people, grouped
into communities  on a human scale. He perceived

his own country’s ‘under-developed’ areas absorbing
it* j~&,b!j;  p&g pop&:;**  *j p;; *[t~if**&e

to ever-b&p cities.
I asked him whether  be entertained any hope that

the almnnnh’ue  movement,  particularly the
alremadve technology which  was part of it, offered

any prospect of cba@ng  society.

Not at its present level of intensity; I live in hope
that a genuine psychic change may be operating
seriously on society as a whole, and that the present
gropings towards an alternative society are the
forerunners of a serious movement. But from my
experience with it I fiid it confused, fragmented
and self-defeating, I’m taiking about the communes
and drop outs. They’re not genuine. They are
pseudo, still linked with xhe establishment in ways
which pretty well neutralise  their pretentions to be
expon&ts  of the alternative so&y.
* You critic& the altenzative  movement fo7 aiming
at self-sufficiency and also for being too locked into
the system. Aren’t you denying ir any room fool
??UlflOt?UVW?
There is a middle ground where you don’t pretend
a~ self-sufficiency, but rely as much as possible on
the resources and products of the local economy.
Thaz’s the distinction I make. The drop outs 1
critic&e  most are the ones thet pretend at self-
sufficiency-living in a wigwam and all the rest of it-
yet going to Safeways  once a month for their
proteins. This is just a destructi\.  fantasy.‘The  viable
middle ground is a slow evolutionary process in
which each year you n-y to reduce your dependence
on a greater economy and try to utilise the products
of your region more effectively. You try to integrate
You try to strengthen the village community and the
regional economy. Phoney self-sufficiency gets in tb
way of evolving this localised self-sufficiency, so
important for a viable future.
* Would you rule out the use of; say, windmills, or
piping, or other products which might have be&
produced several hundred miles au~y?
Certainly not. Even the most fanatical self-
sufficiency addict uses an axe and a shovel, and they
are both products of highly technological linkages.
What 1 object to are the linkages to supermarkets fa
protein-which incidentally involves the constant
use of the awxnobile.  You know, we are obsessed
-with the nrcd for mobility, not for funitionnl
reasons, but psychologically we just can’t stay insm
place. It’s ridiculous to use this most destructive and
com$icated  of modern industrial products for
inadequate reasons. But mnst minimally, if there’s
no other means of transport, it is all right. A carefully
rationed old ‘pick-up’, kept in reasonably good
shape and used infrequently, is better than the drop
out’s fantzsy of a how which eats zs much as five
or six cows, and in this country is very ecoiogically
destructive.
* You’ve put the case for decentralisation  as one
remedy for the sickness of society. Do you envisage ~
an eventual migration from cities to the
countryside?
Some time ago 1 became dissatisfied with
‘decentralisation’ as a description of this philosophy;
‘recentmlisation’ may be better, for we need to form /



and recent&se  life around urban centres and
communities on a more human scale. The way out
of the problem of the existing huge urban
conglomerates seem to me to be an evolutionary
process ov~er a period of decades which would not be
a physical moving of people from bii cities out to
the country, but would change the institutional
environment which moulds our society. This would
mean that the whole hierarchy of smaller
communities *Nould  regain their economic viability
and begin to re-habilitate  themselves in economic
terms. So at first there would be a halting of the
exodus from provincial and rural areas to the great
cities, 2nd E relative shifting of growth  rate in favo*ot
of smaller centres. After several decades the relative
magnitude of the great centres would diminish in
favour of a fully developed ‘hinterland’-as it is
erroneously called-we’d see a recolonisation of
country districts so that they could be reclaimed
gradually and gently, skilfuily  and artistically.

However, the chances of our society being able to
conceive of such a programme and carry it through
systematically over a period of decades are very
slight. it is a utopian hope, but I still feel it’s the
only way oat of the terrible impasse our civilization
is getting into. But any notion of wholesale
resettlement of pecple from New York and Chicago
to satellite towns is to& fantasy.

Another alternative of course-and what a lot of
people secretly hope for-is a rapid breakdown of
the whole system and total chaos to solve’the
prob!em. Bm it wouldn’t s&e the problem-simply
alter conditions in a violent way.
l How long do you think the system can survive
without collapse?
Now there’s a question-I’d say thirty years , for
fun! ! think the svstem ti!! m-‘-e  constant
adjustments-all kids of ‘ersatz’ ways of making
people do with less and crowding them into less
space. They will keep us going for a long time,
despite a gradual deteriorarion  in the condition of
Xe. One hopes that by t&ii thought and
statesmanship we could avoid that kind of solution,
and for that reason it is very precious. But it still is
only a germ-not even an embryo.

The particular stiategy I’m interested in is
concerned with relating this undercurrent of feeling
to logical thought, bringing it to the surface in
rational term! as being a scientific and sound
solution oi our problems. 1 want to make the
whole subject understandable, rather than a
mystique.

I don’t like the term ‘alternative technology’ wy
much: it reflects <he American hope that gadgets
will solve problems. Much more is needed-the
whole alternative rationale for restructuring society.
Technology is only a portion of this, and to
emphasise  it misses a very large part of what has to

i
1

,e thought about and done. I feel that to speak as if
,echnology has a drive of its own is not defensible.
rechnology  has been mouldsd very much by human
nstitutions and drives, and I would argue that we
we to change our motivations and out social and
xonomic relationships, and that in the process
:echnology will be evolved to satisfy tea,1 human
leeds. If you throw the burden on technology as an
maginary  entity on its own, as I say, you run the
Ianger  of the good old American habit of nying  to
;olve  problems with gadgets-even though the
gadgets  may be solat energy and wind genexxtois.  We
nust be wary of leaping on the bandy gon of
rlternative technology as a panacea: 1 know of
sealthy drop outs who have bought an expensive
Nind generator and set it up an tqp of a dome while
;till running enormous four-wheel drive vehicles
which use a hundred times mote energy every day
ban the wind generator delivers. The wind generatot
,s then purely a symbol; the liiestyle that goes with
.t has not changed to validate it.
b What do you see  as standing in the way of
fesirahle social change?
We have built a Frankenstein monster of industrial
md commercial relationships which is almost totally
running out lives. It derives its motivation from our
uxeptance  of it and our failure to conceptualise  any
xher value system. A very subtle subject. The
:hange I’m talking about-1 don’t know how to
&xibe  it-a psycho-cultural change? I tiouldn’t
all it just a spiritual change, but it would certainly
have to include what are called spiritual values.
+ Do you think that the change me me talking abou
is possible within a capitalist system?
The typical modem Liberal is inclined to think that
the alternative to capitalism is an enlightened
Marxist ot communist system, and this I don’t
believe. I think that the change is no more or less
possible under a capi+alist system than under
bureaucratic communism. Yes, I think that a new
type of economic relationship is necessary. 1 incline
towards mutual libertarian or anarchistic political
solutions as the nearest to opening up the possibili~
of achieving this creative, free society. Capitalism, az
I see it, is the monopoly of the monetisation of
credit-a highly efficient mechanism for
concentrt4ng  power and wealth, and one which has
to be abandoned in favour  of monetary relationship:
that don’t have this built-in monopolistic power.

Experiments in community are possible under the
kind of government we have now: the greatest
obstacles to them are not capitalism but the internal
psychology of ourselves. To blame failure entirely o
capitalism is kind of ‘copping out’ and dodging the
real issue. This is not a defence  of monopoly
capitalism, but I can’t visualise  how the difficulties
would be less with any of the other existing system!

Patrick Riven
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Peter Haqxi

Power to the People
Decentdisation
Participatory Democracy
Workers’ Control
Smdl is Beautiful.

b e t w e e n
the lines are values expressed repeatedly in this
book: of seif-generated activity. distributed respons-
ibility, control from the bottom upwards. In short,
of autonoq

Autonomy is a vague and fruitful idea. It has
many ambiguities 2 it can too easily hide ‘I’m all
right, Jack’ escapism and deliberate disregard of the
public good - but something like it is necessary
to counterbalance the insensitive gigantism of
modern societies and rekindle the sense of ability
to initiate, create, control, and participate. 1





Insider Figure 1: a house which generates its OWQ
[erg-y, coIlect~  its own water, treats its own wastes
Id grows its own food. The idea of such ‘autcno-
ous servicing’ for houses first started in response
‘eco:ogical’  problems of rescuree  depletion and
wironmental  damage associated with providing
msehold  services in more conventional ways. But
ere were other implications tco. For many people,
mxcmous  houses represented the technical realis-
ion of the political or existential autonomy that is
le of the basic themes of this book: not jnst having
gal or social control over one’s destiny ba having
K’S hands directly on the hardware. Some went
‘en further and embraced autonomous servicing as
means of total self-sufficiency that absolved them
cm any obligation tc the rest of society. Such
xions still persist,  and it is important tc make clear
st how autcncmcus  servicing fits into wider ccn-
:pts of autonomy, and in which aspects of cur
tily lives autonomy is technically feasible,
:onomica!ly  rational, and socially desirable.
Different levels of autonomy and collectivity

,ust be distinguished. A group may be collective
itb respect te an individual yet au~ancmous  with
‘spect  to a larger group. Autonomy does net neces-
.riIy mean private. What we really need is a new
atern cf autoncnylcoliectivity that counters  the
:paration of public production and private ccn-
mnption  into completely distinc; 3speets  of life
me at different tiaes and in different places.
‘bvicusly  there are many other preconditions for
living the problems of post-industrial capitalism,
nt of all the 57 varieties of socialism that might
:place it, radical ‘autonomists’  (let us call them
la?) would aim for those in which collectivity
tmpomes invcivement  and control from the
mtcm  up; and autonomy implies also responsibil-
y, solidarity, and belonging. A crucial part of this
ew pattern would be the revival of economic xtiv-
y at the level of the local community, which has
een bled dry during the course of industrial
evelcpment.  Certain aspects of consumption would
e made mere collective, certain aspects of product-
m would be made mere autonomous, and a far
reeater  economic rcle woEId  be played by the ccm-
wnity. The idea is one of co-operative  autonomy.

How would this affect economic life? Which
lheres of productive activity might be better auto-
omised, iuhich collectivised, and which left as they
re? Consider five categories of basic requirements:

Communications smites: r.xds,  mails, telephoner
TV etc.
So&l services: medicine, education, legal aid,
repairs etc.
Domestic goods:  (a) large  capital kind: house.
furniture, car, cooker, sewing machine etc; (b)
smaller day-today kind: utensils, washing pcwder
clothes, books, plaster ducks etc.
Utility services:  fuels, eiec:ricity,  gas, water, waste
disp”SaI.
Food: as basic stuffs or processed (bread, anned
food, TV dinners etc).

Tvcicallv. these are all moduced  centraJ!v.  Could it
b; &n&d? Communi&ons  for a start ire intrins-
ically shared, and make no sense at the private level,
although communif)i  transport, informat:  -n and
mtertainment  media could meet a great par? of ti‘i
needs (see Vision No 6). Social services could be
(and are) organised at the community level (eg free
schools. creches, libraries, medical canes, ad,vice,
repairs etc) In & ;L.sse cases, equipment and
supplies would ccme from the public seetcr.  ‘Privan
autonomy here is cut of the question.

Turning tc domestic goods, there is considerable
scope  for community, or even household, autoncm)
in finishing or assembling, given the basic equipmen
and materials. Autonomy  can be taken quite a long
way back along the trail of added value, but the trai:
leads ultimately to the public seefor.  A community
may fcr example do its own baking and, become
‘autonomous with respect to bread. It could  go
fcrd~er and grind its own flour, but ccxld hardly
produce its own wheat. It might do its owe building
furniture-making, printing, weaving; have its own
foundry, dairy, garage, kiln, tannery and glass work.
shop. These would permit autonomy with respect t(
processing, snd hence tc control of work, blit even
apart from the initial capital stock, wcu:d need cow
tinual supplies of sand, cement, weed, steel, non-
ferrous metals, glass, inks, paper, clay, leather, fibre
and so on. Furthermore there are certain basic con-
sumer goods that it would be absurd to make by an:
other me&cd than mass production. They are all
arudnd  us:
pencil saews
thermometer p2inr
bott!e tea: window glass
light bulb polystyrene insulation
matches clock
s t r i n g tamp””
sewing machine disi:lfectat
scectacles creservine Lx
deedles

-
etc

The nattern of demand made on centralised  croduc
ion might be very different, but basic depenheney
on it would remain.

Consider  now utility services and food. Here the
pcsslblbtles  for household and community
autmomy are stronger. It seems to be far euier  tc
conjure them ‘cut of the air’ (in sane cases literally)
than is the case with durable goods, once the initial
capital is provided, which of ccurse must again be
brought in from outside at the beginning. The ration-
ality of massive investment in alternative servicing
and food obviously depends on opinions about
future supplies -particularly in a vulnerable trading
economy such as Britain’s, - but if the gloomier
scenarios prove close to the truth, greater autonomy
at various levels may be inevitable, and could have
profound consequences for social life. The argument
goes like this:

High food yields are maintained only by declining
supplies  of fossil fuels and fertilisers; by imported
Lxdstuffs; and at some Cost  in environmental deter-
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xaion. Even then output does not meet the
lemand.  But continued imports of food cannot be
uaranteed indei1nitely. In Britnir. at ie2st. greater
,ields per acre need to be achieved, by methods
vhich  do not require high inputs of enerlq and
,rtificial fertilizers.  This can only be done by reiativc-
i labour-intensive  methods, and favours a gradual
edistribution  of population inrc rural areas. Mean-
vhi!e, to meet long-term energy needs (unless the
Nuclear  gamble comes off better than expected) we
hcuid  plan to meet a growing proportion of cur
nergy demands from renewable scwces  such as sun.
tind and biofuels. These are diffuse and distribute
hemselves. On the whc!e it makes no sense to
laborately concentrate them aad distribute them all
lver  again. They are act much use for industrial
‘urposes. or for domestic use in cities, but are ideal
or rural dwellings. Once again a major shift to these
lternative  sources favours redistribution of popula-
ion. Similar arguments apply to water supply, waste
reatment.  2nd nitrogen recycling.

This general conc!usion about redistribution of
opulation is reinforced by the possibilities of small-
tale production and social services discussed earlier.
‘here SD xdd be many more factories and workshops
I the ccwwyside,  sewing the needs of the local

population and making use c’f agricultural by-
products. Back in the cities, possibilities for increas-
ing food production are consi&rzble  (see Vision Nor
1 and 4).

There are, then, severe limits to the possibilities
of autonomy in basic material needs. Given post-
neolithic habits of consumption, attempts to achieve
total autonomy ar.? misconceived. In many areas less
rather than more autonomy is desirable. Yet the cver-
whelming dominance of centralised  production can
only be countered by extremely practice!  - as well
as ide&gical  - forms of autonomy. These are to
be achieved, not just by defiant acts of individnzl
DIY, but by the gowth of community production
wherever it is feasible. At the moment the growing-
point in technical autonomy is in the utility sewices,
and for the purposes of this section of the book,
they constitute a case-study for basic autonomy
which can later be expanded to other spheres. The
discussion starts off with the case of servicing for
the rural or semi-rural house-and-garden; then
extends the principles to rural and urban ccmmun-
ities, and suggesrs  ways in which, far from the
separatism of some of its adherents. technical auto-
nomy can contribute to the well-being of the wider
socieLy: Co-operative autonomy.



[here are logically three ways of reducing depend-
ency on external sources of supply. Perhaps the
most obvious is simply reducing personal consump-
do,:, or lowering standards of comfort, convenience,
amenity,  etc. I shall call this AMing  Do. The second
is to make better use of what is available, getting an
equal benefit for less input,  for example by using
fluorescent instead of ixandescent  lamps. I shall
call this category  Clever Idea. The third why is to
find Alternative Resources, for example wind energy
to drive a generator and produce electricity.
‘Typically, autonomous units reduce dependency by
a mixture of all three. Each has both technical and
social aspects, although naturally social ones domin-
ate the first category and technical onrs the last
category. They are categories of convenience and
nor always easy to separate in piactice.

ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES

This is the largest and most conspicuous category of
‘means’. It involves most& rwhnical  issues and com-
prises most of the cliches ,!F ,:!te;natiw technology
gadgetry. Before I describe th- various systems
themselves I must define a number of terms and
introduce some notatir.ns  vhich  1 will use through-
out this section.

An autonomous unit is the b;Jic  sysrtm  under
consideration, and different parts of it> for example
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le electricity system, the waste-treatment system
nd so on, are called sub-systems. In any autono-
lous unit there tend to be three kinds of elements:
ollectors,  for example wind generators, roofs for
linwater;  stows, for example, heat storage tanks,
atteries;  and converters, for example methane
igestors  or water-recycling systems. Sometimes a
jb-system  may have all three kinds of element, but
Gs is unusual. App!iances  such as light bulbs or gas
toves constitute a fourth kind of element, but these
re the same as in a conventional system.

Total autonomy in all services, food and energy
i unusual. Units are usually supplied by a mixture
f four types of source (or, in the case of waste
isposal,  sinks). These four, gradually approximating
mre autonomy’ are:

tins: supplied more or less continuously from
large-scale central plant (electricity, gas, water,
sewerage)
Stored: Y;ppIied  intermixently,  ultimaz!y again
from central plant (fuel oil, paraffin, bottied  gas,
refuse coilection, bought food)
Local: supplied from on-site or within walkin:g
distance of the unit using resources characteristic
of the locaiity  rather than universal!y available
(wood, peat, small-scale hydropower; spring or
well water; septic tank, earth closet, land drain,
garden produce, w-ild  foods)
Ambient: in principle universally avaiiable  (sun,
low-grade heat from air, soil or water, wind, pre-
cipitation, water vapour,  greenhouse and hydro-
ponic produce).



The precise mixture of these types of source in a
given unit, over seven sub-systems which I shall
examine (electricity. space heating, water heating,
cooking, waste disposal, water ripply and food)
specifies what I shall call thepatterlt qfautonvay,
indicating both the degree and nature of autonomy
realised in that unit. Almost any conceivable com-
bination is possible and the variety is great.

The phyrical  qxcts of the pattern of autonomy
are often expressed by a flow-chart showing the
flow of energy and materials through and around
the system. Fig 1 represents a simplified version of
such a flow-chart. A more precise case is shown in
Fig 2, which expresses an ambitious pattern of auto-
nomy that is both comprehensive, covering all the
subsystems; and within each subsystem virtually
complete, meeting all the demand from ambient
resources. Fig 3 shows,  by way of contrast, a flow-
chart for a typical mains-serviced dwelling. Most
autonomous  units described ir? this article fali some-
where between these two cases, showing selective
autonomy, and within each subsystem, oniy partial
autonomy.

A third, if somewixr  deviant, general type is
represented by simple unserviced rural dwellings
running chiefly off local resources. They are by
definition highly autonomous, but in a completely
different style which might be dubbed ‘plain’ auto-
nomy in contrast to the ‘fancy’ variety most in
evidence in these pages. These basic tupes,  and a
notational alternative to the flow-chart, are
discussed further in Box 1 in Section IV.
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CLEVER IDEAS

Whzt I sha!l  al! ‘C!ever idcas’ are btherwise  known as Daing More
With Less, and boil down ultimatejy to Good Design. Economically
speaking, they are ways of increasmg  performancr  for a given cost
(at least in the long run). or equivalently, reducing cost for a given
performance. I sav ‘in the long run’ because in many cases  a Clever
idea costs some:<ing  at the outset but saves more later.

A lot of the examples  here could apply equally well in ordinal?’
maias-serviced units, but in an affluent so&v where (for the time
being, anyway) service costs absorb only a small fraction of income,
it is hardly worth the bother. An autonomous unit is much nearer
the marg;ns,  and Clever Ideas are often nesessary  just to ensure
minimal scpplies. ‘The  pressures for intelligent and careful design are
much more intense.

I distin@h three categories of Clever Idea: Leak-Plugging;
Partition of Function: and Multiple Function.





This section concerns other ‘secondary’ aspects of autonomy which
condition. and are conditioned by, the primary choice of means. They
are also conditioned by the purposes of the autonomisrs,  the circum-
srances in which units are built, fashions, social hang~ups, half-baked
theories, accidents, windfalls and so on.





Designs for Autonomous Homer

“his part oresents  fourteen designs  for family-sized
~~tommous  anits.  Tbe full specifications  would
equire ahost n book for every cuse,  and  only the
surest bones cmi be giuerz.  I have  tried to give 01
repression  of the form and layotrt of each design,
umman’%iug  the pattern of atrtommy by the bar-chart
‘otatioa desnibed in Box 1. The classification into
burgroups  is perhnps or bit forced, but draws attention
D certain  features  which tend to cluster  together.
Tew of these designs  have  been  built, and most of them
iiN probably oeverget  beyond  the drawing-board.
ktt they are serious  attempts to create  minimal scale
utonomous min. I picked tbwe because  they are
?presentative.  and  il[lrstmte zwioas points in the text.
Pesigns for mits above  the family scale  are described
2 part VI.

‘his category contains designs that approximate the
pace and service standards of normal mains-sewiced
wellings. The subsystems are closely integrated into
he structur..  They tend to be highly a.utonomous,
aphisticated,  and very expensive.

BOX 1.
The ‘pattern  of autonomy of an autonomous  unit is
~urnmarired  in a bat chart. There are seven bars,
representing  the fallowing  services

E Electricity
SH Space  Heating
WH Water Heating
c Cooking
WT Waste  Treatment
w Water supply
F Food

Each  bar is divided  (arbifrarilyl  into four.  and the way it
is filled  in indicater  the type of source  from which the
~emsnd  is met. and how far it approximates  ‘normal’
itandardr  of .:o”r”mpfio”.

Key Type of source

I
I A b s e n t

These  terms are
explained,  With
examples,  in tht
text on yge 13

Ambient

Further  information  about each  subsystem  is given
by letters on the bars ar follow:

OF Other fuels  (coal
AC Aerobic cornposter paraffin,  etcl
BG Bottled gas PI7 Precipitation
CT Chemical  toilets RE Recycled
FC Firelerr  Cooker or RU Re-used

Ilay box SL Still
GA Garden produce ST Septic  tank
GR Greenhouse su Sun
HP Heat Pump SW Spring  or well
HY Hydroponics WI Wind
LS Livertock WO Wood
MO Methane  Digertor WP water power

The interpretation  of these charts  ~hauld be fairly
straightforward.
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V ECONOMICS  OF
AUTONOMY

Having described a number of built, planned or
dreamed-of autonomous systems and,the  principles
behind them, w’e  have to try and make a more criti-
:al analysis of whether they are worth all the effort,
or at least whether they could be. There aie some
pretty ideas, but one often gets the feeling that thert
must be a catch somewhere.

We have to weigh costs against benefits. A short
discussion of the different aspects of cost is neces-
sary before getting down ro the cubstantire  issues.

For a start. autonomists  have different motives,
10 there is no universal yardstick for costs and bene-
fits that applies equally well to them all. Purely eco-
nomic motives are amsual.  and autonomous units
are usually justified on ecological or social grounds,
or simply as a way of life. Of course, no unit
can be built in complete disregard of financial con-
straints, but money ~DS?S are not the only ones ure
need to consider.

Secondly, the distribution of costs over time must
be considered, especially where autonomous
servicing is being compared with mzins servicing.
The initial capitul  cost - what the system
cost to build - contrasted with the running cost ~
what it costs to keep it going. As we shall see. the
overwhelming tendency is for the capital costs of
autonomous systems to be high, and the running
costs low; wh&e the opposite is true of central
servicing. Neither alone is a very good b&s for com-
parison. From the point of view of running costs,
autonomous systems can look miraculous (‘Free
Ho: Water!’ as the solar-panel ads say), but when
capital costs are cocsidered,  they can seem absurd.
The only fair basis of comparison is what is called
the ‘Whole Life Cost’, which is the total capital
and running costs af a system over its entire life-
time. The yearly average of this I shall call the

Average Annual Cost. It has some disadvantages in
that it involves making assumptions ajout inflation
and interest rates, ,@&rrgt&G$&~  is likely to
last, and so 0n.p it’s? brzst~,we  ha.b.

T h i r d l y ,  t& octal dl tnbut@
considered. In particblar’;  whar~pa

-,$ts musr be
ti:oi of the

cost5 f&s on Ihe indfvidunl autr~ c:t or unit
occupant, ar,tl what propo ,on ,+iety  as a
whole. Obviously the ,e@d3wics  oi au onomous
units can seem favouyat-  ., iftie build us benefit
from grants, gifts of +crials and lab&r,  and
other hidden subsidies: tr is always pwsible for a

,Ifew to live in the cracks, but we have.to ask the
question ‘What if everybod~~,. -d it?’ This requires
mthless  exactitude  about all i e mputs: where did
the skills of designers and builders come from? How
did they find the time to do it? What about all those
scrap parts? and so on. This cuts both ways: central
systems too are subsidised from general taxes, and
grants are available to householders for certain
capital costs such as bathrooms. All this can often
be difficult to assess in detail, but it must be borne
in mind.

These distinctions will be important in the discus-
sion of economics which follows. They allow a bit
more precision, but underneath it is mostly guess-
work. We know rather little about the economics of
autonomous units because so few have actually been
built, and even fewer properly costed or monitored
for performance, although most of the sub-systems
have been investigated in isolation. Furthermore, in
any real case the costs will be affected by innumer-
able factors such as climate, density, distribution,
pattern of autonomy, local resources, skills of
occupants, efficiency of design, inrerest rates, mono-
poly powers of suppliers, and so on. It is therefore
only possible to discuss general tendencies, and most
of the numbers I give will be at best informed
guesses. The ‘generalised  graphs’ are particularly
tendentious,  but they do not need to be exact to
make the points. The final joker in the pack is
inflation, which-.  could make nonsense of everything.

NON-MONETARY COSTS

Autonomous units are not generally built for short term economic
reasons. They may be built as an experiment to try out potential
economies, or as an investment, or as a hedge against troubled times
to come. But the rationales given are more commonly ideological, in
the broad sense, usually to do with environmental impact and resource
depletion. The claim is that in these respects autonomous systems
offer a substantial improvement over mains services. Is this a



30X 2. ‘ENERGY COST’ OF BRAD
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1: ENERGY COST

C o m p o n e n t Energy Of tQlan”fact”re W e i g h t  used  Total
lkilawan-hOUrr  per (kg1 kWh)

kilogram)

Aluminium  (plate
and glazing bard 85 176 15000
Glass-reinforced
plastic Icovers.  tankl 28 204 6000
copper lheader pip4 23 8 1700
Other  Ielectrical
cmlponents,  gutters.
transport etc) Isa”) 2 0 0 0

~--
T o t a l  2 5 0 0 0

2: ENERGY RECEIPTS (anwalt kWh

250 days by 500W thermal)
Net eneray  yield per  yeai

>f manufacture (hid,  grade, and the re
ected.  8~ ‘pessimistic’ figures have
xen choren~conrirtently.  For
example, published erfimater  for the
ma”ufact”ri”g  energy Of al”mi”i”m
;ange  from 16 to 85 KWhlt),  and the
,aner  has been chosen for these
:alculatians.

,,ative,y  law-temperature heat cot-



MONETARY COSTS

A discussion of non-monetary costs is necessary because the mere
price of goods and services does not reflect XII the aspects on which
we rant to place value. Prices are also distorted by inflated profit-
taking, monopolie;. cartels, subsidies, and so on. But prices do reflect
many things we want to take account of: material costs, labour costs,
capital costs, scarcities and current  social values. And since in practice
they deeply condition every choice that has to be made in the design
of autonomous units, money costs assume a central place (as usual) in
this analysis.

A few numbers will illustrate the typical cost comparisons between
autonomous and central servicing. A ‘typical 3-bedroom detached
house’ cost about L3,OOO for materials alone in 1973. The Bill of
Quantities for Brenda Vale’s house (Fig AS, which is about the same
size, came to LlO,OOO.  Mains servicing in electricity, gas, water and
waste fresment for the typical house in 1973 cost about 180 a year
(national werage - it woilld be lot more now). Comparable supplies
would be much cheaper in the autonomous house if the capita! were
provided free, but the average annual cost including interest on capital
and maintenance costs wouid  be at least twice as much and probably
more. And this is not even quite as good as mains *enricing. There are
limits ro the demands that can be made, and a certain level of daily or
periodic maintenance is required. To mimic mains perfomiance ’
absolutely, for example to be able to run all electrical loads at once,
flush noxious chemicals down the toilet, use sprinklers on the lawn,
etc, raises the capital cost of autonomy (and hence its average annual
cost) from high to astronomical. The point is, how near to mains
standards of performance do we want to get?



41hl.5  k-.  AUTONOMY: NARROWING THE DIFFERENTIAL

xder what circumstances are mains services more cosdy, and
,t~n~m~us services cheaper? In terms of I’ig 27, what might move
,me C fo curve  D, and Curve B to curve A? Some of these circum-
axes (eg location) have to be found or chosen.  Orhsrs (such as fuel
1st~)  are social or economic trends that have to he dntiripated.  Yet
hers (eg new designs or life-styles) must be expetienced  or created.



is in j;dicious  sacrifice of nbminal amenity factors in such a way as to
reduce costs without a concomitant loss of perceived or subjective
amenity. Work and effort are substituted for material or capital stock;
consumption is reduced to levels that can easily be provided by the

I wnpler  autonomous systems; and discomforts and inconveniences
which arise from the unreliable performance of the cheap systems are
cheerfully (well then, stoically) borne. These sacrifices define another
class of costs, namely amevity costs, which to a large extent can be
exchanged for money costs.



LOCAL ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Technicalities, difficulties and advantages of collective forms of auron-
omy have heen met already under ‘Sharing’ and ‘Size’. The principal
conclusions were that, although inevitably amenity costs art’  incurred
bv sharing in the provision of services. there may be substantial savings
m money costs that make the exchange rational; and :hat, above a
certain size,  clusters of buildings are favoured over large: single
buildings. Socially, the simplest form of such a cluster of buildings is
a group of nuclear-family-sire dwellings, sharing common services.
Perhaps this is as good a place as any to start social experimentation
into autonomous  systems. Richard Merrill of the New Alchemy
Institute has analysed economies of scale for this situation, and shown
that different sub-systems respond differently to larger scales (Fig 30).
This is an important contributmn and worth describing in some detail.



This part takes up the story where part IV left off It describes some
proposals  (alas, only me yet realised)  for collective ~utonnmoz~~  wzits.
Other  collective proposals ure discussed in part VII (see Figs 33 and
34)  and in Visions No 3 and 4. The interpretation of the bar charts is
;ivt n in part IV-.
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it is clear that most of the autonomous unit deigns
described in this article are technically feasible.
Many have alrcadv  been built and. after that own
fashion function.successfullv.  But thev are nearly
xl1 sprcjal cases, built with u;lusual supplies  of cash.
material subsidy or dedication. And the household
unit is in many respects roe small, XI rather Unt‘cO-
nomic, wen  in the long term. We need to explore
ways in which autonomous  units could he better
intrgrated  into the existing patterns of servicing so
as to make a positive contribution ro problems such
3s resource depletion, fcod supply, housing, unem-
ployment md intlarion; help people live in a free
but neighhourly  ~a>-:  and ease the transition to a
no-gro\\,th  economy.

1:‘s hard to keep a straight face after writing such
a sentence, hut 1 shall outline two general proposals
for the servicing of semi-autonomous communities,
,,ne for the country, and one for the city. Both

~ involve a group of dwellings with many shared facil-
itirs. I asswrx that local authorities are willing to
co-operate and would make planning conditions
reasonable, perhaps e.~en  give grants. I also assume

co-operating groups of occupants in the form of a
~housing association or sornc such organisation with
~ some kind of legal status, whose members are tilling
~ to adopt new work-patterns and living arrangements.

THE COUNTRY

1 I shali not argue at length over the case for increasing
~rural population. In maw wayr, life would he more
/ agreeable for everybody if the population were
I better distributed. Cities could be less oversized and
overcrowded; and the countryside would he less
I lowly and boring. \Vith more people on the land,
intensive cultivation could raise food yields per acre,
at the same time reducing the need for rcsource-

j hungry machinery and chemicals. Since the use of
ambient resources is easier in the countryside, the
more people they serve, the less the load on over-
stretched central services.

The main function of a semi-autonomous rural
community  should be agricultural, yielding a food
surplus whde requiring as little input from outside
as possible. A range of technical possibilities is

indicated in Fig32. based on three existing units.
/ Layouts would depend on local circumstances. Two
/ possible kinds of layouts are suggested by Fig33 ant
! Vision No 3 but thpse are rather more ideal than
anything likely in practice. Although the emphasis
~.would have to be on new building, there would
1 presumably he extensive rehabilitation of old
structures.  The more diversity the better. Size is a

; completely open matter, hut ‘village’ gives the
i general idea. As an autonomous unit, the village
would run its own services, and he sire-specific.
tuned in to tile local resou~es  as closely as possible.

Probably solar heating would best be done at the
private level, perhaps with shared storage between

;e clusters of buildings. Other servicer could he :
red:E!ectricity  might well be provided by a pair
arge win&generators (cg 53kW)  with no storage, ~
backed  up either  by mains or by a liquid-fuelled ~

rrat~i  whose waste heat would he used to
vi& conmunal  hot w~tcr,  say for laundr), or
hing, o: for topping up heawtorage  rapks.  In
icalls agricultural community conditions wou
ideai  for producing methane gas, with plenty (
ma1 and vegctahlc waste. Tt,;s would he done
:e central digesters (as with the l.vind-gewzrato
xir would be preferable to allow for hreakdow
I maintenance) and the gas piped to individual
~dings.  Great care would still he needed in usi
, and back-ups of bottled gas might be necessa
man sewage  would be a small proportion of tt
al and would probably not he vforth piping to
,tral point. It could he treated in smaller diges
“posters or earth closets. Grey water could he
red for use on crops, or disposed of via land
ins.
;Vater  supplies would depend on local conditir
next rural areas streams or springs would he
‘quate, and a communal reservoir could be cot
acted to buffer peak demands. Well-water co”
pumped up by windmills. Purification could E
x centraliy and the water piped to household
nking water could be provided centrally and
lected by hand, or by filter-candles in individL
ellings~  Food would almost all be produced
ally. Herbert Giradet’s plan (Fig 33) strikes m
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a good one for intensive horticulture and agricul-
re. The plots round -ach building are for use at
o discretion of the occupants, but there are
,rerstises’ where trees, flowers and other ‘free’
,ps are grown. Beyond the private plots is collezt-
:ly worked land with heavy crops (cereals, winter
:d) and animals. Elsewhere there would be glass-
axes and facilities for the less orthodox food
rhwlogies  if necessary (hydroponics, aquaculture).
tt of the land could be used for sustainable
nber-growing, partly for wood as a material, and
rtly as a winter back-up fuel.
Sociallv. t!x arrangements would obviouslv be
to tbe’inhabitants~  Little need be said abdut a
Ilective  meeting place, food store, medical centre,
vwling  green, school if the community is large
ough, and any other facilities that might be
quited. The mixture of work inside and Jutside
e community would have to be decided. Perhaps
work would be done ‘inside’ and external supplies

id for by the food surplus. There could be a
rtain amount of light industry, particu!arIy that
ing agricultural products like hides 2nd wool.
hod could be processed (dried, etc) as well as sold
exchanged direct. Alternative!v,  inside and out-
le work coldd be done in rot&on, or depending
) skills and preferences. Mach of the on-site work
mid be in maintaining me service systems. The
:zl fog of landholding  might be Land Trust, with
) private ownership, an arrangement with promis-
: precedents in the USA.
0th~:. precedexts  are less encouraging. Anyone
IO witer abeat such ‘ideal’ villages must feel the
:ight of pre&us  examples of rural utopian com-
mit% (sre Jos Kingston’s article ‘It’s Been Said
:fore - And Where Did That Get Us!). These have
“ally ended in co!lapse  after a few years. It is
lssiblr to argue (and I would) that developments
tec!mology  sine  the nineteenth century make
e establishment  and running of such communities
.:ch more practical today. Even so, many of the
xnmunity  technologies’ of today were anticipated,
Itably  by the Owenite William Thompson  as early

as 1830.  What I bavc  outlined is a mixture of the
kind of community envisaged by Thompson, the
kibbutz in its pristine form (as envisaged by, sag?,
Buber),  and the Chinese Production Brigade, laced
with alternative technology. As yrt, this form of
rural life has never been widely successful in the
industrial world. but its economic and social ration-
ality stem plain enough. I could go on thenrising
endlessly about whv it has not worked in the fast,
but thepoint  is always to rry again each gene&m
(yes, wen  before  the Revolution).

One final remark needs to be mxde. The
occupants of such a unit must rem,:mber that self-
sufficiency is not enough. They a*. ?nly exist by
virtue of investment provided m iarge  measure by
the sweat of the wider society,  ar,d rnti.?t retzcrn
!I useful surplus.

THE CITY

The u&n counterpart of the rural utopian dream
has concentrated on regeneratir.g the sense of com-
munity; of commitment to a neighboorhood,
making :t unique, cared-for, and a good place to be
in. This must involve sharing because the sense of
community is the antithesis of ‘little boxes’ and the
private, private life of passive consumers. A vision
of ‘how it could be’ was suggested a few years ago
by 77~ Berkeley Tribe in a dashing proposal called
‘Blueprint for a Communal Environment’ (Fig 34).
Streets would be closed off and made into gardens

_I



,,,d play grounds; pzy walls broken down and the
muse-spaces shared; trees would bc planted and
xidges and walkways constructed to connect build-
ngs; social services of all kinds would be organised
,oczl!y;  one house would become the community
Life-House’.

There is something of a ‘sixties period flavour
ibout sane of this, but let us not debate that
;ocially it i5 on the light lines. What we have to ask
is how the social aspects of such a scheme can be
3lended  with a certain amount of productwe  (eco-
comic) activity, and with reorganised utility services
in such 2 way as to be practical, economical, end
beneficial both to the inhabitants and to society as
a whole.

.Autonoinous units of the kind discussed  in this
article tend to be impractical in large cities. It is
almost certainly better to concentrate on making
better use of existing  services, possibly supplement-
ed by autonomous sysxms  but chiefly by Clever
ideas and Making Do. It is necessary to find a ration-
al nxxture of mains, communal and household scale
SC,-diCCS.

Fy way of assumptions, let us suppose that prices
of everything continue to rise faster than wages.
Costs of fuel and other non-renewable resources
rise even faster. Unemployment is at record levels.
&lance of payments difficulties are acute. Labour
a;-*; rirpply  problems constantly threaten mains
services. Under these circumstances there would be
greatly in&sed demand for social security
payments, unemployment benefits, and subsidies on
essential goods and services. In other words, govern-
ment and local authorities would find themselves
faced with greater demands at a time when their
means to meet them was stretched f J the limit. The

pressute  could be cased by encouraging co-operative
self-employment, and self-provision of sewices,
including food.

Local authorities, srarutori!~ obliged  to provide
housing, will prefer the rehabdltation  of old build-
ings to the construction of new ones. Further, they
should be willing to permit and even subsidise  self-
h&ding  and self-maintenance, as a way of cutting
costs. Imagine, then, a block of terraced houses,
emptied and awaiting demolition, but with service
mns still intact - merely disconnected. A Housing
Association approaches the council and offers to
rehabilitate the terrace on a long-term basis. The
council agrees and offers financial support. How
might the terrace be organised?

Vision No 4 shows the general appearance of such
a terrace, and one way it might develop after a few
YCXS.

The hoilses could be organised as follows: two
groups of four arr physically collectivised, and one
group of two. The remaining two become .tie
‘Centre House’ whose facilities are shared by all
occupants of the terrace. Up to 50 people would
iive in the terrace including kds, in the three collect-
ivised dwelling units, one housing perhaps ten and
the other two twenty each. B drooms are private
and KUY in size accordi;lg to need. The rest of the
space is collective, some parts more regulated than
others. Each unit has a lcitchel and common room.
Other rooms are used either for purposes of the
unit itself, ot of the whole terrace: playrooms,
pottery, weaving, darkroom, library, games, music,
storage, etc. Activities with heavy uses of energy at
materials are concentrated in the Centre House:
bakery, laundry, sauna, workshop, perhaps also
meeting space, food store,  office, etc.



I . 1.._  . ^ ~‘““““gs  sum up Very  “iceby  rile It is a seeming paradox that
I rhc Alfrrnlfim  Technology each extension of the scope of

1 if it is to remain honest and non:

1~~
exploiting, requires commensurate
.measures of collective particip
ation. If healthy autonomy can
only grew through cooperation, I



is scheme is described in detail
pp 166 and 167. It’s not so

,ch an autor.omous  as a corn
.nalised terrace, in which shared
ilities reduce demand for fen
I services. Space inside the
uses is reorganised, with group!
them being run together as a
gle:  unit. One pair of houses i!
:d for heavy-consumption corn
anal facilities such as the work
‘p (see Vision No 2) bakery
ma a n d  laundrette,  as show
:e, and coffee shop. Gas, elec
:ity and water is supplied fron
: mains, but the community i!

up to use these “cry econom
Ily. It treats  its own sewage am
:s it as garden, greenhouse an<
droponic fertiliser. More detail
possible garden iayouts  can be

:n in Vision No 1. Neighbar
ods of such communities woulc
I larger facilities such as corn
rnity workshops (Vision No 5
:s centres  (Viaion  N o  6) B”C
rh institutions.
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A certain amount of knowledge of the physical and
chemical properties, and of the behavioural charact-
eristics of materials, is essential if you intend to
design and build your own AT hardware. W/l)> ./a
thing hreok? “by are some materids  stroi~ger  thaw
others? wy do matetils tmw  my strength at a117

Before you read this section you should know the
answers to these questions, which may be found in
Th ;Vew Science ofStrong  Materials or Why You
Don’t Full Ti~rougb  th Floor by J.E. Gordon

(Pelican, 1968). But to give you some idea of the
answers, here are a couple of quotations from the
book:

“If I weigh 200 pounds and stand on the floor,
then the soles of my feet push downwards on the
floor with a push or thrust of 200 pounds; that is
the business of feet. At the same rirx the floor
must push upwards on my feet with a thrust of
200 pounds; that is the business of floors. If the
floor is rotten and cannot furnish a thrust of 200
pounds then 1 shall fall through the floor. If,
however, by some miracle, the floor produced a
larger thrust than my feet have called upon it to
produce, say 201 pounds, then the result would
be still more surprising because, of course  I should
be zirborne. The force need not be a stationary
weight.’
‘The  wind, blowing where it listeth,  pushes on my
chimney pots. but the chimney pots, bless them,

: push back at the wind just as hard, and that js
why they don’t fall off.”

When you climb a tree the deflections of the
boughs are cleari)-  visible, but when you walk across
a stone bridge the deflections are imperceptible.

There is always some deflection-just enough to
build up forces which counter the external applied

1 load. This is basic to all structures. If the load is

can rake, it will become de ~’
greater than the structure

formed, and break.
There is no general relationship

between the tensile and compressive
strength (see glossary of terms) of “a5
ious materials. Cast iron, cement, plaster
and masonry are all strong in compression,
but have hardly any tensile strength; like a pile
of b:icks, they are full of cracks.

Chains and ropes are strong in tension, but fold
up in compression. They can best be regarded as
stru~twes  rather than materials. Wood is three or
four times stronger in tension than in compression,
because its cell walls fold up in compression (yet

~

wood is mainly thought of as a material rather than ~
a structure). Compressive failure of this kind~is a
more complicated process than tensile failure, since
there are several ways in which a material can ‘run
away’ from a compressive load. If the material is in

!
~

the form of a short, squat column, and is soft, like
mild steel or copper, ii will simply ‘rquish’ out side-
ways-!ike Plasticine.  If the material is brittle, like
stone or glass, k will explode sideways in a ver)~
dangerous manner, into dust and splinters.

Most metals and timber, rubber, fibreglass, bones, ~
teeth, cloth and rope, are tag&that  is, you can
bash them but they don’t break casily.Most  minerals,!
glass, pottery, resin, bakelite.  cement, znd biscuits
are hrittle-ie  they crack easily. Cellulose, the main
constituent of wood, cane, bamboo, and all vegetable:
fibres, is very tough. Yet chemically it is a sugar, and
all crystalline sugars are very brittle.

At the end of this section, I will explain the terms ~
stnss, strain, stiffness, and strength, and basic
methods of calculating values for them. But tech- !
nically I shall say no more, as The New  Science of !
Strong Materials explains admirably the theory and /



$, practice of materials and structures for anyone who
:: wants more information.
z Ecologically, however, there are many conflicting
E / argynents  a@t ‘he w’ty ,we ufe, or do npt pse, ._

“ar,o”s  mater,als. .~“mmr”m, *or example,  1s ear,,y
cut and machined, light; strong, wi!! uot oxidize or
rot (in a pollution-free atmosphere), and potentially
can be used in very long-lasting products. However
the suoil heaps beside the associated mines, and the
.mas&e hydra-electric schemes needed to provide
cheap energy for its processing, both cover vast
acreages of good farm land. In view of the pollution
and ecodiiuption  thus caused, we certainly should
not be designing aluminium  into throw-away
products.

Copper bar a similar history of production. As for
its consumption, we in the Western world already
have more than our fair shue.  If the known world
copper reserves  were divided by the world’s
population Americans wouid bzc only one third of
what they currently use. But where does all the
copper go? The amount in cars and luxury items is
minute; in houses some is used in copper water
cylinders,  water pipes, and wiring. But most copper

head wires of the national grid. (Maybe they put the
high voltage in them to stop people nicking the
copper!).

The political implications of high technology
materials should also be considered. Are we obtain-
ing them at the expense of the living conditions and
standards of those in other parts of the world? Or of
the working and health conditions of those who
pmcess them? Is the system for obtaining them only
possible with large, all-powerful corporations? And
by ushg these materials are we becoming dependent
on these corporations, who will ultimately control
every facet of our lives?

An example of an ecologically OK material is clay.
The continual silting up of river estuaries produces
more clay than is currently consumed. Its availability
is not dependent on large corporations or high
technology; many potters dig clay locally. Ceramics
are not only good for cups, bowls and plates, but for
food, grain and drink storage, for furniture, and of
course for houses. Bricks’ are made of clay and
although a lot of energy goes into firing them, the
process could be performed more ecologically with
a solar kiln (used on those frequent hot summer
days! 1, or by having a kiln centrally situated in a
house and making fuli use of the waste heat from
the kiln chimney for domestic heating.

If you are a purist, the only materials you can use ~
with an ecologically-free conscience are those that
are available naturally, preferably in your immediate ~
surroundings. Most places have rocks, stones, earth,
clay or sand, and some wood. Particular areas have
chalk, slate, lime, peat, granite, etc. Then there’s coal i
and metal ores. Most deposits are owned by someone,!
but even if they weren’t someone would soon start;
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mining and processing them for a living. So we may
as well accept that such materials as iron, copper,

)
tin, and lead exist and-so long as we recycle them-
always will.

~
Generally speaking then, wood, clay, glass and the

more common metals are all right for us eco freaks,
but synthetics and plastics (which obviously depend

on high technology) xre out. (Except perhaps in
1 these early days, when cost and time force us to use
i these nice, eas?to-put-up  plastic drains, and that bit

of plastic sheet to cover the roof while it’s off for re-
( building-oh yes and a few inches of polystyrene
/ insulation just to save energy now But we’ll
: investigate organic insulation later.
~ Finally a word about my pet hate: fibreglasr  I

speak not in ignorance. 1 have used fibreglass very
successfully in making moulds and bucket-type sear
Although it is a marvelously versatile material, it is

un-recyclable. After a number of years it loses its
strength, becomes brittle and chips and cracks, and
crazing sets in-so you really have no alternative but
to throw it away. ln scrap yards I have seen fibregla!

body panels, roofs and car fronts, which, due to thir
~ process of deterioration, are no good to anyone. (It’
I the sun’s ultra-violet rays and continued temperatur’
changes which break fibreglass up). It is instructive
~ to set out the pros and cons of fibreglass in tabular
f o r m :

Pros

L i g h t .

Strong (when new).

Can make moulds for
repeat items.

Can be sawn, drilled,
t apped .

Can be translucent or
o p a q u e .

Can be used to repair
itself and other items

(but different CD-

Cons

Un-recyclabl,e

Non degradable.

Loses strength when old.

Very messy to use, how-
ever much care you take

Uses up resources of oii
and chemicals.

Depends on high tech-
nology for its manu-
facture.

efficients  of expansion
often cause failure after

Can cause dermatitis if

a while).
the resin gets on your
skin (so you must wear
throw a&y plastic
gloves whilst laying it
“D!)

In a moment, we’ll be looking in more detail at the !
various characteristics of specific materials and the
methods and tools needed to work them. Let?
begin, however by examining the basic material
which makes this book possible.

~

Il~‘s odd that the technology of paper-making is
so taken for granted in our society, the control and
fimctioning of which  depends almost entire!y on
paper-based information. Radicals tend to forger
lercspt,  perhaps, when  paying print bills) that they
depend utterly on today’s high-capital, centralised,
high recbnology paper industry for rbe basic vehicle
OS which  cbe dissemimzation  of all their  tbougbtr and
values depends.

If ‘The Revoiution’ am happens, its leaders are
unlikely to announce the event by taking a full-page
adverrisemezt  in The Times: equally, one would
have thought that the dissemination of revolutionary
we-w  and propaganda could be effected in a more
independent manner than on the products of Reed,
Bowater  and rbe other International paper giants.

But can ‘the movement’ ever expect to be able to
produce its own paper, on a scale greater than that
achieved b.y the few small, hand-made paper ~anu-
facturers  who srill sell their beautiful but prohibitive
ly expensive sh&s today,  bur smaller rban  that of
the mammoth paper mills that gobble up mormous
acreages oftreesand  mzstammnt~  ofenergy  each
year, and spew  out millions of tons of 1argel.y~useless
packaging and advertising?

Derek Burns  looks at what we might  be able to
d o .



Paper is one of the simple but essential things of life
and, like sugar, its future supply is likely to be
erratic and expensive. The implications of such a
situation are vast: the simplest and cheapest channel
of communication is the written or printed word-
on paper. This is especially relevant for Left and
Movement groups, Co whom channels of
communication are important for mutual support,
propaganda and information.

The mosr obvic,s response is to look at
possibilities of mak..g  one’s own, either from new
materials or by re-cycling old. In attemp,ting this
one comes up against a curious fact of hlstory;
paper leapt from the phase of being a hand-craft to
almost total automajon with hardly a pause in
between. Henry zy rz”arks  abvut alternative
modes of manufacture waver uneasily between the
old ‘crafty’ methods and the imimidaing  demands
of modem teclmology.  What is needed is a great
deal of research, experiment and discussion into this
middle ground, and a” attempt to graft technology
Dnto craft methods to produce a variety of systems
to suit individual requirements.

Such requirements would differ according to (for
example)  basic attitudes to technology, :hhe level of
sophistication that can be handled, and the output
md quality of pap-r  desired. One can rough out
three basic approaches-the very simple ‘craft’
zpproach;  an attempt to graft on such technoloq  as
1 general handynxan might be able to handle; and,
~ially, the constmction of a small-scale, high output
&nt. This differentiation will be used from now on,

/

Lhough the last will receive only cursory mention
xcause  of its complexity. And all these remarks are
iimed only t” start people thinking; they arc in no
Nay a set of instmctions or recipes.

Next the fibre is ‘beaten’ to fibrillate it and allow it
t” mat easily. Finally the tibre is made into a thin
gruel with water, spread on to a supporting mesh
znd drained by suction, pressure, heat or plain
gr’av~.y. In the last stage various things can be added
like ‘filler’ to make it heavier, ‘size’ to make it print
&early and colour to hide off-whiteness.

Fist one needs to know what paper is. It is
imply a mat of flbre. Any flbre will do so long as
t absorbs water and ‘felts’, ie the fibres hook ant”
)“k another naturaIly.  Reeds, grasses, leaves,
amboo, flax, jute, maize stalks and-especially-
:orron rags have all been osed successfully, but for
he last hundred years pride of place has been taken
>y the tree. Ali &se things are basically ceilulose
iires glued together by complicated substances
ailed ‘lignins’. ! ,I.

Presumably the primary aim of a” alternative
process would be to provide paper for writing or
printing purposes. This means that considerations
:ike strength or water-resistance can be forgotten.
What is sought is a reasonably white pzpper  that can
withstand moderate handling and that has x good
take’ surface. I” essence this means “sing fairly
ong-tibred material, some bleaching, some sizing
md considerable pressing.

now 1s paper maae? I” s1mp1est  terms there are
four stages. First, the original material is ‘cooked’
in some way to extract the pure fibre. Then the
fibre is bleached and washed to make it white.

The question of whether to use primary materials
n recycle existing paper is one for individual
choice. Recycled paper is inevitably weaker than
the orlgm&l  product so that use ot the obvious
material-newsprint-is beset by difficulties. It need!
to be mixed with other larger-fibred paper to

I
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lrovide adequate ‘felting’ because newsprint is made
my a different process. Instead of being ‘cooked
ibre, newsprint is made by simply grinding the logs
,f wood and usi?g the resulting ‘splinters directly
or paper. The individual fibres are vev much
horter  and less fibrillated, and hence break up
nore easily. ‘Ihe other problem with newsprint is
emoving the heavy ink content, and as it was only
ightly bleached in the fust place P rather dirty
:oloured sheet is produced the second time around,
lespite  second bleaching. The choice of the exact
nix of materials for re;cycliig  can be left to
:xperiment,  but an obvious starting point is the
addition of rag to the newsprint.

Having some idea how paper is made, decided
vhat sort you want  to make and settled what your
starting material is going to be, how do you begin?
Ihe simplest approach, the ‘craft’ approach, wbuld
xst start with recycled paper. This can be ‘mushec
II a large kitchen mixer or a small baker’s dough
nachiie. Rags should be first cut up into small
pieces  and boiled vigorously for a. couple of hours
n a mild bleaching solution, and then added to
water already swirling in the mixer. Paper sheets,
;om to a suitable size, could then be added, though
:nsuring that the mixture never thickens beyond
the consistency of a vety thin porridge. ie about
5% fibre by weight. The mush should be beaten in
the mixer for a considerable time-an hour or so-
10 improve felting, and then tipped into a large tub
into which a ‘mould’ can be dipped.

A mould could be, made of any fine wire or plast
mesh stretched across some stoutly joined 2” x 1”s
made l”--2”  larger al! round t&m the sheet size
required. A3 is a gooi!  sjzc  to start with, moving
larger as expertise  rlwe:ops. For the mesh the
material used for screen printing should serve
reasonably well, though the very fine weaves shouh
be avoided.

The frame is quickly dipped into the mix and
lifted out; the ‘porridge’ is swirled around to get an
even layer and excess poured off. Only experience
with a frame and the mix consistency can tell you

!Iwhat is ‘excess’. The aim is to finish up with neithe
L tissue paper nor a heavy board.

‘tbhe  frame is then put aside to drain for up to
xalf an hour. After draining, wit!1  the ‘mat’ still
:ontaining  over 70% water, the mould is reversed
m to a piece of thick felt-like material, and a pile
lltemate semi-dry sheets and ‘felts’ (to help absorl
moisture) built up. This is known as ‘couching’.
The pile is then pressed to squeeze out more water
,n a simple mechanical press. Then the sheets are
ieparated again and left to dry by some convenien
method  that keeps them flat. Laying on a canvas
Frame and raising it out of the way by pulleys is or
way; pegging them on a line is another and simplet
method, if slight marking is not objected to.

t

For improved writing surfaces sheets may be
dipped in a bath of either gelatin or animal glue
before the final drying. Bathing in starch increases
the firmness of the paper wd gives some surface
improvement, particularly if subsequently each
sheet is lightly ironed. For colouring, kitchen
colourings, like cochineal,  can be used-sparingly!

Thus, for this simple method, the equipment
needed is a beater-mixer; moulds;  tub; screw press
press ‘felts’; a drying system; and a plentiful
supply of water. But such a method is no way to
produce quantities of paper, nor to accommodate
variations in the materials used. For this, some
simple equipment, specially made, is necessary, su
as a simple refiner and a roll-press. The first is,
essentially, a means of grating the fibres between s
heavy ridged roller rctatinq  in a tub with a ridged
bottom. Using such an item after the primary
mixer can reduce the beating time to five to ten
minutes yet produce much superior fibrillation. T
mangle-type roll press improves surface finish
enormously, especially if a means of heating the
rollers can be devised.

ch
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Moving on to the third level of paper-making 01
enters two complicated areas which it is difficult I
discuss briefly and can best he studied in, and
adapted from, the basic texts on paper-making.
These areas are the ‘cooking’ and bleaching of fib)
And beyond them are the rather remote possibilit
of continuous paper production.

res.
,es

hCooking involves  boiling the basic materials wiu
strong  caustic soda, about a 10% solution, for
reveral hours. This will work well for all materials,
but for wood two variants have been developed-t1 he



this level of a!ternate technology should L& beyond
our ingenuity. So the message is-try things out,
start with the simplest methods and graft on the
technology slowly. And keep the juices of invention
flowing steadily.

Derek Bums

acid m&cd and the alkali;  method. The first uses
calcium bisulphite mainly as the solvent and
produces particularly pure, long fibres. The second
uses sodium sulphide as the cooking liquor and
produces exceprionzlly  strong fibres known as
‘laaft’ fibre.

Blexhing involves treating tile pulp with sodium
hypochlorite ~common  bleach), followed by
washing. This can be done in the mixer stage by
adding bleach solution to the wawr mix, or it can
be done by the much cheaper, but more tricky,
method of bubbling chlorine throilgh  a closed
vessel. Either way it needs careful ‘washing’, ie

-

replacement of the bleaching liquor by plain water,
as well as carefully planned handling procedures,
before it is attempted.

If one is going to this level of sophistication, the
use of ‘wet-end’ additives could probably be handled
as well. These additives are basically rozin  and china
clay. Rozin does the same job as the gelatin-it
gives a good finish for printing or writing purposes.
The clay is a filler, giving a more solid and whiter
sheet.

Gmtmuous  paper production involves designing
some form of endless wire or plastic mesh rotating
over rollers, followed by stanheated rollers  for
drying. Vacuum drying boxes under the wire and
differential speed drying rollers-so that one roller
‘skidding’ over the sheet provides it with a ‘polish’-
are extras. The chances of realising such alter,native
production of continuous sheet seem remote, yet it
is possible that plain economics might drive us to
it. A few figures may make the point. A competent
vat-man can produce about 250 A2 sheets an hour
after a sizable investment in frames, etc; a small
slow paper machine will produce 25,000 A2 sheets
an hour, and a fast one 2,500,OOO.  To buy, hand-
made paper costs about 18~ per A2 sheet, machine-
made paper about 0.75~.

But thele seems no intrinsic reason  why even



$ 1 The “Back to Nature” movement of recent years has

3 i turned many oeople on to wood as the ecological all-
purpose mate&.  But the trouble with wood is that

it is scarce and that new wood costs more than mass-
produced plastic equivalents. Sources: Apart from
the wood sources mentioned in the rec3tclin~  sect.,;n,
you can also pick up driftwood, and wood from loca’
derelict land. Building contr.actoL‘s  sometines  return
at ‘knocking off’ time with a lorv load of scrap
wood to take to the tip next dayPthey’ll  be glad if
you relieve them of it.

Once you’ve got some wood, to make the best use
of it the fust thing to do is to grade it. Separate out
the wood that is good for interior use, and exterior
use, the pieces with rotten ends, and others with

woodworm  and other infestations for use as fire
wood. Then pull all the nails out of the good wood
and stack it-vertically- with the big bits at the back,
progressing to approximately 3ft bits at the front.
Any bits shorter  than 3ft can be stacked in a box or
bin. Make sure to cut off any rotten bits; watch out

for nails-look carefully all around before sawing.
If you buy new wood, get it from a timber yard,

~ (not Do-It-Yourself shops). Have a look at their ‘off-
cuts’ (by the saw mill j and ask for them at a reduced
price. Ask for trade discount, say you work for your

self, and are doing a job for someone ‘wise.  You might
eve11  r;o to the trouble of getting a sma!l rubber
stamp made (eg JOE BLOGGS-GardeneriHandy-
man followed by your address. No VAT number is
required as your twncver  does not exceed
t5,OOO).  You can then make up official-looking
‘orders’ by stamping your name at the top of orders
in a standard order book, obtainable from any
stationer.

BASIC  TOOLS
If you intend shaping large beams-perhaps from
driftwood or uee trunks-you’ll need an axe, a log
saw, an adze, a drawknife and a pair of boots with
steel toe caps. You’ll also need a wet stone and an
oil stone to keep the adze and drawknife razor sharp
Also useful are a set of steel wedges and a lumo
hammer, for splitting. But a basic tool kit for :ighter
work should include: a handsaw (approximately 24
blade with seven teeth per inch), a claw hammer,
rule, pincers, a small bradawl, a maiet,  three chisels,
an oil stone, tv:o screwdrivers, a spokeshave, a
combination square, a hand drill and drill bits up to
%“, a brace with bits from ?4” to 1”. a smoothing
plane, and carpenters’ pencils. Further additions
could include a ripsaw, jack plane, tenon saw, pad
saw, marking gauge, pair of compasses, pliers, chalk
and line, and a spirit level. For even more ambitioiis

~
work, add a coping saw, more chisels, gouges,
another screwdriver, pin hammer, coarse files (flat

and round), saw sharpening files, saw set, G cramps
j (two large and two small) and combination plane.
: Which tools you get first, after the basics, will

depend on the jobs you tackle first. Generally speak,
ing, older tools were made of better quality steel,
and stay sharp longer. Wooden planes are much

xtter to handle than metal ones and are just as easy
if not easier) to adjust once you’ve got the knack.
Incidentally, put a little furniture wax polish on the
ok plate and you’ll be amazed how much easier
,laning becomes). Apart from second-hand shops,
watch out for old carpenters tools in ‘Articles For
sale’  co!umns in newspapers and magazines. When
coking for specific second-hand tools, know the
xand name, and the current  price new. But look
xefully  for worn, broken or missing parts.

MACHINE  TOOLS
the most usefG1 power, or treadle, tools for genera!
,vork are a circu&  saw, planer, and perhaps a lathe,
111 of which can be boilr from scrap (plus a few new)
nrts, or purchased second-hand. A circular saw with
L 9” or 10” blade, powered by a half-horsepower
notor or by a treadle and flywheel, is the next step
iom handsaws. Electric drill circular saw attach-
nents are not worth bothering witi-in fact most
Ml attachments will rapidly wear your drill out.
:But Bosch jig-saws and similar attachments are
purpose-built  and last for ages). Compressed air
tools can also be obtained-drills, jig-saa,orbital
ianders,  nail guns, and the like--and in conjunction
with a compressed air energy storage system (power-
:d by your windmill or watermill?)  are very safe and
cersatile. They cost a lot but last much longer thvl
their electric equivalents.

STORZNG  TOOLS
If you’re only going to use them in one workshop,-
then arrange them on the walls, each tool having its
own place, clearly visible, and marked by its outline
or silhouette. On the otbrr hand, if you know you
will  be moving from place to place, it is well worth
fitting them into a tool chest. Again,  each tool
should have its own slot or clip, and should be easily
accessible without having to take other tools out
fKst.

TOOL CARE
Don’t leave tools out in the open, or edge tools on
the ground (particular!y  on stone or concrete), uhilr
working. This also applies to saws.

Never use any tool (or allow it to be used) for any
other purpose than that for which it is primarily
intended. Screwdrivers,  and even chisels, for example
should never be used to prise up nails or scrape paint
and rust. Despite all my ideals of mutual trust and



sharing, my experience has taught me that the only
way tea prevent misappropriation !f your tools is to
keep them under lock and key! If you’re trying to
use them communally, then allocate the workshop
key to a” elected person, and have a book to ‘sign
out’ tools from the workshop-it’s worth it in the
end.

Saws and edge tools must be kept sharp When
they are not, wvrk becomes difficult and the result
is often far from satisfactory.  Before I explain how
to sharpen such tools, it is unportant  that the a.ctual
cutting action is understood.

Wood fibres, as can be see” from the grain. run in
more-or-less par&l lines. They can be c”t in only
two ways: splitting or paring (as when sharpening a
pencil with a knife); or by severing (as when cutt&
a head off with a guillotine). A sharp chisel can be

used tor either purpose

A saw with teeth sharpened for cross cutting is
Lot very efficient for ripping (cutting with the grain)
t is, therefore, much better to have two hand saws:
,IX as in the basic tool kit: plus a rip saw with
,pproxinxately  26” blade and four teeth to the inch.

Both types of saw have a ‘set’ (alternate teeth
bent slightly to each side), so they cut a slot wider
than rhe blade, to avoid sticking. To sharpen a saw,
fust check with a steel rule or straight edge to see
that all teeth are level.

If not, file them with a fine flat file along the
blade,  or grind them off using a guiding piece of
netal or wood, clamped to the blade approximately
,“e inch from the teeth, and resting against the
Tinder’s tool rest. Wlx” a small flat has appeared on
ach tooth, stop. Clamp the saw between two pieces
!f wood (say 2in by lin) using a vice and two G
ramps. You need a triangular (three square) fiie file,
a double ended one with a handle is obtainable for
his purpose). Positio” ihe fide at the correct angles
br your saw (see diagram). Hold the handle in your
ight hand, and the file tip under your left thumb
md as you push it forwards apply a certain amount
)f pressure. The file will cut much better on the
eeth bent away from you, so concentrate on these
irst, and then NT” the saw around. Check that you
re making each tooth the same size (counting the
ile strokes may help). When no light is reflected by
:ach tooth point, then it must be sharp. Remove any
:ide burrs thrown over by the file with the edge of
rout oil stone, rubbed lightly along the blxde, taking
:are  not to blunt the tip of the points. Finally, toset
:ach tooth, tap alternate teeth with a flat-ended
>“nch, resting the blade on a hardwood block. Or
ae saw-setting pliers. (You can make a saw set from
L strip of 1 inch by I/8 inch mild steel).

The slot should be only half the depth of the
tooth. In order to bend each tooth by the same
amount  another piece of metal bolted to the first
can be adjusted to give the set you want (and preve”
you from snapping teeth off).

““MEMA”E  SAW SET

Circular saws are basically the same, but you can
get a combination blade which rips and cross c”ts.
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combination Tungefr”  tipped

Some hand saws, however, have hardened teeth
rhich must he ground off completely and new teeth
ut. Some circular saws have tungsten teeth which
an only be sharpened on a green grit grinding wheel,

Chisels and plane irons should be sharpened at
w” angles: 25 degrees and 30 degrees, the first on a
ret stone, 12 to 18 inches in diameter, ad 2% to 3
xhes wide. The stone should rotate towards the
perator,  and grinding should be done with the tool
eld near the top, almost horizontal, otherwise water
ram the stone will run down the hands and arm-
mich is disagreeable, especially in winter. The wata
nsmes that the temper of the steel is not lost, and
hould be drained from the trough after use, as the
tone will deteriorate if left sobmerged. AlternativeI!
aount the stone in such a way *hat it can he lifted
iear of the water when not in use.

/f
The tool being ground should tie moved from sidr

:o side to ensure even wear of the wet stone. The
~cess is much easier if a tool relit is fitted, as
hhom in the d&ram. Check the squareness of the
xtting edge. The fiial edge is obtained on an oil
itone. Fist clamp the “,il stone horizontally in the
xnch vice, and squirt some thin oil onto a. Hold th
Lzne iron or chisel as shown, and rock it up and
low to ‘feel’ the angle yoa’ve ground on the wet
itone, then raise the free end slightly so that only
he tip is touching the stone. Proceed by sliding the
:ool up and down the oil stone in a figure of eight.
Ihis ensures even wear of the stone! and cuts the
netal  away far quicker than just gomg  straight up,
md down. Keep the angle constant, as far as posslbl
md finish off by placing the tool flat on the stone
hs in drawing 8) and sliding it back and forth a few
rimes.  Finally, to remove any burr on the tips, rub i
up and down on a !eather  strop, or on the palm of
pur hzrrd.

Screwdrivers should. also be ‘trued up’ occasion-
11~.  Tips get rounded with use, and should be
quared up on a grindstone, dipping the end in water
xcasionally  to preserve the temper of the metal.

mm tip Angles to grind true

Having sharpened your tools, the most useful
hig to make is a heavy, and/or  well secured bench,
tith woodworking vice, bench stop, and B centtal
:rough for tools to rest in whilst working. The next
hing to make is a sawing ‘horse’, with a wide top
md ‘v’ cut end-or a pair of such trestles wi+ smalle
:ops.

For sawing logs and firewood, a trestle with six
egs extendszd as shown is well worth the time spent
naking.
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Make yourself a bench hook for light sawing jobs,
and four hardwood wedges. Tiiese can be used in
many cunning ways instead of sash cramps. For
example, to clamp a box up, strings are tied round
the planks (A) and sticks inserted (B).  These are
twisted up and rested on the box, and the blocks are
screwed to the boards so that the wedges can be
inserted at C. These are tapped home, and the
conuivance  checked for squareness. The wedges can
be used similarly for table tops and window frames.

Another useful cramping device is a car jack. I
recently cramped a window frame up as shown in
:he drating be!ow, using a car jack between the w&s.

Wood is a warm, versatile material, and renewable
to boot, but we can’t use too much at once. So it
needs care and imagination. Treat it like a friend.

Rob and Al Hitchings



At present the majar sources of many high.ly useful
and valuable organic compounds, ranging from
plastics to medicines, are non-renewable
hydrocarbons-oil and coal. This article looks at the
possibility rf obtaining these chemicals on a small
scale from revewble  sources-such as wood and
seaweed.

On examination of the present and past processes
for the production of chemicals from renewable
natural  resourcoc,  the folloting significant points

Many processes  me only ‘waste’  by-products  of
normal productzon.,
Many oftbe processes  are based  on pre-industrial
rechiques;  and me thus  readily  adaptable  to the :
criteria  of Alrematiue Technology.

Products to which these criteria apply include:
t’hnt Products; wood, sugar, starch, natural dyes,
insecticides, oils, fats, waxes, cosmetics, cork, drugs,:

~ pectins and peat. Marine  Products: seaweed and
drugs. AnimaI Products: drugs, enzymes, gelatin,
glue, dairy products (rennet etc).

Space (and personal ignorance) will not permit
me 7.0 discuss al! of these processes. I have there-
fort chosen three. The fist is as yet theoretic31,
but should become of increasing importance,
namely the extraction of organic  chemicals from
carbohydrates.  And two others of proven use:
wood  and seaweed.

would appear to be cellulose, and to a lesser extent’
~ staich.  Cellulose is the world’s major industrial
~ carbohydrate, annual world production being in

the region of 100 billion tons (Americar!).
Cellulose itself is a rather intractable polymer  of

glucose units, and the hydrolysis of this polymer :

ORGANIC CHEMICALSFROM

Organic chemicals are very important to humanity
today. They supply the starting materials for:
plastics, perfumes, drugs, colouring  dyes, petrol
and other solvents, fats and waxes, and a host of
other everyday sl;bstances.  At the moment the
major sources for most of these organic ‘building
I>lock,s’  are p:~:roleum  and to L ksser  extent coal-
,xxh non-renewable.

~ yl to twenty years ago a significant quantity of
chemicals suc’~  as ethanol (the:  alcohol in booze),

~ propanol,  acet~one and butanol  were produced
from carbohydrates such as starches, sugars and
~ molasses, but the wide availability of cheap
~ petroleum in the middle 1950’s  rapidly killed off
this more ecologically sound process.

The greatest natural source  of energy is td Sun.
Plants trap and store the Sun’s energy in the iorm
~ of carbon compounds. These compound
~ carbohydrates are formed from carbon dioxide,
water, and trace elements, in a reaction sustained
i by iight and catalysed  by chlorophyll, the total

~~ reaction being called photosynthesis. These
1 carbohydrates occur in 1 variety of forms (See
table below).
i Although, in theory, any of the above sources
i may be utilised,  the most promising candidate

(enzymatically or chemically) to glucose w&Id
appear to be a necessary step in most schemes

~

making use of it.
The reactions of glucose, of interest to anyone

hoping to use it as a starting material for
synthesising  the organic building blocks which
currently come almost exclusively from petroleum,
are widely scattered in the chemical and biological
literature and require digging out by someone!
Until .this i,s done it i,s imwxsible  to skei:ch  ou:
_---_-- .----



:&tic  schemes of relatively straightfonvard
mtheses suitable for those who do not have the
:so”rces  (money and technicians), or desire, to
ave away at some complex route. Reactions, sucl
3 the aromatisation  of glucose to catechol  (1, 2-
lihydroxybcnzene)  are well known and may
rovide some starting points, (ironically, catechol
ne of the few organics  readily available from
atural resources).

But the most direct way of producing some
hemicals may be by reviving some of the earlier
:rmenta.tion technioues.  Ch. Weizmann, the first
resident of Israel. did pioneering wnrk in this are
nd a recent (1974) report from the US National
ademy o’f Sciences suggests that the Americans
lay also be taking it seriously.

i0”I-J

Jntil  the middle and late 19th century, when the
istillation  of coal assumed prominence, the
.aillation  of wood supplied many of the comma
rganic chemicals (especially solvents). As Fig 1
ldicates, wood could supply a very wide range oi
rganic chemicals.

Rather than go into further detail on all these
recesses  some oi which are fairly complex, 1 sha!

select one which illustrates the potential of wood
chemistry  and which, due to its long tradition, may
he of immediate use, namely: wood distillation.

For many thousands of years wood has been
used as a fuel and as a source of charcoal for the
reduction of ores for their metal content. However.
it was not until the beginning of the era of modem
chemistry that the real usefulness of all the by-
products came to be recognised. By the end of the
17th century it was known that wood burnt in
closed vessels produced vapour from which could
be condensed a tx and a watery liquid, termed
pyrolignews  &I In 1658 Glauber identified the
main product of this distillation as acetic acid
(vinegar), and Boyle, in his Sceptical  Chemist
(1661), noted the presence of an inflammable
volatile liquid, ‘wood spirit’, later named methyl
alcohol, signifying the wine of wood. However, it
was not until the Frenchman Lebon,  in 1799, took
out a patent for, “a new method of employing fuel
more efficiently, for heating or lighting, and of
collecting the various products” (soon all Paris was
to admire his gas-lamp in the Hotel Seignelay),  that
things really got going.

The basic details of the process are given in Fig 2.
Fig 3 shows the section of a battery of retorts (A.

of the Math& type. The wood is charged
automatically from the running buckets, cc),
suspended atg. At the end of the operation the
charcoal is discharged into the vessel; (PJ,
which is provided with a cover to prevent the hot
charcoal from igniting in the air. The vapours from
the distillation pass into the tube, fH); which
conducts them into a coil cooled by the water in T
and then into the barrel, (J), where the tar and the
pyroligneous acid separate; the gas, which does not
condense, but is still partly combustible, is washed
and passes through the pipe, (k), to be burnt under
the furnace-hearth, MI); there is no danger of
explosion, since, if there is any air in the retorts, it
cannot communicate with the hearth, the barrel, fJ)
serving as a water-seal.

The products obtainable from a typical dry
distillation operation are as shown in Fig 4. See
overleaf.
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SEA WEED
From the 17th century  until the development of tb
Le Blanc process, in 1781, seaweeds formed the
major source of alkali (sodium and potassium
carbonates) in Europe. their ash being known in
Scotland and Ireland as ‘kelp’. From then until the
1930’s there was a lull in the industry, but from
then on increasing use was found for one of the
major products: Alginic acid. Fiis 5-8 give some
idea of the products available from seaweed; the
earlier manufacture of soda and iod.ine; the three
major products of the industry; tlworganic
chemicals (sugars and steroids) that have been
produced by simple laboratory procedures; and the
occurrence of seaweeds tbrougbout  the world.



It would appear that much Scottish and Irish
seaweed is still gathered by hand-which cannot be
much fun on a rainswept  and windy beach at the
height of winter. The processes for the extraction o:
these chemicais have been developed by the now
defunct Scottish Seaweed Research Institute, duriq
the 1950’s.  and may well have been improved on b)
now. The origiiai  methods were simple and
admirably suited for communities located near large
amounts of seaweed; for most practical purposes th
North West coast  of Scotland and the West coast of
Ireland.

IncidentaUy, it is possible to cultivate seaweed
(the red seaweed, Porpbyrn  tener;, has been
cultivated for food in Japan for years), but the
problem of interference to shipping and fishing,
coupkd with the major changes in the environment
which wou!d occur as a result, led to the dropping
of wch proposals from the British.  industry, under
pressure from the Ministry. Anyox familiar with
the apparently uncontrollable gowth of red seawee
now going on along Britain’s south coat, will
understand the need for caution. In short, the
probkms may well be social and ecological rather
than technical.

Alan Dalton
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SCRAP

ANY OLD IRON
THE ECOLOGICAL  ARGUMENTS
The environment, that is all living things, the air,
water, and soil, forms a ‘whole system’ usually
referred to as the ecosphere.

The Earth developed randomly from deserts into
forests and vegetation  capable of remaining relatively
stable in the face of internal or external changes-
capable, for example, of ensuring an optimum
balance of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the air, of
regulating run off to rivers, of periodically shedding
the leaves which build up humus, so ensuring soil
fertility. Solar radiation, during photosynthesis,
organ&s nutrients in the soii into complex plant
tissue. Herbivores digest and reorganise this into
still more complex animal tissue, and having
processed it, return the valuable nutrients to the
soil.-. .^

disguised price increase to the consumer in the form
of shorter product life.

When you buy a car you are also buying the tens. /
of thousands of gallons of water used in the
processing of the steel. An aluminium  window frame,’
for instance, can be traced via rolling mills back to
the smelters (perhaps in Ghana where vast hydro-
electric schemes produce cheap energy), then to a
mine (perhaps in Jamaica) where bauxite is
extracted, using more energy and creating vast mine
tai!ings.

Inferior short-life goodsoften compound their
waste by performing absurd (and perhaps, in a
starving world, obscene) functions which do not
need fulfilment.

Repair and w-use are treacheries against the ‘~
consumer ethic: so when our products fall apart
we throw them away. Having concentrated materials
from dispersed sources we x-disperse  them by
burying or burning-reducing them to oxides in a

Durmg  these selt-regulating processes, waste or i jumble of other materials. This is hardly  rational
random pi-ts  are generated. If this consequent
randomness is less than the degree of organisation
gained, then the system’s overall stability will have
been increased.

The environment can only absorb waste by
recycling it, so it ensures that the waste from one
process serves as the materials for the next. Whereas
the ecosphere is an open system as regards energy
(direct solar), it is a closed one as regards materials
-hence all materials must be recycled.

Until relatively recently, the environment was a
very stable whole system. Now it is endangered
because the subsystems are not capable of the
Lreased rate of operation demanded of them by
man’s ever faster ‘progress’.

When more waste is supplied than the system can
use it becomes ‘overloaded’; the self-regulating
mechanisms cease to function, and the waste simply
accumulates. The slightest amount of synthetic
products, when introduced to the ecosphcre,
constitutes pollution. Some pollutants accumulate
in iiving organisms, causing cancers and mutations.

If man wishes to survive, he must:
(1) Ensure the proper functioning of the selF-
regulating mechanisms, respect the asential
structure oi the ecosphere, and deviate only within
acceptable limits.
(2) Reduce and flatten out exponential growth of
consumption of energy and non-renewable resources.
(3) Re-cycle the materials we have, and the wastes
we produce.

WASTE
The term ‘waste’ covers not only those household
and industrial materials which we want to be rid of,
but also waste by extravagant use of.materials  and
energy. Of the latter type the greatest is ‘production’
waste.  When  design is tied to sales rather than
product function, and when marketing strategy is
based on frequent style changes, the results are:
tendency to use inferior materials, short cuts in
sound product development, neglect of quality and
inspection. This built in obsolescence comes as a

behaviour.
Yet industry is more interested in mining afresh

than in Using what it has, claiming that recycling
materials cost more. When this is true it is invariably
for the wrong reaons.

Recycled materials are unnecessarily expensive
because most wastes are intended not to be ,
recycled. And rhe price of new materials reflects
neither their true social cost (eg smelter pollution,
indirect energy costs, loss of windlands) nor the
irreversible depreciation of a fixed capital asset.

PRESENTMETHODS  OF WASTE  REChMATION
AND RECYCLER’S  GUIDE

These vary from composting  kitchen wastes to large
plants for shredding up car bodies. The two largest
channels being Local Authorities and commercial
reclamation.
0 Local Authorities  have to collect and ‘dispose of
domestic refuse. 90% of which gets tipped and
buried, but ~511  increasing land shortages many are
turning to total incineration. Almost all the
Authorities who already do this do not even use the
heat evolved (equivalent to half that of coal).

Domestic refuse is expec::ed  to double in volume
and increase hy 70% in wei$;ht over the next
‘decade. Consisting of paper,  kitchen waste, tins,
bottles and foil trays, it &cold  be looked upon as a
valuable source of raw materials rather than as a
nuisance to be disposed of.
separare  your own wnste at source. compost your
vegetable  assies. Wash tiiisfw re-use, or remove
the base and flaatten  them.  Paper  and card should
be flattened and bundled. Wash  and save milk tops
and silver  paper.  Some  ideas for uses are given
below:
*Paper Some local authorities aiready collect
paper separately and sell it to board manufacturers,
but even they do not separate the paper mixed in
with the refuse. And we import wood pulp at an
annual cost of appror  LlOO  million. At El1 a ton
for waste paper we are dumping an equivalent of
L-64 million a year.
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If you collect paper locally as a fund raiser
remember that a special trip to deliver a pile of
newspapers could cost mote in petrol than the scrap
value of the paper.
* Vegetable and putrescible  mate: During the last
war many local authorities provided neighbourhood
bins for collecting such matter, for use as pig food
or compost. (Jer:iep still does). In Holland, domestic
waste is composed  on a large scale at a few
strategic sites.
Every  jimily  which  mmx II gardez couLf compxt
their  wste, so reducing  the pressure on the r+e
collect;ion service and improving  the fertility of
theirgardens. Others  cou,!d  put it in hcgs for
communal~composting.

.Metals Over a million tons of iron are discarded
“ty year, yet ferrous metals can be recovered
easily by magnetic separation. Non ferrous met&
are mostly hand sorted, but some larger industries
are developing automated methods. The worst
problem is that products made of a mixture of
metals are very hard to separate.
Dismantle your own junk, snw use~zd  parts, and
sepamte metalsforscrap.
0 Commerciul reclamation The scrap trade
opcrzter  at two main levels:
(1) The small yards, who depend largely on ‘tatters’

-

(rag and bone men), sort scrap by hand, and seil  it
to larger yards who supply bulk buyers  of scrap,
such as steel works.
(2) The larger yards, who will buy direct from
tatters and individuals, rely mainly on Lcontracts’
with fiims and corporations as their main source of
materials.  ‘ITkey  use cranes,  lorries, shears for
chopping, and bailers for compacting scrap. Hand
sorters are still employed, efficiency depending on
ability to recognise  various  metals in a dismantled
mixture. Oxy-acetylene or foxy-propane  cutters are
used to cut up larger steel objects, but cutting car
bodies this way is uneconomical so large firms are
developing mass-reduction methods, (,eg Proler
Cohen at Willesden). Steel extracted from such
plants is often contaminated with non-ferrous
fragments. These form blemishes in ,the rolled plate
produced.

Attempts to ovacome  this have been made-for
example, freezing in liquid nitrogen and smashing,
which produces small fragments for magnetic
separation. For non-ferrous metals, colour ‘sortex
machines and fluidised beds have been developed.
*Non metals Some commercial reclaimers also dc ~1 1
in tags, woollens, paptsr and card, and some I
specialise  in these. A few deal in plastics and
chemical effluent, but the technical problems are /



2 IFeat, and usually only a second grade material 1s

s
~ produced.

z
WASTE  AS A RAW MATERIAL

Most commercial reclaimers see their ‘scrap’ only RS
2 msteria! to be tcptocessed  into ‘raw’ matetiai.
There are exceptions; clean rags are cut up for

‘wipers’, woollens and clothes arc sorted and some
sold to second hand c:othes shops.

~
Some metal yards put aside girders and pipes, old

lamps, benches, pub tables and antiques generally
for re-sale at greater than scrap value.

There is stiN o good amounf of good‘scrap,  such
as lengths  of tubing,  rod,  shelving, and ex-stock
(but new) machine  and oehicle  parts, (including
bearings,  nuts and bolts),  which cost thr Earth new
and can be got for a few pence.

Wood  Often not thought of as worth bothcring
with, it’s useful to know where your nearest second

hand timber yard is. Most towns have one, and
prices are about half that of new wood or less, with
the advantage of being well seasoned. You can also
get large pieces, and woods such as pitch pine and

k which are almost unobtainable elsewhere.
Rubber Reclaimed motor tyres are used in

~producing new ones, in road surfacing, and basic
rubber products. But used (cured) rubber can

never be un-cured, so just tills out the new,
educing  a poorer quality rubber as a result.
GI&S  Some glass is separated by local authorities,

and small auantities used in road surfacinz. Most
glass can b; remelted, but manufacturers”again
prefer clean  raw materials on economic grounds.
* Skzg From blast furnaces, processed, can be used
for road building and construction purposes.
~Luhicuting  oi! Motor vehicle and industrial plant
produce hundreds of thousands of gallons of waste
oil a year. Some garages save it for collection and
refining for *e-sale  as a cheap oil. Engine oil filters
have been developed which greatly increase the life
of the oil, but are unlikely to be generally available,
as it would not be in the interests iof the oil
companies!
Keep an oil-soaked  rag by your  too/s,  particularly
mood chisels  and drills and  wipe  them after use:
this prevents rust md dulling  sharp  edges.  Use old
oil on your housing  stone,  binges,  catches, mm and
bolts, shears  erc.
Build  a drip-feed oil burner-can  he very efficient.
Oil drips  onto a very hor plate,  oapc~urises,  and flab
Ignites.
Keep a large tin of old oil or: your  work  bench to
auench hot metal  ii?-ir  rives  a blue finish  which also
&lps prevent  rust. a
* Sewgc  The one waste few people think of using,
can, by anaerobic digestion, be degraded into a first
class fertiliser, giving off methane in the process.
Milan’s sewage is treated this way and enough
electricity is generated from the gas for tbc entire
city. In this country a few sewage works do the
same (Bournemourh,  Worthing and others), but
some even treat the gas as a waste product and burn
it off!! -What does your local sewage works do?(See
energy section on methane for more information.)

rOTAL USE

it is worth iooking at China’s example where, in an
tttempt  to be self reliant, each area scrupulously
:e-uses  all its resources.

Animal and tiuman excrement is used for
manure, waste wood fibre and water from paper
making are turned into resin and sulphuric acid for
making synthetics. Alcohol h ez+acted  from other
iiquid waste. The Fushun No.3 petroleum plant
pumps waste gas into bottles for use in domestic
cooking. Factories are encouraged to make their
xvn machine tools, often from scrap metals. They
may not bse the most efficient tools, but they have
a very low social cost.

The western recycling indusny  ,would  be
improved if it spread out into small, local, low
technology ‘recycling yards’, stocking unwanted but
still iyable  materials and selling the remainder to
larger re-processing industries. This would  mean that
materials would cost more.

However, if articles were designed to last longer,
industry encouraged to re-use its own waste, and
people shonm  the potential of articles which they
would otherwise throw away, the scrap trade
generally would decline.



z 1 SCAVENGZNG

k? I At tbe.moment  we are fortunate that, with the righ
g I approach, and a bit of searching, materials for most
2 ~ jobs can be got for little more than scrap value.

It The fust place to look through h at home,
z making best use of things you already have. OM

bottles can he washed out with soap and hot water,
obstinate dirt dislodged by the addition of sand, or
a concentrated solution of caustic soda. Tin corns
washed out make good containers for painting jobs

~ storing nails, screws, nuts and bolts, etc. Save jars
~

‘i
for jam making. Dead branches from trees are as
good as seasoned timber, but rotten wood is

1 valueless  and should be burnt as soon as possible to
~ avoid spreading. Woodworm should be treated

unmedtately  (at least before May, when they fly
to new breeding grounds). If only a few holes show
the wood will not be weakened too much and can
be re-used.
4Scmp  yard: Just to ‘get in’, they m ,sr %ink
you’ll provide good custom, but let therr, “r~
you’re not a sucker :::“-cr.

First, if possible, :.e‘Ct sonle scrap (say %cwt
cast iron-old  fue fronts or car engine blocks, or
51b copper tube, etc).  Then phone around a few
yards asking the buying price, per lb or cwt. GO for

the highest or to ihe yard which has the sort of
scrap you want. Ask the price again when you get
there, and have your scrap ‘weighed in’. Don’t
argue with him over a few pence! Then tell him
what you are looking for and ask if you can have a
look around-buy something before you go and
you’ll be welcome back next time.

Rag and bone men will gladly sell direct off their
carts.

e Demolition sites These are good for wood, junk,
shop fittings-private contractors are best. Take
some grotty  wood they want rid of and they may
let you haye some good stuff free. When asking the
foreman try and sense the reaction-a tip may be
expected. Corporation sites are a pain-you’ll spend
hours following official channels t;. get permission
and when you return they’ll have burnt it! Try, but
the best bet is quiet removal in the evenings. Don’t
take metals or valuable objects then if you get
copped you may get away with it. Some
corporations store wood, poles, lamp standards,
baths and sinks, water tanks etc from demolished
buildings and will sell them.
~Corporation tips are a haven of useful objects-
again, try the foreman-Sundays and evenings are
quiet.
*Electricity  boards and the Post Office have old
telegraph poles-get the right man, chat him up a
bit, and you’re away.
* Znrlustria[ estates often have small tips on vacant
plots and at the end of dead end roads. Ask
permission of nearest firm, and go during working
hours, or you’ll get ‘done’. i&ny firms have junk
outside w’nich often thcv are glad to get rid ofGsee. - -
the manager.
*Shof~s  --most have dustbins. Canmine. sailinn.
Army ‘ar,d Navy, DIY shops-ail pro&& usefur’
wastes. Ask when they’re going to clear out old
stocks and be there. Watch out for shops under-
going alteration. The same goes for warehouses,
and garages; the signs are workmen’s vans and
skips-ask politely and you’ll get. Grocers’ old
vegetables are ideal for feeding goats
~Munufacturers throw out offcuts  eg furniture
manufacture:s,  sail and tent manufacturers-canvas
etc.
4 Garages throw out old exhausts, tyres and inner
tubes.
4 General Develop a keen eye for usefti; unwanted
items you see in back gardens and yards. A few
friendly words and they could be yours.
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Alan  stew-art

fie Industrial Revolution was made possible by the
,bbundant supply of iron ores and coal necessary to
sxmufacture  iron and steel. Modern technology still
iepends  on the supply of cheap steel. Without it,
Nestem society would collapse. Because of its avail-
ability and strength. steel is the bulk material of
nachinery,  railways, bridges and simiiar heavy
engineering  products. Through heat m’eatment, it can
be hardened to make cutting tools which cut other
metals, organic materials and steel itseif. Table 1
ihow the p:ope:tia  ad uses of the basic irons and
xeels.

The ocher commcm  me&-ahxninium.  copper,
iead, tin and zinc-ax normally used in combination
3f two or more, as alloys, to complement steel. Tab11
2 shows the properties and uses of these metals and
Jf some common alloys.

FO Uh’DR  Y

Ihe foundry is the place where metals are melted
down, refined or alloyed, and cast into moulds.
Intricate shapes can be produced by carting,  without
cutting away or otherwise wasting metal. The
foundry is also t!e place where metal is recycled.

Pig iron, scrap iron and steel are melted in a
cupo:a~a  tire-brick lined tower, into which metal is
loaded together with coke. A& is blown in at the
base of the tower  to support combustion and to
oxidize some of the carbon and other impurities in
the metal. The coiou of the flame issuing from the
top of the tower (or seen through a spy-hole) can be
used to judge the cnna....... __‘;&n nf the .xe!t but this
requires a lot of experience. Alternatively small
samples can be drawn off, cooled and tested. If a
sample bar breaks when bent it contains a lot of
carbon. But if it bends, then other simple tests, using
Hat Treatment techniques dwzribed  below, can be
used to determine the nature of the sample more
accurate!.y.  When ready, a plug at the base of the
tower is broken to allow the molten metal, -which

has drained down through the ashes, to flow out an
into a crucible. A small, simple cupola can be made
with the internal diameter of the tower ranging
upwards from four inches. (Fig 1).

The crucible furnace (Fig 2) is a means of meltin
or alloying metals. It has the advantage that contan
ination from the fuel cannot occur and that exact
quantities of base metal and alloying elem&xs  can
be loaded into the clay cvcible before firing. A
typical charge might consist of sawn-up bike handh
bars and other chromium-plated scrap. On melting,
the chromium will alloy with the steel to form a lo
carbon stainless steel. A second fixing is necessary,
involving the addition to the melt of a small amour
of aluminium.  The aluminium  acts as a catalyst and



;I1 boil off gas from the melt, which vould other-
tse prodilce very porous castings.

md moulds are relatively inexpensive and are
idely used for the production of iron and sterl ant
tier metal castings. They can be constructed wine
wooden pattern embedded in moulding sand. Con
e used to fozn- shapes or voids that camof be ma
rang enough from packed moulding sand. Alterna
ely, they can be made from moulding sand first
Nrmed  in a wooden mould and then baked until
lrd in an oven (Fig 3).
There are many other casting techniques. One of

me most interesting is inw2stment  casting,, often



known as the ‘10s~ wax’ ;wcess~ This method  was
weli established  by the fifrh cenrury  BC in the
Western Chou Dynasty to prodxc~ seamless  castings
of intricate shape and surface detail. Tbr pattern is
consrructed  from wax and is an exact replica of the
required casri:,g.  The wax pattern is coated
with a thin wall of clay to form the mould. The
clny monld  is then baked in order both to burn
out the wax pattern and also to harden  the clay. ‘i‘tlc
hollow clay mou!d can rhen be filled with molten
metal. When the metal has cooled the clay ma% is
smashed to free the casting.

FORGING - - - -
The art of the blacksrnitb is as old as the a:~ of retin-
ing meta: from ores. The essentiai equipmexrequir-
ed-hearth, be!lrws,  hammer, tongs and anvil-is
simple and inexpensive and, once z force is set up,

,Ii any other tools required, such as tlatters, punches or /
: hot chisels, can be forged from crude lumps of steel.
) Modem rechnology  on!y uses forgings in cases w’:.&

the very high strength achieved by forging is esa.64 ,
aad “justifies” the high tooling costs involved in
mass production of forged items, such as car engine

,

con rods and s?anners.
‘This high strength arises because forged material

has a fibrous nac~re which  reaches its ultimate in the
Samurai sword. ‘I-ne sword %.de is beaten out from

I a smalt cube of steel and then rolled up and beaten Ii
a cube. This is repeated until the fiial
an extremely fibrous nature. The forging is

xrieti out with the meta: almost white hot, so that mdcning  and reempaing  P ZOld  chisc,.

the resulting layers weld rhemsetves  tog&et.  Horse-
, shoes are forged rather than cut out of flat sheet, noi
/ only to save metal but also to benefir  from fibrous

/

strength. ‘Ilx piece of flat rectan&ar  metal  used to
make the horseshoe (Fig 4) is inherently fibrous, due

I to the rmcess  of its orieinal manufacture. cold roliim
j These~ibres  are prese&d during the fo&ing of the” /
/ shoe. Similarly the tapered parts  of c%sels and screw-i
/ drivers are stronger if forged rather than filed.
i It is possible to weld metal at the forge. The pieces
to be welded nmst tirsr be dipped in a flus, then

, heated until almos:  white hot and finally hammered
/ together.  The weld will not hold unlrjs  a flux is used.
! The flux melts at a high temperature and seals the

1 metal surfaces from the air, so preventing the
/ n:~5aces  from oxidizing. A suitable flux for welding
; nxld steel is calrined  borax.

/ HEAT TREA TbfENT
I

1 If a. piece of high carbon steel is heated until red hot
I and then quenched in water, it will becorn?

i

extrekely hard but brizle. Strength, necessary for
the cut&g edge of a tool, for example, an be I
achieved by tempering, ie by beatins :he hardened

I steel to a temperature of between L30°C and 300°C.
The higher the tempering temperatxre  the stronger

~

the steel wi!l become, but at the expense of hardness.
A very simple and ancient method of judging the
required  tempering temperaaxe  is by the u.e of I
“oxide colours”.  If a polished piece r,f steel is heated
slowlv,  coloured  oxides wil! form on the oolished

~

,If I
I-

I
IIsutiake. The oxide coiour changes from straw to



Mild steel cannot he hardened and tempered

! because it does not contain enough carbon. It can,
however, be caxe hardesd.  If a. piece of mild steel is
heated until red hot and then thrust into a pile of
carbon dust, sane of the carbon will be absorbed by
the surfaces of the mild steel. By repeating this

. . . . . . . . . . .

brown then to purple and fmallg to blue y the
temperature increases from 230 C to 300 C. Table 3
lists various cutting tools together with appropriate
oxiG colours for tempering their cutting edges. Fig 5
shows  the hardening and tempering of a cold chisel.
It is important that only the tip of the chisel should
be hard and &at the shank and the end which is hit
with a hamme; should be soft, otherwise the shank
till crack or the end will splinter when hit.

sewral  mnes,  enougn carnen  wl” ne aosornea  so tna,
the steel can be hardened and tempered in the
normal way, but the resulting hardness ad tcugh-
ness will only be skin deep. However this is useful
for giving such things as screw-drivers and pen-!aives
hard, wear-resistant surfaces. The skin can be as thick
as 1116th inch, but to achieve this thickness the steel
has to be ‘soaked’ in carbon, ie packed in a box

heat in an oven for three to four hours. Hoof-
clippings are a traditional carbon-rich material used
in this recess
smith) g

(showing the influence of the black-
ut charcoal will do just as well.

When copper or aluminium are cold worked-ie
bent, beaten or stretched-they gradually become
hard and brittle, and if the cold working is to be
continued, the metal has to be softened by annealing
(heating the metal, usually by gas flame, and then
quenching it). If aluminium is quenched in btine, and
copper in killed-spirits (dilute sulphuric acid), the
oxides which form on the surface of the metal during
heating will be purged to leave a dull clean surface.

FITTING AND MACHINf.VG

*Bench  Tools A sturdy bench made from timber
(or a’ngle  iron and timber) uld an engineers vice, are
vital when using most hand tools. (Fig 6). The vice,
rigidly attached to the bench, has many uses. Amcng
them are:  rigidly gripping a work piece while it
receives heavy blows from a cold chisel and hammer;
firmly holding work for scribing lines in it (‘marking
out’); holding  cold or red-hot bars in order to bend
them to a tight angle; squeezing metal together; and
pressing dowel pins into tight holes.

If something is to be made from a sheet of tin
plate, copper or aluminium, the flattened ow +n is
first marked out on the sheet using a pencil, straight-
edge, compasses and a rule. When marking out work
on iron or steel, pencil lines w&ld be difficult tosee
and would be easily erased so lines are scratched
using a scriber and dividers. Also, a ‘came-pop  is
used to make small ‘pop’ marks at regular intervals
along all marked out lines, so that, when metal has
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been cut away down to a Le, the pop marks will
show even thou& the line has disappeared. The
scriber can be held in a scribing block (Fig 6.1) and
used on a surface table for scribing accurate parallel
lines.

A piece of me& car?  be cut roughly to shape wit
a cold chisel. or sawn with a hacksaw. and then
f&shed  to the ri-quired  size and shape with files-
using first the large, rough variety, and ending with
small fine-toothed fdes. When extremely flat surface
are required, the final flatness can be achieved by
using a scraper to take off ‘high spots’ of the order

of 0.0003 inches. It takes a lot of practice to
produce flat surfaces even to within plus or minus
0.002 inches, and the bigger the surface the harder
it is. If a smooth polished surfAce, rather than a flat
one, is desired, then a piece of emery cloth wrapped
around a file can be used. A little oil on the surface
to be polished helps the cutting action of the cmcry
cloth.

The simplest way to test the flatness of a surface
is to olace  the straieht  edce of a scale on it and hold

Y Y

it up to the light. The low spots on the surface show
light while the rule, resting on the high spots, causes
the high spots to be dark..
*Rmer  Tools The main workshop power tools are
the lathe, the shaper, the drilling machine, the milliq
machine and the uniwdgtinding  machine.  (Fig 7).
The dtilhg  machine (see Vision 5) is a must for any
workshop; it will be used more than any other
machine. Secondhand machines are inexpensive and
are usually a good buy since they don’t wear at
easily and are cheap to mend.

The next machine, in terms of usefulness, is the
lathe (see Vision S), used to produce flat surfaces by
facing, or to make splined bores and key-ways (by
keeping the work still and moving the tool along the
bed), or to produce circular rods and bores. When
buying second-hand lathes watch out for wear of the
bed slides near the head since this fau!t is difficult to
rectify and will produce tapered work. Wear of the
lead-screw can be easily rectified by removing it and
reassembling  it the other way round since the tail-
stock end will not be worn.

The shaper is used to produce flat surfaces. It is
really a powered cold chisel but is much more
versatile. Second-hand shapers are a good buy and
wear in old machines will not reduce their
pCTfO~llIkUlC~.

lhe drilling machine, the shaper and thy lathe are
the only &KAW  tools really needed in a general work.
shcp. They are inexpensive to buy and cheap to run
ad maintain. The nefessary cutting tools ate also
cheap and, apart from drills, can be ho..,‘.  -made on
the forge. The milling machine, which can also
produce flat surfaces, wears out very quickly and



second-hand ones cost a lot to repair. (Tbc necessary
tools are a!so expensive). Universal grinding machine!
rue used to produce extremely smooth, flat or curved

surfaces to very accurate dimensions, but are a bit of
: a lilxury for a general purpose workshop.

--
!

After mad&g out a job on sheet metal the sheet can
be cut roughly to size with a hack-saw “I a cold
chisel ad then clemed  up with files. However,  a
foot-operated guillotine  (Fig 8.1) can do this much
m”rt easily. Your hands are free to position the
sheet accurately and, as the foot pedal is depressed,
the machine f&t clamps the sheet fiily and then
shears the metal cleanly.

To make bmes  or brackers with sharp comers the
sheet can be bent “sing clamping bars (Fig 8.2).
Position the sheet between the bars clamped in a

FCC  8.5:

vice, and the sheet is bent over “sing a soft (or hide)
hammer so as not to damage the surface. Altemativ-

.,-

ely, a foot operated bending machine can he used.
This works in the same way as the guillotine hut
bends instead of c”ts.

Cylindrical and conical shapes can be made by
beating the sheet, again with a soft hammer, over a
circular rod held in a vice (Fig 8.3). The rolling
machine (Fig 8.4) makes short work of this job.

Sheet metal can be made very strong and stiff b]
pressing or beating it to a sphetical  or bowl shaped
surface (Fig 8.5). The car body is a good example,
being entirely built of pressed steel sheet with ever
surface awed, usually in mote than one pIa”.%  Yo
will fmd that the more a sheet is beaten the harder. .

Y!
”
it

:.
I

I

i ~111  become to bend *t and that It might even crack

heat treatment.

i This effect is called work hardening hut it can be

~

reversed by annealing, described in the section on

To make a bowl from a flat sheet, the sheetshould’
fast be annealed. The centre of the sheet is the”

~ tested on the spherical head of a ball-headed stake
md a light planishing  hamnw  used t” distend the

/ ; centre of the sheet by beating in concentric circles
~

/ ~ working outwards from the centre.  When the sheet
gets stiff, anneal it again and continue belting,

~

i mming the work as you go. You wi!l probably need ~
( to anneal tile bowl several times before it is finished.

PERMANE::T  FIXINGS

*Riveting In the Victorian era most metal objects-
from kettle and saucepan handles t” the great steel

~
,

ships of Bmunel  -were held together by rivets. Modern
X-ray inspection of welded joints and development

-



of welding techniques have in the main, mad?
riveted joints obsolete, but in a sna!l worhshop wit
modest resources, riveting is the I neapest  %ing
methcd (Pig 9). The :ivets the.ase!~ves  are made fro
soft metals-mild steel, aluminium  or cgppel-and
consist of a short, straight rbmk with a spherical 01
countersunk head on one end. Two pieces of metal
to he riveted together are fnst drilled through to th
diameter of the rivet, which is then pushed through
the hole. The projectag  shank is then beaten tofpr
another head.

‘Pop-rivet’ sets, available from most hardware
stores, provide a cheap, quick and easy means for
light duty or general purpose riveting.

S&feting Solder  is a 1o.wmelting  point alloy,
ade from tin, lead ad tiny amount of antimor
vo pieces of metzl are soldered together by allo)
: the solder with each metal surface. To do this
tth piwes of metal must be heated to the meltin,
mperature of the solder. To prevent oxides form
: on the metal surfaces 3s they are heated, a flu,
kiNed spitits (zinc dissolved in hydrochloric aci,
resin (Fluxite)  is used. The oxides would other-

,se prevent the necessary alloying of the solder tu
e metal surfaces.
To solder :wo pieces of metal together, the
rfaces to be soldered must first be cleaned with
e or a piece of emery  cloth and then completely
,ated with flux. The surfaces ate then held to&
da hot soldering iron is pressed onto the twa
:ces of metal. When the flux begins to boil a stk
solder is held to the tip of the soldering iron. Tl

lder melts and flows between the two surfaces,
awn b> capillary action. The soldering iron is th
moved and the solder quickly cools and solid&
the flux used was killed spirits then the joint
ould be thoroughly washed to prever.t the remap
: flux corroding the metal. Resin flux is not
,rrosive  and requires no subsequent washing. The
ldering iron can be electrically heated or heated
:as flxne. Alternatively, .x small gas torch can be
ed instead of a soldering iron.
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l see tlx human revolution as the possibility of svev
human being to make a mark, to make his individual
mzrk on his rimes and on his work.
Q Doi-r’t you think that some people cou!c! in ftict be
very happy not makinga mark, not eve? buvingm
original idea, but just ieading  a quiet life?
SIX&,  there are people who are happy to live a dull
life because they have been conditioned that way.
But if you look closer, you will soon see that what is
alive and original in them has been swept under  the
carpet-suppressed. For ;nstance, take those young
women working on assembly lines: 1 have seen quite
a cumber  of them, and spoken to them. They rellly
don’t want anybody to chhnge their work or put
them to creative work, and I asked them why. One
of them told me, “I have a film running inside. l
don’t notice my work. 1 do it mechanicaiiy. I sit
here at the conveyor and I am far away. My real life
is what I dream about.” ATd  I said, well, do you
ever get to that life, or does it stay a dream? And
she said, “Sure, it just stays only a dream” and I

asked her, wouldn’t you like to have some of these
dreams fulfilled or live them in reality! She said,
“Yes, sure. But how cou!d l? The only way for me ir
to dream.” This kind of dissociation of life and
dream is what is so terrible about modern work
styles. Simp!e  people. in the past. living in a village
or somewhere, had a certain possibility of putting
their dreams and their reality together. But in
industrial society this possibility has gone. So we
have to reform %dustrial  iocisty,  even if it t..Les a.
lL>t of pain. You’ll fiid people will first suffer
because  they are not used io it. It dem&ds  an effort

from them. Sure, at fust some of them will refuse,
but later, more and more won’t refuse. I mee: lots of
young workers, and i see that really the most
important thing for them is to get their own ideas
out, to uxarth their buried creative abilities, to do
something on their own initiative and nor always be
told what to do. To turn from passive man to active !
man.
*Do yol; think tLzt industrial societal  cun actual& (
physically survive, I mean, faced with  this resource ~
crisis, this global crisis?
Yes, 1 think it can, if it revises its goals and its ~
methods. I myself am a professor at a Technical
University, so 1 am discussing that all the time with ~
the students, who are the future  engineers. These !
students are very interested in a technology which is
sdcially responsible, which is more in tune with

~

human aspirations and human style, or human
~

rhythm even.  Recently, for instsnce,  we have had a
very interesting discussion: is it possible to construct ~
machines which actually respond to the hum;” ~
rhythm rather than the hum-n  being responding to
the rhythm of the machine?

I

0 What  sort of machine wculd it be?
Well, you can do it with electronic sensors. The I
machine picks up signals caused by your movements
and actually follows your style of work. If you work _
slower then it turns slower, because it has artificiJ
‘senses’ which feel, or see that you work in this or
that rhythm. So it becomes *more and more adjwed ;
to your rhythm, to your speed. You could have such I
a system in many new devices. I think that the
possibilities of electronics and cybernetics in
techr.ology  have not yer been fully explored. we i
are only at the beginning of that. For the first time
technology can have ‘eyes’ 2nd ‘ears’ and ‘touch’.

j

*Does a muchine a/ the kind you’re talking ubout
~

actually exist  anywhere?
~

Yes, I’ve seen such machines being experimented ~
with at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at ~
the Centre for Artificial Intelligence. I haw seen a ‘~
very interesting thing called the Architecture
Machine, made by Nicholas Negroponte  who is also i



at MIT where you can actually design your own
house and this is then automatically transiated  into
emct terms and into exact plans. Most of this work
goes on at MIT though there are some peol~le  in
Manchesters in Holland and in the Technical
University in Berlin working on similar lines. But it’s
all very much at the beginning, and 1’11 tell you why
k’s 2: the bqinning: becanse WE* who!c idea of
machmes  now is that they should work efficiently
and cheaply, so that they will prodace  more profits.
As Profesw Thring, in England, keeps telling me,
the technology of today is 3. cheap technology-
cheap in the way that it makes people cheap, and
cheap in itself.
4 What  social chmge  hasgor  to take place to divert
us from continuing to just mke wore cheap
technology, into this kind of intelligent and
beneficial technology?
Well one change is that more and more of t’x
routine work, the old kid of work, is taken over by
automation. There was a wry interesting article by
Peter Laurie recently in New Scientist, in which he
showed that actually it wiU be more and more
difficult to replace jobs, because more and morejobs
are taken over by automation. Now what are these
displaced people going to do? They will have to
work on new kids of labour-intemive  machines
which won’t produce fast. In order to give them
work we will be forced to have machines which are
less productive but more human.

You xeem to think that people should work. Isn’t
there n case to be made  for freeing people from
work?
Indeed. I feel that everyone should work; hot maybe
work is the wrong word. Every person. every human
wants to create, rather than work. The Japanese
distinction betwwn  ambnito  which is repetitive,
routine, painful work, which you take on only
because you have to earn money, and creative work
lie painting,liie  singing, like trying to learn a
language. like fashioning a gown, building a table, or
a house according to your own designs. I feel this
kind of creetive employment of the faculties is
what should go on. I don’t believe in tbi- iuzy man.
Man should have more time for meditation and
recreation and for play, but this itself demands some
effort, is a kind of work. If you go into meditation,
you want to attin certain levels; if you p!ay, you
want to win, or you want to perfect your game.
Whatever we do we always want to get results of
some kid. The results we have wanted in the past
have betn  merely  msteriai  goods and money. Now
WT are going more for other results, and other
rewards.
*What do you rhink  about the small gro;rps  ol
people in certain counrries, pwric~darly  in the
United States, bur also in Europe, who have
abando,!ed rbe technologmz! way of life and ure
trying to live much close?’ fo nature. Do you think
this is a significant trend?

~ I think it’s a wry significant trend, only they
shouldn’t turn it into an ideology, because they
: couldn’t live if there wasn’t some !<ind of technology
! carrying them and aU of us through. So it’s a little

like the people who retire into a garden and say,
“Well, I want to go gardenine, md I don’t care
about the world.” But the wc.id  is going on, ard 1
don’t think that tending your garden is a solution to
its problems. Sure, it may work as an individual
solution, which I understand, but it’? not a rtal
solution that goes to the roots. Despite the criticism,
however: I do feel that more and more people
should be able to retire from society. And society
g; well be able to carry them on its back. Why

@I’m not really &king about the people who
renounce work, though, I’m talking cbout  people
mho do work, but they perhaps chop down tree3 and
build heir own houses in the wild, that sort of thing.
But yes, why not? I think there should be latitude to
do that. But it shouldn’t be seen as a kind of panacea
It would be wrong to make an ideology of it.
Many new approaches fail, because way new thing
aims at totality, is turned into a ‘100 per cent thing’,
though ii could very well exist if five per cenf or ten
per cent take it on. 1 believe in a pluralist world
where you may have people who are chopping wood
at the same time as other people are working with,
say, interesting new electronic gadgetry which will
be closer to human beings and human rhythms than
before. You may also have people who want to do
scientific research and other people who want to
meditate. You will have people who can paint and
dance and other people who will be more interrsted
in doing calculations. The important thing is that
ttie creative factor in man should be given more-
and here I would eeneralize-should  be eiven more.
attention.
4 What  do you think is the chance that whatyou’ve
described as your dhxzble :uture vii! xtuallv come
to exist? .
The chance depends on the number of people who
are willing to create such conditions. I see among
young people movements which amount :o a kid of
‘conversion’ comparable to the profound change
from antiquity to the Christian era. These
movements seem to have subsided to some extent at
the mo~ment,  but they will probably come up again.
There will be another generation after seven years;
usually every seven years there comes another
‘schub’ as we say in Germq anrther ‘shock’; I think
that there will be more and more people turning to
new values and new lifestyla, but it certainly won’t
be all people. We will have certain parts of the world
where there swill  be few experiments of this kind,
and we may have other sections of the world where
a more human lifestyle will be created, and 1 hope
tiat these can set the example for the others. I am
wxy much in favour of social experiments, for
setting up islands of other ‘worlds to come’ in the
midst of the old world.
4 Where will there islands be?
They exist already in the USA, in Scandinavia, in
England, in France. 1 think they will be everywhere
where people have the courage to change their souls
and the direction of their development.

Tony Durham



They tell us we ar,- somewhere in the middle of the j hits of information in order7

transition from a none!- cconom!;  TV  an information ~ to direct-mail us an advertising‘
rconom~.  KG doubt rhe precise moment of transit- : circular.
ion will depend on whether the value of money falls Words were not wasted in the
faster than rhe value of information, or vice versa. ~ days when people could only engrave

?.3akc no mistake, most of the information around them on stone.
these days is xbbisk. Some excitement was express- I ‘This overload of our senses by man-ma
ed recently when computers ov-ertook  people as the information sotirces blinds us ro the subtler

chief users of the US telephone network. 1 don’t tliux of data from the natural world-from the
know what the people talk about, but I know the land, the weather. and other living things around
compur<rs  talk mainly about global business and us, people included.
military power games which would not be necessary Although those living in advanced capitalist
ii> a i::fferentl)- orsanized  world. Thus at the very countries are exposed to such a lot of information,
ieasr half of the information passing through the US at the same time they never seem to have the partic- :
reieohone  system is rubbish-cirbcr harmless or ular piece of information they need at a particular
da”gCr”“S moment. Unxwarc of invisible design faults, they

‘The global village is no sxh thing. it is a global buy inferior goods. As the bailiffs arrive, they fmd
castle, in which rhe barons may char over their wine, they don’t know the law on squatting. The well-off
while the serfs outside ma)-  overhear a few fragments young couple throws out a fridge; they don’t know
of merriment. that the old lady next door needs one. The railway

Our planet does indeed boast some fine commun- enquiries phone number  doesn’t answer, so people
ications systems: thcrs  are onI>- a few hol.zs left to travel wastefully by car instead.
be darned in rhe net o? radio. TV aad telephone The mass of information is so irrelevant to the
which covers the continents. The engineers individual’s real life that she or he begms  to build a
praise the xxsr cap&~- of their systems. They talk fantasy life around :he information provided by the
of bits and baiids Ed erimngs.  But their voices merge mass media. in the Great Depression, the cinemas
with those of rhe advertisers boasting of peak-hour were fuller thzn ever. Nowadays, the audience has
audieaces  and marker penetration. been swollen by the poor of Asia, Africa and

The  fallrcy  &at PKJ~W  information, more comm- Latin America, feeding on the sane old American
onication ,wu~t  be good spreads even into the movies and the martini-and-Cadillac lifesv!e.
c~un~erc~iture.  L’ndcrground film-makers machine- Each generation of the West’s rulers pertccts its
gun their ax&eras with random images and sublim- own rcchniqucs of cultural subjugxrion  on irs own
inal cuts. ~Airernarive newspapers !wost their data
densi?  by printing each paragraph on mu:tiplc

people, and exports them. This is not to say that
culrural imperialism is ncccssarily the wvk of evil

undercoats of colourcd  image. men: today’s media men are as heroic and inaive as
The “information economy”  strcsscs qudinr~y the missionaries of the nineteenth century. they just

rather than qualiT.  It \-alues  complex data above have more powerful instruments!
simple truths. Computers noiv thrash through mega- ‘There is a real risk that the twenticrh  ccnrury will i



’
uses energy, but so little that dl

v
likely to be a serious limitation. Paper shortage

is a genuine problem, but it may be overcome  by

7
recy&ng,  by substitution of an elecnonic for a ~

v
paper media where appropriate, and by the elimin-

~ ation of unnecessay  uses of paper, such as over-
packaging.

This book is aimed in the direction of self-
I

,
sufficiency and communiry  auronomy.  But arguably
local communities never will be, nor should,be, self-
sufficient in information. Communities which have :

Y
deliberately cut themselves off, like Japan before the)

1 Meiji restoration, have generally been afraid of out-

leave our planer nor only as an ecological desert but
~ side influences. Culturai imperialism will only
I disappear finally, however, when communities are

as a culturai desert. Having mined out the music of strong enough to rake or leave the outside influences.~
its own oppressed people, America looks abroad for ! They will, for example, be able to select those rech-
new raw material, from india, Africa, the Caribbe-n. nological developments from the rest of the world

Transport was once seen as the bringer of riches; which genuinely serve the community’s own needs.
rmw it is understood IO be 3 waste of scarce resourc- And even in a utopian future where large authoritar-
es. Sidarly, communication may appear to be the ian organizations have disappeared, some tasks
key 10 cultural riches; bu: it may prove to have been might require global c6-operarion. The state of the
the main destroyer of c&ores. earth, the ocean and the atmosphere affects every-

Economic and ecological self-sufficiency are one. There would almost certainly be a demand for
ieSFeCtively  tie prerequisites of borh national liber- rapid worldwide exchange of meteorological data.
ation and of global survival. Cukural  self-sufficiency No farmer would choose to do witbout  a weather
must be es:abiished  as part of the same revolutionary forecast. Some kind of permanent “Earthwatch”
process. If a communiry  is to be free of outside programme, monitoring polludon  %nd  the general
domination it must generate its own crafts, stories, health of the biosphere, might also be needed. That,
music. architecture and rituals. This is not an argu- too, presupposes efficient worldwide communicat-
menf  for cul~urzl apartheid. But it clearly presupp- ions.
oses radical changes in a global communications But it is quite conceivable, and I would say desir-
vs?e~  whose greatest achievement to date has been able, that there should no longer be silch a :hing
to let fen million Japanese watch Princess Anne’s
wedding. One  day, the serfs must  storm the global

as a world-famous singer, actor or novelist, and

castle.
definitely no such thing as a world-famous states-

The wastage in communications is culrural and
man or politician. Exactly this situation existed, of

political, not rcoiogical.  Electronic communicarion
course, until a few centuries ago.

The physical sfrucfure  of communication systems



duplicates the strucnne  of polirlcal power. A map of
the worid’s  submarine cables is quite a good record
of the histor)  of colonialism. If c’entres  of political

power are eventually to disappear, then prcbably  thr
: great knots in the world’s communication systems,
: like those a~ London and New York, will Save  to be
teased out. As far as possible, A’s communication
with B should not be under the contra! of a third
party C. In practice some centralization may be
inewtable,  sixe it is well-mgh impossible to engineer
direct point-to-point communications between every
pair of commu&ies  in the world. However, itshoulc
be possible to decentralize to the point where there_

is that you are no’ truly independent. This problerc
is discussed in other chaoters  in this section. notabiv,
in the chapter on video. Snag number two is that the
equipment you get may not really be what you
need-worrying thought if you believe &at the
medium is the message, since it follows that by using
their medium you end up spreading their message.
This of course  is an absurd overstatement, but
one shadow does hang over many “alternative”
comrmmication  activities. The book, the newspaper,
and the broadcast are each in their own ways auth-
oritariar;.  Each can, to some extent. respwd  IO
public needs; but no individual reader, viewer or.

1s a great variety  Of a,ternat,ve  routes  between any mrener  can na”e very mucn confrol.  And Instant !
two points. In fact this is beginning to happen reply or criticism is impossible. Anyone who has
alrezdy. under the influence of the multi-national

~
worked on an “alternative” newspaper or magazine

corporations, which are centres of power not ried ~must have experienced dismay the first time a
down to a single physical Iticarion. ruthless editorial decision “had” to be taken. The

~

So much for the far future, which will inevitably next shock is when readers whom you thought you
be different from anything we try now to imagine. understood start writing in with violent criticisms.
The immediate task of retiucing the volume of Radio and TV stations have tried to modify their
communication. is not necessarily simple. We can, ~ authoritarian image with so-called “public access”
however, begin to use their clever inventions to help programmes. But the BBC’s “Open Door” is not
us. The phone companies laid the cables and built quite as open as it seems. The limited number of
the escixmges. Al1  rhe phone-phreaks had to do was programmes in each series has meant that some
to find a way to we the system without paving for
it. With IBM tvpewiters  and photo-iitho piinting

~ groups have had to make do with a very short
1 appearance. and some groups don’t get on to the

equipmen<,  ihe underground press, as if by magic, screen at all. Of pro~ammes  of this type, Boston’s
was re-born. Similxly, the Sony portable  video
recorder. in confrasi  to its use in industry and

“Catch 44” is perhaps more honestly named.

education, became a Trendy gadget for community
Phone-ins are another variety of “public access” 1

organizers
~ broadcasting. A phone-in gives the lonely person I

It is a maxim of guerilla  warfare that you get your
~ someone to talk to. And it gives the angry person a

arms from th- enemy. This has two snags. The first
chance to Ier off steam without taking direct action.

: But only at rare moments do phone-ins break the I



patronizing attitudes of the broadcasters; normallv
_ they do not undermine, but underline the author&
j aria” nature of the medium.
I The public is slowly discovering how to resist and
j even exploit the arroga-t  attitudes of the media.
I People are realizing tha: TV crews don’t have the
1 automatic right to invade their privacy, interview
I them, record and edit them. Ordinary people are
discovering what the PR men of big business knew
~ all along: that the media respond in predictable
~ ways. A rat in a Skinner box turned  to its friend ant
~ said: “I’ve realiy got this psychologist well trained.
1 Every time 1 press the button he gives me a food
~ pellet.” Likewise, the media will come running,
~ cheque book in hand, if ““II  offer them what is in
i their terms i? “good stor$‘. ihe TVHandhook,
pnblished recently by a group catied Scan, is a good
summary of rhe techniques availab!e to us rats.
~ Among other things, it contains instructions for
removing the film from an Arriflex camera, and give:
plans showing where to find control rooms and
~ administration offices of some British TV
stations.

So we move towards a situzcion  where (in ar.
optimistic view) the squat:er  being evicted, for
mstance, has a good chance of being noticed either

by established or alternative media. But still, it’s
quite probable that be doesn’t know the details of
~ the law3  or doesn’t know who owns the house,  at th
vital moment. What he or she needs is mot just acces
~ Fo communication media, but access to
i Information.
/
j

At the moment people read the papers and watch
telly, and gradually collect a random selection of

THE BIKE IS WINNING  IN VIETNAM
ITCAN WIN IN LONDON

formation in their heads. Most of it‘will never be
efol to them. The information has to be kept in
e head because their is no other readiiy  accessible
xage. Working people cannot spend hours rerriev-
: information from libraries.
But electronic communications can change this.
ties in the US, and some in Europe, now !tave hot-
(es, switchboards and information centres for
men, gays, people up against the law and others
r whom the authorities provide no help. Often not
11y information but also concrete :YK--  2
ailable from other inv$ved in the .a! ye struggle  or
,m radical professionals.
The technological reqGements  an mi.rirr,:.!:  a
am with a telephone. The strer.gth I i centre of
is kind is in people, not technology hlpii, access
information can be achieved withou?  c .r Iputers,

latever the banks an6 the airlines WY.I, like you
think. There may, of course, be ver::  exciting

ings t” be done witi; community ‘Jxess  computer
vices such as Resource One in Berkeley, Calif-
nia. But let us not use computer;  simply aselectric
bstitutes  for a card index.
There is a paradox in the argunxnt:  our long-term
:w of communications  can “e summed up in the
xd “decentralization”-though perhaps Peter Van
.essei’s  term “recentralization”  is more approp-
.te. However, our best immed;ate  tactic is to set
centres of our own: little certres,  friendly
ntres, responsive centres, but at the same time,
werful  centres.

ic Lowboy



lonathar,  Zeitlyn

You can make your own paper,  of ,I swt, and you can print from
rend-made  ,wood  blocks, if you hme the enemy,  the devotion and
be time. Most people baverr’t. So, however suspicious you may be
#f odoanced  technology, you ore almost bou;rd  to tangle u;itb  it
uben  it cnme~  to printing. Fortunately, many of the recent
mom&ions in printing technology beve been such ns to give
wd~inmy people more control over tbe process.

In ibis chapter  we sba!l conceetrote  on one printing process:
@et litbo (short  for ‘offset litbognapbyiy?.  Zf you’re going to use II
:ommerciol  printer you’l[ get on fairly well if you just think of
#set litbo os o kind of moss-production photo-copying. Zf your
n$ixal  is good, so sbouid be the printed copies. But if you me
winting by on offset process. you must  poduce ‘camera-ready
artwork’ to be pbotogropbed. This meens you tnust have the copy
typeset; you UiN then paste this zrp  foi the printer.  Knowledge of
!be skills of typesetting, beadlining,  paste-up and Zoyout  is fairly
widespread these days. The best my to learn is by watching
comeone  else do it and  tben doing it yourself: The version  we give
you here is from Ahnative  London (Nicbolos Sounders on2
WiZdwood  House, London, 1974) wbicb gives the esse&ds in :wo
bigbly concentrated pages. A good talk with your printer con also
kelp  to ovoid time-wasting mistakes.



I No**: ‘Solid’  bkCk arear tdsc InOR  ink ’ -
~ 2nd  tend  10 dry 0°C a band  am”“d rdlr

1 lhe next step is to do the actual printing yozrrseZ,f  We ore going to
1 printi”g  ro”er. iewing  whatweir  in line tiih ~ coocentrote  on offset for two reasons. First, ii illustrates and
, rhe ‘rohd’  odcr thl the rrrc so ‘” :o
balance  rch or avoid  *cm.

mu&es  all the technological advances which mode the ‘alternative

3. Put each *ace dOwI  onro a clean  sheer  Of
~ press’ possible. Second, it’s still the process Got people ore most

1 rrap paper and ,p’ead  the cox,  Gum thinly scored of: not many people have  actually ttied operating  a press
right DYCC  it *ea pm  each ro”gh~y  in place. ~ themselves. There ore of course other priotirrg processes that may
Fiid!y. usz the squar’r  w adjust  md

~ rmai&lliin  *c whole page. ,<erp fhi : meet your particular needs better. 6lkscreen  printing was the
~ operation as ,dcan  Y puuible.  rip: T” remove :chosen propagmtde  weapon of the Paris students in May i968.J  Or
~L piccr OS  paper  after rhhc  cur Cum ha5 WI,

sq”irr  il with  cigarrlfrliglmr f”d  and ICI il
I for o few hmdred  copies of a leaf7et  your best choice might be a

soa!  tbIo”‘ph  - this  sdfe”l rile cow Gum.
stencil duplicator with bond-made  or ‘electrant“ stencil. CElectronic

: 4. clean  Yp.  use  a lump  of conphi  cow 1 stencils allow you to duplicate pictures. Many duplicating fims wiZl
G”rn~  a rutller  and to oick  “0 loose  !%a  Of i make them for YOU.)  But there’s not much ooint in describina  these

; cow Cur., off the page.,bblirc;are  any orher
marks wim ‘pmces  dme 01 w&i< wlloraape. ~ long-estobli~bed”te&Cques:  your public lib&y should be fuliof
5. Corrections  YOU a” rCmD”e  piecer  Of books on silkscreen printing; best buy (at 3~)  is the g-page
your pzrrevp  vi* Lighter f”d  as (3)  above : Silkscreen leaflet published by Peace News; US readers could consult

i p. 359 of the Last Whole Earth Catalog. As ~for  duplicators (both
;pin.t anh  stencil), wherever one of these ma>hines’exists  there
teems to be ot least one person who knows how to use it.

he i,

One book which does consider just about all the ovoiluble  fotms
?f small-scale printing, from o point of view other than  that of an
office monoger,  is called Prim  how you can do it yourself. A
London group called REDesign  produced it in 1974. Tbe original
!imited edition of 500 included at least one page actuo!ly  printed
by each of the methods described. (A iwised edition of the book
bus now been published by Interaction, Molden Rood, London, NW3
Price 75p.) We are grateful  to REDesign for the following extracts.
YES,  YOU  CAN DO IT YOURSELILF
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UNFAIR EXiIHANGE
I’his  section is about one vev important part of the
:ommunications  machine: the telephone.

The telephone network means different things to
different people:
*To the Post Office, a fast expanding. capiral-

intensive and hwative  business
ho phone-phreaks. the world’s Largest

electronic game
*To  the businessman, a luxurious loud-spea!,mg

telephone with instant xcess 10 the share
index, and direct dialling across the Atlantic

*To  many of us. a single kiosk in a ho”+
estate, with the worst  lines, the highest charges,
and street noise blaring thr@? broken,tindou&
There is immense !I”realized potential in the

phone s?-stem. The ?;stem  is portrayed as unitiilg
rommunities  and nanons  but, in reality, serious use
zf the international telephone services is for the very
few who can pay the heavy cha:ges.  It is depicted 2s
an essential tool for linking people, yet those in
most nczd If links, the old, lonely and infirm, ar::
usually those whose means cannot stretch to paying
for installations: the official conception of
TelepY:o”e  Services’ goes little further than ‘Dial
i Bedtime Story’ and the ‘Speaking Clock’.

Britain’s Post Office Corporation has massive
powers, under the 1968 Post Office Act which
xeared it and vested iti it exctu.:ve  control over all
communications, “elecaomagnetic,  electrochemical,
or electromechanical”. Some of this, however, was
me:+ a” extension of the mammoth monopoly
prwitiusly  exercized by the old General Post Office
(GPO) over any communications between “on-
adjacent  premises. But the new clause was also
designed to supress  ventures like the “ascent K;i.lio
Low The new Act “G tly stabbed Love in the back.
It went further, and gave the State’s Monopoly
Corporation as much totalitarian control over
cooxnunicatlons  .r it coxside:; cxpedier.:.  The Pas:
Office, for instance, has refused to provide a
simple arrangement for the 7pen University to
conduct tutorials by telephone with widely spread
groups. Although this is technically quite simple
(anyone who rented five !i”es, say, could just
connect rhem  togei:er) and indeed is provi+d
un\t+tti”giy,  &c PO pr&-5 w e”coura,ie  its
e x t e n s i v e  ‘Conftaisic ‘. -r-studio closed circuit
T V  s e r v i c e  f o r  businez .ngs.

In its continued wxvartness  of social needs, and
desire to make,  :ler more sophisticated ‘services’
to those who cai pay, the Pxt Oftic<,  is not alone.
Many other admir.isuxions  around the world are
simi!a!y  plz”“$ :o give 2 pc: cent of their
counies a picturephone  service - while 30 per cent
!.till have no phone.

While the Post Office can, apparently, escape
scorn for its “umeroos  technical and administrative
blunders 2nd it. social inadequacies,  it does have at
least one thor:~  in its side - namely the ‘phone
phreaks’, sogne of whose activities were publicixd
in z “ox famous court case in London in 1973 (I).
Phone phreaks discover and exploit unseen

properties ot .he telephone system. Their
opporrunitics  at: ^ because of genuine  flaws or
faults, or because the compkxty  of modern
exchange systems - which are capable of forming
hundred5 of millions of different connections -
produces effecrs  which the designers had not
intended.

Some of the flaws which have been discovered a:
discussed below. It is not only telephone systems
thzr are i,?lnerable to such attacks. It has also
become axiomatic to those who KU”  computers tha
determined and unwanted users cannot be kept
from using their systems if they want to.

But what place have such individual acts in an
overall strategy for changing technology? In the ey
of the Post Office, the principal threat posed by
phone phreaking is not to finance, but to the
‘security of the system’. The phreaks demonstrate
that no machine is invulnerable. They, the
consumers  at the :owest level of the system, have
been able to force changes in the system itself. Sue
power is anathema to the planners. Equally
worrying to the Post Office has been the phreaks’
penetration of the military and mdustrial networks
which it provides - for the importance of
communications in maintaining social control is
immense, and the Post Office’s network of radio
stations is designed around the need of the military
to retain ultimate control.

To rhose who see shoplifting as the liberation of
goods produced by exploitation, techniques for
liberating telephone calls will be a welcome
addition. The lesson of the phreaks and of the
technical underground is perhaps best epitomized
by :bc v;idcly-publicized story of the blind boy
who, using just a tin whistle, can control the actior
of an orbitingco.nmu”icatio”s  satellite. The lessc”
is that technology will never be invulnerable.

But the future of the telephone system, as use
would like to see it, srands apart from the details
,of its current vulnerability The organization of the
present system (described in detail below) is a
direct result of interplay  between two factors - tht
engineering of the links, and the centralizatio”  of



the controi  points. Although the rationale behind
the current system was !arge-ely  one of minimizing
cost, the balance which must be struck by
proponents of an alternative nstern  is representative
of organizational problems as a whole. We must
face the contlict between the prexer economic and
cultural wealth enjoyed by thr large combines the
cities and the r&tire freedom of a small
commune. In a highly decentralized society, links
may be long and tenuous. and ‘efficiencv’
correspondingly lower. But greater  efficiency,  with
centralization, results only at the expense of having
an authoritarian paradigm of sociev. F’or the links
of communication 2nd timsport  are ah the links
of control. The nature of socieG,;  is determined by
the manner in which control is exerted. The
provision of a communications system must involve
some centraiization  - jusr 25 a community must
meet together to discuss matte:s.  But effective
freedom may well depend on communication being
uoor. Then unified control. which must not work.
;~i,i,io/  work.

Wr need to run md license small communications
svsterns.  These would all be served for lone-distance
and international surposes  by a special or&ization.
perhaps run by the federation of local groups. Each
community group could mould  its system to its own
particular area, providing special facilities ~ group
conversation lines, message sewices.  perhaps e\‘en
an open line for those who are bored or unhappy to
talk to other people. .% tie-up to the local
communit)-  radii: ,tarion would be useful. Advice
L. *^lne“,y .LLL,h”e i‘“, ;a-, !q# and m:dj,:ai  mp~:(e;>
could be supplied by the local ~1.~ rhonr  service.

There is a prowtype  of a loca, service of -his kind
already in existence, in Hull, Yorkshire, where the
local council tuns  the telephone sewice
independently of the Post Office. Sadly, even there,
little attempt has been made to provide a better
o”I:“D rn *he .-Sc~rLLc  Lv .- ,omnxnir~,  foi instance bjj

subsidizing !ines for the needy. The Hull system’s
only major departure from the Post Office norm has
been in its provision of free local calls, the cost of
which is included in the rental fee.

DEM YSTIFYING  THE SYSTEM -
What lies behind your phone is two wires, leading all
the wq to your local telephone exchange, over
poles and &rough green pavement-mounted
junction boxes. The eiectrical signals coming into
the phone are connected to the earpiece, which is
like a little loudspeaker. A direct electrical current
from the line goes into a microphone, which is
composed of carbon granules which change their
resistance with the \-lb&s of your voice. A dial sends
electrical impulses down the line, at rhe rate of ten a
second_

In the exchange, a ‘selector’ moves electrical
connection: across rows and columns of contacts,
in rcsponsc  to the pulses sent down the !ine by your
dial. ‘This is the method of the ‘Strowger’ system,
invented more tha half a century ago and still used
extensively in the UK. Other systems do tile same
job less visibly, less mechanically. If you have a

pi ‘ne (or say you hare) you can get a to& of a
local cxchangc  to see it happening.

The network is hieiarchicn!ly organized. Its
sepzyate sub~networks thus have only restricted
acwss to each other (see Fig Z).Thc  simplest
functional ~.nir. the sin& telephone,  is grouped
round the simplest central unit, the lot-al c~.v~-~M~~~~,,
I.<lcal crchangcs can wntr&c II wide range of
communities,  from a dozen crofts in the Wrst
Highlands to several  tens of thousands in a crowdu
London suburb, Almost all xc now automatic. Thr
traditional vista of sadeyed  ladies before immense
switchboards, inserting and withdrawing plugs on
leads with hi<lrlen  weights and springs, has virtually
disappeared. Huge banks of clectric~l relays now dr
the job, and do not organize to ask for better
working conditions.

The wires also run between exchaqes,  linking q
to form the loc~~ri network, OVCI which one car. dial

1 I

’ /



rectly, and the tnmk  mam:k  fo which direct
cess ir not norma!!:;  possible. The special
changes which handle trunk calls, called trunk
cbmzges,  normalty  serve a large number of local
,chrnges, because of the economic advantages  of
nnalizing  the long-distance  switching. Normally.
long-distance call will be routed over local lines to
e nearest trunk exchange, then on the trunk lint
a dista!,t  tmnl:  centre  whex  it ‘comes  down’

ain to .hc local exchange that serves the called
bscriber.
The highest level show1 is that of the
temational  trunk network.  This is the most
phisticated  and expensive part of the system, an,1
: mozt  rapidly expanding. The enormous  cozt of
retnational  &itching, and the advantages of
ntrzlizing the intercontinental and internation;.
xs. leads to centralization of the facilities into a
ngle ‘gatway’ exchange in each country. Evev
Ltion also has irs own unique  code on the
terndtional  network, which provider access to
Id from any part of the world. Fig 3 shows how
estern Europe is organized.

ZEEfiOM  OF THE PHONE SYSTEM

3 those interested in experimenting with the
‘stem rather  than just making free telephone calls,
,e crucial step is to gain unrestricted access to the
gher level trunk network. In Britain, this is a net
? some 330 exchanges, in big towns, connected
xizontally to each other  and verticaily to their
m Iocal areas.  Normally, there are only two
dderr 12:. Ox ir thn operator, wbc hzs direct
:cess to this network on special lines. The other
the Subscriber Trunk  Dialling (STD)  machine,

which accepts instructions dialled into it by the
user in the form of a srandardizcd  code icdicating
the destination exchange, plus the number v&::d.
lr the- contacts the trunk network, to which it is
directly connected. and ‘translates’ the information
nto tie specific codes used by the trunk network
quipment. These arc special  codes. nwer
lublished, siuce the public is denied dircc: access.

By gaining direct access to the trunk network, it
.~ possible fo dial round the cntirr country, weaving
:ack and forth at will. A corresponding technique
‘..-; access to the lines on the highest level, the
ntemational  network. On& there, the right
quipment  can work the same tricks, on a global
,xpedition.

Phreaks therefore need a wzy on to the trunk
rrwork,  without rzstmction. Two principal ways
.re used in the UK and abroad. The first involves
he use of bleepers  (“Blue Boxes” in the US), whwh
.re tone generators that imitate the control signals
normally  sent down the telephone line from the
GTD machine to the distant exchange. With the
Jeeper. old signals can be countermanded and new
mes sent, so complete control over the system can
,e obtained. The other way in is to find a stray line
hat accomplishes the step-up directly. These
:onwnient  ‘trunk accesses’ are not, of course, put
here to help the phone pl?reak. They  arise, ra.tbrr,
‘ram the action of a telephone engineer who wishes
:o liberate the system a little for his own u;e,  or
‘tom careless construction.

But true phone phrraks,  it must be emphasized,
i-e fzat us:&ly  interested in devising techniques for
avoiding  payment for calis. It is so easy to defraud
he Post Office by plain deception that those whose
ximary  interest is in saving money - crooked
xsinessmen,  separated lovers and similar individual!
- have no need to build Blue Boxes or to discover
obscure  technical loopholes. No, the real phreak  is
nore like the keen railway enthusiast, fascinated by
he minute intricacies of a machine much larger and
more powerful than himself which can transport
Cm briefly to far-oft lands at the mere utterance of
L string of electronic pulses.

Soxxwhere  beyond the extremes of technical
egerdemain  on the one hand, and petb’ fraud on.
he other, is a simple gadget called the Blzck Box 62
whose implications are at once anarchic and
&ruistic.  A Black Box attached to your phone doer
iot atlcw you to make calls free of charge, nor does
,t allow you to play around on international trunk
:ircuits. What it does do, however, is allow other
wople  to call you without payment. It does this by
disabling the charging meter connected to the phon
zf the person calling you. Although in Britain such
:a!:~ are itn:naticzily  cut off after t*o minutes,
the B!xk B,>x  probably poses the greatest threat
thex is to “tbs swxiiy of the system”.

Ian  Morton



The nearest epp~p*:::.  ‘, to cowmnity  radio in Britain
is, surprisingly, ?“, ti~?C lrcal radio service. Though
there ore not nearly nton;b stations and though
those that exist are restrarned  by the paternalistic
doctrine of “We know best what you wmt, ” BBC
local radio has nevertheless made at least some
oti mpts to put listenem in control of programnres.
In the United States, too. there me a few listener
sponsored stations capable of keephg their listeners
happy enough  to go on sopportiog them.

But these are exceptioas. And tL I will remain
exceptions as long os the airwves ore administered
in the way they are now. Community radio should
have  notbirzg to do with big business, no matter bow
carefully restrained the businessmen may be by
-matchdogs  such ns the Independent Broadcasting
Authority and the Ao’vertising Standards Autboritv
ia tb- lJk and the Federal &mmunicotions
CI, ~nmisrion  in the US. Nor can a structure like the
British Broadcasting Corporation, on a floose and
well-concealed) State leash, do anything but nitim-
ately binder tbe development of commmity  radio.

i

One of the basic requirements of a dictatorship or
autocracy is a monopoly of the means of
communication. Such a monopoly may not appear
to exist in Britain, but physical control of the means
of communication is to an astonishing eaznt in the
bmds of one orgenisation  - the Post Office. N is the
Post Office tbatpurmes  any independent
hoodcarzer  who doesn’t bother about the Wireless
Telegraphy  Act 1949,  the Marine  (etc) Offences  Act
1967, or the Post Ofice Act 1969. But such
broadcasters, including the commercial ‘pirates’,
may have  achieved something  more important than
merely irrhting the Post Office. Among their
listeners and supporters they have created a body of
opinion wbicb may, in the long run, help to get the
monopoliaic  communications system changed.

Public pressur?  for freer broodcosting  would be
much  stronger.if  people  understood the possibilities
ofgenuine community radio. This article shows that
it is already possible, though dificult, to providq a
community radio service. We are not suggesting tbct
anyone  break the km;  we merely report bow it is’
alreody being broken and thereby discredited.

Most unlicensed broadcasters use medium wave. Ah4
transmitters for this waveband  are easily buil: using
cheap parts or components ‘liberated’ from old
equipment - the price of a transmitter can be well
under a fiver. A good VHF/FM transmittn,  on the
.other hand, can cost up to LlOO. Cheap VHF/FM
transmitters can be built, hut there is !ittle point in
choosing VHF unless the aim is to provide a really
high quality service.

On the other hand, FM has a smal!er  audience, so
any programme  aimed at a maximum audience, wch
as a news and alternative information service, will be
broadcast on the medium waveband.

A transmitter needs to be backed up by some
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s j audio equipment: ar least a ,nGcrophonr.  a music

$ ! gzT$ydTL
_ ) 7,ething  to mn the IWO rogcrbcr.

~nc  is equipped io make l&c
5 / broadcasts. Bur underground broadcasters have
5

i found II much safer to rep 3rd the :rogrammes,
$ I even on a simple cassen~  recordrr,  and broadcast
E I them later, Xearli- rvewone  who has made rc:wlar

transmissions ha;at c& rime been rClcd.  Bur
often al! they lost was a transmitter and a casscrw ~
player, rather than a compiete broadcasting

i n s t a l l a t i o n .

/ Erpericncc bzs taught :h-m :Cx: rhc weckcnds.
) and esyxklly Sundays, are tbe safesr tints for

~,

i general brosdcasring. Tin15  is bwause  ibcn rhr
! officers  required for a raid are nor normally on
dury. Transmissions are usuali) at mghr, especiaiiy I
when Aimed ar a specialist audience. For this reason,
~ ‘pirate’ broadcasters, in London ar least, have
tended to use medium w,a%‘e  on Sundays, and VHF i
at night. It’s a compromise between the best times ;

1 ior the audience and the worst  times fnr the
! postmen.

Security, together wirh technical considerations, 1
~ has called for clever siting of transmirrers. On
medium wave a friend’s house may be OK, but

run out of friends. Mobile power



Experiemxl :ookouu  know the methods of their
local offi,-ixl* and [lx actual officials thrmselves.
Some  ‘piraw>  krq~ photo5  of their local Post Office
lmcn Such is rhc comradeship between pirates that
tti;s kind of iniormation  is exchanged quite freely;
but us&iy thq do not rell too many people about
the station or its operations since infiltrators are not

If it comcj  to a raid: it can take the Post Office
only 25 minutes IO catch a station from scratch,
assuming gtiod weather  and a medium wave
broadcast. This is because they can use as little as
a SimQk trmsis~or  radio, a map and compass, and a
private car, to track down MW broadcasts. For a
VHF broadcast at night, it may take as long as an
bout or two; because they require a special van.
(This usually seems  to be a green or yellow Austin
A40  vm with side-windows and a pump-up mast
stickii?g rbrouph  the roof, surmounted by a
4-clemrnt  VIHF aerial.) They then hzve to find the
exact arca, which can be quite hard in the dark.
However. after a station has been going for B few
weekends rbr)- know when to expect it, and lie in
wait on top of local hills until the transmission
comes  ox So pirates can’t  feel much safer using
VHF than they do when using M’i.

The pirates who have survived arr those who have
followed  rhe unwritten rules, which must go
sometlaing like this:
1. Use a frequency band appropriate to the purpose.
2. Build a transmitte:  of as high techn’i?al  quality as
is po5sible. Bad transmitters cause interference.
which annoys people and increases your risk of
being nicked
3. Broadcast at ‘safe’ times, ie nights aad weekends,
unless circumstances justify the risk.
4. Chose  a transmitting we on considerations  of
service and safety. Sacrifice safety only when,
absolutely necessq or when all sites have become
unsafe.
5. Don’t ase the same site twice unless there is no
other choice.
6. Know your  enemy.
7. Don’t broadcast for longer th-n newssary
8. Do be nice to your local Post Office men, because
they’ll rake it a5 a personal insult if you aren’t. This
could make the difference between a small
investigation and a full-scale raid with police
assistance.

One real station which follows almost all of these
suggcsrions has on average three raids per year, only
40% of which result in court cases. As they broadcas
every  week, this represents a failure rate of just over
2%. The risks may be sufficient to put most  people
off illegal broadcasting. But from the point of view,
of rhc law, this is no: a very high success rate. Such :
law can hardly be rcgardcd  as enforceable.

Richard Zen



Here in the United Stars wc’rc  exploring some
altewarive  uses of amateur wlio. The basic idea is to
pur mateur  hardware and friqucncics  into the
hands of people acriwly  trying to get their owl lives
znd thrir world info somewhat  better shape.

Unlike radio broadcasting. which is basically 3
one-way medium where those in control decide what
will be aired. and where there are few opportunities
for listener involvement and fecdback.  hnm radio is
a two-way medium permitting a real-time dialogue
at a distance.

One of our first activities, launched in September
1973, w? ca!l the Sex Direction: Foundtable. On
Sunda!  afternoons we gather  at 1900 GMT on a
frequency of 14253  KHz. Partic$ants cheek  in from
many sections of rhc US and Caxda. Sometimes we
just share what is on cur minds. Cther  weeks we
ha;~e  relatiwly structured sessions where one of the
group makes a ‘presentation’ on sane topic,
fullowed by a question/answer/rap session. Often
tlwrc is a ‘gtxsr  of the day’ who participates directly
from one of the stations, or by telephone ‘patched’
into some station’s transmitter and receiver. We have
done book re\:ie\vs (Limits to Growth and I’m O K
Yuu ‘i.p OK), had sessions on the energy crisis, the
workljoblemploymcnr  scene, organic gardening,
ayibiz, computer networking; the women’s
movement and media.

On a qpical Sunday w will have a dozen to
fifteen stations involved. This group size is small
enough to allow participation by everyone.

There is a group of ‘regulars who participate m
rmxt sessions. and sxnc  additional stations which
just happen upon the activity and drop in. The core
group is made up mostly of pcoplc oriented to
alrernativcs and change. The rransicnts,  howcwzr.
often represrnt  tnc reactionary majority of thr ham
population. and we’~c  had a few out-and-our fascists
advocating ‘retroactive birth control’ and World
War Ill as solutions to rhc world’s problems. The
only real difficulties we have encountered so far are
hhe  same ones that affect all amareur  radio activities:
the erratic nature of the ionosphere as a radio
mirror, and interfcrencc  from other stations sharing
rhe same band of frequencies.

The Roundtable stations use singlesidehand  voice
transmission, wrhich  is standard practice on th:: HF
(high frequency  or shortwave) amateur bmds these
days. Reception of these signals requires either a
receiver designrd for ham use, or a shortwave
receiver with a BFO (beat frequency oscillator).
Since most home-type shortwave receivers do not
have this feature, broadcasting to the general public
is a technical impossibility, even i~f  we wanted to
(which we don’t). Our philosophy has been to
operate strictly by the rules. In the USA, that rules
allow us to do almost anything we’d like to do. ~Thc
law in this case protects our activities, and we are
happy to co-operate. I might mention that the US is
unusually liberal about the content of amateur
communications. ‘They can’t involve ‘pecuniary
interest’, ‘secret codes’, ‘profanity’ nor ‘music’ ~ but
these restrictions present no real problems. We are
not otherwise restricted as to content, and are
allowed to let others communicate over our stations
and to transmit ‘Third  party’ messages for others.
But many countries having nationally owned
telephone and telegraph systems (including most
Commonwealth nations) are wary of people finding
a way around the state’s corxmwication  monopoly
via ham radio.

In Britain, I know, the Post Office does not
permit any relaying of messages  for ‘third parties’.
There is no ‘third party’ agreement between  Britain
and the United States. Tb.:is means that the
international  regulations which prohibit third party
communicatiox  prevail between us, and limit
international communications between amateur
stations in the US ad Britain to ‘messages of a
technical nature relating to tests, and to remarks of
a personal character for which by reason of their
unimportance, recourse to the public
telecommunications service is not justified’. The
story I’ve heard is that the US would be happy to
enter into a ‘third-party agreement’ with any
country, and that lack of an agreement means that
the orher country is not willing. The US currently
has agreements with 25 countries, most!y  in Latin
America.

Another of our activities is the Alternative
Sources of Energy Net. Several members of the
group live in rural areas, and the primary focus so
far has been on wind generators.

Our goals are somewhat  diffuse, biit include
keeping each other abreast of what is going on,



tying !a minimize reinvention in oui own projects,
md axing as a rcsou:c~  sroup to help communes
md individuals with their energ!  projects.

It’s almost a cliche that maw British visitors to
:hc US hare  2 hard time grasping the sire of the
dacc. It is, of course, 3.000 mks between coasts,
md 1,500 n~ilcs  North to Soutl,. The shcc.:  six of
hc US makes it difficult for a small change-oriented
ninorin  to get together. There zrc Berkeley; and
Zambridge,  Massachusetts. and Madison, Wisconsin;
md frcak\~ n+hbourhoods  in ever)- large city. But
he rezt oi us are dotted about on the other 3
nillion square mi!cs. The US popuiarion is only 4
:imes x large as Britain’s, but the area is 32 times as
arge. Because of this, decentralisation  and going
3 ck to the land ax still real possibilities here, but
zommunicarion  is mxe diffic~~lt.  Our long-term aim
s to help iarye numbers of change-oriented people
IO find the ham radio tool. ‘The first step was finding
[hose of us who already have ham licrnccs. (Out of
280.000 hams in the US there had to be a few!) The
~iggrsf helps have been my S!cw-Scan  TV column
in C:Q.  a ham magazine; and a series of articles on
Ucw Directions Radio in I‘he  Ifotber Lwttf Wewr.
I hxcn’t  counted larelv, but the number of us hams
who have made contact in some  fashion musr  be
J\~ZT  a hundred b>- now.

PLAh’S  AND POSSIBILITIES

rhcrc zre a number of powblhrw  which we arc
:sploring;  and what happens in these areas wili
depend a lot cpon  available time and energy within
the group. First, we’d like to have or&c-air get-
togethers  with people of similar outlook in other
~c~~xtic~.  Problems in doing this include the
sunspot cycle which is heading fo; a minimum in
1975-76  (resulting in poor long-distance radio
conditions!, and the fact that wc don’t  have the
most elaborate ham stations. I’d be dciighfcd  to hear
from any of you reached bye this book. Let’s xc
wha? we can work out.

Of particular interest to me are Third World tic-
ins. Having spar a few months in Central and South
America I came  to feel that we have a Ict of
wortbwhilc  sharjngto  do in AT and other areas.
Among the poss~tuhties arc learning exchange
activities whcrc w-e get Icarncrs and sharers together,
z tcchoical information reference service, and
possibky a modicai  hotI& And more of us could gc,
a better idra of what simple, basic iivIng is like it:
other parts of the world its advantages and its
problems.

Jus? as soon as a few mwc communities sprout
ham stations, we hops to get some Roundtables
going, directed specifically to the needs of
communes and back-to-the-landers. There  is alredy
a precedent for ‘swapping’ things over the air (a net
dcvotcd  to radio equipment swapping). and it woulc
certainly be r.ice to foster  the growth  of a non-
money  cconony.  There a~ lots of xher things to
share, from Al. tc veterinar) problems.

Another arc;! of interest is providing a fast-
response communication network for the social
cixtge novcmcnt.  The straight hams already run
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,orks for iorwarding short writ rn mcssagcs.
e facilities could be used to some extent by /

.I change people. Additional possibilities include
se of radio-rclerypc. Surplus machinei  are

)

able in the US for $50 to X100. (Similar
~mmcnt-surplus  machines arc also available ir.
‘K. Look up thr adverts in M’iwless  ~~~~rl<t  or
o (:~I?I~IIN~~c~~~~oII. the magaxinc  of the Radio
cry of Great Britain.)
x radio equipment required is even simpler
for voice, and the range is greater, for a given

CT level. One staeon  in a city could feed many
machines via telephone  or short distance VHF

). The fantasies that this conjures up include
newsletters transmitted and printed all over
:ountry.  Another is a tic-in with community
IS computer systems like the one now operating
rrkclcy. (For info on this system write to
>urce One, 1545 Dwight Way, Berkeley, Ca
13, USA.)

W-SCAN TV -
‘e is a ham radio technology that I’ve been
ted about and involved with since 1957. It’s
d slow-scan TV, and is a technique for
rmitring images over a single voice channel. In
xc it combines  TV pickup and display
niqucs with radio facsimile modulation and
adulation techn,qucs  to allow transmission  of a
by 120 line TV picture in an S-second period.
onventional  TV requires a very large bandwidth
.use each picture contains roughly a quarter  of ?
ion picture elements, and because (in E.urope)



2 5  ctrmplrrc picrlres xc rransmitrcd  every second ~
t o  ill3inrain chc illusiur, o f  m o t i o n  I f  wc change rhc
gt-oundrulcs so that rnorion  is not rcquircd.  and ihe
detail in each frame is rcduccd. a great icducrion  in
bandwidth is possible. .I’hc  picture  bandwidrh  in :hc
a”lalC”r S~SW”,  is less than 3 KH/.

111 conwnli~>n:il  ‘I’\’  ihc eye Lnd b r a in  provide ihc
ilamc-to-ttamr  srwqc  ncccs*;q  fo avilid  tlichcr.
with SSTV s o n i c  elrcrllal  “,C.l”S rll”St  bc used t”
sforc rhc recrivcd image as it arrives during the
8-second transmission period. ‘I‘hc least cxprnsive
devicr in 1957. u>d still today, was rhr long-
persistence phosphor cathode-ray  tube dcvelopcd for
radar xe in World War II. In the US ue cxll rhc
phosphor ‘typz P7’. If is chxactcrisrd  by a short
pcrsistencc blur tluorcsccnce,  and a \-cllon
phosphorescent afrcrglow  which lasts for a number
of seconds. The display is subjectively much like
radar. A bright horizontal line mows,  in 8 seconds,
from top to bcttom  of the screenv Iewing  an imagt
in the afterglow behind it.

The standards are shown in table 1. The slighr
differences in srandardc  dictated by the frequrncy
of the local power system make no diffcrerence  in
practice. Slow-scan monitors will lo&in on signals
from both areas The sweep synchronisation  is
provided by bursts of 120CHz subcarrier. This same
subcarrier is frequency shifted by the video signal ro
translnir  various shades of gxy. 15OOHz is Blacl:,
23OOEIz  is White, and the freqzvcies  in between
represent intermediate shades of grey.

Hams in the UK have hecn involved with SSTV
since its earliest days. John Plowman (G3AST)  uas
at the receiving end of the first transatlantic tats
in 1959, and members of the British Amateur
Televisio? Club (BAT0  have been quite actively
involved in the desig: of equipment and the use of
sloa-scan  on audio tape. Unfortunately, the
replatory bodies in both countries were very siow
to approve this mode of transmission in the ham
bands. The Federal Communications Commission
finally said OK in 1968, and the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications came around even more
recently. There are now about 2,000 hams in over
60 countries eqripped  for SSTV.

Since commercially available slow-scan gear is not
cheap (3325 for a camera and 8295 for a monitor
here in the US) present urers  tend to be w&off
establishment types, and I have not had very much
success in turning them cn to our New Directions
activities. New Directions enthusiasts generally don’t
have much cash. Building your ova is a way of
trading time for money, 2nd if you can latch onto ar
oscilloscope wirb P7 CRT it won’t take much extra
hardware to turn it into an SS’W monitor and
flying-spot seamer.  If you would like to explore
equipment building possibilities, I suggest that you
contacf  th? BATC. Hams  in general, and BATC
members in particular, are a friendly bunch, eager
to help a newcomer  get technically involved.

Since the SSI’V signal does occcpy  most of 1
-voics channel, the general practice is to zltcrnare
voice and pbcture  during a transmission. By
equi,pping an audio tape recorder with a continuous



amounts of en& anti ofiend  a number  of thv
criteria of wh\-hat we ha\~e  come to term ‘Alrcmnri\-e
Techno!oa’.  Maw  other clccrronia  products
wou!d  also be use&  in an ‘alrerr,ative  society‘
for instant:  computers like that being used by the
Rcsotircc One community group in Kerkclc),
California -~ but again rhe problem is how io
produce them in an accrrable  manner.

1. A ‘high reihnolofi  xni~e’ could te set up t”
produce components for a large arca
2. The cenirc would be sit..;.,ted on a river or nea,
another sui:able ene+y source.
3. It would produce relatively large quantities  of
standard active components. of which the most
important wouk be a standard Integrated Circuit
pack=ge  (like the i,r-;ent “:41” series)  that would
operare satisfactorily in all low power audio and
switching/control applications. and :I standard
transistor type for use ir. high-power switching,
audio or RF equiprmmt.  The cer~tre could also
produce standard passive components, unless these
were produced locally, which is quite feasible.

the centrc would work in the centre for, sly, one
week ever) fw years. They would take with them
all faulty components for rrc)~cling,  and would
return with a stock of new bits.
6. Equipment at the centre itself wou!d be dcsignel
to elimina:r,  or at Icast minimize. undesirable
environmental effects and to make maximum use o
*iI materials.
7. The centre could also house an intercontinental
communications centre if necessan;.
But even if this approach is deemed unacceptable, 2
large number of electronics components co& be
made on a small, local scale Active components ‘-
vamum  tubes, not transistors - could be made
from recycled glass and metal. Making vacuum
tubes would entail a basic level of vawum  technol-
ogy, but would require nothing like the ultra-hard
vacuum  conditions of transistor manufacture.

Either way, radio could then be used as it ought
to be used: as the free irrformation  and
entertainment medium of a free society.

Richard Elen

ape loop slightly ionger than one frame, it is 1 l’m hoping that as various groups pick up the
mossible to ‘snatch’ a single frame as it arrives and ) ham radio alternative, the cost-sharing among
tore it for continuous viewing after the transmitting economic barrier to using
tation smirches  back to voice. In the US (and to be able to transmit
lerhaps rhe UK also) it is legal to transmit voice I visuai material in many s%uations;  and seeing the
,nd picture simultaneously if one mode is , person you’re talking with is a definite
ransmitted  in th.r upper sideband and the other i;>
he lower. Unfortunately,  this requires an addition

1 psychological plus. I see ZSTV,  ham radio, facsimil
teletype, and maybe even smal!.computers  as a

o the I-ansmittir,g  and receiving gear and only a
mdful  of slow-scan hams c~~rrently  have this
zpabiiity.

communications bag-of-tricks that can help us in
our attempts to change the world today. If high

, technology  production capability survives the
&ming changes, then the
could be among Illich’s
‘convivial tools’ for helpi]
individuals gain dominior
over their own lives in a
new society. On the grim
side: if industrial sociery
falls apart, these commur
ication  tools might at lea:
allow some survivors in
enclaves dotted around ti
world to keep in touch
with each o&er.

Cop Mscdonald
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; The old woman watches herself on the ?elevisioT

5
5
z

m6nitor.  Slowly she sits up straight.  Approvingly,
she looks at the change. Her mouth becomes firmer.
She is transformed.

It is the same with a community. “A group may
see itself in the ‘mirror-machine’ and begin to
change as a result.” That’s how John Hopkins of the
Centre fur Advanced TV Studies in London puts it.

The ‘mirror-machine’ is a video-camera and tape
recorder which uses hIIf-inch video tape. It weighs
2,5 pounds. The tape records an amwing amount of
information on that ;bin ribbon.

The camera has z. horn lens and a built-in
microphone (which most people do not use). We call
it a ‘mirror’ but usually it is an ‘ear’ listening
intently to people. Because of this, sound is very
important and an external microph.me  is used.

It can be opersted by one perwn.  Two people can
Share tile cqu,pment;  one usmg the camera attacnen
to a long extension cable; the other carrying the

recorde;and  microphone, monitoring &e sound
ttxough  earphones.

Basic half-inch equipment  costs Gl,OOO,  although
a quarter-inch  sprem  sells at just over half the
price. But twa &?eo-tape recorders and monitors
are needed if :he videc marwial is to he edited.

The most obx~ious  technical defect of half-inch
video is elecrro>ic noise nr ‘roll over’ before each
shot. It can he overcome in various expensive ways.

Any new system is confused with previous
methods. Half-inch is mobile and relatively cheap
bdt people worry because it is not as sharp or stable
as broadcasts made with E250,OOO  cameras snd two-
inch video-tape.

Sixteen miliimem  tine cameras and 3 5 mm still
cameras were also considered toys when introduced.
But their convenience easily overcame their
technical disadvantages and changed the f&n
industry and photography.

The technique of using vi&c  in the community
reflects  political tactics. Both Communists and
special military operations rely on a cadre of
‘agitators’ and ‘tech ser~cants’.  Community
television is no different. They call the agitator an
‘animator’, hut his task is the same.

Many ideas about half-inch have been developed
by the Canadian National Film Board which spends
1500,000 a year on its Challenge for Change
programme. The Board realised its films had become :
remote from the people for whom they were
intended.

They abandoned elaborate film crews that spent
weeks warranging  people’s lives to ‘record’ them,
and substituted two-person crews consisting of a
video operator and animator.

The animator or agitator unearths issues and the
video operator teaches local people to use the
equipment. Instead of being burnt by the media,
people tell their e’vn stories. Elsewhere, video has
been used to ‘trigger’ community action.

Challenge for Change has s:*xvn that video can br
ausefuui community organisrng  tool, “But the

media work irwolwd takes a great deal of’time,” one ~
3f their moducers  warns, “and there are advantaees I
:o havini a person, volur&er  or paid, working fu?l
time with the videotape.“Thxs  full-time worker
would be guided by the citizens’ group, as normally
the latter cannot afford mwh tune themselves on
the media arm of their activities.

“ a media resource centre can be of real
use to citizens’  groups-on these conditions: (a)
that the resource people are simply not media
crazy, and trying to get into television, <b)
understand the citizen groups and their problems
(c)  sense that people need to be taught the
medium and left to do it themselves. _”

Other safeguards are needed. John Hopkins
suggests people interviewed should be shown their
tapes as soon as possible; erase anything they don’t
like; and know how the tape will be used to help
them.

The animator should be neutral; act only when
invited; help, but not direct, the selection and
debate of issues, Hopkins adds. The Challenge for
Change worker, as he szys, becomes a “spark plug
for process rather than a creator of product, and
could use his previous iiability  as an outsider to
mediate difficulties and bring conflicting parties
together.”

Community t&vision looks for consensus. It



~ uncovers ‘issues’, records opinions supporting either
~side, and then Dies to resolve them by getting
~ people together to watch the tapes and talk. It hopes
for ‘media-tion’.

;
Video is prolific. Little community voice is left

aft& cutting thirty hours of tape to thirty minutes.
! Standards rapidly become ‘production’ ones Is rhis
I man interesting? Czn this accent tie understood?

Does this woman help the argument? The editor has
to choose.
. Half-inch video benefits from the shadow of the
BBC and network television. ‘Television’ remains a
magic word. It takes moral courage not to talk to
television.

Part rf the ‘magic’ of portable television rests in
the power handed down from the corporations.
Community television must &void  abusing this
POW:.

Broadcast television has established a convention
~ of aggressive questioning. The danger is that
community  video can quickly become as bland,
~ Tne ‘good life’ has become i television
commerciai. Community must noi become a

1 itkvkion  dizlcguc.
‘1
E!

Communitv  TV offers the technolocical  fix~
; using the technology of an oppressive yociety. Like
z an Arab firing a Sam 7 missile, the Gdeo freak
2: depends on high technology If that is switched off,
: ~ he is ““1 of business. As :ong as biz ‘fxaking  out is
; ~ profitable and amusing he can continue. But when it
5 ~ becomes revolutionary he is soon back to the pot of
s ~ -whitewash and a wall.

~ Half-inch video has another similarity to the Sam
7 missile. Both a.re ‘bldck boxes’ which annot be
touched by the user. Even if you have the
knowledge-afid  many have-you cannot service half
inch without specialised  and expens%e  equipment.

I
Vxtor  Papanek has pointed out that a Japanese

TV set selhng for 8119.95 retail costs 818 to make.
fie claims an ‘inexpensive educational TV set’ for
use in Africa can be made for ‘conFiderably less than

~ 89’.
The companies will protest that they need the

~ rn”rsPIl  for reE--ch.  In fzcr &bn fre.,k. in nmPr;r.. .._ ..-, , ..-_I _._-..” . . .-.. _..-_
~ have sparked most of the modifications.
i Servicing is slow, expensive and unreliable.

~
Half-inch video is a technological break through

that cannot be distributed because the channels of
~ communication are owned by the State and
i controlled by corporare  and commercial bodies.
~
~

As for cable TV, Andrew Kopkind  in the New
York Review of Books recently put down the cable-
cast utopians.“Tiie  spread of cable TV,“ho noted,

“suggested to some that all aspects of the
estabhshed  broadcast media could be reformed by

~ an upstart technology. Instead the opposite seems to
~be hz.ppemr?g:  cable is becoming simpiy an adjunct
of the existing power grid.”
i T%e record industry shows what can happen.
i Technically it has long been possible for anyone to
xcord anything they want ooto cassette tapes:
~Instead a revolutionary rhetoric is used to sell long
/ playing products of an established industry. ‘Rock--
1 ‘II- radical’ radio in America is not the ‘people’s’

voice but that of the market-place.
Community TV has many allies when people are

trying fo get cable concessions. How n,a,y remain
after the concessions are granted and it becomes
cheaper to run cut-price American films and tired
comedy proqammes?

A communications system. which promised the
pcoplc a voice, is being taken over without protest
by local authorities. Many British boroughs already
have their own video units attached to housing or
public relazions  offices.

The Home Office has paid for an investigation
into ‘Video in Canmunity Developments’ carried
OUT  by one of London’s mosf respected video freaks.
The Arts Council and its local associations, and the
British Film Institute pay for equipment for many
independent video groups. Some of this is being
used for ‘artistic’ purposes, but much of it is
used for community animation or agitation.

Somebody is mistaken. Either the autho:iries  do
not realise the revolutionary nature of controlling
communications or th,e users are making closed-
kmps to which no-one listens.

Half-inch video combines two possibilities-remoter
eye and z recordin g cepztit);.  !” “E incre2sing!y
paranoid society these are being used more and
more frequently for ‘security’ and ‘surveillance’.

Fitred with image intensifiers, television cameras
can see in the virtual dark. Monitors trigger an alarm
when movement appears on the screen. Time lapse
records two frames or less a minute for 24 hours and ~
plays the whole day back in 40 minutes.

Prisoners are watched in their cells by television j
cameras. A television company does tests for the
Home Office to see if a 60 watt bulb provides
enough light for their cameras.

;

Police and soldiers record demonstrations and ’
riots to piay back for identification. Just one
example: during the Prince of Wales’ Investiture
ceremony a City of London Land Rover equipped
with a television camera drove slowly along the
waiting crowds looking for Welsh ‘extremists’. Big
Brother is watching you now.

I
Tom Picton



Inside your jet, wallpaper music lulls you before under the pounding of juggernauts carrying virtually
take-off, and the air hostess glides smilingly from Iidentical loads in all directions. a truck driver takes
seat to sear. The decor is restful; the trip that ) hisvehicle from Dorsct to Glasgow laden with one
follows is quick, smooth and safe.

Inside your car, stereo hi-ti tapes enhance the
~ manufactureis  jam, only to bring back a load of
another manufactureis  jam; on the new mororway,

scenery and help you while away the time spent in ~ a heap lorr~y stacked with cabbages hurtles regularly
jams. The soft seats caress you as the automatic shift!
takes you from nought to 70 in seconds-a speed

from Covent Garden, London to Wales-though

you can hold indefinitely once the motorway carpet
cabbages grow splendidly there and may even
~have travelled to London on the same road!

~ is laid o”f before you. Just conceivably this Alice in Wonderland way of
mning things could be justified if it satisfied a few
rmentary  criteria. If, for examp!e,  conventional
ansport  modes were non-polluting, used renewable
lergy sources, and were miserly in their use of
ther resources-including land-they could perhaps
: condoned. especial!y if their benefits were
Glable to all rather than a privileged minority
Id if they could be shown to be non-violent.
Demonrrrably  they are not. Take enerpf  for a

In long-distanc~  trains or ocean-going liners, the
accent is the same--on speed and comfort for the
naveller in a hurry. Freight also gets VIP treatment:
whether goods go by road, rail, sea or ax, the
massive thrust of technology has been channelled to
ensure they mive intact and on time.

The business of moving people and goods from
one part of the world to another has become amajor
preoccupation. In Britain and the USA, up to a fifth
of the r.ationl  output goes into it; in the USA it
zbsorbs  nearly 40% of net enerw  input; the world’s
four biggest multi-natioaal  companies are all
involved in it-as are at least a fifth of the top hund-
red British and European cornpaCes.

Faced with such an array of might, it is easy for
us to beiieve that the present transport system is
inetitable,  despite obvious imperfections. The
dubious economics of OUT  highly specialized,
centralized, technological sociev,  with its
cumulative concentration of power in the hands of
the aiready powerful, act&Q depends on the
continued diversion of resources from essentials into
the luxuries of excessive personal mobility and
freight movement. It could be otherwise. How has
such economic perversion come about?

Before tie Industrial Revolution, goods were
made by local craftsmen from local materials,
primarily for local use. There was little movement
of either people or goods. As factories grew in size,
and products beczne  more cnmp!ex, so raw
materials were sought from farther afield, and
fmished products travelled to more distant markets.

While coal was the chief energy source personal
mobility was still limited; since oil took over and the
internal combustion engine arrived, however,
frequent long-distaxe  navel has become accepted
as the norm in most industrialized countries. In the
process, cities succumbed to suburban sprawl, and
commuting became a part of every day life; govern-
ment and industry discovered that, despite the
phone, they could not survive unless executives and
salesmen uae1ed constantiy;  workers-both blue
2nd white-collar-were forced to move to where the
work was; the escapism that is mass tourism grew
within a decade to become one of the world’s
biggest industries.

Meanwhile, the movement of freight was growing
exponentially, shifting from rail to road as hauliers
took advantage of a concrete track generously
donated by the state. Today that track shudders

’ Y’
art: in the USA 9C% of inter-city travel LS by car,
:t in energy terms the car is at the bottom of the

le ague: while a fast train about half full requires a
ere 980 Bri:ish Thermal Units (BTU) per passenger
,i!e, a car half full needs 4,100 per passenger mile-
quarter full 8,100. And a 707 jet 62% full
:mands 6,200 BTIJ-for every passenger.
Or pollutLx~:  in the USA transport is officially

itimated to cause half the country’s tonnage of air
lilution; and in Britain nearly a third of $~e
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1 + &u&g The principle of brazing is exactly the 
same as soldering with the stick of solder replaccti 

I bv a brazing rod, made of copper/zinc alloy, which 
has a much higher meltir point than solder and 

: produces a much stron,,i joint. To reach this high 
melting temperature a gas torch with an air supply 
provided by a foot-operated bellows can be used. 

j The flux used is Borax. This can be obtained as a 
/ solid stick and a paste is made, as required, by 
1 rubbing the stick on a glass surface with a drop of 

water. 
+ B’erCring This is similar to Brazing but steel alloy 

/ welding-rods are used. To reach the high welding 
i temperature necessary to melt steel welding-rods, an 
i oxy-acetylene torch is used. The oxygen and 

I 
acetylene gas is supplied from a compreesed oxygen 
cylinder ard a compressed acetylene-cylinder. These 
cylinders must be kept several feet away from where 
the welding is taking place since an explosion would 
be fatal. Another danger with acetylene is that it is 
very unstable and will explode if it comes into 
contact with oil. Never wipe the outlet connections 
from an acetylene-cylinder with an oily rag. The 
welding-torch is supplied with different stied gas- 
nozzies which are used to produce a suitab!y sized 
flame for the job in hand. A really large nozzle can 
be used to produce a flarnt that will bum through 
steel sheet. This can he wed for cutting sheets to a 
required shape or size or for salvaging pieces of metal 
from large scrap. The weldiig rod is coated with the 

’ fIux and so no additional application of flux is 
required. A welding mask. whit’: has a very dark 

: visor, must be used, since the h :.?t raGration from 
the welding will eventuaIly cause blindness.’ 

Electric arc-welding is a lot safer than gas welding, 
but it is not so portable since it needs a 3phase 
decaicd supply. 

~w&sbop 7ecbmlq.g Ptl. by K&J. Cbapmm. Chapman’s Workshop 
Tccbndo 
prnc$c P 

-is a bii quaint bat is the best ‘mtroduc&n to worl&op 
nf you c” get. For sxcialiied infomucion. cg foundry 

pn~cwx. tcchnxal hbmrks in Technicd C&kges A ova ths coumy 
are crammed with such informadon. 

The Enaziq Hear&, with 
morordriven rotary blowa. 

The electric welda. 
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EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY 

Tbe potential dangei element in a workshop is 
much greater than most People realize. Work- 
shops can be a nightmare. Young people in 
particular seem to have an urge to insert their 
fingers into holes-no doubt a sexua.Uy based 
desire-but if the hole & in a machine tool the 
fiiger can get chewed up, Long hair can easily 
catch on tb2 rotating shah of a drilling machine. 
Once caught, the shaft will wind up the hair and 
scalp the victim and new hair may not grow 
over the sczlped area. Necklaces and neckties 
can catch on rotating work in a lathe. A jacket 
or boiler suit sleeve can be caught by the rotat- 
ing chuck of a lathe or the rotating tool of a 
milling machme: these machines have the power 
to throw a person right over the machine. 
Another common accident is dropping heav;l 

weights on feet. Most people in factory ,work- 
shops wear shoes with steel toe caps. 

Safety corrciousness-the thing that stops 
you hurting yourself-can only be gained by 
experience in a workshop. To prevent yourself 
getting seriously hurt while you gain the 
.;ecessary experience, you should limit yourself 
to areas of low potential danger, such as hand 
tools and bench work, soldering and brazing. 
When you fmd that you have stopped cutting 
your hands in one way or another (this may 
take six months to a year), you should be safe 
enough to use powered machines or welding 
machines, or to handle metd and use *he forge, 

Evening classes in workshops at technical 
colleges are good @aces to learn some of the 
skills of metal work and to learn safety 
consciousness. 
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TRANSPORT 

population endures unacceptable levels of aircraft 
noise. 

Or violence: in Britain a serious road accident 
happens eveq- six minutes; since the last war the 
countrv has suffered more than seven million road 
casualties, well over 300,000 of them deaths. 

The Road Lobbv would have us believe that the 
benefits of conven&ond transport are available to 
all, and the planners of New Towns have fallen for 
it. But facts do not bear this out. As car ownership 
has grown, public transport services have declined 
steadily and car ownership is far from universal. 
Even in the affluent, ‘fully motorized’ USA, 20% 01 
famihes do not own a car. and in some places-such 
as Washington, the capital, - the percentage rises t( 
50. In Britain less than half the households have a 
car, and onIy 20% of the population has exclusive 

; use of one: those that suffer are wives and children, 
1 the elderly, the disabled and of course the poor. 
b The deeper one probes, the more apparent it 
: becomes that a just society is impossible without an 
j alternative transport system. We need a fresh 

approach: alternative ways to travel which are non- 
] polluting, low in energy intake, non-violent, simpler 
: ar,d available to all. Moreover, we need a fresh look 
I . at tbc amount of travel: in a time of energy shortage 
[ ar,d ecological awareness, mobility can no longe. be 

merely a reactive response to an ill-organized, waster 
j ful economic system; in the near future, society will 
----. -- 

; Co&pwered 6-qlinder Buick Erquemly eeen in Great &it& duri 

1 the 1914-18 war. A gm capacity of 100 cubic feet wm equintint or! 
I bdf a gallon of petrol. 

- 

The car, as we know it, will have to go. In place 
of a private transport system based on millions of 
set; polluters. we shall see a relatively small number 
of &speed, unglamorous runabouts, mostly owned 
by the populace; and, in towns and cities, available 
for hire strictly for essential purposes where public 
transport is unavailable. They will be safe, with at 
least as much emphasis on protecting pedestrians as 
occupants-m marked contrast to current priorities. 
Like all manufactured products, both cars and buses 
WiIl be built to last, and when their day is done, they 
will be capable of easy dismantling for 100% 
recycling. Sturdy and unglamorous, they will answer 
the needs of the Third World as much as the so 
called ‘developed’ world: for rough roads and heavy 
loads the Western car, bus or lorry is unsuitable; it is 
also over-priced, in common with the typica farm 
tractor. What the majority need is economy and 
reliability; and if the thing does break down, it 
should be able to be repaired by its owner or a 
friend-with readily available simple parts. 

Unless the problem of economically storing 
methane under pressure can he solved, urban 
vehicles will probab!y be electrically powered, 
ahhough steam propulsion is a possible contender. 

The electtic vehicle, recharging its batteries with 
energy supplied by conventional power stations, is 
about 20% efficient-at least four rimes more 
efficient than its internal combustion counterpart. 
However, the greatest energy loss occurs not in the 
vehicle, but at the power station. There, less than a 
third of the raw fuel energy is converted into 
available electricity: most of the energy is lost as 
heat, the rest chiefly in transmission lines. of the 
remaining 30% of energy, the electric vehicle uses 
about 6596, losses occurring in motor control, 
battery storage and mechanical transmission. If the 
electric bus and car were used only for short runs, 
mainly in urban districts, their efficiency comparid 
with the internal combustion engine would rise, for 
they use no power when ‘idling’, and perform best 
at the low speeds appropriate to urban conditions. 

However, the most important factor is the 
efficiency of power stations-upon this, the electric 
vehicle stands or falls. Clearly, power stations should 
utilize the heat that they now let run to waste, bur 
this is not all: the whole centralized system of elec 
tricity generation needs re-appraisal. Socially and 
technologically, there is much to be said for a systen 
with thousands of small, friendly, ncighbourhood 
generators in place of the inefficient centralized 
giants. 

hav: to re-organize itself so that fewer of its scarce 
resources are squandered on perpetual motion, and 
take steps to reduce the insidiously harmful social 
effects of excessive mobility. 

If the railway network were revived, along with 
other forms of public transport, there could be a 
power station at each station, supplying the ttans- 
port and other needs of the district. As the accent 
on high-speed, long-distance travel is replaced by 
lowspeed, short-distance travel to meet the needs of 
a decentralized, non specialized society, locally 
powered trains become an attractive proposition. 



Canals too deserve attention. Britab bar;  1,500
miles of navigable rivers ad canals, and with a
reladvely~  xndl expenditilrc  they couid carry
millions at tons of ‘dry’ goods and even oil with
remarkable efficiency in energy terms, and with
nkkna:  environmenrai  impact. The existing net-
work could be dramatic&y enlarged bv opening up
d&used waterways, with the bonus value of places
of recreation and bean-.

There will be little flj+ng.  Aircraft are the most
costly means of trarsport  in energy terms; aircraft
noise is a major heaith hazard, and the thousands of
acres of fertile land now rendered sterile by airports
could be released for food production and recreation
For a society where speed xd glamour rank low on
the valuescale,  airrhips  hold possibilities, chiefly
+.czuse Of *&,cir  &” ener~~~  ..C^“P.  r”-^ .-l^..l”t;^..CY>C6C.  a”LIIc LaI\YI‘LIII”I...
put the direct operating cost3 of an airship at less
than a +ird of those of an aircraft. But this is nor
all: thc\~ zx :elzri;elv Quiet  and since thev need
iitrle s&e for take-dff’and ianding, their’environ-
mental impact is reduced. And. if the huge area of
the airshij’s  tippet  skin could be nsed a a so!ar
collecter,  and the resultant energy made to propel
the craft,  the proposition would become sri!l more
attractive.

been explored, and in future we can expect to see
more research. Some schemes have used aerospace
experience tith ‘sails’ made of iighr d:oysi another
has employed windmill-like biades to drive an under-
water propeller. In the twenties, a German engineer,
Anton Flettner, exploited the ‘maqms effect’ of an
airfoil by spinning large vertical cylinders mounted
on the decks of his ships, and in 1926 his converted
schooner, the &&n  Baden, cnssed  the Atlantic.
His system needed auxiliary power to spin the
cylbders,  however, and this disadvantage was over-
come by the Finnish inventor, Savonius,  who used
his now famous rotor, not only to spin the Flettner
cylinders but also drive a propeller.

Certainly, the future will see a revival in that old-
fashioned, but neglected alternative form of propul-
sion-muscle power. Altexdy farners  are showing
:ece:.ved  ;n:e;c;i  ti hoisis: ii0 CihCiOI  has yet repro-
duced itself or manufactured first-class fertilizer,
and, as oil prices rocket, horse power reverts to its
original meaning. But horses are not the only

As oil supplies dwindle, any zlternarive form of
propulsion takes on a new significance. At sea we
can expect a revival 0i interest in sailing craft, some
of traditional design. others incorporating new tea
nologier. Traditicn  need not be ignored: vessels such
as the East Coast barge. which could sail unassisted
and fully iaden to a quay with i 50 tons of cargo,
drawing a mere six to eight feet of water. could bave
a place in an energy-starved society. In 1900. 2,000
such vessels were registered: today the only seagoing
survivors are tourist-attracting luxury conversions,
Variations on the original theme of sail have already



I draught animals: throughout the world, the cow
~ family not only pulls the plcugh, it keeps the
far&r’s far& l’n m i l k .

FPr personal mobility, walking, roller skating anC

j than on looking for the technological ‘fix’.
; The crucial chanrzs must be social rather than

:echnological.  We rhall have to live closer to our
work and shop locally, buying locally grown food

,

cycbng will be the norm. Aithough walking remains
the principal way of getting about in the Third
World, in so-ca!led  ‘developed’ countries this centur
it has steadily gone into a decline. One paradoxical

md locally made goods consisting far more of local
naterials.  We shall have to develop communities-of
streets, of districts, of villages and communes; for a
itart we could try making friends with the people
lext door-for we shall see less and less of those who
,ive far afield. We shall take holidays at home rather
tian abroad: finding it harder to escape physically,
we shall either seek escape via drugs or use the
‘esources  saved by reduced travel to improve the
.ocal  environment so that the urge to escape
xcornes  less pressing.

Industry can expect to be taxed according to
Energy  units used. Since goods imported from far
afield will bear the tax incurred through energy used
in transporting them, local materials will be more
attractive. Similarly, since finished products sent to ~
distant markets wiii bear the tax incurred by trans-
port, manufacturers will cater chiefly for local /
markets. In consequence, the volume of freight
hurtling in all directions will drop sharply. Since ~
railways are far more efficient in energy usage terms
than road transport, the remaining freight traffic will
be transferred to them. Long-distance travel will be
drastically reduced, and will be almost entirely by
public transport. Motorways will present an unusual
spei~ac~c:  e”pq ST<2 for sxprijj  ‘;i;--;, a +-.a;  !cca!
lorries, an occasional car on an essential mission.
Cycling on them, far from being prohibited, will
almost certainly be encouraged-they could be
allotted the slow lane. With the fall of monopoly
capitalism and an acceptance that eco.nomic  growth
is no longer sustainable, there will be little need for
the present battalions of travelling salesmen and
executives. The company car, which has recently

~

accounted for about half the annual expenditure on
new cars,  wili be a thing of the past. In fact, much
-work wiil be able to be done at home, and cornrater  ~
traffic-already cut by decentralization-wi!l shrink
xi11 further.
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~ result is a swelling of their GNPs  as the medical-
chemical industry tries unsuccessfully to cope wilh

i the psstiing deterioration in health. Rovided  these
I countries can secure an adequate diet in the for&-
I coning worid food shortage, tnore usi of mii&
j newer will help solve at least two of their problems
) ill health and immobility.
;
i

Cycling has already regained popuiarity:

1
Americans bought eight million in one year. Philip
Brachi, author of The Bike Book has studied this

/ quiet, non-violent way of getting about and has
/ concluded that the bicycle is the most efficient
i mans of transport known to man. He has calculat<
; that a mere 250 kilowatt hours-equal to the energ
I in seven gallons of petrol-go into mining and mam
I factwing the materials for the modern 281b bike-.a
: sixtieth of the ener,y~input  needed to make the
I .,“c,,“o F,,rnnP”-.  ? nnnm ^I- 0-A  l.a
I -.---%- -

-‘-r-y. I,YY”.”  *a,. I”>” ..C qsoas
doctors as saying that a person cycling five hours

I d;uly adds about 1,500 calories to his diet, which
/ means that, with 40,000 food calories equal in
I energy to a gallon of petrol,  a cyclist does a cool
1.500 miles to the gallon!
~ The alternative technologies for the transport of
the future are wide!y varied, but they have a numb
of things is cooxno~.  They seek to reduce the nse
scarce resources, to be non-polluting, Low-speed,

&pier to build and run, and available to all.
: Because these are the criteria, he list omits such
~ esoterica as highipeed  trains, monorails ad movir
! pavements. Yet the criteria are stringent, and even
I the examples of alternative transport quoted are
~ unlikely to fulfil all of them completely. Short of i
~ dramatic technological breakthrough, the job ot
i moving people and goods from one plac; to anoth
/ cannot be accomplished entirely by using renewably
~ sources of energy and materials. Some leakage is

mevitable. For a lasting society therefore, the accer
must be far more on reducing the amount of travel

In short, the key to alternative transport lies in
the &emative  to transport. AS values change,
mobility will he recognized as having been essentially
an ingredient of the throwaway society, a temporary ~
middle-class cuit, which had some connection with ~
an immature need for constant stimulation. And

er
of

another connection will become apparent: that
when people are able to buy mobility on the cheap,
the difference between one place and another disap-
pears: variety mroughout  the world is lost, and a
Hiltonesque  sameness descends over everywhere.
Converseiy, as travel and transport are made to bear
their true social and energy costs, they shrink into
their correct proportions. Each place then develops
in its own way according to the differences inherent
in its people, its geography, climate and other life
forms. And it is well known to ecologists that in
diversity a species has more capacity to survive
when it encounters adverse conditions.
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lurches, nowadays mostly di!
ed or under-used, would mak
frfect locations for communic
ts and media cenfres. Their tai
ires could carry radio and Tl
msmitting  antennae. Their inter
IS could be used for mass mee,
gs, concerfs,  theatrical product
IIS,  jumble sales, exhibitions
en religious s-r&es.
The solid foundations of thei
opts would provide ideal sup
ants for heavy printing ma&in:
R a d i o ,  T V  a n d  recordin
ldioscoutdatso  be located in tb
und-deadened  crypt enviror
em. The main Nave rxea, whe
pi bring used for major evena
,utd be sub-divided by means o
xibte p a r t i t i o n s  i n t o  area
wing SF.ZifiC  purpnses - smak
eedngs,  a d v i c e  centres, he&
,nics, y o g a  ctasses and s o  o r
_&‘.  t.ze->:bt&s  2p.d 3’her Fe;
wz.t rooms c&d b e  u s e d  a
,ministntive and control rooms-
,rhaps also housing tie local tek
,one exchange and Posr Of&

Teicphonc  s”itchboard  for phone~in
liitener  fedhack

2. Tape  canri&gc  player
3. Confro, Co”m,e: rnik‘s. ‘“irchi”g.

monimisg CIC.
1. ihmtable
5, Tape  deck
6. .NSVI.L  Of i:.ur&.  bcin.l “SC as au&

cJII”“>.
7. Tranrnltrlng antennae  mounted  on

spire
8. vision  rwirc12ing
9. ‘WiPC’  ““k
10~  Vision  mixer
II. Monkor
12~ Yidcotape  iccorrler
13. 7” ‘Lmera
14. AZ IilC offrrr iilh prerr
! 5 “9ziii! 33 size icirerpicsr  machine
16. Pro;rrr  camrra
i7~ Cuiuarine





quality would he tc change what it feels like tc act
in the world. One implica:ion  of this way of think-
ing would be fc pay as much attention tc ways of
chant-g  cur needs as to ways of meeting them.
Such an approach might not seem like technology at
all.

Alan Watts illustrates the difference between the
two modes of rhaght fl):

.4 king of ancient India, oppressed  k the rough-
ness of the earth upon soft human teet. proposed
rhat his whole rerritog should DC carpeted with
skim Ficwe~.~cr.  one of his wise men pcintrd cut
that the same rex~lt  could be achieved  far mere
simply IJ!- taking,a singie skin and cutting off
small  pieces tc hlnil hrncatli  rhc fcct~ ‘Thrsr  were

log?; wfh the ‘inner rechnoiogies’  ot the East. ! the tirst sandals.
The first twc articles consider thr possibility of :I To ;I I lindu, the point of this story is not its

completely different conception of Nature and of obvious  illustri,ricn  of technical ingenuity. It is a ~
our relationship rc it. a conception whose main
I

parable of two different attitudes 10 the world, 1
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ction. a philosnph!
longer regarded as CCCcnt-

ric anti backward-looking hut
one which (aside from rhe

hyprocrisy of the ‘Gandhi colr’)is
increasingl:$.  being ~cknowiedgcd  as

nor only feasible but essential 1” a sane
fliture  for India.

them, did not arise in Asia. concerns the need for a grass r%,fs n~.~‘>emenf  f”
Joss Kingston’s arricie  on the Owenite cornman- relocate the means of production in :he hands of

ifies of the 19th Century provides 1 historical Peru’
sptrrive on present attem~is  3? radical r~organ-
i&on of so&! life and ot die means of prodoctjoc. approach f” technolqy.
It makes sobering reading, bat we have t” recognisc Finally, the article on China by Tony Durhan~i,
the mistakes of :hc pasr for what they are and learn
how to avoid repeating them.

wha went therr  10 see for hinxclf  2nd took the

.The rest of d:e Sec:ion c”ncerns itself with Tech-

are thinking about icj the Chinese arc (doing it.
\\‘e have more f” learn from thr Chinese f!lan

t” the Third World, and looks at the alternative from any othc: source  save “UC  own imagmarmn.
approaches  that are possihle~  S&h Kumar’r article
nn Ghandi examines the Ghandian philosophy of

~~~~~
/. watir.  Alan w. .vururr,  I,“,~ nrii  ciomia Panchcon  c3mlir.  NY, 1%X
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1 Spellbound  in the fish-= symbol of tic livingcontents  of tile Y”co”.cio”s-Merc”ry  s rhe
It’s quicksilver cold down here in the belly of this fish. Watch  out

god of magicians. reprexnring  the epirom  Of that 1 don’t rise up and M;namata-?  the lo? of you. Th6 feminist case
a” dualities.  tile winged  and rix  wi”&S, fire
ad water,  rpirir  and nlmtcr.  .A!50 h rrickrer

has been well-aired up rhere on land. The four minimum demands still
rile akhemisrs  Em!& fO umc, a god Of stam! rockfast, uncompromising and unfulfilled, at the head of the
healin& ‘They  Cdl him rhe spirir  of he
Lord Whkh  *us the WhCk  world  and in rhe Women’s Movement. Equal pay, equal education, free contraception
k@nir.g  IWam  “PO” *he yipteps. They Cdl and abortion, and i+hour  nurseries. In 1974 a fifth demand was
him also rile  spirir  5f Tndl Whid? is hidden
from fix world.”  c-mxiing to a 1x7 added--rhc right of a person to determine their own sexualiry.
century alchemical  Y)YKC_  He is alsO Feminism is alternative  because it is revolutionary. If brooks no
designated m allima. knee a feminine  being.
Carl  jvng Nmmariser  <he rich alchemicai

reformism, except as a tactic. Everyone in the AT movement pays
r)mbolirm  of hlmcuy in hr spirit lip-service TV feminism, some even embrace it warmly. Liberated
Mercwius  in “01 13 Of his coilecccd  worlc\
pvblibed  by Rovtlcdge  2nd Iccgan  Pa”,  in women are ATtractive.  But the White Goddess is watching every man
1968 as “1. Mewuriur  conrirtr  0f.d jack of you, so bewre.
ConcriMble  epporitrs.  He is *h”l quite
ob”i”t‘dy  n duo:ity~ tut is nmvd 2 uniry  in
spite ofrhefict  lh‘w his innumerohie  inner
conrr‘“Jictionr  CY” dmzQrically  ,qy .,pa,* Like the moon the Women’s  Movement has two mature asi>ects-
inlo ‘zn  eqd  rlvniln  o,dirparvte  md
vppQ’?nt’~independenrf~ies.  ‘. Herr bofh

the full moon which you see, and the new moon which is invisible; or,

maiem, and rpitimd.  3. He 6s the pm” by like the bright side which shows her face, and the dark side which few
%“hkh t*a %run  and m.mia,  is irmfwmed
info he ~‘.i&?  und rpiritu‘d  and aGee versa

have seen. The bright side of the moon is the women’s xruggle-on

4 He is the ded, s rrdeenin~pryrhopomp. your streers  and in your beds. She illuminrres  the five demands, and
an evarive  nichter  rnd Gad I r@ktim in
phyric‘d IIYN?e 5. “err nko the .q%ct“7”

frowns on all the men making all the windmills .while all the women

o,a myrric‘d  experience oflae  mtifex that weave all the rugs. She triggers the flight r : women from communes
coinrider  with the opvs  akilymicum.  6. As
ruch, be mpmsentr  on *he CT”= hmzd  the serf

up and down the country. Women Ned to stand on two feet in the

mid on the sther  Ihe  indNid”ntion  p”c’” world of action, it is wo early TV return so soon to the world of
and, becarre  Of the ,imit,es nvm*er  of his
mmes,  air.3 the rolle&me unconscious.”

householding on smallholdii~,.  She despairs at the total lack of
alternative research into contraception and abortion. The yam is being
hunted to extinction z.1 South America. Don’t laugh! It is the source
of the pill. Hunt:.d  not farmed, while fenugreek’,  which provides the

)
same contrxeptive  properties grows to seed, a weed in your own
alternar:~  gardens, cheap, decentralised and forgotten. Menstrual
ext;action, safe, simple, reliable: a people’s tool of abortion, easy to
Gxentralise,  with precise but teachable skiils needed for its operation,
yet it remains the exclusive preserve of a few prestigious big-city

Alrrdogicnlly Mercury  rcprcwnrr  rzimna,,
,ogid chinking.  comm”nicafion  with otixn.

hospitals. Do you take the population explosion and my right to my
the “lost  hvman qvalirier  of .<ilpcabiliry  and body seriously? Do you?
inre”ierncc.  a cdm.ciw ‘or ChOiFCS. I” the

Its dark down here in this big fish. Dark, like the dark side of the
moon, but the darkness makes it clear the world is forged of apposite%
not males and females, men and women, but feminine and masculine.
Two modes requiring a synthesis in one person. r.& or female, to
integrate a personality. When one mode, any mode, disconnects from
its opposite number and deve!ops  alone, the:1 collapse is inevitable.
Science and rati~onalism  have already gone too far. Alternative
technology is the intuitive response to this. The dark side of the moon
knows at least half the world is not amenable to rational analysis and
so rational solutions are not aomomiare  to that area of human.A .&

3 Fen”geek:  birrer siramafic  reds in pod5,
‘030  inr iall  Wifh  ydowy-white  flowers.

experience. The dark side of the moon is poetic, free and fun and

Research  cvnrnrly  being  underrak”  by or. quite likely to place any one of those va!ues  above the pursuit of
Ronald  Hardman  in the phamace”rical
deparrmcnt,  ““i”*.riry of Barb. See

profit, or to stop work to play wth a child, to watch a butterfly, to

Plmm”reuriral,oumd. L974.213,3144; consider a dream seriowly, to know nature like a lover.
Steroid  planer  asa WYrCe  ofco”rracepti”er‘.
Excerpta  Medico  (iin  press,.





The present techno!ogical paradigm is clearly inneed
of replacement. The principal r&son  d’el~e of this
book is the growing awareness that a new paradigm
must he strucrured,  me that is holistic, ecologically
sound, non-exploirativ;  and ctilmraily  sensitive. But
it iz unlikely that a truly holistic-ecoiogical  ethic can
hp built into rechnology if it is not already built into
us as well. ‘Buiir in’,  not just in the sense of being
undcrrtood-rexI>-  everyone understands that we
are inseparable from the rest of the biosystem-but
as a fact of life; as an unavoidable premise of all our
feelings. thoughts and activities. ‘\ie need not only to
know that we are an integral part of the total system
but also to Kma it-to grok  it, in the words of
Robert Heinlrin.

There is a fund2~mental.  and very natural, duality
in perception zs a result of which we automatically
relzrc to the world as a set of objects to be
manipuiared  and controlled. This duaiity is not the
whole truth, however real it may seem. It is a useful
modci which develops in early childhood as the
individual begins to break away from the mother
a116  interact wi;b his/her own body and immediate
environment. A: a biologicai  level the sense of
scparatcness is veer’  necessary for individual survival,
but to have gained this awareness  of individuality at
the expense of the awareness  of one’s essential unity
with the whoi~ of nature is now proving a
considerable handicap as far as species survival is
concerneil.

In order to maintain this sense of separation from
the rest of the world we build up an identity derived
frcm our interactions with the ‘outside’ world.

When the feedback from the surroundings is weak 01
threatened we have co assert u~urselves  and reaffirm
our sense of identity. Since the world around is
continully changing we need continually to act and
experience in order to sustain ourselves
psychologically. Without this feedback from our
surroundings most of us wnuld die psychologically
(ie literally cease to be) as surely as we would die
physically if deprived of food or oxygen.

fiThis continual need to maintain a derived sense 01
identity is the mainstay of a consumer society. The
man who trades in last year’s Ford Granada for this
year’s model is not doing so out of any physical
need but only OIX of psychological one. Most
adve:tising psychology preys upon the individual’s
need to bolster his inadequate and artificial self-
image. We smoke the ‘right’ cigarettes, USC the ‘right
brand of petrol, buy clothes from the ‘right’ store,
etc., not tIecause tnoie proaucts are materially
superior but because thev give us a stronger sense of
identity.

I

We reaffirm our sense of separation from the
-world bv taking from the ‘out there’ to feed the ‘in
here’. 1; is preserved at the expense of what is not-l,
ie the environment, and in this respect other people
and even one’s own body must he included as part
of the environment. Consequently any ‘I versus 1t’
awareness amomatically  gives birth to an
exploitative element in our thinking.

Now this is not to belittle or ignore the political
factors involved, only to suggest that the use of
technology for shorwerm  financial goals or for the
preserxaion of a sense of social supremacy, for



E ~ example, may. in mmv cases, also be traced back CO
o ~ an individual need to mainurn  3 scnsc of pcrsonal
5
2

identirv. The situation  can on~v he fully resolved  li
both sfdes of the situation are &air witi: together.

A
:::
E

History proceeds nof fron. inrellecr~al ideas but
from social and pcr5onal  reziities.  11 is no good

howing  inre!lectual!v that \T.c  a:e icscparable from
the rest of rhe world if rralivy is btil! )w~ei:~d  on an
‘1 versus It’ Dais. Kathcr thzn striicturr  a truly
holistic paradigm we u,ill  only succeed in
remodelling the structures existing within the oli!
paradigm and the eupioitatix~e  elements 0.f
consciousness will canthue to cor:dirion our
thoughts and actions. This zppiiex  as much after the
revolution as before i:.

What 1 am acixocaring ir far ~~iore  than a paradigm
shift in politics and technology.  We reed not only to
change the models which dommate  economics.
social policies and the USE of wchnology  hut also to
c%mge  the model which dominates the whole of our
thinking and action.

in a sense the paradigm on which all our thinking
is based is &e’s image of one’s self. But since it
underlie: all human activities,  including the
establishment of ordinary paradigms, T prefer ro call
this a metqam~d@t I shdl define it dz the
dominant psychologica:  model on the basis of wn,ch
we conxruct  our perception of reality.

Aii the time that one appreciates oneself as
sewrate  from the rest of the world tbinkitx  and
adion will contain an ‘I versus It’ eiement.\h.hat  is_ _

I needed IS a s!utt  m metaparaa~gm  away tram the
present model towards a more holistic I-Thou model
in which the self is spontaneously appreciated as an
aspect of the wholr--as  a par: of the total system
rather than aplrt frc,m it. When this shift occurs our
immediate  awareness of reality will bz
correspondingly restructured. We will then Know
that al\ aspects of the environrxmt  are as much as
part of us as the body is and it woiild become as
difficult to create an overall imbalance in the total
system as it is to chop off our own fingers.

When the self is appreciated as separate from the
rest of creation there is a continual battle between
the apparent good of :he individual and the good of
the whole, but when the self is appreciated in terms^..
at U,e whole there IS no longer any conihct. AcUon

for stlf interest automatically  becomes action fcr
~ the gold of the total system. The latter stare
~ represexs  a high-synergy system and in biological
~ terms is e.@zIent to a healthy organism. But if a
~ cell loses the genetic information, which defies its
relationship tc tht~ whole organism, it ceases toI_ ..-tunctlor.  as pa, t of a system and upsets the dCl,catT

organic balance on which it is ultimately so
deperidant. We say it has turned malignant. On a
elobal  level the situation is verv similar. Mankind

n;tur.e
It is not enough that a few enhghtened  individua

should come to see (or rather, to grok, to reai1.y  see
what our environmental policies should be. Such a
metaparadigm  shift must he virtually universal if it
to be effective. We know (with a small ‘k’) that we
shall have to reduce cur oil consumption, for
example. But without strict rationing or exorbitan
mice increases few neoole will soontaneouslv  at
iheir  petrol consu&pti&  while they still de&e a
strong sense of identity from driving a car-and fro
driving faster, thirstier cars at that. The necessary
changes have not only to he accepted by most of <
people, hut positively desired. Otherwise, if the
demands of the pecple  art not in accord with the
decrees of the pundits, it will hecome difficult to
implement the changes without either some form c
‘friendiy fascism’ or benevolent dictatorship.

A holistic, and thereby ecological, ethic needs t(
be structured within us all. But not, let me repear,
merely on the level of a rationallintellectual
understanding bur at the cen:re of our consciousnt
We need to possess it organically,  at the very heart
of our being, rather than jsst cerebrally as part of
our rcasonine.

appears to have become a rnal~gaant growth
ruthlessly eating its way across the planet’s surfaces RESTRUCTURINGMENTALACTIVITY
I And for remarkahlv  similar reasons. We have lost the How then does one go about producing such an

I’lnfornation  which’ties is back to the wholePour
, awareness of our essential oneness with the rest of

_
inner changci If 2 mere inteli&xual  understanding i
not sufficieni,  and if the fallacious ‘I versus It’

is j

:).

is

I
t I

‘0”

he



metaparadigm is structured into our awareness
shortly after birth, what chance is there of ever
developing an alternative model?

Any paradigm retains its status through its
continued ability to solve problems in its given field.
It is only when new facts are encountered which
cannot be titted in to the existing model that a
oaradigm shift occurs. It is the same with the mental
. ”

metaparadigm. Nearly all the phenomena
el:;ionic:ed  in everyday experience can be
satisfactorily accounted for on the hypothesis that
‘I’ in here am separate from the world out there.
Xosr  of our cultur2  traditions strongly support this

‘: assumption and we rarely have cause to doubt its
.,~v&Ilty.
’1 It is o;:ly when new experiences that carlnot
x flit<,.: i? to the old model are encountered that

rile o!d modei ~iack~.
j There ;S ::,-c .-‘?v@s  experience that rocks the ‘I

._ It’ me’~ :.~-raci~~m  Y-.d that is the direct
PCiSL --ience a: oneness with the whole of
Naxe. If 15~;. ‘~. *his  sxper+nce  that mystical
and religious trad.~~.. 1 o? about for so
long. They all aim to*+ ‘~. ., r,rience  of
the essential unity of creation.‘h.-i
only a few of the most diligent aspirants bi_~
such an experience. Today, however, we are l.~ .
witnessing a resurgence of interest in spiritual
techniques of one kind or ano:her.  In the past
dogma and ritual have dominated the ‘established’
religions but now much more emphasis is being laid
on the practices themselves, the actual psychological
techniques  of changing consciousness and
expe<iencing  that transcendental unity.
Consequently  there is now a far greater likelihood of
a,la;ge  number of people partaking of the kind of
experiences that will produce a natural shift to the
new metaparadigm.

Recent research into how these techniques work
suggests  that they restructure the way in which the
brain functions. The cortex of the brain is divided
into two halves. The left half is usually responsibk
for verbal, anaiytic thought and is spscialised  to
5xctioning in a serial mode, dividir,g  up data and
analysing it bit by bit. In conttzast, the tight side
functions in a more synthetic mode and specialises
in parallel processing,  items being considered
simultaneously rather ttan sequenttally.  Our
rtltural preference has been for left-hemisphere,
analytic &inking:  it is now being suggested that the
mote holistic mode of thinking characteristic of the
right side of the brain is equally important i~r life.
Analysing and dissecting a situation is very necessary
but on its own it is not enough and needs to be
balanced by the complementary thinking-processes
of the right hemisphere. It has been found that
during ‘meditation’ there is a progressive
synchronisation  of the EEG patterns recorded from
the two haives of&e brain suggesting that some suci
balancing may well be occurring.

The third benefit of such an inner development is
the clarity of thinking which is said to follow. We
need to see clearly ‘wnere  we are, where we have to
get to, and how best to get there. To do this we

obviously have to use our heads effectively. It now
appears that wen the well-worn suggestion that most
of us use only 10% of out full mental potential is
probably an over-estimate. and that compared to
what is really possiblr  in tctms of clarity of thought
and breadth of vision most oi us ate living in a
pretty dozy statePa  tragic wastr  of one of our most
valuable and plentiful rerources.  Although you
would hardly’leave  it to a group of semi:
anaesthetiscd and lobotomised  people to decide on
the future of this planet, this effectively is what we
are doing when we try to get the world together
without simultaneously getting ourselves together.
Clearly a mote expanded consciousness will be
capable rf delving deeper into the intricacies of a
situation, appreciating it in a wider contexr.  and
seeing its implications further into the future.

SUPPLY OR DEMAND’

Tbt predominant approach to aitemxtivc
technologies has be& focussed on the redirection
and redevelopment of technology itse!f-a  change in
the supply of technology. Here I have tried to take a
general look at how changes in individual
consciousness might tackle the other side of the
rwblem-the  demmdr  that we make of technology.

In 1 :_I approaches are not in opposition: they
>ZL ,< ]S ---my If AT is to fulfil its goals and
not be s”<_~~~ _ ’ ~. rhc sysmx mhirh it is



reacting against, it is of paramount importance that
as well as political and social changes there should
be fundamental changes in the way in which we. as
individuals, appreciate and approach the world
around us.

immediatel,y I hear rhc cry that “social being
determine? consciousness.” True! But that is on!)
half the story, and to take this one-sided perspecriv,
to be the whole truth is hardly in the best tradition
of dialectical thought. Our images of man and his
potentiaiitics,  and the way in which :ve set about
actualising these images, xc themselves determined
by the w,ay we are: -inner -oxter-innci
tick-rock-tick-to& It’s a chicken and egg story.
You do not break the cycle by getting rid of the
chicken, because the egg will still hatch; not by
cracking the c:g, because the chicken can easily I:v
another. Both aspects of rhe problem have to be
dealr with simuitaneou4y.

it is then posiblc  tiat a synthesis of the inner
technologies of the East with the outer technologie:
of the West r..xld give birth to a truly holistic and
radical te,chnology for the world-a possibility whicl
war foreseen two and a half thousand years ago in
the T,zo-Tu Ching:

The centre of the Great Pyramid at Cheops possesses
sttange and inexplicable properties which would
seem to account better for the mummification of the
bodies than all that embalming. These properties are
not, however, a unique function of its particular
shape-a fact which you can easily test by building
yourself a scale model.

The proportions of the Great Pyramid are math-
ematically very interesting. The area of each of the
four sides is equal to the square of the pyramid’s
height. This may not sound particularly fascinating
but if you solve the algebraic equation which this
relation defines you come up with the Golden Mean
which so intrigued Greek philosophers two thousand
years later.

If you let the base of the pyramid be two uniu
long then the height of each of the trianpular  sides is
exa.%ly the Golden Mean (1.618 t&s) and the
height of the pyramid itself turns out to be the
square root of this (1.273 units). If you are reall:
building another monster and need more accurate
proportions, the Golden Mean is (&+1)/Z.  Having
constructed your pymmid  you should align it along
lock:  magnetic North-South.

Biunt razor blades placed exactly one third the
way up the centre of the pyramid and with their
edges parallel to the magnetic field will be sharp
again in a week. No-one bar yet satisfactorily
explained how it works, but work it does as thous-
ands of people have verified-a Czechoslovakianeven
patented the idea (after it had been checked out by
the patent office) and made a small fortune out of
it If you don’t believe it, try it: if you do believe it
still try it---there’s a truly amazing difference
between idly (or gullib!y) believing it and that
Knowmg which comes when you take the blade out
and it is unquestioningly sharper than the similar
blades you left outside.

You must Imild it accuraa!yl  however, if it is
going to work. A friend rang me up to say that it
didn’t work for him, but when I later went round
and saw his model the proportions were out by
nearly 10%. So buijd it accurately, neatly, from stout
card (if you’re using card) and align it carefully. Also
you will get better results from the older blve-steel
type of blade rather than the newer super platignum
varieties.

Other things you might like to investigate are the
mummifying properties-meat will dehydrate in a

~I . .

ribbons\,  ..Y, . : ‘come  out rejuvenated.
People siri. ,, .i Tvramids are reported to

,- 1 ,  s h o w  innea.ed  *.~” and I’ve also heard of a
cat who mmed  into‘, .~. .:-m&m after living in
a pyramid for six weeks.
-

Pete Russell
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E ~ IT’S BEEN SAID BEFORE-AND  WHERE DXD _1
I want to talk Ibout a radical context for a radical approach toscience.
At the risk of making generalizations fo which there are numerous (but
too few) individual exceptions, I’m trying to say the following as
briefly as possible:

We find ourselves in ?. position where many people who feel tbem-
selves to be genuinely committed radicals-that is, actively conscious
of the necessity offundamental  social chmge,  of locating and tackling
problems at the roots-are faced with a very real problem of self-
definition, of political identification. A basic commitment to
egalitarian principles isn’t sufficient to make acceptable the definition
of oneself as a Marxist. The likes of me go along to meetings of
‘established’  Marxist groups :IntcmationaI  Marxist Group, Cammunist
I’arty  of Great Britain (Marxist-Leninist), International Socialists-the
frst mentioned being perhaps the worst offender)-and perceive in
their activities, to varying degrees, a bureaucratic formality which is
stultifying, repressive-a parallel counterpart to the politics of the
‘Establishment’. The basic ideas of an authoritarian hierarchy, the
elitist role of leaders, remain virtually unchallenged; there’s a co~ect
line, a correct dogma, to be learnt, phrased with a mechanical air, in
the correct slogans. And for women, there’s been the particularly
obvious issue of the hard work needed to break down the male
chauvinist piggery on the part of Marxist men-behaviour  which can’t
be excused simply by the fact of living under capitalism, since much of
it is in economic terms unnecessary and immediately remediable. And
you can witch  Marxist academics constructing so&list intellectual
frameworks while they lie and act as competitive, grasping, arrogant,
individualists; or watch the IMG at an anti-National Front demo,
chanting, fists clenched: “The National Front is a fascist front. Smash
the National Front.” The feeling, for me anyway, is that their revolut-
ion isn’t the revolution. For ali the common ground, the apparently
common goals, there are whole areas of xvoluticwuy  concern which
are neglected, ar.d further  than that, negated, by the strategic priorities
of the ‘straight’ left.’

One way out of this is to suggest that it’s only institutionalized

Marxism that’s at fault, and if we go back to Marx (and Engels and
Lenin) we’ll be put on the right uacks again. But criticisms can be
levelled at such tendencies towards sanctification of texts and
individuals,’ and at the interpretative academic nit-pickiig which this
can lead to. Nor does this approach help us to confront the problem
caused by the internalisation  of precisely those values which
uphold a growth-cenned,  consumption-centred,  ‘unliberated’,
ecologically irresponsible social organization. For the exclusion of a
radical self-questioning from Marxist revolutionary priorities, and the
complacency and blindness which this invoives,  a large portion of the
blame has to be laid fairly and sc,uarely on the shoulders of Marx
himself.

And of fundamental importance to the theme I’m concentrating on
here-s  radical context  for a radical approach to science-Marx, Engels
and Lenin dbn’t  help us sufficiently to incorporate into a socialist
framework what now appear as necessary criticisms of the role of
science and technology. Of course it’s possible to pick over the texts
and fiid references which demonstrate, for example, a consciousness
of the possible consequences of the unrestrained exploitation of
rmm3 appioacbii,lg  ns:nre ;oiebf from t’kc viewpoint of ecnnomic
utility, it made sense to give at least a little consideration to this. But
against the oc,casional  reference to such problems we have to set an
overwhelming faith in technology, in man’s capacity to control nature;
and most significantly, we have to consider the assertion that the only
path to socialism is that of jumping on the bandwagon of the process
of large-scale industrialization. Avery real objection to this is that



such a path leads to statism, and not to socialism3 And we can ask, I ’
too, whether we have t!?w to wait for history to take its course. ‘Come
the revolution’, will  the worid  stil! be worth living in, as:.lming even
that it’s still possible to live in it? For those of us who find some of our
~eeatest  happiness in fresh air, open space, room to breathe freely-a
napphess  at least as rational and worthy of respectful consideration as
I happiness centred in abundance of material  goods-this becomes an
issue of real importaocc.6

But, on the other hand, if you’re committed ta the idca! of asociety
which holds as fundamental the equal right of each and every person
to realize his or her full potential, it becomes impossible to stomach
the patchy, piecerned,  unroaliztic  ~lature of much of the activity
directed against industrial. technological society: the jumping from om
concern to another-CXD  to environmental  doom to alternative tcch-
nologies;  communes in the country; growing marrows and making
beads; making no connections between one area of concern and
another; ignoring many of the roost significant overall criticisms which
need to be made of our society. Friends of the Earth and Conservation
Society in particular,  take note: the reality of class in this society is a
fundamental reality. The m:-‘dle-class  eco-freak who refuses to recog-
nise the extent to which he or she has been determined by class, by thel
privileges, the sense of superior self-confidence which being middle-
class  besto:vr, can never do more rhan scratch at the surface of the
problems which face us.

And to those  who stubbornly rifuse  to recognise  the need for a
broadly speaking political dimension,, we can say yes, ideals of
humony with natue, attacks oz industrial  civilization, are politically
unattached, xeparable  from panic&r  political positions; but they’re
also idcologicallv manipulable-and dangerously so.

Striking exan+es  of the way in which ideas of ‘harmony with
naiiix’ can be manipulated in order to hoister  up L reactio,xry  status
quo can be found by glancing through nineteenth-century popu!ar
works on natural history J.T. Burgess’s Old Exglish Wild .~hwrr.
published in 1868, will serve to demonstrate this point. Burgess sees
the flwners of the field as ‘the most natural emblems of the life and
immortality of man’. ‘The humblest amongst them plays its part not
only in the economy of the universe, but in some degree ministers



7. 1-T.  Burgru:  “Id  .Fngia:  WJ Fiowerr more or less to the comforts or necessities of life’. ‘It will be seen that
(Londoo. ,868, p.29.  see 2!rno,C  2s’) every flower and every plant has not only an individual existence, but: nineteen*-cenmiy  “cwc;  ark for rhc same

IOR of thing;  and ah books like MIS G,rIy each and cvcry one has its appoin:cd  p!ace  in :hc iinlucrse, fi!!ing s011?e
Parablerfrm  .wufm (London, n.d.1. char mission ‘7
~ stuff,  IhiS. erpcciauy  the parable  called
~ ‘Kkhmg’  “here  the aid %rw Tdf)  CCIII CW”

And further than bolswing  up the status quo, the idea of ‘harmon-
coit!  about  al, chr “iCC  rhiig fhl wi// ization  with nature’ can be used to back up an extreme  right position,

happen  if tbry lram I” ‘Okq  their  masfcrr. as it was with fascism.
onnd  low them a biC PO<

i Victorious power to all u~!ro stand in stern conflict for our being,8. tlrnr Sure”.  Man and Sl‘“ll&  (Skqh 111,
,9*7  Highly  recommcndcd  *or ik Cilh o r I
*r mos qYlri”e  hoOk  ever-znd  with l2i

for our natural heritage, for humanity and sunligh:.  Truly, what

illurrradonr  too. The Dean of St Fkul‘r we see and endure around us is no tit heritage for man. Like

I
slaves, they totter under the heavy fetters of drudgery for their
daily bread, far from sunlight, far from Nature in the dungeons of
the town. Tied by the merciless conventions of a short sighted
and pernicious morality, they pursue, groaning, their struggle for
existence. It is for you to bring light and healing to those who
hunger Fight your way through the darkness of the age! Let
sunshine and Nature be your actual experience, and you will
re-a!ize  with wonder that B ma.vz!!0?Is  poller  grews it? your sods,
raising you above the vicissitudes of the da).

Therefore-wtorious  power to you who will be warriors-
fighters for the rights and joys of sunlight! You know that even
rhs sun-iover  is not spared earthly trouble, but in truth we
followers of nature have power constantly to rise afresh, in
patience and the insig1.t  of understanding. Such power of sun and
soul do we receive from thence, where OIX home is-and the home
of mankind is Nature. Only the pride and presumption of times
wildly out of joint can make us forget, and &en deny our true
being. Yet we questing sun-iovers  hasten to find our home again-
to return to the bosom of Nature. We all, we who are seekers and
lovers of nature, have a sacred duty imposed by our sun-faith-to

i be torchbearers Fd bringers  of light!

/ That’s from the 197.7 translation of the sixty-seventh edition ofMan
/and Sunlight by Hans Suren.  Chief of the German Army School for
’ Physical Exercise. The idea of ‘harmonization with nature’ is here
made to support an emerging fascist ideology through the idea of the
‘natural superiority’ of the German race, through the idea that it’s a
‘law of nature’ that the superior should rule over the infex%or.  In this
respect, the idea of nature can be used in much the same way as the
idea of God-its laws can be set forth as transcendentally and
immutably ordained, and yet the only interpreters of these lavs are

1~ men. Thus Hitler could use the idea of a natural order of societv. a

prcdicrced  rhr ic would ‘do gccd’, sn *e s&ialism esiablished,
I forrw.ard  VllP “I For Hirki’r  YY or idcarua-

and then go f&ward again.‘9

tion Of the narunl. rc tar example  rm,i
I Ndce. nree .=ncer  o,Forcirm  ~LmdO”, I Does this get us anywhere!  i’m going to ieave aside the ideas and activ-
j 1965).  pp.419-25;  Wilhelm  RCiCh.  op cit.
I !deologkai  forcer arc j”P a! much SC work  in

~ itics of socialists in Europe and America before Marx, and concentrate

; acldcmicallg  tifiurnrial  rcvdirraimodcrn
on radicalism in early nineteenth century Britain, especially the social-

ecology  Howard  Murn~.  bti,onment. ism of the Owenites,  whose strength and support as a popular move-
7s_..^_ __> c; ^._, /“,i,_.,I_.., “..” ““..-., _ ..,,. I, >:;;:  Yc:l:.  ?5?L)
j is a partiahri~  obvious  cxanpic.  in which

.~le~t  ebbed and flowed and finnlly rromhled  herwwn.rhe  1820s Earl
1840s. For anvbodv who’s involved in todav’s making of an alternativt

: the a”*har‘l  YiCWI  on ‘po”rcr and socicry’
I 1

1 ax drmsed  up a5  cnrrgy-flow  diagrams  and
culture (which excludes the large majority df acad& historians

~ rndc co seem  logiclily  “cccrruy.  see al*” ~ studying the radical movements), the similarities between what went
Roben  .m Young:  .~wbrionG  L%O~XY  and ~ on then and what goes on now seem almost uncanny. So let’s look
’j ‘dm’~y’  men and N0w’.  sc’e”resrudie~  4 ! back to their ideas on the role of science and technology. and the‘^ldc. ??l:.

framework  in which they placed them; by doing so we can both place
I 9. Bo”kChti. op.5*.. p.14*. own concerns in a wider time perspective, and hope to learn some-



Of wrhat avail are the rrvei~tions of the telescope respccring  the
myriads of systems of suns and planets. which roll in the dim abyss
of space? That if, laying down this instrumeur,  we can take up the
microscope, and magnif:;  the minute organisms which people
every  portion of our ov.n planet; that the nature of beast, bird
and?ish  have been carefully studied and noted dowl;  or that we
can describe with accuracy the structure of every individual OS the
vegetable world, “from the cedar that grows  on Lebanon, to the
hyssop that springs  on the wall”; what matters it that we have
penetrated the caves of ocean, ascended the mountains, and wrung
from the bosom of the rock strange tidings of the events and
inhabians  of this earth before human eye looked on its varied
surface, or human foot and voice awakened the echoes of its
forests: what is the va!ue  of all these stupendous achievements, if,
in the midst of them a!l, the being who masters them, is less
amp!:; supp!ied  v.<th  the rquisites  for the preservation of exist-
er;ce.  and rhc enjoyrxr~:  of p&sura’oir  sensations, than the
meanest and minutesr  insect that sports its ephemeral life in a
drop of water or an inch of moss? Vain, too, is our boasting
respecting the mighty automation powers which science has
brc%gSt  to :hc aid of mai: iC rh~ce  hqcre nnlv/ increased  his :oi!s, . . L.--- .._.-  u... J
and sufferings. If these modern giants with iron sinews, and into
whose nostrils steam ha breathed vitalitv.  have onlv orodured
luxury and its consequent diseases and f&&s on on> ‘hand, and
destitution with its sufferings. its recklessness, and debasement  on
the other. Alas! that such has been, and is now the result of our
discoveries, is no hypothesis, and needs not to be prefaced with
an “IF”. Strange anomaly! Science and ignorance, wealth and
poverty, are coexistent!

Perhaps the style’s unfamiliar. but not the message. That wa,s part of ar
address given by the Owenite George F!eming, and it was titled ‘The

’ I0Right Application of Science It was delivered to an audience of
Chvenite socialists, mostly self-educated working mep., at the opening
of their Hail of Science :a Huddersfield  in 1839. The Huddersfieid  Hall
of Science, and a fe-w otbcrs like It dotted over the country, were
products of a radical culture which had emerged in England by the
1830s--a  cuiture that created, among other things, a co-operative
movement aimed at establishing communities on the land through the
profits of trading stores; a massive and militant illegal underground
press; and Chartism. It was a culture which maintained its strength
through local grass-roots organizations, providing its own educational
institutions, its own _ ~%nments, its own welfare measures, and
raiishg social and political consciousness through debates, mutual
instruction societies, and mass txetings. Owen& socialism was just
one element in a widespread impulse to create some kind of alternariw
to ‘artificial’, ‘irrational’, capitalist industrialism.”

The Owenites were especially concerned about the ro!e of science

Hail, glorious Science1  for rhnu can’st impart a charm ro humanise 1f” inflia mifbout  l”.qq  ia “crfed  rnrnrrr  i.

the savage heart; If not for thee, this beauteous earth had been, a
bo,‘lblg  o,, 1” pul‘xr.  (Lowrrl  ““JenitC  r>.v.vmn.
I%r ow4tcr pr,“,>“s&,~,~  rlr‘.b,is,,rd  dhw

wilderness,-a den of savage mew;  Without a language, and without
a mind-Wlith  bodies naked, lashed by every wind. Had not fair

i
i

Sciexe  worked out Nature’s plan, the brute had held dominion
ovei man.‘~



14. our iunhrz &r;~i!.  xc Wilcox  YCO iioivrr  ‘of initiates  into scientific lit& would have appeared as dangerous and
owe,,  v,w  R”d,,c.ii  <‘#d,~iW  in S.P”hiJ  a”.!
,.sa,r (Ed,,,  ,i,,ix.rr  ihr?i. RCI/I/h,  ,,! -I.... dcspicablc  as their clerical equivalents. Through places like rhc Halls of
P”or  ~‘vacmilim,  Wmi”“. iO?li Science, the light oi truth would be ‘constantly sought; and, whenever

15~ !ec J.FX  Hrriii”n: “p.‘ir~.  Hohrri  owm:
found, freely shed abroad to all men’. Another impoverished shoe-

A h8m v,r;; “/sc’<-iq  ~R”g”i”,  Harmonds~ maker, called Sampson ilrnold Markey, saved up for years in order to
wclrth.  19691 for rcirolhle  inir”duiri”“i t” publish pamphlets in which, under such titles as ‘The Age of Mental
Own’s  rhlnkhg. Emancipation’. he attacked the theories of Christian so-called scientists

who were concerned, for example,to  demonstrate that the world could
have been created in :he 12,000 years allowed for it by the Bible.

.i Mackay’s aim was “to instruct thvse who are in search of knowledge.
And as the country is infeste<l  with books caicuiated  to prevent the

I’
Induction of knowledge, by rendering it very abstruse, I shall clear

away the ntsrructive ruhhirh, and !eave  the road open.” (Ue  didn’t
~ have an easy time of it-on one occasion, when he heckled a speaker at
the Norwich Philosophical Society, who was readiig  a typical Christian
essay on the chronology of the world, he and a supporter were
‘compared by the speaker to the two Jews who stoned Christ!)‘3

“1
So science was the great demystifier. It was also good fun. This kind

f report of Owenite branch activities isn’t unique:

On Friday last-the Good Friday of the Christian world-we had
an excellent social tea party, about 280 persons were present.
The philosophical experiments, under the management of Mr
Thorne, were of a superior description. Amongst some of the
experiments, were oxy-hydrogen and Bude lights, and the last
new invention of MI Gurney for lighthouses; decomposition of
various chemical compounds, as sugar, potass, etc.; and with a
good electrical machine we were enabled to electrify nearly all
present ar the same rime. Brides other experiments, a model of a
Montgolfier balloon ascended in the hall twice during the evening,
and at the close was committed ad nubes.  The nimx~  oxide, or
laughing gas, exerted its full powerson  this occasion, delighting
all by its singular effects. Between the leading experiments the
lively dance was indulged in, thus at once blending the acme of
menial and physical enjoyments.‘4



human nature and so&~. Ibc Owenites were confronting a social
~trucrure  which depended for its moral justification on Christian
notions of iree xviii and ori:inai  sin-themseives  confiicting  views of

human nature, but views which. taken together, were rnosr  convenient
for those who had a vested interest in the continued exisrcnce of a
social order based on exploitation. Whether people were seen as ‘sinful’
because Adam and Eve  had fallen from God’s grace, or ‘sinful’ brcausc
they had freely chosen IO be so, these Christian doctrines  justified a

pessimistic, reactionary Yiew of human potential. “Human nature being
what it is” (bad). the social structure being in no way held to blamefor

this, the field’s open for the capitalist to cash in or. Lt. It’s a free choice
on the part of the individual whether he (the theory would be still

~ more transparently ridiculous if rhe vocabulary wasn’t male-dominated)
~ rlse5 up to become a ‘respectatle’ exploiter. or remains one of the

w ‘feckless’, ‘thriftless’ exploited.
Y Against this prevailing view of human nature, the Owenire  stance
2 emphasiscd heraiiry  and, most especially, the effects of environment
b on character. Seeing human nature not a:; something independent of
$ the 5ocial  rrder,  nor a: something  for which the individual could be
$ bl~nwii,  but in 1a:ge part as the product of society, they recognised
: that human nature could be changed by changing  the social order.

2:
Taking this a5 fundamental, the Oweniter c6uld have fallen intc L.I~

z crudest ex~ernes  of determinism, which would have forced them to
E ~ believe that it wa impossible to change those who had been born into
2 the old immoral world&the educator tnusf be educated. But on the
~1 whole the Owenires avoided crude extren:c5, rea.lizing  at least to sane
F ~ extent that an awarenc~s of how one is determined can itself become a

1 dc:ermining  factor.
i Like other utopians (and particuiarlV  like the Perfectionists, whose
i community at Oneida lasted for over t&y years, and, in a much
i modified form, still exists today), ihe Owenites believed that conscious
self-improvement and communal living mu5t go hand in hand if ideals
~ were to be translated into reality. Phrenology, which was popular
i among the Owenites, wasn’t so ridiculous a.5 it’s asually~ m-de  out to
I be-the phrenological motto was ‘man, know thyself, and the basic

&Inotion that this was the first step to self-improvement makes sense,
9“, even if analyzing the lumps and bumps on one’s head might not be the
i (best  way of doing it. (Nor of course was their motto best expressed in
,$ ‘a male-dominated vocabulary-for which apologies on behalf of the
5 Owenites throughout. I’m 5ure they wouldn’t do it nbw.) To the same
‘? ~ end of self-improvement, some Owenites introduced the habit of
& ~ y?stematic  observation and reporting on the behaviout of their fellow
; ~ socialists. At an Oxvenite  community in Spa Fields, families who joined
g ~ were instructed that ‘each member should appoint from among the
z congregated members his own friendly monitor’, who would give
z
’

notice of his error5 of conduct and temper. At Harmony Hall in
Hampshire (1839.45),  the longest-lasting of the short-lived Owenite

xommunities,  there w’as a similar emphasis on honest observation.
Regular Saturday night group meetings were held, and it was reported
‘that ‘We are beginning to feel and ac!aow!edge  the purity of each
other’s motives, as we know and are known, and we can now bear to
‘hear the truth spoken of us without generating that spirit of antagon-
ism which once existed under such circumstance5.”  i

And, crucially, the Owenites realised that physic4 science could not
be right!y used unless it was combined with a science ofsociety.  In
Halls of Science. the sciences of morals and societv were to assume

“that precedence in the list of human wants, and that ciaim on human
~ attention which their intrinsic in;portmce  warrants, but which is rarely
accorded them in other in&utions,  professedly scientific’.” (This ~a.5
~” attack on Mechanics’ Institutes, and their refusal to move outside a
~ safe’ syllabus, a sy~llabus  from which all subjects which could challenge
~ the bases of a capitalist society were rigorously excluded. The Society
for the Diffusion of U5eful Knowledge, which was closely aXed with
the Mechanics’ Instituter, was being challenged at the same time by

-



, 18 For  a detailed  and good accounr  of whar
the owenicer  mranr  b) a ‘ICiCnCe  of societf

i such radical organizations as The Socierf  for Diffusing Rcdy  Useful
by fal the lxrr rhiir  CD rcl‘i  i! Fi!CP” ~Knowledge.) The Owenite science of society demonstrated that order

, veo. SO&l S~ieence  ‘md Soc;nl cbullge~  A and harmony could only exist within the framework of communitarian
roriui  brfoty u,some  ‘spcrr  ofmi‘d
science ‘md rocid  invertigaron  in B”llli,~. ~ socialism-within capitalist socirty, competition, division and cocxist-
1830-W  bLdy m ““publirhcd  Ph.0.. ~ence of irreconcilable interests made it absurd to hope that concord
SUS~X  TJ”i\~crrir).  ,97Z-h”pe”Lly  forfh~ and “city, order and precision, could ever be achieved.‘8
coming a5 r book). Ann within capitalist society it seemed. too, that it was inevitable

! rhat machinery, with the widespread unemployment and devaluation of
~ labour that it caused, should be t~he working man’s curse. Within the
~framework of communitarian socialism, on the other hand, it could
: become man’> blessing. Some Owenites, including Robert Owen him-

~ LO.  William Thompson:  Rciri‘.:,  Direclionr
self, got carried away by fantasies about the kind of life that would be

~ for the \pee‘iy an ecormmirni  ertr*,idnmntd
ushered in by the riiht application of technology within a communistic

o,communitur,  on Ihe pnnrrp!er  ofm”r”u, socirty: Owen’s lavish plans for Harmony Hall included towers from
Co~opem~ion.  ulritedpolrerr;oni  und eqvo~iiy which ‘would be reflected a: night, by powerful apparatus, the new
~~e~e~~o~~  md o?rhe maws  of e+vmen=.
,LcmdO”,  1830,.  p.5.

koniophostic light, which would brilliantly illuminate its whole square.’
But in general it was with technology as a means to increased ieisure,

‘Rational  ‘krirer  will soon ““de*  such as opposed ro unnecessary luxury, that the Owenites were concerned.
airulgemcnis.  wilcrc  Ihe m3vblc  0,
produc”Oniran  effic’enr  ‘h’c’ro  wa6re

‘A rational being can only require a sufficiency of food, clothing, and
lodging; to desire more than a sufficiency would be both unjust andOf consumpri”“.  Iupplanl  arrificia,  desirer

Or rhore  or 2”tiliarhy,  valued for rhls mere unnatural’,  as one of them put it.“William Thompson, the best of the
conoarr  wh: ‘h :ble).  afford 10 *he  wretched- Owenite theorists, argued along these lines in his “Practical Directions
“CS or Comp~sariw  desrirurio”  o‘orher8. for Establishing Comnunities”, which was published in 183+
“r p”‘s”ed  by rhc idlr  and ignomr  *or  thr :

i consumption for the mere purpose of osteitation  would be out of the
‘mporaryexrirr  question in a community.20Nd ,mgvor  of

~
In the Owenite communities, the emphasis was on simple mechanical

devicrs to eliminate unnecessary drudgery. At the Irish community in
Ralahinc, County Glare, a potata-washing machine was invented,

21. Grmtane’r Nuli0n.d Reformer, no.,
~January  7Ch ,837) p-1. ~while at Harmony Hall food was carried from the kitchen to the dining

I room by a miniature railway.
The Owenite rejection of ‘consumerism’ was linked to a wide spread

assertion that the right kind of life was ‘more or less of a country life’.
~ Partly this was a matter of a simple pleasure  in nature; but it was also

I argued that a ratiorzai man would live in harmony with nature; if civil-
ization  continued to deviate from this path, if man persevered with his
~ attempts to construct for himself an artificial society, the final realt,
~ many felt, would inevitably be disease, decay, and destruction. So
~ behind Owenite attempts at community building, Chartist efforts to
~establish villages of peasant proprietors, and a host of lesser-known
i schemes, lay the ideal of a life based on the !and, as the healthiest and
~ best existence for man. As Bronterre O’Brien, one of the foremost
~ English radicals of the mid-nineteenth century said: ‘Of all human
~
~
occupations, agriculture is not only the most essential to Man’S  exist-
ace, but also the most conducive to his health, his innocence, and his

~ happiness. let us exchange as lit& as possible the healthful and
~harmonizing pursuits of the field for the withering and demoralizing
occupations of the factory.‘” For the Owenites, this didn’t involve
turning one’s back on science and civilization, but creating asynthesis-
“the fullness of triumph of Nature and Art”. And yet at the same time

thev could still firmlv believe. for exam&. that the best wav cf farm-
1

ing the land was simply by means of the spade. (Although on one
occasion an Owenite did suggest that [he spades should be mechanical
self-acting onesDSpade  husbandry was regarded as the truly scientific
method of cultivation: experiment had demonstrated to the satisfact-

ion of the Owenites and many others that the land could produce
psrhaps hi Cries 25 much food Through kboui-lntsnsive  fhrming  with

the spade than through large-scale farming with rhe plough. Estimates
of the number of people who could be fed on the soil of Britain ranged
from about seventy million to as high a~ 300 million; and it was

! generally held by the Owenites that no more than three hours work on
I the land a day would be sufficient to provide for all rational desires.
i William Thompson, who producrd detailed instructions for crop
: rotation and farming methods in his ‘Practical Directions’, suggested in ~
1 addition that it was highly wasteful to use the land for meat product- 1



ion, or for crops to br employed in the making of alcoholic drinks.”
Thompson was in fact generally concerned with the prevention of

necdicss  wpastc  of resources-his communities would be heated by
means of the waste heat produced by the condensed steam from steam
engines, and the refuse and wa~tc  from the community would be
‘always directed by suitable pipes or covered drains for the agricultural
purpose of manuring the soil, directly. or by being pumped over comp-
osts’. And his cautious wisdom extended still further than this-~
although here he was exceptional. Most of the early socialists rc,jzcted
completely  the Malthusian arguments of the dangers of population
growth (a zcjcction that is of course hardly surprising where poverty
coexists with great wealth and extravagance)~for  them it was a bridge
that need not be crossed  until it was come t~.‘~’

But William Thompson saw the problem in another 1ight:‘The  power
oi peopling the whole of the globe in a comparatively few years with
the human race, we have at command. Let us pass over these few years
and fairly meet rhc dif!!cu!r!es  nt xvcr~opu.....I,+,, ;n<rPad of &&king, ...I._
from tbr consideration of them until the dreaded day of evil comes: He
allowed  that the problems nri$t  be solved by improvements in
chemistry or mechanics, but not that they certainly would:‘With  this
admission, we arc nor an atom more justified in hazarding the risk of
human happiness on mcrc  possibilities which may or may not be
realized; hera:ise we will  nor i?z t/x mean tiine incrmse  human
hppimss  by ixuving my such riskt2+’

It would be possible to continue demonstrating parallels between
present-day activities and ideas and those of the Owcnites and their
contqmporary  radicals almost endlessly-and as a final ‘curiosity value’
example, 1’11 give a plug to one John Et&r,  an American. Et&r’s
motto was: “The wise man examines before he judges. The fool judges
before he examines.” His major work was entitled “The Paradise withir
the reach of all men, without labour,  by power of nature and

machinery. An address to all enlightened men.” What Etzlcr was settiq
out to show was ‘that there arc powers in natwe sufficient to effect in
one year more than hitherto all men on earth could do in man: thous-

ands of years; and that these powers may be applied to do all human
: labour.’  And the powers which Etzlcr was principally concerned to
harness were those of the wind, the tide, and the sun.”

Does the Owcnitc experience really have anything to teach us? I think
~ the answer’s yes: we can learn from both the strengths and weaknesses
of Owcnite sociaiism. Having shown that the Owcnites were deeply
involved in a radical questioning of the ro!e of science and technology,
we can look more broadly at Owenism and establish what it was about
their way of thinking that led them to regard these issues as of crucial
importance in the development of a socialist life-philosophy.

In the first place, it’s ustful to consider the contribution of the
Owcnites,ro the evolution of a socialist vocabulary. It was the Owenite
who coined the word ‘socialist’, and who developed the term ‘social
science’.26What’s  important about this is the purity of the words as
they used them, before ucy were subjected to later distortions. Thus
the word ‘socialist’ didn’t have the connotations of state control and
party politics which it’s burdened with today-the Owenite idea of
socialism was closely connected with their ideal of community, and
had strong personal, moral, as well as economic implications. Hence thl
popularity anong Owenites of such slogans as “SELF LOVE AND
SOClAL  ARE THE SAME!“; their dedication to living as far as possibl
a life in acco:dance  with socialist ideals; and their emphasis on means
which were in harmony with their ultimate goals. And similarly, it’s
worth emphasizing that when early nineteenth-century radicals called
themselves radicals, they really meant it-they were applying the label

to themselves consciously, constantly asserting the liter2 definition of
the word, tackling problems at the root. And the problem of the
debasement of +y revolutionary words and concepts, the conscqucnt
problems of defmxion,  can best be overcome by returning to such an

s

ci



sscrtion of the !iterai meaning of these concepts.
And, connected with this, the Jwcnircs made tremendous advances

I developing and popularizing the necessary vocabulary for an analysis
f society-although they rejected the notion of revolution through
lass struggle, this warn’‘’  due to a lack of class consciousness. The
Iwenites fully rccognised that machinery and a capitalist mode of
osial relations were the new and defining features of the age they lived
I.~’ But transcending class was a still broader conception of human
onsciousncss, and the potential  for social regeneration which this
lffcred.  If only people would see how irrational they wc~c  and start
hinking rationally-in other words, if fundamental to every consider-
tion was the cause of justice, the greatest h.appincss of the greatest
lumber-the Owcnitcs bclicvcd that there would be no need for violent
evolution. Thus William Thompson took this quotation as the motto
,n which to base his work, Labour  Rewarded: ‘As the labourers
.cquirc knowledge, the foundations of the social edifice will be dug up
iom the deep b<ds into which they were laid in times past; they will
IC curiously handled and closely examined, and they WU not be restor-
:d unless they were originally laid in justice, and unless justice
:ommands  their preservation.‘** Thompson’s method might be called
qualitative cost-benefit analysis’-rather than trying to weigh up qual-
tative considerations quantitativciy,  in money terms, he weighed up
quantitative  considerations qualitatively. And in the same way,
although not so effectively, Owen could use his faith in the doctrine of
zticumstances  as a yardstick by which to evaluate attitudes. He repeat-
:dly emphasized that the view of man as a creature of circumstances
‘is the root from which emanate all true and valuable ideas respecting
mmani~-the  one idea, with which, to be true, all other ideas must be
:onsistent.“29And  again, there was the belief that once the rationality
,i this position was recognized, a peaceful regeneration of society
would  automaticaliy  take place.

This ovcrwhehning  faith iil the powers of reason has been claSsed  as
he ‘illusion of the epoch’-but it did have its advantages. It was
~~CCZUSP  the Owenites were attempting to weigh everything against the
standards of humanitarian rationality that their concerns were so zll-
xnbracing. Not only did they question the valws of 3 social  system
lascd on material greed; they were also, among othc; things, pioneers
If enlightened education methods, advocates of women’s rights, and
wen, in the case of William Thompson, of the rights of animal 1ife.j’

Owenid socialism was popular amongst that section of the working
:lass which was self-educated-and self-education has, 1 think, got a lot
:o do with its appeal. Without the deadening effect of a state education
iystcm designed to suppress any tendency towards fundamental quest-
ioning, a substantial number of working people possessed a tremendous
appetite for discovery, and an untrammelled,  free-ranging way of look-
ing at the world. Owenitc socialism, and generally, the radicalism of
the earl? nineteenth century, had about it a vitality, a contagious hope-
Fuhms, and a deep sense of the rightness of the cause. Radicals in
pneral  had an enthusiasm, a revolutionary commitment ‘from the
heart’. There was an evangelical spirit about it, and especially among
the Owenites,  with their social missionaries and their vast propaganda
efforts.

These qualities xc al! worth recapturing-especially the lack of
inhibition in s:anding  up for what you believe in-and the Owcnites die
this without diminishing their capacity for enjoyment, without lapsing ’
into grim, dour, puritanical forms of struggle. Their aim, after all, was
happiness. But we have to come to terms with the fact that in the end !
the Owcnites  failed. They had hoped that such would be the attraction :
of their ‘new moral world’ that the old immoral world would wither
away. But instead, the ‘old immoral world’ extended its sphere of
operations-into bureaucratic democracy, into education, into social
services, into leisure. The Ownite vision faded. Where did they go
WTong?

Perhaps the most comforting explanations of failure lie in saying
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that ‘the time wasn’t ripe’. Historical conditions didn’t produce enough 
Owenites, and by the 1850s capitalism no longer seemed as insecure as 
it had a few years before; hence the Owenite atrack lost some of its 
rationale. Perhaps we could go on to say that given the nature of the 
crisis which faces us now, there won’t be the same kind of increase of 
faith in the security oi unrestrained capitalist (or statist) industrialism 
as there was in the mid-nineteenth century. (A1thougb it might 
prove foolish to depend on that.) Perhaps we could also 
suggest that socialists of the Owenite-William Morris tradition weren’r 
in a position to confront the vices as well as the virtues which were to 
accompany the growth of state provision of education, social services 
etc., the numbing and delusive sense of the people’s welfare being 
provided for. But if the appeal of socialism of the Owenite variety 
faded as capitalism developed a more acceptable face, it has to be 
admitted that these socialists can’: have managed to communicate their 
ideas convincingly enough. 

And here there’s a sense in which the strengths of Owenism were 
also its weaknesses. Their enthusiasm reached millenniai proportions, 
particularly over the establishment of Harmony Hall in 1839. This 
community was to be the beginning of the new moral world-the 
foundation stone of their palatial residenck; laid in 1841, bore the 
initials ‘CM.‘-Commencement of the Millennium. but discord reigned 
at Harmony Hall, particularly due to an excessive optimism over the 
ease with which the land could be made productive by urban dwellers 
unfamiliar with agricultural techniques, and partly due to tensions 
between Robert Owen’s vision of community a.nd that of working&ss 
Owenites. it was Owen who determined that funds should be expended 
lavishly on the building of Harmony Hali, and Owen who insisted on a 
paternalistic form of government there, convinced as he was that only 
he and his closest (also middle-class) disciples had grasped the principles 
of socialism with sufficient fullness to establish what should be done. 
But at the same time it has to be said that Owen’s followers were prep- 
ared to accept his leadership uncritically for far too long before they 
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xgan to assert themselves. There  was always a tension in the minds of ~
working-class Owenites, and most radicals of the period, between their
lesire for hero figures to put all their faith in and their confidence in ~
heir capacity to control their xvn lives.

Such contradictions have nrmenduus  significance. Generally, in the
listory of attempts to establish communities and co-operatives, we’re
&cd  with the workings of ‘Michels’s iron law of oligarchy’:

The history of co-operation shows :hat all the societies have been
faced with the following dilemma: either they succumb rapidly
owing to discord and powerlessness resulting from the fact that
too many individuals have the right to interfere in the administ-
ration; or else they end by submitting to the will of one or a few
persons, and thus lose their truly co-operative character.3’

3ut perhaps a constant awareness of this itself provides some way
brward:

Success in resisting these tendencies seems to have followed the
extent to which members of the potential oligarchy were aware
of the undemocratic potential of their own position and
consciously sought to prevent it by conveying knowledge of the
tendency, as well as of the running of the firm, fo the rest of the
workers.”

As far as the Owenites were concerned, when Harmony Hall collaps-
:d in 1845, their hopes crumbled with it. A hard core continued to
iedicate  their lives to the furtherance of their social ideals, placing
:heir  energies in diverse channels; but no longer did they hope that
he example of community could be the sole means by which the
nhabitants of the ‘old immoral warld’  would be attracted to build-
ng a new moral one. Possibly they gave up too easily, and certainly
hey were foolish to put all their eggs into one very unsatisfactory
jacket, as they did with Harmony Hall.

It’s hard not to be disillusioned by the fortunes of the Owenites,
:specia:ly .when they’re seen in connection with the failure of counties!
xher attempts to translate simi&ar ideals into reality. But still, if we’re
going to build agenuinely  liberating socialism, work towards a society
where all have the capacity to make fuli use of ti~eir  potential, to make
heit own history, we can’t simply dismiss the Owenite vision, or
3wenite strategies, as utopian, irrelevant to the real struggle. A recog-
lition that a revolutionary consciousness must embrace all areas qf life
nevitably  involves a recognition that means must be as broadly based
is ends. A revolution in the ownership of the tneans of production
iimply isn’t enough. And because many people now fiid the limit-
aions of ‘conventional’ socialist priorities unacceptable, it’s not
iuprising that ideas of community, alternative culture, alternative
alues, should once more hecome of fundamental importance in
wolutionary strategy.

Cwenism provided the basis for an all-embracing life-philosophy, a
socialism which has far more in common with the vision of the great
marchist philosophers than with that of the Marxists. It’s a socialism
which can offer much inspiration, and at least some grounds for
Jptimism in the fact that the vision didn’t appeal exclusively to middle -!
:lass iiltellectuals.  From theiractical  failures of the Owenites, we can
:ome to develop a greater awareness of the limitations and likely pit-
falls of our own strategies. We all have to make a choice to channel out
energies into whatever activity provides the most effective and fulfill-
ing expression of our particular abilities; and perhaps the most that car
be hoped at present is that connect!.ons  can be made between diverse
types of struggle, that all should develop a critical appreciation of the
effoxs of others who are trying to bridge the gap between ideals and
:eality. Nobody can pretend to have found the path to the wolution.-
,or Kingston



the matter is how to strike a balance between the
two and use the resources in th? manner that is most
profitable to the country. In many of the non-
indusuialized  countries, industry accounts for less

Inequities of we&b aud power are increased, not
decreased; unemployment rises: traditiomd  eco
nomies  and social stmctuws  are cndermined  often
fa Ldl~,

tiny of the non industrialized countries are
characterized by the same problems-the wealth of a
few, tie brutish quality ot ,ife of the masses (unemp-
loyment, under-employment, malnutrition, star-
vation, illiteracy, diseases and sickness). In a nutshell.
poverty How is this Problem to be solved?

A REDEFiNITION  OF DEVELOPMENT

The cause ,f poveiry in non-industrialized countries
is not backwardness hut the decay of the rural
structure. Most of the development plans drawn up
in these countries up t-U now have altogether by-
passed the rural areas-and zbout SC-90  per cent of
the population of these :ountries live in the rural
areas, in villages. It is in ti:r rural areas that one finds
oneself in the midst of abject poverty.

‘%e  firsr thing non-industrialized  countries have
to recog%ze  is that for the foreseeable future the
geeat mass of -&eir  populations will be peasants.
Only by sustained agricultural productivity can
industrial development be possible.

The second thing to recognize is r!xx the problems
confronting these countries cannot be solved by
industrialization per se. Any attemp:  to superimpose
a highly developed industrial system upon a society
highly unstable economic&y and socially will only
worsen the problem of poverty. The type of
development need-d  is one that wili produceenough
food to feed the whole of the population and that
will absorb the labour. ln this type of development
agriculture should be the key factor, not indusuy.
In effect, this means a pattern of high densities of
population, producing their own food, running small
workshops and factories when they are not working
on the land, and with a limited number of large-scale
capital-intensive moiem industrial centres.

The third thing to recognize is the lack of capital
for development. Non-industrialized countries are
caught in a dilemma. On the one hand, they want all
that is modern in technology for their ~levelopment.
This is totally understandable. On the other hand,
they have limited capital resources and unlimited
manpower, largely unskilled, lying idle. The crux of

,,,:,.,:,.:, ,,,.

,,:
.,:

xxn a quarter of the national Product and employs
:ss than one-fifth of the workers. Readily available
:e land and human effort. Emphasis should he
laced on the use of men not money.

TRATEG Y FOR CHANGE

b(a) Agriculture-land reform In order to increase
:ricultural productivity to meet the needs of an
xpanding populxion,  a complete restructuring of
xal societies through land reform is essential. Law
:form could take several forms depending on the
onditions.  In a.11 countries the familv  is an econom
E well as a socia:  unit. From the poi&t  of view of
roductivity  any land reform should xim to give
ach family a piece of land so that they cxn invest
weir  iabour and whatever Funds they have in raising
ields and improving their land also.

Large-scale  farmers and producers who are
rirnarily concerned with cash crops for export and
rcondarily with subsistence farming should be
zplaced  by small-scale farmers and producels  whos
irst concern is subsistence farming and whose
xond is with cash crops. According to Barbara
Yard and Rene Dubos,

“the small farmer working with his own lahour o
a family holding, has been shown in a wide variel
of developing countries-lndia.  Brazil, Kenya an<
Colombia-to produce more per acre than big
estates. Some of the highest yields are to he four
in countries where acre limitations are strictly
enfoxed. This productivity is secured not by
heavy machines which drink gasolene  and can
easily damage fragile soils, hut by hard work witl
light equipment which is by definition less prom
to generate ecological risks. Fertilizers and pes:i-
tides are less lavishly used, human  and animal
wastes are more ca.refully busbanded.  Greater
personai care keeps terraces in trim, shade trees
planted, gilllies forested. And earnings are not
spent, as is often the case in semi-feudal
economies, on acquiring more land for extensive
use, thus pushing up land prices and drilling worl_ .
mg tarmerr  away tram the ~011. Nor are tney wltl
drawn altogether from the rural economy, by thm
development of ‘Western’ standards of consump
tion or an over-affection for numbered accounts
in Swiss hanks” (Z)



2 I Aii land sbou!d be publicly owned, that is ~ oc< rssible  10 virfirull~~  ~wr~o,re.  This self-help tech-

$
i nxtlonahzed,  and redistributed to landless peasants.
/ Zlere should be a complete decenuaJization  of

~ no~ogy should  involve the mass of the people and

% / agriculrural activities. Agricilltural  practice should

$ 1.he based on labour-intensive rather than capital-

4 mrs”sive, labour-saving farming methods. Overali use
~

~
rot just the privileged few. As Mahatma Gandhi
put it,

“I wxnt the dumb millions of our land to be

2 of chemical fertilizers hnd spraying with aSpurpose ~ healthy and happy, and 1 want theI” to grow
0 ~ insecticides should be avoided as far zs possible. ~ spiritually. As yet for this purpose we do not

I Planting and harvesting could be timed to avoid the need machines. If u,e feel the need of
5 of insect inpions. machines, we ccrtainiy  will have them. Every

(b) Rural irzdu~try This should be represeiited by ~ machine that helps every hdividual has a place,
agnculture and by widely-diffused small-scale indust- but there should be no place for machines that

1 ties which are more-or-iess traditional and labour- concentrate power in a few hands and turn the
~ intensive. Economic activities should be decent-
ralized and staistical  ard planning machinery pLxced
i under local control. In this way rural labour could
be mobilized for ccoromic  development. This
~ economic  decentralization should be aimed at stimu-
k&g development from below which would make
possible the release of sponwneous  initiative of the
~ masses.

(c)  Selfr~iiance  The development of the spirit of
f-reliance with emphasis being moved to the rural

areas and to the use of men not money should be j
adopted. As far as pos5ible  these countries shouid do :
things themselves, without foreign aiu or assistance.
In this way they will eventually become virtually
independent. Any aid that is accepted should be

(

related to the needs of the recipient countries, and II

not to the need5 of the donor countries.
At any rate a good Irim~;  undesirable things come

into a country on the back of aid. Often aid creates
a p+ological dependence on getting still more aid.
Pt saps initiative and enterprise; again, it may foster-
as it has in so many non-industrialized countrie5-a
type of development who!ly  &appropriate  to
circumstances. Industrial plants are created, instead
of basic%ater  Npplies  being improved. Aspirations
are created that can never be fultilled:  The Western /
or Eastern “expert” wants to bring his whole
cllltural baggaze  with him and this can include myths
about what happens and what is possible in hi: own
country.

Moreover no one in a~positio”  of power and pros-
perity can offer such aid 15 would threaten his own /
security. In a lot of way5 aid has become a means of j
impoverishing and exploiting the non-industrialized
countries uld making them more dependent.

Tne gap between the rich and tie poor countries
is groa.i”g  wider, md. worse still, so is the gap
between the rich and the poor in these poor
countries. So aid is only helping to make the rich
richer and the poor poorer.

DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES. (1) RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

Self-be@ tecbnolog  The non-industrialized
countries wili need technology to achieve their
developmental goals, hut it shou!d be a type con-
siswnt  with ‘he maintenance of healthy self-
regulating societies, “of a type that destroys them 1
and leads to the growth of amorphous masssocieties. i
Such a technology should: fii De cheap mough fo be 1

masse5  into mere machine-minders, if indeed
they do not make them unemployed.” (2)

‘ii/ be suitable for a{,p:icalion  on a small  xc&. As
Aldous  Huxley has observed, if inventors, scientists
and engineers were to provide ordinary people with
rhe means of “doing profitable and intrinsically
significant work, of helping me” and women to
achieve independ-nce  from bosses, so that they
became their owl employers, or members of self-
governing  coopr rative groups working for subsistent
and local matkr:ts this differentlv orientated
technological progress  wouid result h a progressive
decennalizatirm  of population, of political and
economic power.” Other advantages Huxley said
would be “a more humanly satisfying life for mote.
people, a *t:ater  measure of genuine self-governing
democracy and a blessed freedom from the silly or
pernicious adu!t education provided by mass
producers of consumer goods through the medium
of advertisement.” (3)

Small operators, however numerous, are less like11
to be harmful  to the environment than large-scale
ones. Atthough, as a result of ignorance, small
comm\.nities  can sometimes he guilty of causing
seriow erosion, this is trifling compared with the
devastation caused by large organizations when they
are m,otivated  by greed, envy and lust for power.
Moreover it is obvious that people who are orgauizec
in small communities and units are likely to take
better care of their bit of land or other natural
resource5 than large anonymous companies./iii)  be
labcur-;nntensive  And, most important of all, (:vl be
capable of being reprodtmd  locally. !n other
words, the technology should stimulate,ourput  of
indigenous industries, and be compatible with man?
need for creativity.

“Industrialization cannot be grafted on to a
country like a foreign body,” a Chinese official said
in a” interview in the Guar&n (April :th, 1472).
“It must grow within the country at grass-roots
IeVel.”

’ A new type of literature for the rural population
till need to he created-literature on iow-cost build,
ing materials, low-cost housing, low-cost dams, low-
co5t energy; low-cost lahour-intensive  methods, low
cost transport and low-cost medicine; and alI those
things which the village or self-help or self-regulatiq
or self-sufficient communities need.
\r in putting self-help technology into practice the



3llotig development techniques should he
onsid.rred.
b Self-help villages New forms of peasant organiza-
ions which would wercorne  the powerlessness of
he individuai peasant family need to be created. Th
xhnique  should be fairly simple. The government
nould take development to the countryside in a
lanned, systematic way. This is where SO-90 per
ent of the populations of these countries live. The
pproach should be sixfold: economic; educa?ion  fo
:If-reliance; be&h;  security; trade md politm.

The basic structures through which the rural
:ansformations  should take place are the villages.
Iany of the non-industrialized countries are multi-
thnic societies made up of people of different
xditions, custotns,  religions and cultures. Ethnic
)yalty is very snong, and in order to avoid civil
rife and inter-ethnic wars (which have been
:equent up tiU now) the different national goups
lould  be allowed to develop separately without
:ar of domination of one group by another. They
Duld collaborate in matters of common interest.

The co-operative or self-help villages Seoul;!  be, ar
or as is possible and practicable, based on the
ifferent national or ethnic goups.  The villages
lould  have as an overall  aim the building of com-
letely self-reliant, self-sufficienr,  self-regulating and
:If-fmacing  human-scale communities.
IEcouowzics  The villages should be run completely
n communal lines and all work in them done com-
nmally. Communalization of food production (Ian
learing, sowing, harvesting and threshing) should
ecome the peasants’ major economic activity. Cash
raps should also be grown communally. Credit and
larkering  1er.d  themselves readily to the co-operai>
Fproach,  and members can learn the value of co-
perative  activity and more :nrticularly  the ability
) raise leveis and qualiry of production.

New low-cos: houses could be built communally
) that houses in the villages would no longer be sole
rhhen  individuals left.

All cash income from the sale of cash crops earn,
by the villages should not be automatically disr-
ibuted to members. Some of the surplus should be
,e-invested  in development projects such as the
Glding of grain stores or poultry houses, or stock-
ng of cattle herds. All developments in the villages
hould be internally financed.

When not working on the land e g during the
leriod between planting and harvesting, the peasan
,hould be engaged in rural public works projects
uch as bnilding roads or their own dams for
rrigation systems, with the help of agricultural
nstructors, agronomists, etc. This is the policy of
‘turning labour into capital” by seasonal “invest-
nenf” in pubiic works. ‘The villagrs  could also buil
heir own workshops end co-operative shops, gain
nills, timber mills, etc.

As Barbara Ward and Rene Dubos have l,ointed
,“t,

“Rural mobilization could also be utilized  for
other aspects of a balanced ecological ‘package
deal’ in agriculture. Before many of the chemical
insecticides appeared on the scene, a variety of
pests were kept under control by hand picking 01
by wrapping and covering vulnerable vegetables
and fruit-cornposting in deep pits, judicious use
of night soil, building village latrines, are all
methods by which rural lnbour can be used to
keep humus in the soil and prevent human wastes
from contaminating the local water supply.” (4)

What agricultural development through farming
:o-operatives  and self-help villages should aim tc
rhieve  is the mobilization of the enormous latent
potential  of the unemployed masses of the rural
reas. In this way the huge peasant populations
vhich have, up till now, been an economic burden
m the state could accumulate their own capital.
) Education for sel~-reliance The self-help tech-
iology at village level will require literate fanners.
‘he villagers should run their own adult education
glasses  during the evenings after the day’s work. Thme
purpose  of this mass literacy campaign is to enable
leopIe to improve their economic, social and
wsonal relations as citizens.

The villages should also ru,i their own primary,
econdary  and training schools and research station:S>’
vith  government assistance if necessary. This
ducation ior self-reliance is the very &sis of what-
ver action-orientated programme  may be indulged
I.iE

1 I
The economic activities in the viliage or set of

~&es  should be highly diversified. Apart from
lbsistence agricuhure,  agricultural activities should

,e widened to include poultry, fishing, vegetable
lroduction  and the keeping of livestock for sale. Th
nain branches of industry in the villages should be
hose closely dependent on agriculture such as the

A good example of education for self-relia.nce is
he education given at Ujamaa village school at
itowa in Tanzania. The education given at this.
chool is designed to enable the pupils to ccntinue
o work in the rural areas. The “Work and Study”

programties  which include both classroom and
production activities appear to complement each
other. The aim is to combine education and

i

production as mutuallv  reinforcing zs~ects  of the ii; __.

preparation  of annual foodstuffs, the manufacture
and repair of agricultural implements, and brick-
making.

tS I
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I I



same process. The school at Litowa has irs own
farms where pupil  learn about water src:.‘;~, agri-

preservation of food and krain
craft of the villasee.  The am is to
techno!ogies in rhe scboo!

limit the flow of you”: people
-?rn :he land to the cities. (5)
” ../Nh The villages rtYuld also build their own

; ‘&,,
I

%s, communitv  health centres with trained (
I doct& -5 3r.d md.nwcs,  and nursery schools. ~
B’Prutih. “1-xes  should become the basic : cratic volitical control aeencics. Thev should have

fundoftheteamrowhich~~‘byawclfare
The villages should also have t!!ar CI. ‘1

(woole’s  arm\-)  made UI)  of men and WC&-,
v&es for the .military hefence  of their corn&l

In the day-to-day life of their members, co- \ .
operative or self-help villages cou!d integrate the
totali?;  of the elemwts  that make up peasswt life-

food, clorhing, housing, education, medicine and
defr<Jce.

irade  The emphasis on self-reliance and co-
r erari.ve  living should be such as to make each

v%!!age  or set of villages understand chat they will
have as ii& contact with the world outside in rerms
of axhange  relations. This should reorientate the

comuies’  agriculrural production away from world
_ markets dominated by capitalism, and towards first
the internal markets of each country  which are still
~ underdeveloped, 2nd then towards other countries
~ with which they can enter i;to agieernents  at

aranteed  ‘paces’.  in other words, trade by barter.
Poiitics  The emphasis on self-reliance should be

1
representatives who are democratically elected and
who are subject to democratic control and dismissal,

Development shald be based on the peasantry
not on the urban privileged. The only way the non-
indusuia1izt.i  countries can rescue themselves from
poverty is by radical changes which have a popular
base and popular support. ‘Re peasants and workers
wld be xliowed &enact the; own revolutionary

p’“.
-Cence  to its lo@ conclusion. This is vital.

*nge in non-mdustrialized  countries will
remain i;s~. ‘qng-term value unless it is accom-
panied by’& ‘~ :?~e. But cultural change
‘becomes po%ble ‘+ ‘n men and worne?  fight
out their own rnental’u,~  .es with thems&es.

DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES (2) URBAN
D E V E L O P M E N T  -

Labour-intensive technology The major means of
production shald be under public control. As a firs
step, all foreign banks, insurance, importcaport  and
wholesale businesses should be nationalized. Thus aU
foreign investments would be eliminated.

The second step should be their redirection to
serve the ueeds of the peopie.  Certain services may
need to be provided at the national rather than

~ such as to m&e each viilage or set of villages under- ~provincial or village level. However, there should be
stand rhat the C!i to develop co-operative living I no attempt at industry on too large a scale.

must come from the peasants themselves. The The third step should be the development of
sjwntaneous  approach to development fro.” below community types of industries. ‘This can only be
‘where the peasacts  make their own decisions with
Ii& or no government iaterference,  whilst welcom-

, achieved by a complete  decentralization of industria
and economic activities. if there is need for la.7ge-

ing assistance from the government when needed, ! SC&  Industry, this should not exclude small ones in
should be encouraged. ~ the villages.
~ The importance of the political factor in develop- i Within the urban-based industry itself there shoul
ment should assert i&f % this context. Great be a parallel deveiopmenr  of small-scale, labour-
~ emphasis should be placed on the importance of
I dedicated leadership which should be provided by a

I intensive and large-scale capital-intensive industry.
; This economic development should become

parry (such a:. TANU  in Tanzania) a,nd a score of i “dualistic” with on the one hand a modern large-
rrained paq’  cadres. Whar is required from the party scale capital-intensive sector in the urban centres
is that it should  provide from with& its ranks and on the other a traditional labour-intensive

advanced sections of the peasantry, coming out of 1 sector. The 13linese  experience is relevant here. The
the areas wbers co-operative and self-help villages ~ development of this “dualistic” economy is what the
~ arc t.cing built. :eaching and working with the
peasanrs  in the process. Mat is not required is the

Chinese call “Walking on fwo legs”-“the technique
1 of combining agricultural and industrial dcvelop-

wholesale importation of officials from outside the ment,  new and traditional techniques, small-scale
area, even from regional headquarters, instructing labour-intensive local industry and lnrgc-scale capital

the peasants as to their tasks but taking no physical
part in it tbems&es.

~intensive modern industry within a developing

I On the political levei the general principle could
i be established that the villages should be the demo-

i economy”. (6)
The aim is to build a diversified economy,

balanced between industry and agriculture; light ant



/ heavy industry: and to develop in each region of the
I country the energy basis on which industry must rest

CONCLUSIOA

It is clear from what has been said thar the problems
1
1
ccnfrontinp  non-industrialized countries cannot be

:
solved by the adoption of Western patterns of free
enterprise capitalism. Many of the problems  cw-

~fronting these counrries  started with this type of
) development which wiis a result of their colonial
: Past. Given the oressure  of time (cmsrinili:

As President luiius N ~erere  of Tanzania has
pointed out, so&ism  and communism are meant to
apply to large-scale industrialized economies with
highly centralized planning. He points out that
although there is some validity in the notion of Afri-
can Communism. African societies are communalis-
tic rather  than communist, and that their comrnu-
ndiism is of small-scale communities whose econo-
mic arrangements  esprrss  a community ethos of
“Dcmocrltic  Socialism” rather than the kind of

j ~ggzvate~! by rk increase of po&iation) & free
so&!ism a;socia:cd  wi:h the Sovie: unioo. (7)

The non-industrialised  countries, should pioneer a
~enterprise capitalist system is incapable of handlig ~ new pattern of development that draws on the experi-
problems as complex and deep-rooted as those faced ence of other countries, but is based on the indigen-
~ by these counmes.
~ Soviet achievements ha\.e  an obvious appeal

1 ous traditions, as in China and Tanzania. or in
Albania, North Korea, Vietnam, Burma and

~ because of the speed at which modernization of the Cambodia.
Soviet economy-  was carried out. During the initial This approacn is more likely to solve their proh-

; stages of their dcveiopmenr.  Soviet planners faced I lems. The countries need to develop on their own,
~ the same problem 31, those faced by non- to invest their traditional concepts with new mean-
!“’’ dustrialized  countries: the modernization of a ings, not slavishly accept the standards of the indus-
~ aackward peasant economy. Rut the Soviet model ninlized  countries. The almost universal adoption of
is unlikelv to provide :he answer. There are negative

1.’ .”

~ centralized political, economic and social systems
sides to 1t5 achievements. Firstly. the implementation I should be abandoned. This in effect mean5 develop-
of Soviet  planning has been on authoritarian lines. mg an economic system, an appropriate self-help
‘The “forced march” towards an industrialized+and i technologv.  a nattern  of trade and oolitical
socialist-society has been characterized by an i. .I” *Lnstmmon5  that are best suited ta a country’s own
enforced austerity. the deliberate holding down of ! specific traditional, cultural and indigenous require-
living  levels while the resources needed to create a ~mats. The country should be committed to
modem indrsny  were accumulated, and the pluralism and decentralized den&ion-making.
systematic exploitation of the peasant masses. The type5 of societies that will emerge from
Secondly, the pzce of growh in the agricultural j adopting these strategies and techniques will be a
sector of the Soviet economy has been slow. Soviet- ~conglomeration of stable, self-governing, self-
type agriculture is still in the dumps, and its yields, i regulating and self-supporting communities.
after more than fifry years of revolutionary govern- ! It must be admitted that the adoption of these
ment, stili compare unfavourably  with those of strategies in mm by many of the non-industrialized
1913. Thirdly, there ha5 been an increasing pre- ( .(,. ‘.__cowwe 15 unhheiv But self-help technology with
ncapzrion  of workers in a technoloeicallv  developed many of its development techniques-such as labour
society with material possessions; ana the emergence ! investment, “work study” programmes  of education,
of new and privileged classes. i decentralization of decision-making, and above all

Until recently, when countries with peasant ~the psychological drive to show the peasants that
economies became the wbjects of analytical interest, ~ they can initiate development themselves, that they
all economies were perceived through one of the two need not limp along supported by the twin crutches
theoretical fra,neworks:  the first was the tradition of of outslde  expertise and outside aid-can have direct
convendonal  economics from Ricardo to Keynes,
des+d to analyse  the industria! capitalism of

, applicability to the solution of their problems.
~ Self-help technology with its deveiopment  tech-

Western Eurooe and the United States. Marxian niques, is the only escape route from poverty fr,r
economics. the other grand theoretical scheme, was
designed to ~~a!yse the very same ret of capitalist
iconomies.

Classic?1 economics and rhc ideology of laissez-
faire, as weil as Marxist socialism, came out of the
English nineteenth  century Industrial Revolution.
They bear no relevance to conditions in non-
industrialized countries. The Soviet bloc is no more
capab!e  of soiving  the problems of these countries
any more than its Western Imperialist rivals. The
economies of non-industriaiized  countries are
markedly different from those of the Soviet Union,
Western countriz  or Japan. They are agrarian, small-
scale. Organization of production is controlled by
social instirutions-the local face-to-face communal
ties of family, kinship, nxighbourhood,  common
ancestry and religious obligation.

the non-industrialized countries.

Jimoh Omo-Fadaka



Communiw Tcchnoloev  or the Technoiom  of Self-
Reliance v&s the sprin‘gboard  of India’s I&pendence
movement and the crux of Gandhi’s vision of a new
socirry.  The spinning whcrl symbolized the whole
movement  01 tccbnoiogy for self-reliance.  Gandhi
said that the British Raj had been able to strengthen
:+r^,i---i..  l... I._^^,.  :_._L.--  _...^  -1. -r..:Il.-.  I-i .._,I>LLL  “ML)  “’ “LLL”“1~ Uli llCLW”Li%  “L “LL’q+ III”“IL-
ties, handicrafts and labour-intensive  technology.
Now (he argxd) if we wanted to weaken and destroy
tix foreign domination of out counrry we had to
~trer.~@xn  and create a kind oi technology which
would not require out dependence on centralized,
h;atiy  technolou.  And then it would become
impossible  for the British to continue to exploit us.
Gandhi sskcd,

‘What is the cause of the present chaos? It is
espioitation of sister nations by sister nations. it
:_ _L^ L ^^_ -_^I_:---..  ~~~ 1 ‘~~~,a Lljc A:cdvy  ~lDaL~lu~cLy di~~ rrupcrsonai  technology
that has enabled &se nations to exploit others.
Therefore the Europeans have to remodel their
outlcok  if they are not to perish under the weight
of the comforts to which they are becoming slaves:

Gandhi went on to say,
‘Sooner or later the fact must be recognized that
the people will h&w to live in v;llages and small
communities and not in impersonalized urban
jungles. In the cities people may be getting big
profits and good wages but all that has become
possible only by sucking the blood of the rural
“lasses.’
Gandhi’s opposition to mechanization and indust-

rializzticn  was b-s& on the con-vi&on that they
create more competition and enable a few to con-
centrate we&h  in their own hands in total disrrrard

of millions of men and women whose  bread is
snatched out of their verv mouths. In thr Indian
context it must be cons&red  a complete madness
to devise capital-intensive machines to save  labour
where capital is scwx and labour is in abundance.
Therefore Gandhi >aid,

‘We save labour until thousands of people arc
without work and die of hungx on the strcct~.  I
want to secure employment and livelihood not
only for part of the human race but for ail. I will
--_  L..~. _L.~VL uavc wc rnrichnwni  Of a kw at the expense
of the community What may be hoped for is that
Europe will realize the obvious and retrace her
steps and fiid a way out from the demoralizing
indusnialism.’

Gandhi believed that mass production would :esult
in a great world tragedy unless there were
simultaneous distribution on an equally mass scale.

‘Mass production takes nonote  of the real
requ;rements  of the cor,sun;er. if mass production
were in irscif a virtue it should be capabi; of
indefinite multiplication, but mass production
comes ivithin its own limitations. If all countries
adopted the system of mass production there
would notbe a big enough market for their
products. Mass production must then come to a
stop.’
Gandhi was firmly convinced that the mania for

mass production is responsible for the world crisis.
It is responsible for the concentration of production
in particlllar  areas. Therefore distribution is
inequitable. If both production and distribution take
place in the areas where the things are required then
automatically the disttibution  is little problem. The
decentralization of production means the people are
producing for themselves, and technology for self-
reiiance should be such that it will help people to
get rid of exploitation by the few. Technology at
present nxkes it easy to exploit people; a technology



of s&reliance  should minimize the possibility of
cxploitarion.

Gandhi said,
‘When production and consumpzion both bccomc
localized rhz tcmptzti~z to speed up production
indctinitcly, and at an!- price. disappears. All rhc
endless di;ficulties and prLhlems  that our prrscnr /
day cconbmic  ystcm presents would then come
to an end ;)istrlbution  can be equalized when
production is locabzcd. in other words, when the
distr<nution  is simultvlcous with pwductiun.
Distribution will never be equal so long as ) ou
want to top other markets of the world to dispose
of your goods. So wc have to do away with
czntraiizrd  ma ,s prodnction and the tec.hnn!o,gy
of mass production and zchiwe  mass prcducrmn
through production bv the masses. The
tcchnolog>,-  of srlf-rcl&e  will enable us to have
mass production in people’s own homes.  Such 2
technolo~:  will not herd peep!;  tngcthe;  in
cro::&d,  unhed&y factories but wili multiply
individual product& millions of times and’f&il mountain of hanks. This was an example of prod-
the real requirements of our society. The uction  by the masses. At the same time as organizing
production bv the fewcst oossible  number bovcotts and oublic bonfires of factors  “roduccd

I’
i t

/

ihrough the iid of highly complicated machincn-
is sheer madness and a devcr way of exploitation.
The rechnoios  of self-reliance must be a tech-
nology of simplicity so that it can be put in the
homes of the millions of people of the world. For
such a technology it is labour which is the current
coin not metal. Ant persm who can uw his/her
iabour has that cc& Ad has wealth.’

2mdhi saw ccnualizcd  technology as the surest way
:o u”employme”t.

‘In a” organized and industrialized country there
arc only fiied and limited avenues of cmploy-
mcnt: the workers lxcomc highly skilled in the
USC of one particular kind of machinery. They
cannot shift from one job to another in a day and
unemployment becomes a tremendous problem.
The centralized technology is the technology of
dcpcndencc for the masses and the privilege and
monopoly of the few. Whereas decentralized
technoloey  is the technology of self-reliance for
all.’

i

Moreover the centralized technology requires  people
to adapt to machines, whereas the technology of
self-reliance can adapt to the human being. The
technology of self-reliance should help and support
xafrs, nor destroy than. That is why Gandhi
?xperimcntcd  wth various models of spinning wheel,
and designed a new one while he was in prison. That
particular spinning wheel was called after the prison
TYemadn chakrzi.  It is a wheel fixed in a wooden
box and casi!y partable.  Gandhi used to spin with
this wheel whiic attending large political meetings
and during discussions and interviews. He spun all

the cloth he used. And, following his example,
hundreds of thousands  of Indians who had
completely forgotten this art again started to spin.

There were mass spin-ins where thousands of pcoplc
would gather together for an hour or two and all

~ that they had spun in that time they would
; contribute to the independence movement, a great

B&h &the; he was reviving the indfgenous hand-
spinning industry The British had destroyed it so
rhat Indian cotton would be exported to England to
be manufxtured into cloth and re-exported to India.
But Gandhi did not want InLan capitalists toreplace
British capitalists and build factories in Indian cities
to exploit their own brothers, he wanted a tcch-
nology  which could be used in every village and in
every home. He announcsd a prize for the person
who could invent a spinning wheel which would
enable the spinner to earn as much at home as he
could do in a factory. This did not happen in his
lifetime, but after his death Ambar Nath invented a
wheel with four spinners. This wheel realized
Gandhi’s dream and he was given an award. The
wheel is called Ambar  Chakm.

For Gandhi the technology of self-reliance was
not limited to spinning and weaving. He set up a
labqratoty to experiment and invent appropriate
tools and technology for producing paper, shoes and
sugar, and for husking, pounding, grinding, p!ough-
ing,  printing, etc. T!x energy fx these machines was
either muscle-power or animal-power and, where
necessary, methane. He attacked the Hindu prejudice
against using human excrement and the viilagc
practice of burning dried cow dung as fuel. He
advocated the ux of methane from human and
animai excrement and the use of the manuii  as
fertilizer. Mcthanc gas proved very successful since
the Indian climate provides the right temperature
for anaerobic decomposition. The gas is used for
cooking and lighting. He not only encouraged handi-
crafts and production by small EC&  tcchno!ogy  but
also he insisted that people USC only what is
produced by these methods.

Gandhi found that the traditional millstones were
very heavy and .slow  to operate,  so hc devised a small
technological improvcmcnt.  Instead of a wooden
ccntrc piece he used a screw on a ball bearing. This
cnablcd the top stow to be raised or lowered in



order t” grind finer “r coarser. For the first time
people  were able to grind enough flour every day
for their own daily bread and free themselves from
dependence on the mills which destroy part of the
food value of the wheat.

Gandhi saw that agriculture depending v. tractors
and on imported oil to run the tractors would make
India vulnerable to foreign domination. And the
bullocks which are traditionaily used for ploughing
would be made superfluous. Keeping them for beef
would mean using land which is ahead), “ver-
popAtrd.  Ultimateiy,  he predicted, human beings
must dig and plougb  for themselves, so he invented
cerfal” p,ougns tly which  vu” persons tornled  the
ploughing tcain, one pulling the piough and the
other pushing the plough through the earth and
keeping  the furrow straight. He also devised a sowing

still survive for irrigation of land. But a new interest
of a new confidence has been created in the

plough for tw” people-again  one person pulling the
plough, the other releasing the seeds one by one
through a tube 5” that the seed wou!d not be wasted ,!

as in the hand-broadcasting of traditional farmers.
He called this i-isi7i~kbe:i  (the agriculture of the

sagcsj.

indigenous and traditional techniques and in their
capacity for adaption and improvement.

But it would be wrong t” assume from its many
successes that this is the mainstream of develooment
in India.

The bulk of the government departments, the
Minisny of Industry, the Planning Commission, the
western educated elite. the citv industrialists still

Gandhi not oniy invented tools, but set up
communities to use them, shops to sell them and

consider it important to indu&lize India on the
western pattern and t” centralize the modes of
production. However, the failure of heavy industry

the goods produced by them, and schools t” reach
the use of the technology. Thousands of shops sold

m the West might make indians think again and

handicrafts, whole foods, Irathcr  goods made from
avoid committing the mistakes of the West.

When the Westernized Indian elite sees that the
animals that had died naturally, K/&i (hand spun,
hand wol’en, hand printed cloth! and recycled hand-

massive and complicated technology with its

made paper. In Gzndhian ashrams and communities
gigantism end inherent violence, dinosaur-like, is

thousands “f workers were specially trained and then
nearing its collapse then they may look with new

sent to the villags t” renew re-establish  and rein-
eyes at Gandhi’s prophetic vision of small-scale,

state the dying community technology. The genius
decentralized, simple, non-violent  and labour-
intensive trchnoiogies, and seek truly Indian

/ of Gandhi was nor ii having these ideas but inspiring solutions t” India’s problems.
( a movrment  uhich could put these ideas into
j practice. Satish Kumar

of course traditional technologies are sti!l
flourishing in India and do nut r.eed reviving. In the
city of Benares alone 20,000 families are supported

~

by the weavers of silk saris who intenveave silk with ~
gold thread. Before the British this kind of art would ~
have been spread throughout India and now it
rurvivcs  only in pockets.

In the villages everybody knows house building. ~
PeopPe build their own houses from wood, mud,
stones, leaves and straw. The bucket water-wheels

~
:



‘The oower of the Communal Commands. the
i:
iI

Popular Power, is not created by decree, but it is
born out of the class struggle in the country and in
the commune, therefore its formation can’t be the
product of an administrative and bureaucratic
decision’ (Chilean poster).

Since tie Greeks, Western thinking has established
the struggle for the ownership of land as. . . .

tundamenta! to* the peasanITy. Marxist analysis
starts from a feudal situation oi smaii and big

ando\rmers.  Much has been witten  by Mar&s
ibout the subordination of the peasants struggle to
:he industrial workers’ struggie.

ln preColombian  Latin America, the Iodian
xlmres  had a communal system of land property
md a furdarnent;rllv  different concept of
ownership’  and ‘p&cy’.  Spain didn’t transplant
Ieudai relation, from the old to the New World, for
jpti it&f was already in transition irom feud&n
to capitalism and “the conquest had a capitalist.
purpose: the exploitation 2nd commercialisation  of
precious metals”.*

The lndivl population was transformed into
‘agiculmral  workers’ and the land was organised in
a system  of large esrats (latifundia). The  social
conditions essential to its survival were and are: “a
relatively closed system of social stratification;
tisery and mqioality of the agricultural labox
force; predominance of a primary system of labour
relationships”.2 In countries with considerable
native populations-Peru, Mexico and Bolivia-the
smuggle  to regain rhe land has becn  a historical
constant, the primary condition for ethnic surviva!.’
In tie rest of Latin America, the pressure for
change from the country has been basically
economic, brought to bea by workers demanding
irr.provemci~ts  in working conditions and, later,
the effective application  of me Agrar;an  Reforms.

The legal rights gained in such struggles have onlv
b;en ob%rved  when the wor!ws’  movement is
strong; .when it is weak. the ruling class does no:
hesitate to disregard them. This is a recurrent
phenomenon in Latin American hictory.4

-

An economy dominated by export capitalists
with no interest in internal development has
generated an unbridgeable gap between the fwes
of pro,!uction  and the relationships of production
in Latin America5  The Agrarian Reforms achieved
by pressure from the agricultural workers could not
afford to break the economic unity of agriculture;
collective ownership is likely to be the pattern in
the peasantry. The small landowner  (minifundia)
plays a minor role in the economy.

Since the Second World War, the United States
has been dumping her agricultural surplus on the
5 ale Gucvara’r  writings  to Berrw?cim.  cerer.  septerrhcr  197”.



world market. National production in Latin America ere were three urban dwellers for each countty
was unable to compete with US prices and the
ruling class shifted its capital resources from the Iliteracy in the country was 30-40%  whilst in
country to the industrial cirie!,  generating massive city it was less than 10%8.
unemployment among the agr~ultural  workers;

i
i wing the ‘sixties agricultural exports amounted

insufficient agricultural production, an increase of ! to 830-40 million while import? reached S200
imports and a growing national debt were the million so the advantages gained by industrialisation
unavoidable results. were lost by agricultural stagnation.9

To protect its interests and those of the agro- In 1962 an Agrarian Reform law was passed under
industrial national elites, the USA has helped to I Alessandri  (of the Conservative Partido National), as
perpetuate the I~tijundia.  In the early ‘sixties-as a i part of the Alliance for Progress. It was formulated
response to the turmoil generated by the Cuban
revolution-the USA launched a development

/ bv the landowners’ organisation-Sociedad  National
dz Agncultum  Xx idea was to create a middle-class

programme for Latin America: the ‘Alliance for peasantry. Two agencies were formed: Corpora&n
Progress’. Its line on agriculrxal  development  was

i -
Je Reforma  /lgrariu (CORA) for the establishment

‘productionism’,  ie increase production throcgh of co operawe  reform settlements (usentamientos)
efficient land usage and technological moderr,isation, ! and the Inrtituto  de DesawoNo  Agricola (INDAP).
without land re-distribution. This would ensure a
larger share of the export market, stabiiise the

j “INDAP helps restrain the pres:ure on CORA for
/ land by encouraging the peasants under its control

currencv md increase importation of farm i to seek alternative goals” (wages, profit sharing,
znachinery  In reality AID (!.ggency  for International / workers participation).‘o  By 1966 it was apparent
- . . . ,.

subsidiie US exported agricult&al  and industrial ~ contributing factor to agricultural sragnatibn”.  ”
goods, and provide protection for the interests of In 1967, during Frei’s administration (Christian
the aflarian elites. Democrat, 1964-70) the coneress oassed a new law

For the Left it was clear that “rather than
working only towards modemising agriculture and
expanding exports, the agrarian reform is an aspect
of social change that will eradicate inequalities in
rights and income, thereby  minimising inequalities
of ~?cess  :o the political system”.‘ A change in the
structure of land ownership was essential. In
agriculture the gap between the forces of production
had widened so much that changes in the industrial,
political and commercial srmctures  were necessary
for the reforms to be effective. There is no
possibi1it.q  of success for a revolutionary movement
m Latin’America  wihout  a revolutionary change in
the agricultural sector, nor can it succeed if it
ignores the revoluti~.narv  ootential  of the

I 1

agricultural workers. The major impetus for land
reform had to be mass mobilisation.

It is in this context that 1 am going to consider
the role of the agricultural workers’ councils during
the Popular Unity Government in Chile (1970-73).

CHILEAN AGRICULTURAL SITUATION IN
THE ‘SIXTIES

Since the ‘twenties Chilean attempts at agrarian
reiorm have been ineffective’. In the ‘sixties the- . .
Snuatlon  was as follows:

25% of the Iabour force worked in agricultwe.
80% of workable land was latifundia,  employing

40% of the labour force and providing 60% of the
Itural p roduc t ion .

all landowners represented 25% of the
agncultural population and owned 2% of the
workable land.

70% of the agricultural workers had an average
income of 8 100 per year.

which “enables the state to eiprop;iate  not 0x1~
abandoned or poorly developed kmds [as had been
the case before] but all those belonging to a single
owner exceeding 80 Ha. in the fertile Central
ValIey  or equivalent”. ‘* Under the pressure from
the radical sector of the CD (led by Chonchol),  in
this same year a la;; was passed making truly
effective the laws permitting formation of
agricultural labour w.ions.  By 1970, I$% of the
agricultural workers were unionized under the
control of INDAP.

The asentamienro  was introduced to the social
~trwture  of the state; the peasant made an alliance
with it &ich generated a dependence on its
institutiona: framework. Perhaps the main
characteristic of the CD model-“revolution in
liberty”-is its lack of a unified national strategy
for reform, and therefore, its weak administrative
action. Frei’s administration only managed to
redistribute land to one in every 30 landless families
and 90% of it was land without water. The
resettlements received neither technical nor
financial help. I3 During the last 20 months of Frei’s
administration, 400 land occupations  took place.

The failure of the CD model dragged the country
into a deep crisis in the power structure. Two
strategies became clear: the parliamentary road to
socialism of the Popular Unity (UP) coalition ‘+



which would make such democratisation  possibie.
~ This policy of ailianccs-and the conception of the

revolutionary process taking place in stagcs-
constinned the core of the UP political proposals.

The UP strategy aimed to solve the crisis in the
power struaurc by the dcmocratisation  of the
bourgeois state. -Mass  mobilisation  for the UP was
a method of alliance with sectors of the bourgeoisie

general transEormations that are desired in the
country’s social, political and economical structure

It gave importance to workers’ participation
and sought their organisation;  it advocated regional
planning; to guarantee credit it proposed to
nation&e  banks; it gave prcfacnce to collective
ownership and special attention to irrigation and

Tbc MIR was the mat important political grow conservation. The Cautin province was the first
left of the UP. It was formed in 1965 in the
University of Conception and during Frci’s

~ target for the UP programme. 69% of its population
are Mapuche Indians, who hold 19% of the workable

administration it ;vcnt undergwund. land; it is the province wit\ the densest and poorest
The MIR polit,czi  line was that of sharpening the rural population. (Since 1968-9  militants of the

crisis in the system of domination to destroy the MIR (Miristas) hxie been working with the
bourgeois slate and create a new popular state. Mass
mobilisation was an end in its& The MIR saw its

I Mapuchcs.)
In Novcmbcr 1970, Indians, agricultural workers,

role as that of organising and orienting the Miristas  and the left-wing of the Socialist Party
spontaneous forms of struggle of the people,
integrating backward sectors of the sub-prole:ar;:x
into the class strugg!c,  guided by the working class.
It operated in branches reaching these different
sectors of the people: FTR (workers). FER
(students), MPR ~~oiludorcs or squatters), and ,MCR
(peasants rrvolutiorary  movcmcnf).

POPULAR UNlTY  i1970-73)

The UP’s b&c programme considrrcd agrarian
reform “simultaneous  and complementary with the

(PS),  started land seizures in Cautin. The tactic was
called cowida de cexas  (fence moving). Most of
these were of short duration, with little or no
violence or property damage. Some were rc-
occupation of land which-by titleLbclongcd to the
Mapuches;  other seizures were made of cstatcs
that were to be expropriated, to prevccnt  thr owners
from selling off livestock and machinery  and leaving
only the bare ground for the reform beneficiaries.
Yet others were undertaken to protest against tlhr
non-payment of wagcs.  Almost all the occupied



‘“w dy ““mploycd  will be olr dlikkrn’.

: farms were either expropriated. returned to their
former owners, or else made subject to government

inrervcntion  15 a result of the owners’ illegal actions
aainst the wo:kcrs.”0

The combined result of the government’s and
workers’ actions was that in the first eight months
of Allcndc’s  administration more land was
distributed than in the six wars  of Frri’s eovernment.
By July 1972, practically all the rcmai~ng  large

estates had been incorporated into the Social Area
of Property (!‘rnpirdad de1 Area So&i).

~ REACTION OF THE BOi;RCEOZSZE

Though there was very little violence against ihc
landowners, each incident was blown up out of
proportion by tsc opposition press. At the same
time verylittle was said about the “economic
crimes” committed by the bourgeoisie with direct
collaboration from the judicial powers: landowners
refused ro plant crops, sackc.d workers, dismantled

equipment, slaughtered breeding stock, sabotaged

In order to promote unity among the four
peasants unions, the UP established a National
Peasants Confederation. Here we have to consider
the kind of consciousness generated by peasant
trade unionism (fundo  sindicaii~ta).  If the unity
established at leadership level has no corresponding
class solidarity at gra&oots level, the trade _
unionism wil! not generate a class consciousness
able to fight opportunism and insularity. This
limits the development not only of 2 class
consciousness but also of hegemonic consciousness,
ic the consciousness of a class that it bar the right
and rotipctcnce  to create a new social order.

In spite of the fact that production increased
more thin 6% during the first year of the UP, the
opposition press managed to blame the agrarian E

production, burned forests, smuggled cattle and reforms for the scarcity which soon became a
wood to Argentina. They organiscd para-military ,6: rcaliry. By increasing salaries and freezing the prices
training, arms dealing and sales on the black market. of primay goods, the UP tad inneased  the buying

Cautin was the scenario of continuous terrorism power of the working class; but the increased
by landowners using para-militav  forces: as early dcmayd  exceeded increased production. Taking
as October 1970, a priest working with rbe Mapuchcs advanragc  of this, American rumour-mongers
was murdered.” The raking back, by force, of the : created public hysteria about the shortages of non-
legally expropriated land was a recurrent event in essential goods, which led to hoarding of supplies.
which manv workers lost their lives.‘8 The ‘invisible’ blockade by the US fitted perfectly

if the right bureaucratic structure was found. The
problem of lcadeiship (leader-led relationship) was
understood to be quantitative rathcr than qualitative.
“Expropriation was not understood as a blow to the
ruling class~thc bourgeoisie-but as means ro
o~~ercomc  outmoded forms of ownership, feudal or
wni-feudal.“‘Y

The organisations the UP used for ;mplcmenting
Fxi’s law wrrc basially the same: rh; ~senlamiento
;s an expropriated farm put under the administration
c~f the family heads, supervised by a local unit of
CORA. (These local units comprised several
a.;zi:tamientrx;  all over 16 years of age participated
in t’leir administration.) “Instead of undertaking a
big campaign  for the development of local CORA
units-as a unit of production superior than the
usentumLwto-all  energy was channelled into
maintaining the interests, ideology and form of the
capitalist production.“L0

Ii TZZE PRDDUCI-ZON  BATTLE
shortages of imported goods-such as spare -parts-
uroduccd  bv the lack of international credits were

~

~ The entrv  of rhe L&t into rhc state apparatus ’aggravated by sabotage in fertilizers, transport, etc. i
gcncratch  a duality of power: the cx&utivc  power
with AIlende  representing the interests of the
working class, and the parliament and judicial
powers representing the intercas  of the ruling class
and imperialism. In this situation, the need to
increase efficiency in the expropriated sector was
seen as a priorly by UP. ,Ihc pGli,cy  of the UP was
that of ‘modemzing’  agrmlturc  m the capitalist
mode. During the first)ear, the main worry for the
15,000 civil scrvan~~ at the agrarian sector was
administrative restructuring. Everything could be
solved if the right hierarchical line was established.

__
THE POPULAR OFFENSIVE: WORKERS’
RESPONSE

“Valcnzuc!a, the Cautin CORA director, favored the
introduction of a sliding wage scale depending on
how much work each person xcomplishcd  per hour,
enforced by the Production Council. Th workers
of this property, however, insisted that group
poiitization  was the remedy for low productivity.“*.

To overcome the agrarian  crisis it was necessary ‘.
to go beyond capitaiist  production, and, thus,
bwond caoiralist societv:  to create the conditions



The original m&Lake  in the UP policy was to
isolate the a~iculrural  workers from the class
srruggle of the society as a whole. It failed to
conceive a path of social development based on the
class stmggle and the real power of an amalgamated
working class, rather t&n on bureaucratic power.
The decision-making process should have been
transferred from the bureaucracy to the workers.

Chilean agricultural workers of the MCR and
PS tried to create new organisations to fight against
the bourgeois state, not against the government.
The Coxsej~s Comunales Campesinos  (Communal
Peasants Councils) “put together all existing
organisations and non-organ&d  peasants, with the
objective of establishing the control of the
production process and exerting the popular power
in the country,  contributing in this way to the
transformation of the institutional apparatus.“22

The CCC were proposed before Allende’s  election
and became even more imoortant in the followinp

wide historical significance. Ranquil, Nuble,  Maipii,
Chillin, Tcmuco, Cautin, Entre Lagos, Concepci&,
Antofagasta,  Talcahuano, Constituci6n  a n d  i n
Santiago, Barrancas,  Con&ah, Nuiioa-Macul,  and
Estacibn C&ml. ”

By mid 1973 it was clear-to the vanguard of the
working class-that Chilean “democratic”
institu&ns had been violated by the same class that
created them. The UP was operating under the
illusion of a democratic framework which no longer
existed. More and more left-wing parties” were
gravitating rowads  developing popular power based
on organisarions such as the CCC and CCT. It was
also apparent that the Armed Forces would play a
decisive role in the alignment of forces established
by the class struggle; the polarization  depended on
the leadership capacity, ideological coherence,
strength  of objectives and homogeneity in the
command shown by the classes in conflict.

But the reformist elements failed to understand
the political significance of the working class
revolutionary offensive. In the same way they nwv
blame the Left for the coup-they fail to understand
that it wasn’t the,MlR but the Chilean working
class who went far beyond their mistaken leaders.

three years, pxticuiarly after the “bosses’ strike’?
in October 1972.23  They became, in some cases,
a real a!temative  to the bourgeois state, the basis for
anew social order. They covered many regions.
Within them, the agricultural workers were united
in their struggle with industrial workers, students
and women’s organisations, and integrated isolated
groups into the struggle. Here, the workers
developed a sense of how their work related to
national and international economic and political
development, and acquired self-confidence and
political maturity.

With the CCC and the CCT (Workers Gxnmunal
Commands), for the first time in Latin America

i workers undertook a political struggle of world-
21 “New  Chik”.  K\CL.A.  p.,x.

“Await the response of the constitutional
elements of the Army”, Allends said in a broadcast
f;om La Moneda 26 on the mornine of &member
1 1 t h  1 9 7 3

It is MN difficult to know how manv thousands
of people-workers, students, professionals,
journalists, artists, trade unionists, women and
voune txoole-have  been murdered in Chile.” The
j “‘~’unta launched a progta.mme  for “national
reconstruction” and rewmed  factories, land and
hanks to their previous owners, a class which has
proved its inefficiency for revitalising capitalism.
This has jeopardised  the policy that-in theory-
could have economically consolidated the Junta, ie
“to turn towards a local industrial capitalism linked
to the multinationals achieving the reproduction of
capital by the only way possible, external markets,
based on agricultural and mineral exuaction.“28

The prices of primary goods have increased by up
to 2,500%.  Salaries have increased at only half the
.“. _,. ,_~.

middle-class base. The ~~ptess&n-now  organised by
ex-Nazi members-has even alienated the Catho!ic
Church. 29 The Chilean story has not ended. “Today
the resistance is a mass process inevitably growing
into an overwhelming social force.“‘0

Josefina  Mena



-.
3v now, readers of the Western press know that the

rather than llvmg  111 harmony wm It. Lixnese
ecology is very pragmatic, not at all mystical.
Western city-dwellers can easily fall in love with
Mother Nature at tirst sight. Chinese peasants, who
know what a bitch she can be when the river
floods or the crops fail, regard her as a useful ally
only when kept well under control.

Ther:  has been a campaign for pollution control
lhe lap CTom  dO”!sey-cm  to electric  bus llmosr bypad me cm.

%nese’recycle  their indusnial &stes, fertilize the
and with human excrement, and “se lots uf
:ornpost. Heroes of the self-sufficiency and organic
Yarming  movements, such as Robert Rodale and
Helen and Scott Nearing, have been to see the
Chinese countryside and reported favourzbly.
Clearly the Chinese have a lot to be proud of.

And yet foreigners who ask the Chinese, “How
can we be like you?” are directed not to the
compost heaps and the rice-transplanting machines,
but to the rifle and the writings of Chairman Mao.
For many in the West this is disturbing.  Here are
undoubtedly t:~e world’s leading practitioners of
“radical technology” brushing the whole business
aside as if it were an unimportant sideline. A further
paradox is that the Chinese speak with equal pride
of solar cookers and of oil refineries, of methane
digesters and of nuclear tests- they feel none of the
distrust of Big Technology which has seized the We%

The ‘eco!ogical  consciousness’ which exists in
China is different from that of V;estern environ-
mentalists. Man is seen as ‘conquering’ nature,. -..

in China during the past few years. It is based on
an attack on the very concept of ‘waste’.
“Environmental pollution in modern times”, writes
Fang Hsin  (Peking Review 1973, No.29) “is mainly
created by industrial waste, gas, liquid and residue.
In the absolute sense, however, there is no such
thing as ‘waste’. There are unused materials in the
world but there are no materials which  cannot be
used.” Chairman Mao has called for “multi-purpose
use’, ot materials, and iactor~es  now make
hundreds of new products-notably fertilizers,
animai feed, chemical products and building
material-out of what used to be wasted.

Environmental problems are seen in ChLu not as
a by-product of economic growth but more 9s an
obstacle to economic growth. It is of course possible
that the Chinese stress on growth may alter, in ten

!i



) or twenty years time, once a high Ia& of prosperity
I has been achieved. The West has already had
i enough growth, too much even. China has nor. The
~ CXnese also reject the view that damage to the

( environment is a consequence.of  population growth
(Despite this they have “the best family planning
programme in the world”, as judged by an
International Planed Parenthood Federation
representative who visited China in 1972.) “The
history of mankind has proved that the pace of
development of production, science and technology
always surpasses the rate of population growth,”
said Tang Ke, leader of the Chinese delegation at
rhe UN Conference on the Human Environment in
Stockholm in 1972. He went on, “The possibility
of man’s exploitation and utilization of natural
resources is constantly extending.” lt is important~..
to remember that Chma does have enormous
domestic resources of coal, oil and minera!s and
that consumption is still relatively modest

compared with that of the United States or the
Soviet Union. For the time being, China is
unscathed by the so-called global resource crises.

why then do we find so much small-scale,
i communitycontrolled.  ecologically sound
1 technology in use in China? Cynics wiU argue that
what we see is the fast-disappearing remnant of the
traditional society; that they’ll stop using wooden
looms as soon as they can get steel ones, and
they’ll give up compost when the chemical
fertilizers arrwe in bulk. It may not be so simple.
There may well have been 2 period immediately
after Mao Tse-tong’s victory in 1949, when
madirionrl Chinese technology was undervalued and
Soviet-influenced modernization was in vogue. But
during the ‘sixties, and especially during the Cultura:
Revolution, there has been a tremendous effort to
revitalize traditional methods.

Joseph Needham draws attention to three
significant Chinese phrases, yang@,  i’u fa and bsin
fi. Yang& he says, simply meaos  “foreign ways of
doing things”, implying that the “foreigners are
always right”; everything has to be done in that
way, or not at all. T’u fa, on the other hand,
literallv  means “earth methods”. These local. down-

methods”. Most of these don’t achieve fame: they
are innovations made by thousands of workers and
peasants which improve production, reduce waste
or save  labour. Western factory workers, of course,
could produce dozens of such ideas, just like the
Chinese.  But they keep quiet about them, rather

to-earth techniques are new b&g r&:&cd ad
put to good use. Many of them are thousands of
years old and, as Needham himself has shown,
Western technology itself incorporates a rich variety
of ideas originally imported from China, of which
gunpowder, prixting  and magnetism are merely the
three best-known. Chinese traditional medicine
gave us the drug ephedrine, and immunization
against smallpox. Now, after five thousand years,
the West is recognizing the value of acupuncture,
the traditiona:  Chinese nrediing  therapy. This is a
direct result of the revived interest in traditional
methods in China itself. It was during the Cultural
Revolution of 1966-9 that Chinese medical
workers discovered how to use acupuncture to
prevent pain during surgery. Chinese researchers
have also been testing out hundreds of old herbal
remedies and trying to identify active ingredients.

The third phrase, hsin fa, means “entirely new

than risk talking themselves out of their jobs.
China’s socialist revolution occurred when its

industrial revolution had hardly Eewn.  Traditional i
, I

methods were never eclipsed by early capitalisa as
in Europe. Both the people and the knowleagc zre
still there, in the countryside. And the peopl~ now
have official encouragement to put the traditional
knowledge to good use. The Chinese attitude to
nightsoil is a good example. A common story told
by ciry-dwellers who have come to do their stint
in the countryside runs like this (in the words of a
young man at the July 1st People’s Commune near
Shanghai): “At the beginning when I shouldered the
nightsoil buckets I felt this kind of work was very
dirty. When some drops got on my clothing I felt
it was very dirtv and wBs verv upset. But the
peasants &.in’;care  about &as; things, what they
cared about was getting the work done, and this
moved me very much”. The peasants take the sound
view that the contents of the privy are precious, a
valuable fertilizer.

Another f%%%oiirits so-urce of marmrc  in C’hina  is
waste ground that has not been brought under
cultivation. Children and reecagers are often to be
seen collecting great bundles of wild plants for use
as ‘green manure’. Needless to say, this is much
better for the soil structure than chemical fertilizers.
Perhaps in the old days, to ferti!ize your fields with
sibit and weeds was to make an ecological virtue of
necessity But the Chinese peasants show no sign of
abandoning these practices as they move into XII era
of unprecedented prosperity.

The West is only now discovering the soya bean
(as a food for humans, I mean). In China, of course,
it has been a Fraple source of high-quality protein
for centuries. The bland beans are usually converted
into more savouy forms: bean-curd or soy sauce.
An acre of soya beans produces about ten times as
much edible protein as the same acre could produce
in the form of meat. Not that t’le Chinese are averse



Iloteeiorich  juioe 4.m7d from soy.0 beam.

i to meat-eating. Most peasant households have a pig,
who recycles garbage as useful fertilizer, and is
eventually  recycled at the dinner table. But despite
rapid growth in livestock numbe-s,  pork, beef,
chicken and duck ail! account  for a relatively
modest fraction of the Chinese diet. Professor Jean

! Mxyer, the Harvard nutritionist, summed up the
; situation as follows: “Americans, as meat-eaters,
: need 2,200 lbs of grain per head per year to feed
j them (140 lb direct, and all the rest for their
~ cattle). Chinese people use 400 lb per head per
/ year, 360 lb direct, and 40 for their cattle. 1,500
~Chinese could live off what 270 Americans eat.”
i In spite of this national shortage of hot-dogs and
, hamburgers the Chinese are not merely
~ physiologically  well-nourished but quite visibly
1enjoy their food great!y.

Whatever the virtues of nightsoil, compost and
~ soy? beans, it is most unlikely that Chinese
zgriculmral production could have reached its
~ present level by traditional methods alone. Chairman
Mao has said that “the fundamental way out for
~agric&ure  lies in mechanization”. This may
i surprise those who imagine everything is done in
~
1

China by armies of workers toiling with their bare
hands. There have of cowsc been some spectacular,
labour-intecsive construction projects. But these
have general!:; been timed for the slack periods of
‘the year. Visit a Chinese commune when the rush
is on to reap the early rice and plant the late rice,
and you will find the people working in the fields

1 from dawn to dusk. There is simply t,oo much

work for bare hands. Even simple fwms of
mechaniza:ion-such  as the many rice-transplanting
machines devised in different parts of China-cap
help to ease rhese annual bottlenecks. I suggest
that anyone who thinks machinev  has absolutely
no place in agriculture should try a twelve-hour
stint of transplanting  rice by hand, bent over
double and up to his knees in warer.

Mechanized farming in China does not mean (as
it does in the West) an agriculture which consumes
more energy in oil than it produces in food, nor
does it mean (as in the USSR) fleets of magnificent
combine harvesters which lie crippled and
unrepaired while the ripe grain rots in the fields. ~
Chinese agricultural machinery is often manufactured:
within the county, and can be repaired locally.
Chungshan County in the south China province of

i

Kwangtung now ha over 170 county-run factories
i
)

and workshops making 330 types of machinery :
serving agriculture, including generators, motors,
threshers and complete sets of irrigation and

I
~

drainage equipment. Tractors and other big
machinery still come from large state-owned
factories elsewhere. On the other hand there is now
a farm machinery repair plant in each of the
county’s twenty-one people’s communes, and a
lesser repair cenne  in each of the 314 production
brigades. (A production brigade is a village-size unit
of anything from 150 to 500 households. There are
usually between eight and twelve brigades in each~ -.c”l”m”“e,  S”meUmeE  more., ~lnese  c***u*e  reoax  1
plants &not jmt garages which bolt on spare pz&?s
manufactured 500 miles away. They have lathes,
milling machines and welding equipment. The lathes
themselves are in many cases made locally.

1 saw the same policy in practice at Hsing Long
production brigade, one of the eleven “villages”
which make up July 1st People’s Commune near
Shanghai. The brigade’s tractor repair shop was a
spacious single-storey building. Of the four
tractors in the buildmg, one was stripped down,
apparently for repairs to its trammission.
Obviously quite major repairs could be done on the
spot, though of course the workshop depended on
spares from outside the brigade. The real surprises
came in two other workshops. One of them was
producing electric motors  for irrigation pumps and
threshing machines. Again, of course, some city
made components were indispensable; but think of
the psychological significance of a village making its
own electric motors: this most magical of all
technological products held no more mysteries for
the peasants of Hsing Long.

A third workshop made farm implements. The
methods here really did approach self-sufficiency.
We were shown, with some pride, an electrically
driven circular saw and mechanical hammer, both
built on the spot. They were apparently made by
fixing bits of wood and scrap metal together until
you got somethi:lg of the right shape and strength.
Despite their Heath Robinson appearance, both
machines were fast and precise in operation.

Chairman Mao insists that industry should serve
agriculture. Here in the West, the countryside has



become more  and more depadent on rhe city’s I hlboue, Confidence  is more impnMnf  tbl having  the right  rnPPri.e
factories.  In China, however, the products  supplied svk err oDDe  faerov eMuentor blueprint%  melmu, Sodivm  nirnP  feminzeer; th* contens Of this

by the city to the country  are often such as to
enhance the countryside’s  self~sufficiency.  A small
but pleasing example comet from the Shanghai
No.1 5 Radio Factory, which recently  turned out
1,000 solar energy sfoves for peasants on the
outskits  of the ciq and in other  parts of China.
The stove  is shaped like an inverted umbrella,  and
consists of a reflector,  a support,  and i rack for
cooking vessels.  It takes fifteen minutes  to cook
one kilogramme of rice.

Iron and steel, cement,  and even chemical
fertilizer production is being disseminated  into the
countryside.  Between 1970  and 1972,  Siianghai
factories sent 300 kits for small synthetic ammonia
plants  to various  parts of the counq. Small plants
like these nova  make over half of China’s synthetic
ammonia. Again,  these plants  cannot  be regarded  as
totally self-sufficient  since they need outside  energy
supplies.  There  could also be environmental  dangers,

but the Chinese may stili shcw us how to maintain :
soil stmcture  with organic manure and at the same

~ rime get a little extra yield by adding synthetic
~ nitrogen.
~ The lifeline of agriculc~re,  accoriing to Chairman

~ Mao, is water conservation.  One of the most
i impressive achievements  of the Chinese peasants
I has been the sinking of 1.2 million pump wells in
! North China alone. Dotted over the countryside
i are these little diesel or electric motors,  and the
/ sound of the water gushing into the irrigation



channels is as much part of the aural landscape as
are sheep. chickens,  or cicadas. Drilling  a pump well
to a depth of thirn- rne~rs or more is beyond  the
capacities of a sin& farmer’s  cooperstivc.  I: was
only after the founding of the people’s  communes
in 1956.  says a SCK China News Agency report,
that the peasants brgsn ro sink pump ~~11s  on a
large  scale. relying on their growing collective
strength  So this particular technology  depends on
the cxistance of a political grouping  somewhat
larger rhan the village.

The total installed power of pump wells in China
is about I5 million kilowatts.  They would need
eight of the largest power  stations  to run them. But
in practice those weIls  which  are not diesel-powered
are often suppiied with e!ectrisiv from small, local
hydra-power  stations.  Kater running downhill  in
one piace  prmps  watz our of the ground in another
place some :n!les awq. There  are now over fifty
thousand  of these small k}-dro-power  stations. The
electricin- is used not only for pump wells but also
for lighting and for irrigation pumps and other  farm
machinery.  It is znorher component  of the policy
of rural self-re;iance.

But once again,  the Chinese ulwa~s refuse to
‘think small’. Three  great river basins.  the Yangtze,
the Yeilou’ i&a and the H&o, have been the
scene of gigantic projects in flood control, drainage,
irrigation and hydra power. One of the biggest
projects now under  consrmction  is the 2.5 kilomeue
long Tanchizngkou  dam on the Yangtze’s biggest
tributary. A hundred  thousand  people have taken
part in the design and building.

Even this giganric  operation  is dwarfed  by the
‘river-taming  hatties’ of the Haiho river basin, -which
includes the cities of Peking and Tientsin  In 1974
five hundred thousand  people irom 700 communes
joined in, working on dykes, canals and reservoirs.
In other  years, the figure lxs been as high as a
million people. But perhaps the most significant
fact is that at the same time, back in their  own
communes  and brigades,  millions more were engaged
in levelling farmland,  sinking  punp wells, and
buildiq  small reservoirs,  ponds,  ditches and other
improvement  projects. Perhaps  the difficulties  with
large water-control  projects elsewhere, such as
Awm and Kariba, have been due in part to the lack
of involvement  of local people in schemes which
were thrust on them from above.  Millions  used to
die in floods in China,  and I don’t  think the Chinese
See any alremarive to large-scale  water control
projects. Their policy is one of “walking  on twa
!egs”.  The wo legs  are, roughly  speaking, Big
Technolom and Little  Tcchnologyy.  U’e  may admire
the Little, but wr must not forget  the Big behind it.

Fascinating snippets of informction emerge  from-._
ChIna trot” tmle to time. :t sccnls  there is an
experimental  geothermal  power station near Peking,
which has a turbine  propelled by vapour from an
unspecified  !i+d of low boiling point. There are
sealed pits in which many communes  bury the stalks
of plants, grass and leaves: the methane gas released
by this fermenting matter is piped to houses for
lighting,  and in at least one place it has replaced

diesel oil as the fuel for rice-huzkiig  and sugar-cane
pressing  machines. In thousands of fields, apparent
two or even three different  crops are grown
simultaneously  in alternating rows.

Rw Chinese have developed  the “5406”  bacteri:
fertilizer,  which  is also said to protect plants  qains
disease and promote  germination,  and the “920”
hormone,  claimed  to increase yields of wheat,
cuton,  maize and rice. There have been experimen
with biological  pest controi in which chalcid wasps
were used against  cmworxns.  And an assault has
been made on a cotton  pest, the pick bollworm,
with a synthetic pheromone-a  man-made version c
the chemical with which the insect attracts  its matt

The Chinese report these achievements  but do
not exaggerate their importance.  Many of them
have been surpassed  in countries  which do not haw
a socialist syst&n. You could  find better  exmpies
of geothermal  po-wer  in use in Italy. or solar power
in Israel, or methane  in !ndia. Tbc  Chinese woUd,
I think, admit this, but they would also point out
that the crucial  difference  between China and, say,
India, is not in the technologies  the two countries
use, but in their respective class structures  and
political  systems.
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This recdun  contains bark IOUiCO  a;d
conracw.  bibliopraphies  ad :vorlY “” the

‘Radical  Technology’ is a very vague term we decided to “se because,

‘rhc”ry’  Of Kadkd Technolog),  !S”Ch a if 1s); having rejected ‘Mutiny on Spaceship  Earth’, ‘Moulin  Rough’, ‘Bicycle!
and idedo~d bXkgm”“d  ‘ding which at of the Gods’ and other  such gems,  we couldn’t  think of a better title
arhcr  timer  ..d placcs  “>YIf ‘le foreground. for the book. For a long time we referred to it as ‘The  Alternative

2.1 BASIC DIRECTORIES AND Technology Rook’ because ‘alternative technology - or ‘A.“ as it is

BIBLIOGRAPHIES known in the trade -.. is by far the most widely xccpted umbrella

ncrc arc  all ‘““.iame”tal  I”UXO and Wdl
- term for wind-gcncrators, methane-digesters,  autonomous  housei,  sola

worth gcftinC hoid of fur refcrm‘e.  The stills, etc, etc. But this was exactly its problem. It was too much associ
first five are &nrrican and Ill2  rat “rirish. ated with oure nadretw,  especially  of the merely  ewironmental
* Fner~y Rnaer-  rolor, yimw.  wind and

hk.f”dS uwrola I”lli~Yfe:  %.50 in us.*/
variety,  fdr useby yhe’afflient  to.soothe their  consciences and amaze

~85.50  ekewhere:  araikble from rhe Wh”lr their friends at a safe distance from the cities.
Fardl  Truck smie.  55s  Santa  Cnx .*venue. We wanted to express an id4 of technological  organisation that wa

Menlo Far!%,  CA 94025,  ,co,. 0” the
rdmical z5pecn  of’akerr;arivc  energy char

part of a total  movement  towards a new form of society;  but at the
is the brri 5i”gk  Io”rCe  you CZ” ger. Compiled same time to assert the belief that technology  itself matters,  not jxst

bv New .AMlemv  ,wcd. Whok Each TN& who controls  it - that, in other  words.  not only the relations of pro-
duction,  but the meavs tOemsei~~e~  must be changed to permit thi
achievement of a just, stable and fulfilling  society.

Since this last is a notion that most radicals would not accept, WE
adopted  the word ‘radical’ with some diffidence. reinforced  by the
fact that most of the mate&l  in the book is purely  technical  and has
no overt political content  at al!. But other  explicitly  pohticai  labels

rcfcrrncer  and mmtacn.  many “f rixm pah were even more misleading or susceptible to &nt&pretation.
‘Socialist  Technology’, ‘Anarchist Technology’  or ‘Utopian *rr&i”gly  annorated.  II ccwers P kx more

Ihan j”Ii C”C’B.  The tli*fucl recrion  dealr Technology’ could all have done at a pinch (let nvone  call us sect-
with .g”‘“lrure  and aquaculNre  as we/, a5
! mrrhane,  d‘“hd and wood. nrre  are  also

atian!: but the :erms ate so muddied  that the rekttiveiy anodyne
I SCCliO”5  on axhifccrdre  and inrepared ‘Radical  Technology’ was wheeled in/au& de mieux.
! lys’yns~  mro”gho”r  the book ic is TInis  does not dispose entirely of the term ‘alternative’. You get
cmpnrrrreo  me* reneu-aore rnergy SoYrces
dy rnlk scnre if m&l less  c”ergy  is

qune fond of it after so many years, and after  all it does seem a bit
conrud and livingpatrernr  aim ridiculous  to talk about ‘the radical  approach’ to, say materials, or
accordi”&  IC WfP a “n” standard  af

/ inkdun.
rhoroughness  and realYIn  for this kind of

wind power, and I shall rrequently  revert to the term ‘alternative’ ot
just ‘AT’.  In these cases, I either want to distinguish  the approach I

‘a W~Yhole  kmth t@Jg ~Poinr/Pe”guin.  1974:
I. .:

take from one which might more nomxxlly  be called ‘radical’; or 1
~17% ILO, OB.  MBI. the paginatian  MO~J want to imply a certain  nmbivalence.  that the radical aspect is not
on from the ,arest edition of whole t‘m,,
ca*‘7iog WECI  %vhiCh is not yer avai,ablc  iii

‘inherent  a”d.requires  a context  of other  truly radical ch’anges.
birain.  The rpaog  is generally  rner:  relevant These  ‘other changes’  I take for granted,  and in most sections of
to ‘AT chhan :ile Old cvialog  w?iCh  WEI the directory  I have only hinted at them. For example, under ‘Energy’

, “SC’“l e”o”gh~.  and is in my Dpinion 3”
/ indisprnrable  aid w digging  Yp  sO”rCel  md I don’t discuss miners’  wage struggles,  ot under ‘Shelter’  unionisation
I cc)nmcn.  IC is CkSifkd  into broad rrcrionr in the construction  industry. I don’t wish to minimise these issues, but

many of them are obviated  by the very nature of Radical Technology;
others  are dealt with in section 2; others are beyond the scope  of this
book. i had to draw the line some-where!

1.2 HOW THE DIRECTORY IS ORGANISED.  AND OTHER
REMARKS

/ a Handbooli  for rrif reliant xring’. if is i&l It might look a bit complicated,  but don’t  be frightened.



The directory does not precisely follow  the categories  of the book,
though it cross-references. I ha\r tried to make it relatively
independent  so you donit  need ;o refer to the book for explanations.
Bibliographies  can :o on for ever. but I have preferred to gi\-e rclatiwla
few items and annotate  them properly.  rather  than exhaustive  lists of.
bare titles. But I’m pretv inconsirrent  at times.

Each section has a short introduction giving rra~ons for including
some things and not others. and why they might be considered
‘Radical Technolo@?;‘.  The sections arc subdivided into convenient
categories.  and within each subdivision the items move from the
general  to the specific. the elementary  to the advanced. and the theo~
rectical  to the practical. I rend TO give  bibliogaphies  first,  then collect-
ions of essays or gensral works,  rextbooks,  then more specialised
items and finally  ‘lollipops’ ~ thimgz that are particularly  illuminating.
fun to read, or that.just mrned  me on. Mixed in with pliblicatimz are
refrrznces  to orgamsations,  or in some cases individuals.  who can at
least ?ei! !:ou  wbcre tn ask next. Where there arc borderline  topics not
covered,  1 have tried to indicate what’s missing  and suggested where
you might start to look.

Nearlv all the publications  ax British or North American. The
reasons &r *is rather  narrow scope are:  (1) ‘Radical Technology  in
thhr sew here used seems to be largely restricted  to the Anglo-Saxon
world.  although of cou~cz  its spirit is universal; (2) we’re a terribiy
parochial  !ot and don’t have much contzct  with those outside  the
fraternity, especially if they don’t  speak English. Where the foreign
stuff is known it is included to give  at least zn initial lead, should
anyone wax to start something in the country  concerned.

There  might be problems finding  some of the books or periodicals
mentioned.  In the USA,  the Alternative  Sources  of Energy  Lending
Liorary should  he helpfui (see  2.33). In Britain, much  of the material
is to be found in ‘movement’  bookshops,  of which a list can be got
from Rising Free (see box 2). For browsing, it’s very difficult. Com-
pendium bookshop  is probably  best  (see box 2). Or one might be able
to use the AA library  or get access  to the excellent collection  of mater-
ial at AHS (both by prior arrangement).  On the political side, the
Public  Library,  197 Kings Cross Road, London NWl.  Otherwise, keep
plugging  the pcbiic  libraries, both on priaciple and because if theyorde
:he materiai  it be:ps to get it around  to people who would otherwise
never see it. See  box for further information on where to findrhings.

The numbering  of sections is just for easy cross-rtfcrence.  The
$ystem is very simple.  Separete sectlons’are numbered in sequence,
1.2.3  but a subdivision  adds a digit: 3 1, and its own subdivisions
3.11, 3.12,  etc. If the system bugs  you, just ignorr it.

This may all seem a bit involved,  hut I’m trying to make it fool-
proof for those  who want to chase things up, and at the same time
provide a coherent  package  13ur  for the idly curious. One other thing,
often asked - I hrve not ;ead all the hooks.
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280 BlSL~OCRAPHY

ahrnafive  “By’ of mgani*ing producri””  and
1C”mmunity  iii=. More derails  “f a Jecmtraiia

arc:  that current pate
housing encourage or c

privatisation  and passive consump-
tion of goods  arid services;  that
they are stultifyirg  to live  in and
increasingly  expensive  fo build and run; that they lead to OYWUSC  of
non-renewable resources.

The traditicnal political  debate about housing  has focused on the
private  D. the public; owner-occupation.  rented  accommodation  and
local authority housing. Radical Technologists would emphasise  other
dimensions: user involvement,  especially  at a local collective level; the
growth of a sax of community;  self-building and self-maintenance;
moves  towards more ecoiogically sound servicing;  a ‘new regionalism’
in construction,  through  the use of local methods and materials
especially  in connection  with a repopulation  of rural areas; rehabilita-
tion of existing buildings rather  than new starts;  grants for the install-
ation of autonomous  servicing  on the b&of ‘whole  life costing’;  and
flexible communaliration  of liatural units such as blocks or terraces.
Most of this is not new in radiral circles, and the following items focus
primarily on the technical  aspects.

3.1  BASICACCESS



3.5 LOW-COST BUILDING -



3.8 CITIES



ra ENERGY
The aim of alternative  energy
mge should be to do it ,fairly,
:heaply, cleanly,  and without
mduly depleting non-renewable
~sources. This is easier said than
;lone.

The section concentrates  mainly
3” alternative sou~cec of energy,
but these certainly could  not
provide  for current,  let alone
prospective,  demand witbout
drastic reorganisation  of
production  and consumption  patterns. Explorations,  both technical
and social,  of how to use less  ax just as important  as the search  for
alternative sources. See  the article on autonomous units in the book,
and section 3.7.

The practica! fuars of the alteaatives discussed  in this section
depends very much on what happens in the field of nuclear power
generation - the great  white  hope of the mega-technological optimists.
For not unbiased accounts  of the nuclear  issue, see Nuclear Power:
Techmdogical  Earns for Ethicai  Concern, by Amory Lovins  (Friends  of
the Earth, 9 Poland Street,  London  Wl); UC 9 special issue on nuclear
energy; various back numbers of Science for People  (2.222) and
Environment  (2.221).  which, as well as careful critiques of the US
nuclea: power programme,  often contains  articles on larger-scale
energy altexatives  (geothermal,  hydrogen)  which have been rather
negl&ted  in this book.

4 . 1  G E N E R A L
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14.3 W I N D E N E R G Y



1 . 4  WATERENERGY

ware,-pawerbnd ac any *ca,e  if is in p’in+le
L rrncwablr re*““rce ..- a1rh”u.h  the Colorado
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.mTQOLS &
:werr,  mox 376,  Percader”.  Cdifornia.  CA
?4060,. dim,  of EP biduci  secrim.  worked
,dh ,ohn Fry 0” the c&braced  cractm mner
ube  &germ
Q RiUga5 FisnC  <Eksrbo”r”c  Lanr.  Midhunt,

iurrcx  GC2P 9AZ.  /El ,%,idhurrr  3911i3i69).
The essence of the Radical Technology approach. I suppose, is to UE

I’hcy prod”ce  a series of digccrrcrr  which  are
renewable materials. long-lasting materials (yes, even alcminium  and

,arge  e”““gh  fO look fcasi”lc  in rrmperlrr stainless steel) or waste products; and processes that lend themselr:es
hls<rs,  b”l  krcp CO’IB down by “*rioUs
3csign  Irich. see  L!C Il. p. 31. WTicc  For

to ‘convivial’, co-operative production and use ~ to be sufficin~tly

looWet  tlio-GZS  T0dv.y.
well-equipped with tools to make and maintain what you need. ‘Who
m a k e s  tL: ‘, :i the other half of the story, for which, see 2.524

1.6 MISCELLANEOUS  ENERGY and 13.2.

1 / 5.3 TRADITlOl\iALRAFTS



WATER SUPFLY
The categories of cornposting, excreta treatment and
water supply fall together even if you try to keep them
apart. The Radical Technology emphasis is on saving
w&able  resources (nitrogen, water, etc.) and preventing
pollution, all at once. which of course is the only sensible

4.1 COMPOSTING
TREATMENT

5.4 MODERNMATERIALS I!

5.J WASTEANDSCRAP



7 FOOD ; Rook. by Ibc Biodynamic  Gaidc”i”g and/ Fa”ni”g,Amciatian  (7.3) and the Grral
From the point of view of Radical Technology the purpose of research

origina,  IS Rddf  Sremer’r  A@“lt”“*
I (~udoXsrrir.cr  ~ourr) (7.3)  whiuh  harsomc

into food supply is t” create an economical, indefinitely-sustainable 1 ‘;.f.:wry ,‘ran~e and wundcrful  thin@ in il.
husbandry that provides food of good quantity and quaiiy  without

5uard g!ardening’  is amahci  tcdlniqur  for

discriminntion,  exploitation or unneccessary  toil. Depcndmg on how
i malnruning  soil fcrliiiry.  through rhc me of
llo”rr  \ee CllC  arciclcs  by .l”ny FIrme* in L’C

these vague specifications are interpreted, various corollaries follow: 18 .,,d.,,.

local production and consumption, minimum inorganic fertilizers and 1 7.5
biocides, higher person/land ratio, careful attention t” the local nifro-

GROWING  1~ CITIES

gen cycle, reduced meat consumption, alternative sources  of protein, I” rile cky. firrc 0°C murr find whar land
exre is. and recondlv  ““e  murr  make the



7.8 SOCIAL  ASPECTS  OF
FOOD

8 MEDICINE

I have never really written down a
list on this subject before, but it
seems reasonable that ‘radical
medicine’ should satisfy at least
sane of the following criteria: an
emphasis on health rather than
sickness, ie prexntive rather than
curative medicine; demystification
of the doctor’s role and complere
participation by the patient;
reduction of insritutionalised  and
high-capital treatment, increased
community and,family care and a
wider spread of medical skills; a
shift of emphasis from relatively
rare acute conditions to common
chronic conditions and occupation
al health problems, etc; openness
to unorthodox methods if they
work.



1
I-..
; This IS another area that Illich has had go a His message on rransport

IS never to go over 15 rpilcs  an ihour, :~~‘:,x’ ,?J Equ~tv.  Caldcr  and
Boyars,  London, 19i4: !Iarpcr & Ro>y,  New Yo,k, 1974) [OU].  I
don’t rraily know w!.zt I rhin’~ :~baur thai Sounds a bit crux, but
there might be something in ! I’he very i.x words in lllich’s book art
‘Socialism can only come on a bicycle’: equity is destroyed if some
people perperually move muzh faster than others. So WC should walk
or cycle ~ evtn buses and trains are suspect.



/Uj MUNICATIONS-

/ 10.2 FILM

/ 10.3 VrDEO

11.3 LAND  HOLDING



I enter this section with some diffidence, as I know very little about
Third World countries an,,F what might count as Radical Technology
in that context. Some idea of the striking variety  of interpretations
can be gathered from the various articles in this bool-  on China,

/Gandhi, Chile, and Intermediate TcchnoloLgy

I 12. I CHINA

of which  is p”h!%hed  in rllir  book)  and ‘IS
idian S&“CP 1 ly Indian?’  by A. K. N.
Red‘+ scirnre  7o.i.w  Jan 1974.

<j APPROPRIATE
TECHNOLOGY  GROUPS
OUTSIDE THIRD WORLD



,

1 12.4  OTHER  CONTACTS

Knowing where we’re ~“:~l; is vwy important, as iung as we don’t grt
i too rigid about it. That i) \~uhat  section 2.54 is about, defining our-
, dreams better. T!lis  secti,m i~ollows  on :rom there. What do we do
/ now? Thr trouble is rhat all the aspects of contemporary  capitalist
i society are wown together, and very little is frze to change by itseX
! Institutions, technology, work. life-styles, consciousness, what WC

~
I
expect of each other 2nd what ,:‘e hold each other to - all lock into
place and resist change. It is n,x surprising that many people submit to

~the fallacy that nothing can cha.lgr lInti it ~11 does - and therefore
1 nothing can change. This leads eithtx  to total compliance, escapism.
! p’ the ‘waiting for the -evolution’ syndrome. The utopians reckon you
should just start builAng the post-revo!uGnary  society here and now,

; clearing away~little  areas and getting ori ;rrith it, knowing that every
battle will end in defeat except the last.

Revolutionary situations do occur, ~xn ihe pulse of a whole

~
people may quicken in a new-found rcaiisxion  of their own power:
Pans 1871; Russia 1917; Spain 1936; Hungary 1956; and again Paris
1968.  But these have to be prepared for, and y,,r! have to know
(roughly) where. you are going. It’s no good wasting your strategical
imagination on msurrections, only 02 what they permit to be imple-
mented: the new structures which have been growing sll these years,
which we as temporay custodians of the tradition must invent, guide
and nurture  with all OUT care and passion. rhat is all 1 shall say about
revolution.



I
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1 Peter Harper-
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!lJMhfARY:  For the lazy reviewer

Lrdical  Techdogy:  Food and Shelter, Tools and Materials,
inergy  and Communicat;<..ls,  Autonomy and Communiry.  Edited
I;~ God&v  Boyle and % :.e; Xarper,  and the editors of Under-
‘UTlentS.
Vildwood House, London; Pantheon Books, New York, 1976.
!04pp,  A4, i!iustrated,  index. Hardback ISBN 0 7045 0218 6;
lapaback  ISBN 0 7045 0159 7.

Radical  Technology is a large-format, extensively illustrated
:ollection of original articles concerning the reorganisation of
ethnology  along more humane, rational and ecologically sound
ines.  The many facets of such a reorganisation are reflected in
he wide variety of contributions to the book. They cover both
he ‘hardware’ -the machines and technical methods themselves -
md the ‘software’ - the social and political structures, the way
,eoplt relate tr) each other and to their environment, and how
:hey feel about it all.

The articles in the book range from detailed ‘recipes’ through
:eneraI  accounts  of alternative technical -,‘i’  hods, to critiques of
:urrent  practices, and general props,!;  rot reorganisation. Each
mthor has been encouraged to f&s,v her or his own personal
approach,  sometimes descriptive, sxmetimes  analytic, sometimes
xchnical.  sometimes uolitical  The contributors are all authorities
n iheir fields. ’

The book is divided into s&n sections: Food. Enerw.  Shelter.
&utonomy, Materials, Communic-don, Other P&spec&s. Over
brty separate articles include items on fish culture, small-scale
water rtipply,  biological energy sources, a definitive zoologj  of
he windmill, self-help bowing, buildi~ng with subsoi!:  ma!:ing
:ar-tyre  shoes, the economics of autonomous houses, what to look
For in scrap yards, alternative radio networks, utopian co.nmun-
ities,  and technology in China. Between the main sections are
interviews with prominent practitioners and theorists of Radical
rechnology,  inciuding.Johr.  Todd of the New Alchemy Institute;
Robert Jungk,  author of Humanity  ZOCO;  the Street Farmers, a
group of anarchist architects; Peter van Dresser; and Sietz Leef-
lane. editor of Smail Earth.  the Durch iouwal  of alternativeu.

tcchnclogy.
Alsso  included between the main xctions of the book is a

series of visionaw  drawines bv the gifted  illustrator Clifford
Harper, evoking ;he spirit-a&  prachce of Radical Techno!ogy:
‘how it could be’. These drawings, or ‘visions’ include a communai-
ised urban garden Izyout; a household basement workshop; a
community workshop; a conmxmity  media centre;  a collectivised
terrace of urban houses; and an autonomous rural housing estate.

1Ae  book ends with a comprehensive directory of the
literature and active organisations  in Radical Technology. This
notes inevit+le  52~s in the book’s coverage, points the reader TO
where~more  information can be found, and provides also m
overall picture of a growing movement.

If is an unusual book.

I.
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Radical Technology is perhaps an, unfamiliar idea.
Evervone  has heard of ‘alternative technology’ -- which has come

to signify solar panels on the roof, windmills in the garden, and
cars run off gas from chicken manure.

Radical Z’echnology encompasses much that is meant by
‘alternative technology’ but sees these new, liberating tools, tech-

niques and sources of energy as part of a restructured  social order,
and aims to place them directly in the hands of the community.

Radical Technology  is a contribution to the tider dialogue on
alternative politics, economics, work-patterns and life-styles, all the

more urgent ir a deepening global crisis of resource supply and
ecological stability, at a time when demands for economic

justice, sdf determination and meaningful work can no
longer be denied. Radical Technology is not just a way

for the middle class to trim its central heating bills.

‘The important thing is to zvork  bn till fronts
at once, the home, the neighbourbood  and the

workplace. Such a balance is the essence of
utopian strategy. Likewise we must be realistic
and full of fantasy, attend to public neetls and
individual consciousness, create a balance  of

mental and manual work for everyone, a
measure of city and country life, focus on

immediate problems and build for t.5c future,
live in earnest and just for fzlE, confront and

compromise. Have our cake and eat it?
Why not?’


